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How To Really Get Digital's "Free" Rdb For Free! 
Our Free Offer 

Agree to evaluate SmartStar® by calling us toll-free at 
800-235-5787. We'll then quickly send you for evaluation: 
run-time Rdb media, plus the complete SmartStar application 
development environment, including the full documentation 
set. And even if you don't buy SmartStar, you can keep run
time Rdb! 

(plus your time 
Cost: $0. 00 for evaluation) 

Note - Since there appears to be some confusion about 
what's really free, here are the facts: (1) If you have a 
current VMS 4. 7 or above license, you are now licensed to 
use run-time Rdb at no charge. (2) You first have to obtain 
the media before you can use it. 

What's our motivation? We are so convinced you'll see 
the extraordinary functionality of SmartStar teamed with 
Rdb that we will happily absorb the costs, and really provide 
Rdb-RT to your doorstep a~solutely free! SmartStar is one of 
today's "big three" in the VAX/VMS 4GL marketplace, with 
more than a 25% market share;· but more importantly to you: 

SmartStar Corporation is a Digital CMP partner 
authorized to distribute run-time Rdb media ... the only 
company that is making you this "package" off er. 

*Source : Compucer lmelligence markec repon 

Other Software Vendors Free Off er 
Other software vendors don't even tell you how to get 

"free" Rdb-RT. Just to show you that we are serious about 
providing customer service, we'll give you that information 
also ... even if you decide to evaluate one of the other guys 
first . Rather than you having to track down the Digital order 
number for the Rdb-RT media , here it is (for a TKSO) with 
our compliments: QA358.AA-H5. 

(plus your time 
Cost: $755.00 forevaluation) 

If you 're a serious VMS developer, we know your 
evaluation of SmartStar and run-time Rdb will revise some 
long-held (and hard-sold) opinions regarding database 
engines and what levels of productivity you have a right 
to expect. Act now, and get a head start on the future of 
Digital-based application development! 

........__ SmartStar® 
Digital-Based Application Development 
SmartStar Corporation 
120 Cremona Drive, PO Box 1950 
Goleta, CA 93116-1950 
(805) 685-8000 (800) 235-5787 ~DmDDmD

™ Cooper.ative 
t • Marketmg 

Program 
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Our New SDA900 
DEC Storage Arrays: 

More Capacity. Less Complexity. 
Emulex introduces more 

room for reliable storage, and 
less room for worry! Our new 
SDA900 Series Subsystems 
feature the first third-party 
drives to integrate DEC's 
Standard Disk Interface 
right into the drives. 

By eliminating the 
external protocol converter, 
the drives are completely 
self-contained. Result: 
More gigabytes per square 
foot than RA-series drives, 
plus lower costs and faster 
access times. 

With fewer boards and 
connection components to 
contend with, the SDA900 
is more reliable as well. The 
pre-formatted drives are 
easily installed and the new 
intelligent control panels 
include diagnostic, opera
tional and security modes. 

Emulex 's advanced 
SDA900 Subsystems are 

Visit us at booth #1300 

DEXPO West 89 
Disneyland Hotel 

Anaheim, CA 
Nov . 7-91989 

available in 4-drive, 12-drive call Emulex toll free. 
and 18-drive configurations, 
with formatted storage over 
17GBytes. For information , 

-~-
EMULEX 

Emu lex Corporation, 3545 Harbor Blvd ., Costa Mesa , CA 92626 , (800) EMULEX-3 or (714) 662-5600 in California 

North American Offices: Anaheim, CA (714) 385-1685; Dublin, CA (415) 829-1170; Roswell , GA (404) 587-3610; Burlington, MA (617) 229-8880; 
St. Louis, MO (314) 569-7792; Saddle Brook, NJ (201) 368-9400; Reston, VA (703) 264-0670; Schaumburg, IL (312) 605-0888 ; Canada (416) 673-1211 

International Offices: Woki ngham (44) 734-772929; Munich (49) 89-3608020; North Sydney (61) 2-957-1669 ; Paris (33) 134-65-9191 

DEC is a regis tered trademark of Digital Equipmem Corp. 
© 1989 Emulex Corporation 

National Distributors: Hamilton /Avnet Computer (800) 426-7999; Pioneer Technologies Group (800) 227-1693; 
Wyle Laboratories Electronics Marketing Group (800) BUY WYLE 
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Buying RA 90' s? 
Buy Ours and We'll Give You 

an HSC Smm for FREE 

~nmnomo HSCSO 
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Finally there is a way to have your storage 
and backup too! Micro Technology intro
duces the 6200 Storage System, a one-to-one 
relationship of storage to backup, at no extra 
cost. So, if you've been concerned with your 
increasing storage requirements, the backup 
comes for FREE. 

There are only three things you need to 
do with Micro Technology's RSC-compatible 
high-capacity storage and backup solutions: 
Plug them in. Let them run. Leave 
them alone. 

At least that's what our customers say ... 
people like Dupont, Western Digital and 
Ford Aerospace. You see, they know Micro 
Technology high-capacity storage arrays are 
designed and tested with such rigor, they 
can deliver 40,000 hours of high performance 
without fail. What's better, there's no preven
tative maintenance required. Starting at 2.0 
gigabytes and stacking up to 20 gigabytes per 
footprint, they just sit there and work-
no problem. 

Just like there's no problem backing up 
every single gigabyte when no one is 
around. Micro Technology's RSC-compatible 
8mm tape cartridge subsystem, the MA-24, 
can do it all, unattended for 20,000 hours 
without fail. And that's a long, long time. 
Particularly when you can back up 32 giga
bytes in just about 7 hours. 

So call Micro Technology when it's time 
to add gigabytes, not worries about backup. 
We'll provide the Total Solution and the 
backup for FREE. For more information call 
us at 800-999-9MTI. 

"Visit us at DEXPO West Booth 1434" 

Micro Technology 
5065 East Hunter Avenue 
Anaheim, California 92807 
1-800-999-9MTI 

Micro Technology's offer is based on a MDI 476 PLUS System at 
standard prices. Offer effective October 15 throu~h December 
31, 1989. RA90, HSC are registered trademarks of Digital 
Equipment Corporation. 
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ON THE COVER: 
Digital's new VAX 9000 
mainframe is a key element 
in the company's product 
strategy for the 1990s. For 
an interview with Robert 
M. Glorioso, Digital's vice 
president efhigh peiformance 
systems, see page 118. Photo 
courtesy Digital Equipment 
Corporation. 

This magazine is not 
sponsored or approved by 
Digital Equipment Cor
poration. "DEC" and 
"l//lX" are trademarks of 
Digital Equipment 
Corporation. Digital 
Equipment Corporation is 
the owner of the trademark 
"DEC" and is the source of 
all "DEC" products. For 
other Digital trademarks, 
see page 6. 
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OLTP IS IN YOUR FUTURE 

by Philip A. Naecker 
Within the next few years, the number and size of OL TP applications are likely to 

grow sharply for both small and large organizations. Digital seems to view OL TP as 
one of the most dominant if not the dominant form of computing in the 1990s. 

MAINSTREAMING THE SUPERCOMPUTER 

by Peter Gregory 
Researchers and entrepreneurs now are becoming aware of opportunities to apply 
supercomputer levels of performance to many areas of information processing. 
What are the hurdles to overcome, and what are the implications of mainstreaming 
supercomputer performance? 
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ARIS/BB: ONLINE TEXT-RETRIEVAL GUIDE 

by Anne Schrauger 
Current subscribers now can access issues of DEC PROFESSIONAL online with 
the ARIS/BB Text-Retrieval System. A text-search capability makes it easy to find 
topics of interest. 

STORAGE: DSSI IN DEPTH 

by Richard Wrenn and Fernando Zayas 
Since October 1988, Digital has announced several products that use a bus called the 
Digital Storage Systems Interconnect (DSSI). This article provides a comprehensive 
look at DSSI, including detailed information about storage devices, adapters and 
DSSI performance. 

SETUP: PROFESSIONAL MOVE 

by David B. Miller 
Do you need to relocate your computers? Careful planning is the key, as the recent 
move of the Professional Press V AXcluster™ to our new facility proves. Here's a 
step-by-step look at how mission-critical machines were relocated to their new 
address. 

COMMUNICATIONS: V ACSIMILE! 

by Lynn Haber 
Tying your VAX to a fax can be a sound decision. Feature-rich devices and network 
offerings let the system manager decide how fax can best serve the organization. 

Continued on page 4. 
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Computing's EDT+ and VCL may be 
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Speeding Your Drive 
by David B . Miller ......................... 98 
Are you disappointed with your tape 
drive performance? Touch Technolo
gies' Dynamic Tape Accelerator pro
vides relieffor slow tape drives and helps 
reduce time spent on tape operations. 

Printing Across 
Multivendor Environments 
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If your company is trying to standardize 
on a single type oflaser printer but can't 
find one compatible with its PCs, V AXs, 
Hewlett-Packard systems and IBM main
frames, consider Xerox Corporation's 
4045 Laser CP Model 150 laser printer. 
It's ideal for multivendor environments. 
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by George T. Frueh ................. ..... 110 
All projects have one common need: the 
properly timed execution of many indi
vidual activities. Welcom Software 
Technology's Open Plan is an efficient 
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KNOCK,KNOCK. 
KNOCK,KNOCK,KNOCK,KNOCK, 

KNOCK,KNOCK,KNOCK, · 
KNOCK,KNOCK,KNOCK,KNOCK. 

Presenting a host of opportunities to tap powerful DEC® mainframe and mini 
computer software from a PC. Smaiferm® 320 for precise text terminal emulation and 
SmarTerm 240 Version 3.0 for vivid graphics terminal emulation are both available in 
Multi--User versions. 

Now individual PCs, and PCs networked on LANs or WANs, can run Smaiferm 
software to outperform dedicated terminals. So in both worlds, SmarTerm gives you 

the best. 
SmarTerm 320 and 

2 40 will use shared printers, 
modems, files , and com
munications servers on 
most networks. Multi-User 
versions can be loaded on 
a file server and shared. 

For text terminal 
emulation, SmarTerm 320 
has raised ind us try stan

dards by faithfully duplicating DEC VT320®features and functions for the PC. Exact 
support for VT320 features including 25th status line, true double-high, double--wide 
characters, and 132--column displays is provided. 

SmarTerm 240 incorporates advanced VT340 color graphics terminal features 
for 16 color ReGIS® graphics. Rubber band cursor actions, complex filled regions, 3-D 
graphics, and 132--column displays make it the VT240 emulation that gives you more 
than a VT240 terminal. 

Robust features for PC-to--the-rest--of--the--World communications, an interface 
designed to speed learning and cut training costs, convenience features for versatility, 
plus free technical support backing you up, combine to make SmarTerm an obvious 
path to take. 

To access all the power of DEC hosts, 
we'll open the doors. RSVP today by calling 
1-800-EMULATE. 

persn/f® 
ACCESS THE POWER You NEED. persoff· 

© 1989 Persoft, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Persoft and SmarTerm are registered trademarks of Persoft. Inc. , 465 Science Drive, Madison, WI 5371 I. Specifications subject to change without notice. 
DEC, VT and ReGIS are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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Multi Channel Wiring 
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25 Pair multi channel cables consolidate individual wiring channels. These channels run 
from the wiring closet to the feeder split (harmonica) located in the office area. Perfect 
for use in open/modular office environments. Greatly reduces installation costs, pro
vides versatility, and restores order to your communications wiring system. 

MMJ is the DEC standard data 
jack style. The unique off-set 
style prevents users from plug-

ging data equipment into a voice outlet. 
All MOD-TAP's products are available 
with the MMJ option and are compatible 
with DEC's wiring system. 

MOD-TAP offers innovative solutions for 
all your communications wiring needs. 
Call today for your FREE copy of our new 
1989 Applications Catalog. 

1101)-'l~Al~System 
The MOD-TAP Communications Wiring System is a modular solution for 
voice and data building wiring. MOD-TAP System is not biased towards 
any particular manufacturer's equipment or Local Area Network design. 

Harvard , M A USA 508-772-563 0 FAX 508-772-2 011 

Southampton Rants, U K 44 703 70 19 19 FAX 44 703 702147 

Le Chesnay, France 33 1 30575707 FAX 33- 1-3 0481 298 

Trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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Clearpoint Delivers the Fastest Disk Sub-Systems 
ForYourVAX6XXXand8XXX 

Clearpoint introduces 
the DCMS-DSB series of 
disk controllers and disk 
storage subsystems
another engineering 
innovation guaranteeing 
the fastest disk perform
ance. The Clearpoint 
DSB disk controller 
resides directly on the 
VAXBI I/O bus, using 
only one slot but provid
ing ports for up to seven 
disk devices. Each port 
supports a 1. 0 Gigabyte 
storage device, the 
highest capacity now 
being offered, and comes 
with several different 
configuration options. 

The DSB Disk 
Controller 
Through the combined use 
of Motorola's 68020 micro
processor, FIFO buffering, 
and a single, direct connec
tion to the V AXBI 1/0 bus, 
the DSB disk controller 
provides the fastest possible 
bandwidth. Compare our 
performance: 

The DSBDisk 
Subsystem 
Clearpoint has implemented 
SCSI (Small Computer 
System Interface) as its 
interface with DEC's MSCP 
(Mass Storage Control 
Protocol). This design 
assures users system compati
bility and maximum flexibil
ity in peripheral selection. 

Comparison Clearpoint DSB* DEC KDB-50 

Peak Transfer 4.0 MB/sec 1.2 MB/sec 

# Devices Supported 7 4 
# Slots Required 1 2 
DC Amps drawn at 5V 5.01 10.48 

*Available in configurations from standard 19" rack-mountable units to 
fully configured cabinets. 

See us at DEXPO West Booth #1316 Clearpoint Research Corporation 
35 Parkwood Drive, Hopkinton, MA 01748-1659 

1-800 .. CLEARPT (508) 435 .. 2000 
Japan (03) 221-9726 Canada (416) 620-7242 

UK (0628) 66-7823 Netherlands .(023) 273744 

C learpoint and OCMS-DSB are registered 
trademarks of C learpoint Research Corporation. 
DEC , VAX, Bl, MSCP are registered trademarks 
of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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The Clearpoint 
Difference 
• Each sub-system passes the 
most stringent QA testing in 
the industry 

•Various comprehensive 
service options are available. 
In addition, Clearpoint has 
designed a proprietary serial 
port for maintenance, 
diagnostic and monitoring 
purposes. 

Call or Write 
For the DSB 
Product Update 
and our 
Catalog & 
Technical 
Service Guide. 

. CLEARPOINT 



"How Badly Is 
File Fragmentation 

Slowing Down 
Your VAX~?" 

U sers of Digital's VAX/VMST .. systems have long 
complained of performance problems stemming from the 
gradual fragmentation of disk files. Every VAX/VMS 
Files-11 ODS-2 disk tends to fragment with use. It might 
take a month or it might take only a few days, but sooner 
or later the disk will have to be defragmented. 

With DISKEEPER/ Plus customized online defragmen
ter, all the disks on a VAX/VMS system can be kept 
defragmented indefinitely. DISKEEPER/ Plus cleans 
them up and keeps them that way. Running as a low
priority background job, DISKEEPER/ Plus carefully 
rearranges files on a disk so they consist of as few pieces 
as possible, and attempts to combine spaces on the disk 
into a single large contiguous space. Because of its cus
tomization features you decide when and how DIS
KEEPER/ Plus is to run on your system. It is a true 
set-it-and-forget-it approach to defragmentation. 

How Does Fragmentation Occur? 
VAX/VMS tries to allocate space for a file as close to the 
beginning (logical block number zero) of the disk as possi
ble. It does so even if there is plenty of free space near the 
end of the disk and placing the file near the beginning 
requires that the file be split up into many pieces. In other 
words, the file is created by VMS TM in a badly fragmented 
condition even though there is plenty of free space further 
along on the disk in which the file could have been created 
contiguously. 

Like "magic hands" Executive Software's DIS KEEPER/ Plus n• 

eliminates file and free space fragmentation on your disks. 

An exception to this is that VMS draws space first from 
the extent cache, which matches the free space near the 
beginning of the disk until users begin deleting files. Space 
freed up by deleted files is added to the extent cache and 
so could be allocated to new files. When extent cache 
space is used up, the extent cache is reloaded from the 
spaces nearest the beginning of the disk. 

When you consider the long-term effects of this allocation 
strategy on a disk in continuous use, you can readily see 
that fragmentation can become extreme. Before DIS
KEEPER/ P/us, the recommended remedy for disk frag
mentation was to backup the fragmented disk to tape (or 
another disk), reinitialize the disk and restore the files from 
the backup save-set. Unless you are fortunate enough to 
have a spare disk drive available, this roll-out, roll-in 
procedure on a large disk takes four to six hours - per 
disk, per week (or however frequently your installation 
requires defragmentation). Even with a spare. disk drive, 
the procedure requires taking the disk out of service for 
the duration. 

Why does VAX/VMS Fragment Files? 
VMS fragments files for 2 reasons: 

1) It always must file all the data at the beginning 
of the disk and 

2) It must always fill in any existing free space 
located at the beginning of the disk first (no 
matter how small that free space is). 



With these two conditions inherent in the make-up of 
VMS there is no getting around the fragmentation 
problem. 

How Does Fragmentation 
Affect Performance? 
Every disk has fragmentation unless it has just been 
defragmented and not used since. A file fragmented into 
two pieces can take twice as long to access as a contigu
ous file. A three-piece file can take three times as long, 
and so on. Some files fragment into hundreds of pieces in 
a few days' use. Imagine the performance cost of 100 
disk accesses where only one would do! Defragmentation 
can return a very substantial portion of your VAX to pro
ductive use. 

What to Do About Fragmentation 
There are only three ways to handle the fragmentation 
problem on your system. 

1. Don't let the users on the system - ever. 

We have found this solution is very unpopular due to 
the fact if there are no users on the system, then the 
need for a computer system is not a high priority. This 
results in no jobs for VAX Managers and technicians. 

Not recommended. 

2. Spend late nights or weekends doing the mundane 
chore of backup and restore (knowing you will only 
have to do this activity again as soon as your users 
start turning into an angry mob because the cursor 
isn't moving). 

Now, you may already be choosing backup and 
restore as your solution. There's just one catch: this 
"solution" does not free you from having to do the 
work. You still have to stand around (after hours) and 
do backup and restore. 

3. Get DISKEEPER/ Plus Customized Online Defrag
menter and let it do all the work. 

We have advanced the concept of defragmentation by 
making available 18 specialized start-up commands; 
one to suit every site and VAX configuration. 

With DISKEEPER/Plus available, now more than 
ever, there is no reason to permit fragmentation of 
your files, no excuse for a slow VAX, no need for 
weekends or late nights doing backup and restore. 

Buy DISKEEPER/Plus, then you won't have to give 
fragmentation another thought - ever. 

This may seem too good to be true or unbelievable to 
you, so we offer a 100% money-back guarantee of 
satisfaction. 

Finding Out About Fragmentation 
File Fragmentation Analysis Utility 

You can find out how fragmentation slows down your sys
tem's performance. 

By obtaining a copy of the File Fragmentation Analysis 
Utility, you will be able to determine the degree of file and 
free space fragmentation on your disk. It can provide any
thing from a quick summary to a very detailed analysis. 

Some of the questions the File 
Fragmentation Analysis Utility 
will answer for you are: 
• How many of my files are fragmented? 

• Which are my most badly fragmented files? 

• What is the average state of file and free space 
fragmentation on my disks? 

• What is my total free space? 

• What are my total split I/Os? 
(The answer to this question is the most meaningful indicator of the 
actual cost of fragmentation on your VAX !) 

Free Offer 
If you are running VAX/VMS you may be 
qualified to receive a free copy of our File 
Fragmentation Analysis Utility to determine 
the extent of fragmentation on your disks. 

Call Today! 
(800) VAX-HELP 

ext. 2321 

2219 Broadview 
Glendale, CA 91208-1395 

Copyright© 1989 Executive Software. All Rights Reserved. DISK.EEPER/Pius is a trademark owned by Executive Software. VAX, VMS and VAX/VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. 
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PUBLISHER 
Carl B. Marbach 

DEC's Technology Leap 
DEC is a tech
nology-driven 
company. It 
always has pro-

duced computers that were ahead of their 
time - machines that were state of the 
art, processors that did things others 
couldn't. And they did this for less 
money than the competition's systems. 

From the mid-'60s until the '70s, the 
PDP series of minicomputers was the 
timesharing system that others were 
measured against. At first, DEC had the 
only timesharing minicomputer. Then, 
when others rolled out their minis, DEC's 
was still the best. When 16 bits weren' t 
enough, the VAX brought us into the 32-
bit world with just enough of the PDP 
heritage to keep it on top. In the early 
'80s, the VAX/VMS system simply was 
better than other midrange competition. 

DEC's technology hasn't always been 
applied just to computers. When the 
venerable ASR-33 Teletype wasn't good 
enough, DEC brought out a 30-charac
ters-per-second dot-matrix printer, and 
when this LA-36 finally came along it be
came a legend in its own time. As the 
need for faster terminal interaction arose , 
DEC introduced CR Ts at the leading 
edge of technology, from the VTOS to 
today's VT320. Look at the VT320 and 
see if Ken Olsen's remark that the back 
should look just as good as the front 
hasn't come true. 

Technology doesn't move in a con
tinuous way. It leaps forward with great 
staggering steps and then rolls on slowly 
until the next giant leap. If the time be
tween leaps is too long, competitors and 
clones can catch up. When asked if he 
was bothered by the rampant plagiarism 
of his works, Rudyard Kipling replied, 
"They can't steal my mind, I'll leave 
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them in the dust, six months behind." 
And so it is with DEC. The competition 
can't steal its talent and its mind, but if 
it's too long between advances, then it 
looks vulnerable. 

This happens to other companies, 
including IBM. However, it has a lesser 
impact on companies that rely on things 
other than technology. IBM is legendary 
for its sales, marketing and support abili
ties. When it isn't the technology leader, 
it relies on strong sales efforts and un
equaled marketing. 

In the mainframe area, in which IBM 
has had the technology sewn up for 
years, sales and marketing efforts have 
combined to give IBM a huge share of 
that market. In microcomputers, IBM 
isn't the technology leader, and because 
of the nature of that market (small unit 
dollars), not even its sales and marketing 
can save it. 

In the midrange arena, IBM has stayed 
close for many years with a weaker prod
uct in the System/36. The AS/ 400 has 
brought parity in technology to the 
midrange for the first time, and IBM's 
superior sales and marketing are hurting 
DEC in its home town. A recent research 
study showed that although DEC had 
penetrated some IBM accounts in this 
range, DEC never "controlled" the ac
counts. Now that the AS/400 has come 
on the scene, DEC is expected to lose 
new sales. 

Technology has saved DEC before and 
will save it again. The VAX 9000 series is 
made from new technologies that once 
more will catapult DEC into new areas 
(see Dave Mallery's editorial, "Packaging 
For The Next Decade," on page 14) . A 
30-mip (scalable to 60-mip) uniprocessor 
is possible with this new packaging, and 
a box holding six of these using standard 
SMP VMS software is capable of 180 to 
360 mips. That's true mainframe per-

formance that IBM can't match. 

But what really separates mainframes 
from midrange systems today is the soft
ware. Mainframes are stuck with oper
ating systems designed in the 1960s that 
require care and feeding from system 
programmers and are hostile to users and 
programmers alike. When VAX/VMS, 
today's most popular multiuser system, 
achieves or exceeds mainframe power, 
it's a technology leap. Digital needs that 
leap badly, and its success is crucial to the 
corporation. Apple bet the company on 
the Macintosh and won. Now its DEC's 
tum to roll the dice. 

Plenty of unknowns will influence the 
outcome. What will happen to UNIX 
and UL TRIX? Will they fade into a 
POSIX-compliant VMS or stand alone 
and be recognized? Will RISC processors 
mean the end of VAX as we know it, the 
CISC technology to be replaced by a 
better one? How will OSF and UNIX 
International influence the standards of 
tomorrow? And where's all the software 
for UNIX/ULTRIX? 

A product line anchored by the ever
popular MicroVAX, linchpinned in the 
center with the solid VAX 6000 line and 
topped by the mainframe-power VAX 
9000 offers an enterprisewide computing 
capability second to none. Such a prod
uct line doesn't have to be sold. It will, 
in the usual DEC fashion, sell itself It 
won't require brilliant marketing, just 
enough to let people know that it's there. 

It's still true that if you build a better 
mousetrap, people will beat a path to 
your door. In this case, it looks as if DEC 
is readying a better computer and may 
catch a lot of business in the '90s. 
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TARGET 
AWARDS 
NOMINEE 

Upgrade Your 8mm 
To Your HSC Today! 

Are you tired of waiting to connect your Unibus or 
Q-Bus tape to your HSC? Micro Technology, the Leader 
in HSC compatible products, now makes its popular 
MA-24 Technology available to the 8mm Unibus and 
Q-Bus installed base. 

Moving to an HSC means that with a HSCSX-CA/DA 
card you can backup a full 16 Gigabytes in just 3 hours 
-with no operator intervention. And that means 
time and money to you. So, the MA-24 is fast, flexible, 
reliable and offers proven performance. Just ask some 
of our satisfied customers. People like Hughes Aircraft, 
Ford Aerospace,] et Propulsion Laboratory, Dupont 
and Dow Chemical, to name a few. 

Regardless of who sold you the first system, Micro 
Technology with its Nationwide service can upgrade 
your Exabyte to your HSC with a guarantee of "ONE 
WEEK DELIVERY". 

So, if your original vendor can't deliver and 
you're ti(ed of broken promises, just give us a call at 
800-677-4HSC and Micro Technology will ship 
your HSC upgrade next week. 

Micro Technology, the new leader in cluster backup 
technology, designs and manufactures enhancement 
products for the DEC VAX environment. We offer 
worldwide sales and service to meet the needs of 
today 's rapidly expanding market. 
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Micro Technology 
5065 East Hunter Avenue 
Anaheim, California 92807 
1-800-999-9MTI 

A • Vl w: • 1n uot 
" In the battle for 8mm tape market share in the 

VAXcluster arena, Micro Technology of Placentia, Calif., 
enjoys a significant lead as the only third-party sup
plier shipping an HSC tape subsystem." 

See us at DEXPO West Booth #1434 

1------------, 
I YES! I want to Upgrade my 8mm to I 

myHSC. 
I Name Title I 
I Company Phone I 
I Co. Address I 
I City State_ Zip I 

: Can 1-B00-677-4HSC : 
I Please send me more information on upgrading I 

On a new MA-24 HSC 8mm __ 
I On storage systems__ I 
Lon network management products__ ~ 

DP1189 -----------
HSC5X-CA/DA, HSC, DEC, are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation 



SAY GOODBYE 
10POOR 
PERFORMANCE 
One minute you're dealing with 1/0 bottlenecks, the next it's crippling CPU contention. 
But today's quick fix means more work and aggravation for you tomorrow-because only 
a part of the performance problem is addressed. Despite your best efforts, your system 
slows to a virtual standstill. Your applications and your users suffer. In the end, your company 
pays the price for lost productivity. 

Until today, a quick fix was all you could do. No comprehensive solution
from one expert source-was available to support you. 

It's time to meet RAXMASTER. 

THE RAXMASTER ROUTE TO SUPERIOR 
VAX/VMS PERFORMANCE 
Now, instead of buying one product that fixes one problem today, 
and leaves you facing performance problems again tomorrow, 
take advantage of RAXMASTER. After eleven years, RAXCO 
Software has developed the one solution that addresses all 
areas critical to great VAX/VMS performance: memory, 1/0 , 
and CPU. With RAXMASTER, your system is optimized by 
software you control. 

PROVEN SPEED, RELIABILITY, 
ANO FLEXIBILl'IY 
Now dynamic system tuning, disk analysis, disk 
defragmentation and optimization, data cach
ing, memory-resident disks, file 1/0 analysis, 
and memory management can all be yours 
with one complete solution. From one power
ful menu, you can delegate performance 
management tasks to RAXMASTER with ease. 

THE RAXCO SOLUTION: 
EXPERIENCED. RELIABLE. 
COMPLETE. 
If you want to ensure peak system perfor
mance, maintain user productivity, 
extend the life of your existing 
system, and act with solutions instead 
of reacting to problems-call today for 
a free RAXMASTER demonstration. Get 
the expertise you expect, the support you 
need, and the performance you demand! 

RAX.CO also offers VAX! 
VMS Educational Courses. 
Contact RAX.CO for details. 

Write RAXCO Software Inc., 
2440 Research Boulevard, Suite 200, 
Rockville, MD 20850, or call: 
(301) 258-2620 
FAX: (301) 330-5756 

West U.SA : (714)863-0100 FAX: (714) 863-1417 
Canada: (519) 371-5020 FAX: (519) 371-5533 
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RAXCO 
SOFfWARE INC. 

RAX MASTER is a trademark of RAXCO 

See us at 
DEXPO West 
Booth #424 

Software Incorporated. VAXIVMSare trademarks 
of Digital Equipment Corporalmn 



Don't Blame DEC: 
They Did The Best They Could. The Basics. The DEC VT™ 330 

is a basic ReGIS™ graphics ter
minal. But basic isn't good 
enough today. The Falco 5330 
supports ReGIS, VT300 and SSU'.M 
That's easy. But you 've come to 
expect more from Falco-the first, 
and leading supplier of concurrent 
multi-host terminals . So we give 
you something infinitely better ... 

Infinity Windows~M Users can 
vary the size, shape and position 
of all 6 windows on the screen 
with the cursor keys or a mouse . 
And they 're terminal resident, so 
you can display up to 6 different 
sessions of graphics or text 
concurrently-without special 
software or hardware. 

Four Concurrent Ports. The 
Falco 5330's 4 ports allow simul
taneous access to 4 different 
hosts. And since speed is so crit
ical in graphics applications, we 
put in a 60 MHz processor, which 
operates 2-3 times faster than 

· their basics. 

And More . Add to this a 50 line 
display, Dynamic Pan, 54 pages of 
text memory, and desktop acces
sories that include a clock and 
alarm with battery backup . Addi
tionally, the Falco private escape 
sequences allow host control of all 
terminal and window functions. 
Quite simply, it 's the most flexible 
display in the industry. 

Price. We give you the best 
there , too. 

CALL NOW! Let Falco give you 
the full range of superior DEC 
alternatives . For more information 
and the name of your authorized 
distributor, 

CALL: 1-800-FALC04U Ext.500 
or 1-800-325-2648 Ext.500 
or FAX: 408-745-7860 

See us at 
DEXPO West '89 
Platinum Hall -

FALCO Booth#2616 
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EDITORIAL 

Packaging For 
The Next Decade 

Dave Mallery Even though you more than likely won't run out and buy a VAX 9000 
this afternoon, it's important to understand the implications of the pack
aging technology. That technology will have a profound effect on the 
next computer you buy. 

In September, Digital announced an interconnection technique for semiconductor chips called 
High-Density Signal Carrier (HDSC). It also introduced the Multi-Chip Unit (MCU), which pro
vides heat dissipation as well as physical and electrical connections from the system to the HDSC. 

Basically, DEC has eliminated the chip carrier and its socket (or the holes into which the chip 
carrier is soldered). If you ever saw a chip "laid bare," you'll remember that the tiny chip in the 
center is dwarfed by the surrounding carrier. Nearly invisible wires connect the edge of the tiny 
chip to the larger conductors in the carrier, which lead to the pins on the edge. There's about a 
10x difference in size between the chip and its carrier. In 1970, there was no other way to bridge 
the tiny integrated circuit chip to the larger outside world. 

Now there is. DEC has reduced the outside world to the same scale as the tiny chip. The 
wiring that used to be on several circuit boards has been reduced to a five-inch multilayer sub
strate. This is done in the same tiny scale as the chip. Now, chip carriers and sockets are unnec
essary, because the chips are connected directly to the wiring via tape automated bonding (TAB). 

The obvious benefit is that compressing three to five circuit boards from your current 8000/ 
6000 machine onto a five-inch-square carrier saves space. The hidden benefit is that the end prod
uct is much faster than its predecessor. 

It's faster because the distances have been greatly reduced. Because we're dealing with signals 
traveling at the speed of light, the problem facing the engineer - getting signals from here to 
there - has been simplified. He can run the chips faster. 

How important is this? All in all, DEC has achieved a 30x reduction in the size of its comput
ers, except for the power supplies and outside-world connections. It has done this with conser
vative (that is, manufacturable and repairable) use of a few new technologies. It has leapfrogged 
the competition (IBM) and produced an interconnect technology that will change everything built 
from now on. 

Also bear in mind that the 9000 is built with ECL chips (read: fast, but hot and not too dense) . 
The same packaging technology can be applied to the CMOS (read: not so fast, not hot, very 
dense) chips that are in your current V AXs. When DEC does this, the density achieved should be 
at least another 4x multiple. 

I leave you with the implications. The '90s will be a wonderful DECade. 
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MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE AND CAPACITY: 
MAXPORT utilizes the fastest disk drives available today. 
MAX.PORT is up to 50% faster than DEC's RA82 and 10% 
faster than the RA90. With our MAX.PORT you can configure 
up to l l .5GB in the same footprint as DEC's SA482 or SA600. 

Intelligent 
Cabling: 

Only EMC 
Has It. 

MAXIMUM COMPATIBILITY: MAX.PORT 
attaches directly to your HSC, BI, Unibus or 
Qbus disk controller to ensure 100% compat
ibility. MAXPORT utilizes all DEC system 
and HSC level diagnostics as well as DEC for
matting procedures. 

MAXIMUM SUPPORT: THE INDUSTRY'S 
ONLY THREE YEAR, ON-SITE PARTS 
WARRANTY. Our MAXPORTs come with a 
full, three year, on-site and parts warranty; 
they are custom built and tested to ensure 
problem-free installation and use. MAX
PORT's unique, off-line RS232 service port 
allows you the flexibility to field re-format 
your drives off-line. 

MAXIMUM SERVICE: EMC supports over 10,000 customers 
worldwide through our network of service centers staffed 
with our own customer service engineers and technicians. We 
stock spare parts in every office. 

MAXIMUM INVESTMENT PROTECTION: MAXPORT 
costs up to 30% less than Digital's drive and requires sig
nificantly less operating dollars than DEC's RA81, 82 and 
RA90. What's more, you can field upgrade your MAXPORT 
MRA600 (622MB) to a 1200 (1244MB) simply by adding an 
additional disk actuator - that's 100% investment 
protection! 

Let EMC's memory and disk arrays make your systems 
more reliable and your bottom line more solid; call us at 
800-222-EMC2 (in MA: 508-435-1000 and in Canada: 
800-543-4782). Ask for extension D924. 

See us at DEXPO West Booth #2826 CIRCLE 157 ON READER CARD 



BENCHING BENCHMARKS 
As a software engineer in the emulation 
group at Phoenix Technologies Ltd., I'm 
surprised by some items in Kevin G . 
Barkes' review of M Software's M*PC 
("Emulation Edge," August 1989), par
ticularly the speed comparison with 
VAX.pc Vl.O, a product developed in my 
group and sold by DEC. VAX.pc Vl .0 con
sistently gets an SI rating of between 4.2 
and 4.9 on a VAX.station 3100. For refer
ence, a 6-MHz AT gets about 5.7, a 
PC/XT gets 1.0 and Barkes' article notes 
that M*PC gets 0.4. VAX.pc performance 
generally is acknowledged to be much 
more than twice the speed of PC/XT 
over a range of applications. 

It can be misleading to rely on a single 
benchmark to determine performance. 
One reason is that emulation technology 
often involves optimizing the foreign 

Please address letters to the editor to 
DEC PROFESSIONAL, 101 Witmer Rd., 
P.O . Box 218, Horsham, Pennsylvania 
19044 -0218. Letters should include the 
writer's full name, address and daytime 
telephone number. Letters may be edited 
for purposes of clarity or space. You also 
can fax letters to us at (215) 957-1050. 

code. The more sophisticated an op
timizer, the more likely it is to discover 
that the loop in SI or a Dhrystone test 
performs no useful work. Therefore, the 
code can be eliminated, which yields a 

DEC Professionals At DECOS 
U.S Chapter '89 Fall Symposium 
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DEC PROFESSIONAL editors will share their expertise and experience at the DECUS 
U.S. Chapter '89 Fall Symposium, held Monday, November 6, through Friday, No
vember 10, at the Anaheim Convention Center in Anaheim, California. Look for the 
following presentations. 

Kevin G. Barkes, DCL Editor 
• "Advanced DCL Command Procedure Design" 

Philip E. Bourne, Ph.D ., ULTRIX Editor 
• "UNIX for VMS Users: Converting DCL Command Procedures to Shell Scripts" 
• "UNIX for VMS Users: Converting VMS Applications to UNIX" 

• "UNIX for VMS Users: Fundamental Concepts and Getting Started" 

Al Cini, Macintosh Editor 
• "Evaluating A Database Management System For Business Applications" 
• "Using Macintosh/ VAX Networking To Solve Business Problems" 

Bill Hancock, Networking Editor 
• "Elements Of Good Network Design" 
• "Expert System Development For Network Analysis" 
• "Understanding Ethernet" 

very high performance number. This 
"speed increase" never would occur in 

a real application. 
In addition to providing good per

formance, VAX.pc operates under DEC
windows and a number of serial termi
nals. VAX.pc supports the use of floppy 
disks as both disk images (i.e., VMS or 
ULTRIX files) or the host VAX floppy 
diskette drive. PC/ AT hard disks are sup
ported as both disk images and redirected 
VMS or UL TRIX directories. 

This information pertains to VAX.pc 
Vl.O, which DEC is shipping. Phoenix 
has a new version of VAX.pc that runs 
much faster. It will be supplied to DEC 
in the near future. 

Software co-processor approaches to 
PC emulation provide an ideal way for 
users to run a wider variety of software 
applications on their machines than or
dinarily would be possible relying only 
on native applications. 
Marty Galligan 
Phoenix Technologies Ltd. 
Norwood, Massachusetts 

Kevin G. Barkes: The M*PC review noted 
that the tests were run on an 11/750, not 
a VAX.station 3100. The claims for M*PC 
versus VAX.pc performance were M Soft
ware's and were identified as such. It also 
was noted that the comparison was 
speculation on M Software's part; VAX.pc 
had been announced but wasn't yet avail
able. The reference that Norton SI 
thought the emulator was an 80286 was 
intended to cast doubt on the use of the 
utility as a reliable benchmark indicator. 

MAC MARKS THE SPOT 
David W. Bynon's "The Problems W ith 
X Programming" (August 1989) notes the 
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CIS introduces RoboMon. 
The only VAX/VMS software with unlimited system monitoring 

and problem-solving capabilities. 

you need to make sound management 
decisions. 

RoboMon is sophisticated enough 
to handle any activity you delegate to 
it. From performance measurement, 

real-time tuning, 
capacity planning, and 
queue management to 
security, reliability, 
operations, and admin

istration. The possibilities are as 
unlimited as your imagination. 

RoboMon anticipates potential 
problems and prevents them from 
happening. 
With RoboMon you're in total con
trol. You create the rules, define the 

CIRCLE 378 ON READER CARD 

conditions you're looking for and the 
actions you want taken. RoboMon 
does the rest. 

Don't waste any more of your 
valuable time. Give RoboMon a 
free, 30-day trial. 
For more information on what 
RoboMon can do for you or to arrange 
for a free, 30-day, hands-on evalua
tion, call CIS today and speak directly 
to the experts. This could be your 
great opportunity. 

II 

CS COMPUTER 
INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS, INC. 

120 Wells Avenue , Newton, MA 02159 USA 
(617) 527-1550 FAX: (617) 527-6132 
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!Report From Dr. R.) 

Aquarius Arrives 
Bditur1s note: Dr. R. contributes timely information about upcoming Digital products and strategies. 
LookfOT his insights on ARIS/BB and in ARISTALK. 

•As the Age ofAquarius draws near. DEC will be announcing the VAX 9000 series around 

October 31. 1989. Why Halloween? It's the fifth anniversary ofDEC'slast high-end system, 

the V AX8600. This date may slip by a week or two, however; sources report that Ken Olsen 
is tied up in board meetings on All Hallow's Eve. 
• Aqmrius initially will be available in]anuary 1990, as the bounded, entry-level VAX 9000 
Model 210. The VAX 9000 Models 410 through 440, which feature in~binet expandibility 

and price~ to match~ won't begin shipping until midsummer 1990. The Model 400s will 
be accompanied by an on-site Field Service engineer, and DEC doesn'twant to fill these non

revenue positions until absolutely necessary. 
•Disk defragmentation is a hot topic among system managers, and reliable sources tell me 

that defragmentation capabilities will be incorporated into VMS version 5.4 (due out in 

midsummer 1990). Will VMS Engineering be able to fold this goody into the O/S during 
this brief time window? I think not. DEC may be forced to purchase a third-patty 

defugmentation product from certain Left Coast software executives. 

•ULTRIX version 4.0, the SMP UNIX with all the fiber and none of the cholesterol. will 
ship inJanuary-February 1990. 

•What's the brouhaha about 8mm backup devices? DEC will spurn 8mm technology_;:::.. 

relegating it to VCR-land - and will offer a 4mm solution. "DAT" is the way to go, DEC. 

•Datatrieve isn't dead. On the contrary, the soon-to-be-announced Datatrieve version 5 is 
DECwindows compatible. 

•Don't look for Digital to incorporate a vector co-processor on the DECsystem ta.mily <>f 
fine CPUs. It's almost certain that a VME-bus will find its way onto the once and future 

DECsystem. The secret word for future RISC performance is superscalar, and the secret 

prediction for a VME-based VAX is no way. But the ULTRIX V4.0 VME drivers already have 

passed their road test. 

•The future of DEC's fault-tolerant hardware is crystal clear but not as close as I once 
expected. The much-vaunted Cirrus processor isn•t due to hit the streets until early 1990; 

originally the f.lulHolerant box was supposed to debut with the VAX 9000andSuperdusters. 

lack of tools to prototype and develop 
applications quickly under the X Win
dow System. The hypothetical program, 
Xworkbench, that he'd like to see devel
oped will be a valuable tool. 

Such a tool, called Macworkstation, 
already exists for the Macintosh. It has a 
simple yet powerful toolkit to develop 
host-based applications with the look and 
feel of the Mac interface. The toolkit 
comes with a dialog builder utility to 
create dialog boxes with Macdraw-type 
operation. These local resources are ac
cessed from the host application by ref
erencing from the code. Another utility, 
event handler, provides a way to proc
ess mouse selections from menus, dialogs, 

list windows, and so on locally. 
In general, Macworkstation is years 

ahead of the toolkits available for other 
windowing products. Program-develop
ment time is a fraction of that for other 
windowing systems. The best part is that 
it's available for $100 through Apple Pro
grammers and Developers Association. 
Kris Lakshmanan 
Piscataway, New Jersey 

Editor's note: The Macworkstation price 
quoted is for a single-user license. To contact 
Apple Programmers and Developers Associa
tion (APDA), call (800) 282-APDA. 
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he gold key has been accept-T ed as the most efficient user 
interface for the VAX, bar 

none. And WORD-11 version 4.2 sets the 
standard for gold key word processing on 
the VAX. That's because WORD-11 cou
ples gold key functionality with over 100 
sophisticated features. 

WORD-11 's list of gold standards includes 
the following: 

Multiple font support 
Automatic spelling correction 
Thesaurus 
Multiple wrapped columns 
Choice of a wide variety of printers 
VAX mail interface 
VAX/FAX option 
Calendar Manager option 

WORD-11 was designed specifically 
for the VAX user, which means high. 
performance with low CPU over

head. Plus, WORD-11 is available on the 
IBM PC with the identical format and gold 
key interface as the VAX version. 

If you're in the market for a word pro
cessor you owe it to yourself to see 
WORD-11. For more information or a 
demonstration kit, call or write us today. 

ORD-
Data Processing Design, Inc. 
1400 N. Brasher St., Anaheim, CA 92807 

800-843-1317 
In California call 714-970-1515 

Fax 714-779-7468 
See us at DEXPO West Booth #1269 



PRODUCT WATCH/ BY GEORGE T. FRUEH 

To Catch A Butterfly 
The TC2000 From BBN Advanced Computers Delivers Supercomputer 
Power With Motorola's 88000 And The Butteifly Switch 

Moving forward in the 

growing field of parallel 
processing is BBN Advanced 
Computers Inc. of 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
which offers the TC2000 
high-performance multi
processor computer system. 

Unlike traditional Von 
Neumann, crossbar and 

hypercube architectures, the 

TC2000 architecture consists 
of multiple processor nodes 
interconnected through the 
Butterfly switch. By way of 
the Butterfly switch, each 
TC2000 processor can com
municate rapidly with other 
processors and access all 
memory in the system. An 
advantage of the Butterfly

switch design is the ability to 
increase total aggregate 
bandwidth almost linearly 
when more switching 

components and processor 
nodes are added to the 
system. 

The system base module 
forms the core of all TC2000 
systems and consists of an 
expansion module, a utility 
module and a peripheral 
cabinet. 

The expansion module 
holds eight TC2000 function 
cards and includes two 

Butterfly switch modules, a 
power supply and an 
optional eight-slot VME 
midplane and VME power 
supply. Expansion modules 
can be added quickly to 
existing systems in the field 
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to provide additional 

Butterfly-switch capacity 
and function-card slots. 
Seven expansion modules 
can be added to the system 
base to meet your computa
tional, memory and 110 

requirements. 
The utility module con

tains the Test and Control 
System master processor, 

the TC2000. Each function 

card is implemented on a 
single-circuit board and is 
equivalent to a high-end 
superminicomputer. 

The TC2000 system sup
ports two types of function 
cards within the expansion 
module, allowing systems to 
be tailored to your applica
tion requirements. The 

The TC2000 architecture consists 

of processor nodes interconnected by the Butterfly switch. 

(including TCS disk drives 
and modem), the system 
clock card, one 1I4-inch 
cartridge tape drive, one 
eight-inch Winchester disk 
drive and the front-panel 

controls for the system. 
The peripheral cabinet 

mounts standard 19-inch rack 
equipment and houses addi
tional peripherals including 
disk and tape drives. 

Function cards provide 
the processing, 1/0 and 
shared-memory resources for 

TC/FP function card 
contains the Motorola 
88100 32-bit RISC-based 
microprocessor and 16 or 
32 MB of memory. The 
TC/FPV function card con

tains the 88100 microproces
sor, 4 or 16 MB of memory 
and a VME 110 interface. 

Each TC2000 function 
card supports an interface to 
the Butterfly switch. Paths 
through the Butterfly switch 

are eight bits wide and 
are clocked at 38 MHz, 

providing 38 MB per second 

per path of bandwidth. By 

adding more processors and 

switch paths, the aggregate 
bandwidth can be increased 

to a maximum of 2,394 MB 

per second for a 63-processor 

TC2000 system. 
The TC2000 offers two 

operating systems that can 
function concurrently on 
the same machine. The 
nX operating system is a 
general-purpose multiuser 
system based on Berkeley 
UNIX 4.3BSD. It provides 
the TC2000's booting and 

configuration capabilities, 

application development 
environment and enhanced 
execution environment. 
pSOS+m is a real-time 
operating system from Soft
ware Components Group 
Inc. that offers the speed, re
sponsiveness and predictabil
ity needed for applications 
such as real-time data 

collection or simulation. 
The TC2000 provides a 

complete set of program
ming and software-develop
ment tools for debugging, 
analysis and performance 
tuning of multiprocessing 
programs, as well as a full set 
of programming languages 
and compilers including 
FORTRAN, Ada, C and 
assembly language. 

Pricing for the TC2000 
system starts at $350,000 for a 
base model with 152 
Dhrystone mips and 160 

Mflops. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
BBN Advanced Computers Inc. 

10 Fawcett St. 
Cambridge, MA 02138 

(617) 873-6000 
Circle 525 on reader card 
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The VMS Mail Enhancement Package 

F inally! Now there's an affordable VMS 
electronic mail package that gives you all 

the features you've been waiting for-Gold
Mail. It's easy to use and 
100% VMS Mail com
patible. 

Gold-Mail includes pull 
down menus with accel
erator keys for frequently 
used functions. There's a 
powerful text editor for 
easy creating and editing 
of messages. Plus, Gold
Mail has registered mail, 

Features 

I 00% VMS Mail compatible 
Pull down menus 
Registered mail 
Re-edit message 
Re-edit header 
Gold accelerator keys 
Message undelete 
Visual drawer/folder system 
Automatic line wrapping 
Bold, underline, line draw 
Multiple columns and rulers 
Spell correction 
Batch mode send 

so now you don't have to wonder if your mes
sage has been read. Best of all, Gold-Mail lets 
you interact freely with VMS Mail users; it 
allows you to access messages from networks 

See us at DEXPO West Booth #1269 

and systems which interface with VMS Mail 
without conversion headaches. 

VMS Mail Gold-Mail 

• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Once you've seen Gold
Mail, you'll never want to 
use anything else on your 
VAX. Give us a call to
day for our introductory 
prices at: 

800-843-1317 

Data Processing Design, Inc. 
1400 N. Brasher St., Anaheim, CA 92807 

Phone: 714-970-1515 • Fax: 714-779-7468 
Gold-Mail is a trademark of Data Processing Design, Inc. 
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PRODUCT WATCH/ BY BARRY SOBEL 

Your Database Vista 
Raima Corp. 's db_ Vista III Database 
Development System Offers Portability To C 

Built on a combined rela
tional and network technol
ogy, the db-Vista III Data
base Development System 
from Raima Corporation of 
Bellevue, Washington, offers 
the professional applications 
developer a complete set 
of development tools that 
feature high performance 
and portability to any C
language environment. 

The network model 
refers to a "network" of 
interconnected files. In the 
past, network-model 
databases have been used to 
build large business applica
tions on mainframes. 

Relational databases are 
so named because they use 
the mathematical construct 
called a relation. A relation is 
simply a table or "flat file" 
with the rows representing 
data records and the columns 
representing fields. Relations 
can be linked on the basis 
of a common field. The 
advantage of this type of 
construct is that the system 
can be changed easily. Fields 
can be added and deleted 
and new relationships 
established simply by associ
ating common key fields in 
different tables. The disad
vantage is that the more 
relationships you need to 
establish, the larger your 
system grows. 

The network-model da
tabase also uses records and 
fields. However, in place of 
related key fields, a construct 
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called a set is used to estab
lish a relationship between 
records. A set defines a 
one-to-many relationship 
between two record types. 
Sets are implemented 
through the use of linked 
lists or pointers to record 
locations resulting in a 
network of interconnected 
records. Duplicate fields and 
their associated indexing 
aren't required, thus 
reducing the size of the 
database and allowing 
related records usually 
to be accessed directly 
with one read operation. 

For example, say you 
have three records, 
customer _rec, invoice_ rec 
and line-item rec. Field 
cust # is common to 
customer rec and 
invoice_ rec; invoice_# 
is common to invoice rec 
and line-item rec. The 
database-schema diagram 
illustrates the inter-record 
relationship (see Figure). 
The cust invoice set forms 
a one-to-many relationship 
between the customer 
record type (the owner of 
the set cust_invoice) and 
the invoice record type 
(called the member of the set). 
Another one-to-many 
relationship exists between 
the invoice and line-item 
record types. 

With the combined 
relational and network 
technology in db_ Vista, a 
developer can implement his 
applications in a network 
model database, a relational 

CUSTOMER 
CUSTOMER is the owner of 
the CUST_INVOICE set. 

cus T_INVOICE 

INVOICE 

INVOICE is the member of toe 
CUST _INVOICE set and 
the owner of the 
INVOICE_ITEM set. 

INV OICE_ITEM 
_I 

LINE-ITEM 

LINE-ITEM is the member of 
the INVOICE_ITEM set. 

D =Records 
-+ = Sets Courtesy Rai1114 (:orporoti01J 

Database-schema diagram illustrating inter-record relationship. 

model database or a combi
nation of the two. 

db Vista III is written in 
C. It's offered royalty-free, 
and the C source code is 
available. A C compiler is 
required. 

db_ Vista III is composed 
of three modules: 
1. db_ Vista 3.1, the database 
engine, is based on a 
combined relational and 
network model technology. 
It supports record and file 
locking, has a database 
dictionary, a Database 
Definition Language pat
terned after C, and a range 
of database utilities. 
2. db_ Query 2.1 is an 
SQL-based Query and 
Report Writer module. It's 
C-Linkable for applications 
development. 
3. db Revise V1.0 is a data
base- restructuring tool that 
enables you to revise your 

database without writing 
convers10n programs or 
exporting and importing 
database contents. 

db_ Vista III supports 
VMS, ULTRIX, UNIX 
System V and Berkeley 4.2, 
Sun OS, XENIX, OS/2, QNX, 
MS-DOS, Microsoft Win
dows and the Mac. The 
product is hardware
independent. 

Prices range from $5,985 
for object code only to 
$13,470 including source 
code on a MicroVAX 2000, 
MicroVAX II or DECstation 
3100 and from $23,985 for 
object code only to $53,970 
including source code on a 
VAX 6000 Model 310 and 
higher. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Raima Corp. 

3245146th Pl. S.E. 
Bellevue, WA, 98007 

(206) 747-5570 
Circle 549 on reader card 
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Put a little tramp in · 
your DEC system. 
Modern times are here. 386Ware enables any DEC® VT terminal or 

workstation to emulate a high-performance PC. With 386Ware, your 
VAX® can run IBM® PC-compatible software. 

386Ware has features you can really hang your hat on. Like a high-speed 

80386 microprocessor, full compatibility with DECwindows® and PCSA, 

and support for up to 16 simultaneous MS-DOS® sessions. Plus, users 

can access all DEC peripherals, such as printers and hard disks. 

Many of the world's largest government, education, and financial organi

zations, as well as over 200 Fortune 1000 companies, are already using 

386Ware. So, why not put a little tramp in your DEC system? 

See us at DEXPO Wesj BOoth #401 

Call us at ( 603) 880-0300 for 
more information or an on-line 

demonstration of 386Ware. 

Cooperarive Marketing 
Program 

22 Cotton Road 0 Nashua, NH 03063 
(603) 880-0300 FAX: (603) 880-7229 

Trademarks: Logicraft and 386Ware-Logicra(t , lnc.; DEC, DBCwindows , VT, and VAX -Digital Equipmeftt Corporation; IBM and IBM PC- International Business Machines Corporation; MS· DOS-Microsoft Corporation. 
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PRODUCT WATCH/ BY GEORGE T. FRUEH 

The Common Denominator 
GSI Transcomm's Tolas V6.4 Provides Multicurrency Capabilities 

GSI Transcomm's Tolas V6.4 
is a software-development 
system aimed at product dis
tribution, warehouse man
agement, inventory and 
financial control. Tolas V6.4 
consists of 15 new or im
proved highly interactive 
applications modules for the 
VAX. 

A unique feature of 
T olas is its system wide 
multicurrency-processing 
capability. This feature may 
be attractive to multinational 
organizations that require a 
single software solution for 
their product-distribution 
network. 

"A company that really 
wants to do international 
business simply has to 
go with a multicurrency 
system," says GSI Trans
comm's project leader Jean
Marie Peeters in Brussels. 
"Otherwise, the company 
manually would have to 
convert all operations into its 
legal currency for consoli
dated :financial reports." 

The value of multicur
rency to a company depends 
on the number of foreign 
transactions made on a day
to-day basis. It also depends 
on the frequency of business 
a company has with coun
tries that wish to be 
invoiced in their own 
currencies. There are no 
limitations to the number 
of currencies that T olas 
can handle. 

The Tolas family of mod
ules includes Sales Order 
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Processing, Inventory Man
agement, Purchase Order 
Processing, General Ledger, 
Accounts Payable and 
Accounts Receivable. 

The T olas Sales Order 
Processing module provides 
the capability for single-lo
cation and multilocation 
sales-order entry. Upon 
completion of an order, a 
document-printing schedule 
can be accessed to produce 
order acknowledgements, 
bills of shipping and in
voices. This module 
supports international order 
processing through the use 
of multilanguage invoice 
documents, Value Added 
Tax System (VATS) and 
multicurrency processing. 

The Inventory Manage
ment module provides a va
riety of online inquiries and 
reports. It determines inven
tory value, tracks the per
formance of stock items and 
measures the activity of 
non-stock items. 

The Purchase Order 
Processing module supports 
a wide variety of purchase 
orders that can be defined to 
handle situations such as 
normal stock replenishment 
POs, general supply pur
chases and direct-ship 
purchases. 

The foundation of the 
Tolas financial-management 
system is the General Ledger 
module. The Multi
Currency Financial Report
ing System is a special 
extended version of the 
General Ledger software. It 
includes the ability to record 
and report financial informa
tion in an unlimited number 
of source currencies and 
consolidate them in one 
specific base currency. 

The T olas Accounts Pay
able module is an automated 
vouchering and disburse
ments system. The module 
allows the processing of six 
voucher types including 
memos and prepaid checks. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
GS.I Transcomm 

1380 Old Freeport Rd. 
Pittsburgh, PA 15238 

(412) 963-6770 
Circle 533 on reader card 

When combined with the 
Purchase Order Manage
ment module, Accounts 
Payable permits vouchers to 
be created using transactions 
resulting from purchasing 
and receiving activity. 

Finally, the T olas Ac
counts Receivable module is 
designed to work either as a 
standalone system or as part 
of an integrated system. This 
module lets you handle 
special transactions such as 
memos, adjustments and 
multiple payment types. 

Tolas V6.4 is available for 
use exclusively on V AXs. A 
complete version of Tolas 
V6.4 with all 15 modules is 
priced from $60,000 for a 
MicroVAX II to $400,000 
for a VAX 8800. 

GSI Transcomm 's 
Tolas features 
systemwide 

multicurrency 

capability. 
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You can do the work of two when you 
use Reflection terminal emulation software. 

Only Reflection gives you the power 
to perform simultaneous PC and host 
operations. For instance, let Reflection 
monitor your VAX Mail in background while 
you run other applications on your PC. 
Reflection will inform you of new mail 
and leave you with enough memory to run 
another DOS application in the meantime. 

Pulling double duty is only one of the 
virtues that made Reflection the winner 
of the 1989 Digital Review Target Award. 
A programmable script language gives you 
the flexibility to automate tedious tasks. 

Reflection's high-speed file transfer works 
with a wide range of computers and 
includes easily-uploaded VAX and UNIX 
file transfer software at no extra charge. 
The PLUS option offers support for all 
popular networks and a sophisticated 
PC file backup and restore capability. 

All these features come with a 
60-day satisfaction-or-your-money
back guarantee. 

Reflection 4 PLUS offers accurate 
VT241 emulation, plus 16-color ReGIS 
graphics, for $349: For VT320 emulation 
only, choose Reflection 2 PLUS at $249:' 
Quantity discounts are available. 

*Shipping and applicable taxes will be added. Reflection is a registered trademark of Walker Richer & Quinn. 

Call toll- free to order Reflection 
from Walker Richer & Quinn, the connec
tivity specialists. 

lflli&Dlf 
SOFTWARE 

l-800-8PC-2VAX 
(1-800-872-2829) 

CIRCLE 143 ON READER CARD 

Walker Ric.her&Quinn, Inc. ~ 
2825 Eastlake Avenue E., Seattle, WA 98102 

206-324-0350 FAX 206-322-8151 



PRODUCT WATCH/ BY GEORGE T. FRUEH 

Windows And 
386Ware Make A Match 
DECwindows Capability And Network Server For UNIX Workstations Enhance Logicraft Line 

Logicraft Inc. of Nashua, 
N ew Hampshire, has an
nounced that its 386W are 
V3.6 is fully compatible 
with DECwindows. 386Ware 
consists of a network server 
and software to interface 
the MS-DOS and DEC 
environments. 

Logicraft also has an
nounced the LC-16 MS-DOS 
network server for UNIX 
workstations. The LC-16 
enables RISC workstations to 
create a PC window and run 
MS-DOS applications such 
as Lotus 1-2-3, dBase III and 
W ordPerfect. 

DECwindows, an exten
sion of the X Window Sys
tem, lets you create win
dows on your workstation to 
view, edit or execute files 
stored anywhere in a DEC 
network. DECwindows im
plementation in 386Ware 
V3.6 transforms 386Ware's 
setup menus into pull-down 
menu windows. 

VAX/VMS VS.O or later, 
386Ware V3.6 and a 
V AXstation or DECstation 
with a mouse are the system 
requirements needed to run 
Logicraft's 386Ware with 
DECwindows. 

Using a mouse, you can 
pull down a menu window 
and run spreadsheets, data
bases, word processing or 
other programs from 
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386W are inside a window 
created on a DEC worksta
tion. Several windows can 
appear on the screen simul
taneously. Every descending 
menu window appears as 
a new window, overlaying 
the previous one. 

Certain keystrokes are 
different when running PC 
applications in 386W are with 
DECwindows, because 
the IBM PC and the DEC
compatible VT keyboard 
layouts are different. A 
keyboard-remapping feature 
has been added so that 
386W are users can remap 
their keyboards. 

The X User Interface 
(XUI) toolkit incorporated 
within VMS VS.O is the 

erinter Configuration Control Box 

" @LST1 l LST Device O LST2 

List fi le name [ 

F f @Text orm o output 0 Binary 

Printer queue I SYS$PRINT I 
1 

lffi I 
Number of copies 

~ I Apply LST1 I 
th.. 

software component of 
DECwindows that lets you 
custom design your own 
windows. It features widgets 
- prepackaged software 
devices such as clocks, 
calendars, sliders and dials 
that simplify the design of 
DECwindows applications. 
Menus for 386W are with 
DECwindows incorporate 
some widgets that save 
time during data entry. 

You can begin a 386Ware 
DECwindows session from 
the VMS $ prompt in several 
ways, depending on the type 
of implementation desired. 
After a session is started, an 
MS-DOS icon appears beside 
other application icons in 
the icon box line. The 

[I] 
@Queue 

Output option O No queue 
Q Aux 

l 
~ Flush print buffer 
D IBM compatible printer 
~ Delete upon queue completion 
D Print flag page 
D Print trailer page 
D Ignore printing format 

0 

lffi I 
Form number 

I Reset LST1 I I Cancel I 
~ 

DEC windows provides faster access to Logicraft's 386Ware. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Logicraft Inc. 
22 Cotton Rd. 

Nashua, NH 03063 
(603) 880-0300 

Circle 420 on reader card 

DECterm icon is one 
of these. 

The 386W are window 
can be opened by clicking 
on the MS-DOS icon with 
the mouse. The five pull
down menu window 
options - Configuration, 
Devices, Edit, File and Help 
- appear from left to right 
on the top of the screen. 

Companies that have a 
software-maintenance agree
ment with Logicraft will 
receive the 386Ware V3.6 
software update free of 
charge. The price of 
386Ware V3.6 for out-of
warranty updates is $1,000. 

Logicraft's LC-16 network 
server can handle 16 simulta
neous MS-DOS sessions. It's 
80386-based and comes con
figured with 8 MB of RAM 
and a 1.2-MB floppy drive. 
Additional memory, math 
co-processors and status 
displays are available as 
options. 

The LC-16 is available for 
DECstations 2100 and 3100 
and DECsystems 3100, 5400 
and 5800 and is priced from 
$11 ,995. 
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PV,_WAVE 

Results of computa
tional fluid dynamics 
(CFO) analysis 
using data from 
Ho/set Engineering 
as visualized on a 
VAXstation 2000. 
At the left, powerful 
image processing 
features quickly 
show an overview 
of the full data set. 
From there, features 
and trends are iden
tified interactively and 
displayed as surfaces 
and line graphs. 
PV-WAVE is ideal 
for quickly viewing 
large data sets to 
gain important 
insights. Using this 
new information, it 
is then possible to 
select features and 
subsets for further 
review and analysis. 

Interactive Data Display and Analysis Software 
Immediate Visual Gratification 

Explore, analyze, reduce and visu
alize your data interactively with 
PY-WAVE on your VAX, DEC or 
SUN workstations. Our Scientific 
Visualization software lets you inter
act directly with your data to navi
gate through data sets, select key 
features, and visually identify trends. 
Your data will be translated into 
publication-quality graphics fast -
262,000 data points from disk to 
display in less than 10 seconds! 

PV- WAVE; DEC, VAX, VAXstation 2000; and SUN are registered 
trademarks of Precision Visuals, Inc.; Digital Equipment Corporation ; 
and SUN Microsystems, Inc., respectively. 

See Inside Your Data Fast 

PY-WAVE lets you select from a full 
range of analysis, image processing, 
and graphics visualization methods 
to let you see inside your data fast. 
With PY-WAVE you can access any 
data in nearly any format. Tie into 
your own software or commercially 
available products; there's no need to 
build or buy special data converters. 
And you can easily develop special
ized applications to create custom 
interfaces using commands, macros 
or pop-up menus for all users -
from novices to experts. 

See us at DEXPO West Booth #1712 

How Immediate? Let Us Show You! 

Discover how PY-WAVE 
helps you see your 
data fast. And 
spend more 
time formulat-
ing important 
results. Call 
Chris Logan at 
800/447-7147 to qualify for a free 

evaluation copy. 

Precision Visuals® 
Precision Visuals, Inc. 
6260 Lookout Road 
Boulder, Colorado 80301 USA 
303/530-9000 Fax 303/530-9329 
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PRODUCT WATCH/ BY BARRY SOBEL 

Text Management 
On The Large Scale 
3CI Inc. 's Textbase Text-Management System Searches And 
Retrieves Textual Data On Large Relational Databases 

If you've been wishing for 
an RDBMS that can handle 
variable-length text fields 
and fixed-length data fields 
easily, 3CI Inc. of Fort 
Collins, Colorado, may have 
what you need. Its Textbase 
text-management system 
handles search and retrieval 
of textual data on large 
relational databases. 

Text base is designed as an 
extension to 3Cl's InFoCen 
RDBMS/ 4GL. InFoCen V8.2 
is a full-featured RDBMS 
that includes an SQL called 
ISQL, a data dictionary I di
rec.tory, a FORMS module, 
a MACRO language, a 
Report Writer, program
mable security levels, a 
FOR TRAN subroutine 

library and a WordPerfect 
SHELL that lets you move 
easily between WordPerfect 
word processing and 
InFoCen. Using InFoCen's 
IMPORT facility, you can 
extract and reformat data 
from another RDBMS for 
subsequent manipulation 
by T extbase. 

Textbase was designed to 
meet the needs of high
speed data retrieval in text
intensive applications such 
as legal support, quality 
control, research docu
mentation, insurance, law 
enforcement, personnel, 
publishing, product manage
ment, pharmaceuticals 
and government. 

3CI has made Textbase 

Shown is a search for narcotics and gun using the Menu System. 

1 P indicates that the words should be in the same paragraph. 
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fully compatible with 
WordPerfect. WordPerfect 
users can access T extbase 
from the word processing 
menu. Textbase users can 
search a WordPerfect
formatted document trans
parently. 

T extbase uses one of 
three techniques to search a 
textual database, depending 
on the query. Queries are 
issued using the Command 
Language or the Menu 
System. The method used 
for the search is transparent 
to the user and is determined 
by the system. 

One method is a non-in
dexed approach. Text is 
stored in a series of data 
clusters in a text block 
within the database. A 
blocked sequential fast text 
scan is used within the data 
cluster. Results matching the 
information requested are 
returned in a subset. This 
low-speed, no-overhead 
approach can be used on any 
variable-length text item. 

Another technique uses 
the Association for Comput
ing Machinery (ACM) 
signature method. Signatures 
are bit vectors representing 
patterns of text. Query 
criteria are vectorized and 
scanned against the signature 
vectors. Matches are verified 
and returned to you in a 
subset. The speed of the 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
3CI Inc. 

2057 Vermont Dr. 
Fort Collins, CO 80525 

(303) 223-2722 
Circle 421 on reader card 

search depends on the 
uniqueness of the pattern 
used in the query in relation 
to stored text. This is a 
medium-speed, low
overhead approach. 

If the index is narrowed 
to the word level, you get 
Textbase's WINDEX 
method. This method is a 
very-high-speed, variable
overhead approach. Each 
word has an index that uses 
a representative bit vector to 
indicate inclusion in the 
requested document. 3CI 
claims that this method 
can locate any word in a 
database usually in less 
than one second. 

System requirements for 
Textbase are from 10,000 to 
20,000 blocks of disk space 
for the executable and 
support files, depending 
on the configuration of 
InFoCen/Textbase 
you choose. 

Prices range from $9, 120 
for Textbase only on a 
MicroVAX 2000 to $179,040 
for a complete InFoCen/ 
Textbase package on a 
VAX8978. 
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With Intelligent Query;M the VAX report writer for everyone. 
Booth 1550 

IQ-Not Just "Another Report Writer" 
IQ is a sophisticated decision support tool-built from the 

ground up to be easy enough for End Users and povverful 
enough for DP professionals. 

Everyone Can Become More Productive 
When you put IQ to work on your VAX applications

everyone becomes more productive. 
End users can create their own custom reports and graphs 

by easily retrieving, sorting, calculating and formatting information. 
Technical managers and developers can create production 
reports in a fraction of the time normally required. They spend 
less time supporting users or creating ad hoc reports, and 
more time on urgent development issues. 

E.ase of Use-A lot of Software 
Companies Talk About It ••. 
IQ Defines It W-rth: 

• A windows-like menu style 
•Visual Screen Printer 
• English 4GL 
• Predefined dictionary to shield users from 

technical aspects of database management 

Don't rewrite a line of code! 
IQ integrates with your existing applications 

providing a consistent user interface for a wide 
variety of programs for many VAX databases and 
of course RMS files. 

Optimized For VMS 
IQ was designed to take advantage of a number of Digital 

VMS facilities and guidelines for optimized performance 
including: 

• SMG (screen management guidelines) 
• VMS sorting facility 
• DSRI for efficient Rdb access 

Additionally, IQ incorporates incremental selection, native 
key linkage, index retrieval and numerous other techniques to 
maximize efficiency. 

IQ Puts You In Smart Company 
Thousands of VAX users put IQ to work everyday, 

to tum data into information. At 
companies like Champlin Oil, ABC 
Radio Networks, Lockheed, Fluor 
Daniel, and Echo Bay Mines ... even 
DEC has licensed 30 copies (and they 
could have gotten DATATRIEVE free). 

See For Yourself 
Stop by our booth, phone or write 

and let us show you what IQ can do. 
We're confident, that after you see IQ 
you'll understand why vve've sold more 
than 3.5,000 copies. 

"IQ was the most exciting software at the show" ... DEXPO West attendees. 

Programmed Intelligence Corporation 
3295 River Exchange Dr. Suite 550 Norcross, Georgia 30092 1-800-458-0386 (404) 446-8880 

CIRCLE 238 ON READER CARD The products mentioned above are trademarks of their respective companies. 



PRODUCT WATCH/ BY GEORGE T. FRUEH 

Moving Pictures 
For Input/Output 
V.I. Corporation's Data Views Provides Graphical Representation Of Changing Data In Real-Time 

If you need to develop cus
tom color graphics displays 
for real-time monitoring 
and control on both the 
input and output sides, 
consider Data Views V7 .0 
from VJ. Corporation of 
Amherst, Massachusetts. 

Data Views is a graphics
based application-develop
ment software package that 
lets you create a graphical 
user interface for monitor
ing, controlling, interpreting 
and analyzing data that's 
changing in real-time. The 
graphical user interface 
provides input and output 
development capabilities. 

Input tools let developers 
build the graphical interface. 
Output tools add graphical 
meaning to the interface so 
that you can perform data 
analysis and make decisions 
based on visual information 
presented. The developer 
can apply graphical content 
to the interface in the form 
of color, objects and a 
variety of graph types. 

Data Views consists of 
two components: DV-Draw 
and DV-Tools. DV-Draw is a 
2-D menu-driven drawing 
editor that lets you create 
drawings with static and 
dynamic components. A 
dynamic drawing can 
change in color or shape as 
its input data changes. Static 
drawings provide a back-
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ground or additional context 
for the dynamic portions. 

The DV-Draw drawing 
editor provides text-editing 
capabilities and a series of 
primitive objects including 

active operator control of 
the process displayed. 

The method of commu
nication between DV-Draw 
and DV-Tools is the view. 
DV-Draw creates views that 

Data Views works in a variety of industries including network 
monitoring and control. 

lines, circles, rectangles and 
arcs. These objects can be 
combined to create complex 
drawings. DV-Draw includes 
CAD functions. 

DV-Tools is a general 
graphics routine library that 
includes the DV-Draw draw
ing editor, with which it 
works closely. The DV-Tools 
library provides more than 
750 C subroutines for 
creating user interfaces. 
Features of the subroutine 
library include memory
resident screens for immedi
ate recall, the ability to 
animate drawings, and inter-

can be stored as view files 
and read into a DV-Tools 
application program. These 
views then can be played 
back using DV-Tools 
routines. Or, a portion of 
the view can be extracted 
and altered by the applica
tion program. 

The Graphical Editor 
Construction Kit and Data
Views/Nexpert Subroutine 
Bridge are application pack
ages that enhance the Data
Views family. The Graphical 
Editor Construction Kit is a 
set of generic editing 

subroutines for building 
application-specific drawing 
editors. It costs $2,700. 

Data Views/Nexpert Sub
routine Bridge is a software 
bridge between Data Views 
and the Nexpert Object ex
pert system shell from Neu
ron Data Inc. of Palo Alto, 
California. It lets you 
connect objects from the 
expert system directly to 
graphical objects in Data
Views. Data Views/Nexpert 
Subroutine Bridge costs 
$1,700. 

Data Views is available on 
a variety of hardware 
platforms including 
MicroVAXs, VAX 11/750s 
and V AXstations running 
UL TRIX or VMS. It's also 
available for the VAX 11/780, 
111785 and VAX 8000 series. 
Data Views runs on the X 

Window System under 
ULTRIX on the VAX. 

DV-Draw is priced at 
$7,700. DV-Tools, which in
cludes DV-Draw, is priced at 
$17,700. 

VJ. Corp. 
Amlterst Research Park 

Amherst, MA 01m 
(413) 253-3482 

Cirde 52& on reader card 

Neuron Data Inc. 
444HlghSI. 

Palo Alto, CA 94301 
(415) 321-4488 

Cirde 527 on reader cant 
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WHEN FACED WITH lEARNING A NEW 
TEil EDlmR, YOU CAN PROBABlY THINK 
OF SOMETHING ElSE YOU'D RATHER DO. 

Most people would do just 
about anything to avoid learning 
a new text ed itm 

Fortunately, there's EDT+. 
EDT+ from Boston Business 
Computing is a full-featured text 
editor based on VAX EDT. EDT+ 
let's you move from VMS to 
UNIX or MS-DOS without the 
expense or hassle of retraining. 

EDT+ supports all the 
familiar EDT features like line 
and keypad mode commands, 
disaster recovery, command 
macros, user-defined ·keys and 
initialization files. It also offers 
important improvements over 
the old standby, including TPU/ 
EVE features like SHELL and 
LEARN and 132-column support 
- al I with the speed 
expected of a truly 
contemporary 
product. You 
will benefit im
mediately, as you 
optimize newer tech
nology and eliminate a drain on 
your VAX resources. 

And as the leader in DEC 
compatible software, we'll fully 
support your move from VMS to 
the not so familiar world of UNIX 
or MS-DOS. Call (508) 470-0444. 
Before you do anything drastic. 

EDT+ 
Take the lite out of going trom 

VMS to UMX or MS-DOS. 
·~-,,~ BOSTO N BUSINESS COMPUTING, LTD. 

The DEC Compatible Software Campany 
CIRCLE 297 ON READER CARD 
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MODEM BLUES 
QUERY: 

Christopher Atkins (SIC 37 !MESS 940): I 
manage a MicroVAX II. We have an 
annoying problem with our modems. 
They won't hang up after someone has 
called in and hung up on his end but not 
logged out on ours. Often other users are 
waiting to log on under the same line. I 
know of hardware devices that would 
solve this problem, but what could allevi
ate this via software? 

They aren't DEC or DEC-compatible 
modems. Maybe this is the problem. The 
modems are serial-connect (RS-232) . 

Is there software available, such as the 
KERMIT program from a DECUS tape, 
that will function with modems? It's 
annoying to have only one protocol to 
use, especially one that doesn't allow 
sending files without a remote KERMIT 
server waiting to receive at the other end. 

REPLY: 

Andrew Duggan (SIC37/MESS941): I run 
a VMS time sharing system with more 
than 32 modems, none of which are DEC 
modems. Here are the basics for the 
successful use of modems under VMS: 

Use a terminal multiplexer or server 
that supports modem control. Set the 
terminal port to /MODEM /HANGUP. 
Your modem must watch the Data Ter
minal Ready (DTR) and supply Carrier 
Detect (CD) , Data Set Ready (DSR) and 
Ring Indicate (RI) . There usually are DIP 
switches to set the modem for this type of 
setting. Here's what should happen when 
the modem answers a call: 

The line rings and the modem raises 
RI. It doesn't answer. VMS raises DTR. 
When the modem sees DTR high, it an
swers the phone. If a connection is made, 
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How To Use ARIS/BB 
Subscribers to DEC PROFESSIONAL can 
call up our on-line bulletin board and log 
into ARIS/BB, our Automated R eader 
Information Service. In ARIS/BB, you can 
download programs from this publication, 
communicate with our editors, request a 
change of address, find additional informa
tion about advertisers, order books and 
back issues, check the guidelines for sub
mitting articles, take a peek at our edito
rial calendar for the year and communicate 
with other VAX users. 

To log in, you'll need your subscrip
tion number from your mailing label. Set 
your terminal to seven data bits, one stop 
bit and space parity, or eight data bits, one 
stop bit and no parity. Set your terminal 
emulation to VT100 and dial: 

• (215) 957-1000 - Pennsylvania 

• (818) 577-9100 - Southern California 

• (415) 873-2135 - Northern California 

N...,1 • (617) 863-5010 - Massachusetts 

Baud rates: 300, 1,200 or 2,400. 
When the modems CONNECT, hit 

Return two or three times. 
The ARIS/BB symbol appears at the be

ginning of each article when the program 
is downloadable. VAX PROFESSIONAL 
programs are available to subscribers of VAX 

PROFESSIONAL only. For subscription in
formation , contact Karol Hughes at (215) 
957-1500, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. EST. Use these 
recommendations at your own risk. Pro
fessional Press is not liable for any damages 
to your system that might be caused by the 
hardware, software, programs or procedures 
discussed here. 

XMODEM and KERMIT are available. 

SIG Identification 
The SIG categories referenced in this 
month's AR/STALK are: 
13 ... ... ........ ........ .. .... System Performance 
23 .......................................... MicroVAX. 
37 .. .. ............................. .. ........ ... .... . VMS 
45 .......... ...... Programming Languages/ AI 

the modem raises DSR and CD. If CD and 
DSR don't come on in 30 seconds, VMS 
dropsDTR. 

When you log out from the dial-in 
call, VMS drops DTR. When the modem 
sees DTR go down, it hangs up the phone. 
It's a good idea to have the terminal port 
set to /DIAL so you can enable security 
audits for dialup login/logout/logfail. 

For a complete description of what 
goes on with modems, see Section 8.2.3 of 
the 1/0 User Manual, Part 1, pages 8-12 
through 8-17. 

CPU EXHAUSTED 
QUERY: 

Tim Manville (SIG 13/MESS 233): I have 
a VAX 11/750with 14-MBmemorythat's 
dedicated to a PowerHouse application. 
When the application is running, the CPU 
is exhausted even though little memory is 
being used. Can I increase performance 
by taking advantage of the memory that 
isn't being used? 

REPLIES: 

Robert G. Schaffrath (SIG 13/MESS 234): 

Your 750 is suffering from a classic case of 
CPU bound. All the memory in the world 
won't make a slow CPU go faster unless 
your processes are swapping all over the 
place. Try a MONITOR MODES com
mand to see what percentage of time 
you're spending in user mode. If it's high 
and you have a lot of processes in the COM 
state, you need a faster CPU.You may not 
be able to increase memory use, because 
your processes don't want more. If your 
processes are page faulting excessively, in
creasing the working set sizes will result in 
better memory use. Excessive faulting 
will slow your CPU. 
Richard B. Gilbert (SIC 13/MESS 239): 

Taking advantage of unused memory will 
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EM4105 is a sophisticated Tek 4105/DEC VT220 terminal emulator that 
converts your IBM PC into a color graphics workstation. EM4105 costs 
thousands less than a dedicated graphics terminal. 

11111 4105 EMULATION 
EM4105 • 16164 colors 

• Pan/Zoom 
• High resolution Hardcopy 
• Mouse cursor control 
• 4010 and VT640 Emulation 
• 640 x 350 EGA support 
• 640 x 480 VGA and EGA support 
And, EM4105 includes all the features of DCS's popular 
VT220 emulator, EM220. 

• ASCII, Xmodem, and Kermit File Transfer 
• Command (Script) files 
• Phone Directory 
• Scroll memory 
• HotKey 
• Loadable Character Sets 
• Network support 

Diversified Computer Systems, Inc. 
3775 Iris Ave. Suite 1 B, Boulder, Colorado 80301 
FAX: 303-447-1406 (303) 447-9251 

Other DCS emulators: EM220 - DEC VT220 Emulation 
EM4010- Tek 4010/VT220 Emulation 

,.....,__,_ 
"' . -· --. -

Trademarks: VT102. VT220- Digital Equipment; IBM PC, XT - IBM Corp.; Hercules - Hercules Computer Technology; Tektronix - Tektronix: Inc.; Precision Visuals - Precision Visuals, Inc 
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help only if your application is suffering 
from lack of memory. If you' re doing a lot 

of paging, you might get a little CPU 
power back by increasing your working 
sets. Paging can' t be entirely eliminated, 
however, no matter how big you make 
them. When an image is activated, it's 
paged into memory as required. 

Don't expect a lot of improvement 
even if you can eliminate some paging. 
The 11/750 isn 't built for speed . If you 
need more throughput or better response 

time, look to a faster CPU. One of the 
machines in the MicroVAX 3000 series 
w ould give you five to six times the 
horsepower you have now. 

Another possibility is to use spare 
memory for 110 buffers. If you're reading 
from or writing to sequential files, doing 
it in bigger blocks might eliminate some 
overhead. 

U nless your system or your application 
is horribly mistuned, a faster CPU is proba
bly the only answer. 

BINARY DUMP 
QUERY: 

Ken Papworth (SIG 23/MESS 212): How 
do you perform a binary dump on a 
non-ASCII file? 

REPLY: 

John Briggs (SIG 23/MESS 213): Use the 
DCL DUMP command: 

$ DUMP I RECORD fi 1 ename 

The hexadecimal portion of VAX 

SHOP AT UNBOUND's 3100-STOR 
Add In - Add On - Removable 

for the VAXStation 3100 and DECStation 3100 

Model Disk Drive 
STORlOO-I Internal RZ23 lOOMB 
STOR200-I Internal UZ24 200MB 
STORlOO-E External RZ23 lOOMB 
STOR200-E External UZ24 200MB 
STOR380-E External RZ55 380MB 
STOR600-E External UZ56 600MB 
STOR760-E External UZ57 760MB 
External Removable Storage 
STOR200-R (2) RZ23-R 200MB 
STOR400-R (2) UZ24-R 400MB 
STOR300-R RZ23-R UZ24-R 300MB 

• All roducts are re istered trademarks of their manufacturer 

CIRCLE 305 ON READER CARD 

*Two Year Warranty 
*Depot Maintenance 
* Phone Line Technical 

Support 
*Shipping From Stock 
* Call to Order 

1-800/UNBOUND 

UNBOUND Inc. 
17951 Lyons Circle 
Huntington Beach, 
California 92647 

Tel. 1-714/843-1895 
FAX 1-714/843-0627 

$1,460.00 
$2,240.00 
$1,835.00 
$2,675.00 
$2,950.00 
$3,950.00 
$4,650.00 

$3,520.00 
$5,080.00 
$4,300.00 

dumps is read from right to left, i.e., the 
first byte in a line is the right-most byte. 
It's strange, but given the VAX conven
tion ofleast-significant byte first, it makes 
sense. 

SET TERM FROM COBOL 
QUERY: 

Lance Buchmiller (SIG 45/MESS 418): I'm 
trying to design an inquiry program that 
needs a lot of screen space, and I can't set 
the screen width to 132 from the COBOL 
program. I've found examples of calling 
QIO$_SETMODE in VAX PROFES

SIONAL, but they're in BASIC and FOR
TRAN. Perhaps my third-party terminal 
isn't emulating VT220 correctly. I've had 
success calling other system routines from 
COBOL. 

REPLIES: 

John Briggs (SIG 45/MESS 420): A 
QIO$_SETMODE call to change terminal 
width won't change your terminal into 
132-column mode as the DCL SET 
TERMINAL /WIDTH=132 does. To 
change the physical terminal's screen size, 
send the appropriate escape sequence 
( <ESC> [?3h). 

Determine whether your SETMODE 
QIO has worked with the SH OW TERMI
NAL command. 

Jim Shelly (SIG 45/MESS 421): I've writ
ten a number of programs in COBOL that 
do screen manipulation and scrolling in 
different areas. The Figure shows the 
easiest way I've found to change the 
terminal width underWORKINGSTOR
AGE. 

When you want to go to 132 charac
ters, just "DISPLAY 132-COLS." And of 
course you can "DISPLAY 80-COLS." to 
go back again. 

AR TI CLE INTEREST QUOTIENT 
Circle On Reader Card 

High 564 Medium 565 Low 566 

TheAlUSJBJiJ Online Text .. R.etri.'ellaf,, 
System lets ARIS users access issues ef 
DEC PRPFESSION'.A.L. HJr infot;ma
tiononlww to use this service1 tum topage 
3r1~ 
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Terminal emulation doesn't 
have to be this way. 

We've all been there. Trying to remember whether the "Do" key is 
really <Ctrl-Fl> Or was it <Alt-Fl>? And the editing keypad. 
Can you be absolutely sure you're about to press the "Select" key 
and not the "Remove" key? The results can be disastrous. 

That's why KEA developed the PowerStation. The PowerStation, 
an exact VT200 layout keyboard bundled with VT240 or VT220 
terminal emulation software, turns your IBM PC or compatible into 
a key-by-key replica of a DEC terminal-without messy labels! 

But what does that get you? 

Peace of mind. The PowerStation keyboard takes the frustration 
out of switching between a DEC terminal and a PC bemuse 
each key is right where you'd expect it to be. And our "Gold Key" 
version makes ALLIN-1 and WPS a breeze. 
Savings. If you think you can't afford both emulation software 
and a keyboard, think again! The PowerStation can actually save 
you money by eliminating the time you waste every day trans
lating between VT and PC keystrokes. And with the PowerStation, 
startup training costs are virtually eliminated 
Consistency. The PowerStation keyboard provides a consistent 
interface for both VT emulation and regular PC applications. In 
emulation mode you get the 105-key functionality of a real DEC key
board and in PC mode you get a super enhanced keyboard. And 
you can use the PowerStation on virtually any PC! Move between 
an XT, AT, PS/2, AT&T PC and a DEC terminal without missing 
akeystoke. 

PowerStation and ZSTEM are trademarks of KEA 
Systems Ltd . All other brand and product names 
are trademarks or registered trademarks of 
thei r respective holders. 

The best in terminal emulation software. With the PowerStation 
keyboard you get the fastesi most precise, DEC terminal emulation 
software available: ZSTEM. You have the choice between two 
popular software packages: ZSTEM 240, our VT241/VT340 graphics 
emulator and ZSTEM 220, our VT220 text emulator. Both packages 
will impress you with their speed and feature-by-feature accuracy. 

To top it off, the PowerStation gives you all this at a surprisingly 
low price. But find out for yourself why Digital Review Labs says 
"the PowerStation 240 is a godsend:' Call us at 800-663-8702. 

9 9 0 

digltal review 

TARGET 
AWARDS 
NOM I NEE 

KEA Systems Ltd., 2150 West Broadway, Suite 412 
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6K 4L9 
Telephone: 604-732-7411 Fax: 604-732-0715 

See us at DEXPO and COMDEX CIRCLE 119 ON READER CARD 



Online Text
Retrieval Guide 
If you 're a current subscriber, the ARIS/BB network gives you 
instant access to articles published in DEC PROFESSIONAL. 

Current subscribers now can of interest when you see the pears and the number of the Text screen at the first oc-

access issues of DEC PROFES- Keyword prompt at the bot- times it appears (see Figure 2) . currence of Window, which 

SIGNAL online with the tom of the screen. Figure 1 Use the Up/Down Arrow is highlighted (see Figure 4). 

ARIS/BB Text-Retrieval Sys- uses the example keyword and N ext/Prev Screen keys The title and issue are located 

tern. Information unavailable Window. to move the highlighted area at the top of the screen. 

from any other source is just When searching a phrase, to an article that interests you. Entering READ takes you to 

a keystroke away. be brief If the phrase you en- Depending on your termi- the Text screen at the top of 

Simply log into ARIS/BB ter appears on two separate nal, these keys may not work. the document. Use the READ 

with the subscription number lines, it won't be found. You Figure 3 is a diagram for us- command when you want to 

from your mailing label. can't search for "noise" words ing your numeric keypad. read the entire article. In this 

Option 46 from the ARIS such as if, and or but. If you Here, press the Right Arrow case, the word you searched 

Master Menu places you in try to search a noise word, key or enter VIEW or READ. for won't appear highlighted. 

DEC PROFESSIONAL's you'll get a message telling Commands aren't case-sensi- From the Text screen, the 

Text-Retrieval Index. Re- you so. tive. Left Arrow key returns you to 

view the brief introduction. The File screen lists the ar- Using the Right Arrow or the File screen. At the File 

Then enter a word or phrase tides in which Window ap- keying in VIEW puts you in screen, entering FILTER plus 

CCSEARCH 1.0.9Y (C) 1989 by CC Software, Inc. CC SEARCH 1.0.9Y File (C) 1989 by CC Software, Inc. 

Text Retrieval Matches in Article 
I 1 DECPRO 8-89 Digital Watch I 

After the index loading completes, enter the word or phrase you want to search. 2 DECPRO 8-89 Products 
A list of articles where the match appears will display next. Using your Up/Down 2 DECPRO 8-89 Product Watch 
Arrow keys, maneuver the highlighted video area onto the article you wish to 3 DECPRO 8-89 Roundtable: UNIX Or VMS? 
see. Then type VIEW or press the Right Arrow key to display the Text screen. 5 DECPRO 8-89 Workstations: X Programming 
Your word will appear highlighted. 1 DECPRO 7-89 Image Processing And Visualization 

1 DECPRO 7-89 From The Lab 
CLEAR removes the results of a search and allows you to search a new word. 2 DECPRO 7-89 Networking 

1 DECPRO 7-89 The Mac Connection 
HELP from any screen displays this screen and information on additional 3 DECPRO 7-89 Workstations & Graphics Terminals 
commands. 2 DECPRO 7-89 Products 

8 DECPRO 7-89 Product Watch 
EXIT from any screen takes you to the ARIS Master Menu. 2 DECPRO 7-89 Workstations 

6 DECPRO 6-89 Products 
Press PF4 to display the list of files in the Index. 

More 
Keywords: Window 

327 matches in 86 files 

Figure 1: Keyword prompt appears at the bottom of the screen. Keywords: 

Figure 2: File screen lists articles in which Window appears. 
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another word (e.g., FILTER 

UNIX) will reduce your File 
list by searching for UNIX 

from the list produced by 
searching for Window. 

To begin a new search, 
type CLEAR. This will erase 
the results from your previ
ous searches. 

Figure 5 shows the defini
tions of additional commands 
that can be used in the text
retrieval system. - Anne 
Schrauger is editorial systems 
coordinator. For more information 
call her at (215) 957-1500. 

Number Keypad 

Previous Up Previous 
Match Arrow Screen 

7 8 9 

Left Next Right 
Arrow File Arrow 

4 5 6 

Next Down Next 
Match Arrow Screen 

1 2 3 

Figure 3: Diagram for keypad. 

CC SEARCH 1.0.9Y Text (C) 1989 by CC Software, Inc. 
More 

Text from DECPRO 8-89 Digital Watch 
Temporary Shelter-Wellfleet Communications Inc. is delivering a set of clienV 
server-based communications products that adhere to the Simple Network 
Management Protocol (SNMP), the current standard on the Department of 
Defense's Internet. SNMP is an interim standard that will be used until the move 
to the International Standards Organization (ISO) model. SNMP is IJO-like, r 
not part of the model. Wellfleet's versions run TCP/IP and use the X Window 
System environment. 

Networking - Agreements with Chipcom Corporation and StrataCom Inc. signal 
DEC's willingness to cooperate with third-party vendors in building its enterprise 
networking strategy. Chipcom's ORnet fiber optic Ethernet system will help DEC 
comply with FOOi standards, while StrataCom will provide data, voice, video and 
image services over T1 networks. 

Companies Mentioned In This Article 
More -------------1 

Displaying from Lines 219-233 

Keywords: 

Figure 4: Text screen; first occurrence of Window highlighted. 

NOVEMBER 1989 

···· Command· Definitions 
.J:£. Unles~oted,Jhese :mman~f can bt;.givenffom rmyro-een. 

. 

.fl ""- ~ 

Command Abbrev. Definition 

CLEAR CL Clears results of previous search. 

CTRL-B Recalls previous commands in reverse order. 

CTRL-U Erases keywords just keyed in by mistake, instead of 
deleting them one character at a time. 

CTRL-W Repaints or Refreshes the screen. REFRESH does the 
same. 

EXIT EX Returns to ARIS Master Menu. CTRL-Z or QUIT do the 
same. 

FILTER FIL Narrows a search by using the initial matches in a File 
screen to search for a new word. 

FIND FIN Followed by one or more words, determines frequency 
of a word and whether or not it's a noise word. Noise 
words can't be searched. Use from Intro screen. 

HELP HE Access from any screen. CTRL-Z to get out. 

LOCATE LO Locate a word or string within Text screen; it won't be 
highlighted but will be positioned on the line. Note: If 
string is located on two lines, if won't be found. 

NEAR: Use to search two words that are located within 10 words 
of each other. Noise words aren't counted. The syntax is 
word near: word. You can specify a proximity, i.e., 
NEAR:S or NEAR:20, which will search for words within 
5 and 20 words of each other, respectively. In this case, 
noise words will be counted. NEAR: can only by used 
from the Intro screen. 

NEXT FILE Moves from the Text screen of one article to the Text 
screen of the next article. 

READ REA Takes you from the File screen to the beginning of the 
text of the highlighted article. However, the word that was 
searched won't be highlighted. 

VIEW Initiated in the File screen, it displays text of the 
highlighted article where first match appears. 

* Wildcard searching. Example: Search Window*, and the 
result would list the variations found, i.e., WINDOW 
WINDOW- WINDOW-BASED WINDOW-DRIVEN 
WINDOW-MANAGEMENT WINDOWED WINDOWING 
WINDOWS WINDOWS ... 

Figure 5: Definitions of additional commands. 
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Most users will . ._... 
I. lP ii con-. years. 

WhJT 1he reasons .... 
BY PHILIP A. NAECKER 

NOVEMBER 1989 
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FUTURE 

You may not know 
it yet, but you're likely 
to have at least one Online 
Transaction Processing (OL TP) 

application in your environment within 
the next few years. And the number and 
size of OLTP applications are likely to 
grow sharply for both small and large or
ganizations. 

Digital seems to view OL TP as a 
dominant form - possibly the dominant 
form - of computing in the 1990s. This 
may shock Digital users who have no 
current plans for implementing OLTP ap
plications, but there are many reasons 
why most users probably will be inter
ested in OLTP in the future . 

Pouring Concrete 
Why will there be so much OLTP in the 
future when there's relatively little today? 
The answer lies in the foundation of a 
complete TP environment. Like the 
foundation of a skyscraper, building the 

foundation for a new style of comput
ing requires digging a big hole and pour
ing a lot of concrete. In Digital's TP strat
egy, that foundation is just beginning to 
reach ground level, and subsequent floors 
will follow quickly (see Figure). 

Let's first look at the structure of a 
typical TP application, then examine the 
recent announcements of TP foundation 
products and enhancements. 

A typical OLTP application isn't much 
different from any other application, be
cause it generally involves users and a 
database. A request initiator, such as a 
customer at an automated teller machine 
or a user at a terminal, requests a trans
action. The transaction usually involves 
checking a database for account balances 
or the number of open seats on an air
plane flight. If the initial check 
passes (you have money 
in your account or 
there are seats free on 
the plane), then the 
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HIGH VOLUME 

Objects And Objectives 
I After years of development in academia and major software 

00 00000 
OOP OOOO 
OODBMS O 

houses, object-oriented technology is entering the mainstream 
of software engineering. O bject-oriented approaches to 
programming and application development (OOP) and object

oriented database management systems (OODBMS) represent a radical new software 
paradigm that's changing the way many people think about how data is stored. 

The technology is being evaluated, developed and pursued by many major producers of 
RDBMS systems, including Digital, IBM, Apple Computer and Sun Microsystems. 
Advanced OOP technology for VAX/VMS and UNIX environments already exists from 
vendors such as Ithaca Software, Ontologic, ParcPlace Systems, Servio Logic Development, 
Symbolics, Stepstone and Dome Software, which incorporates a Mac front end. 

The premise of object-oriented systems is that data is stored with its corresponding 
procedures (called methods in OOP) inside executable screen icons called objects. These 
data structures, which are created with languages such as Object PASCAL and variations on 
AT&T's C++, are intehded to make the management of data easier and spur the productivity 
of database users. 

An 00 programmer can specify several classes of objects. Each class definition specifies 
the structure of the data in all objects in that class as well as the methods implemented by 
that class. Objects within a class share the same methods, but with different data. Classes, in 
turn, have subclasses, which inherit the methods and data of their superclasses. A list is the 
structure that manages and implements methods, such as adding, removing, listing and 
iterating items. 

New classes can be created from these subclasses by altering either data or the described 
methods. This simplifies both the design and maintenance of databases. The hierarchical tree 
that's formed by classes has the object at its root. Some OOP languages will support multiple 
inheritance, which implies that a complex lattice is designed with just a few changes in data. 

OOP languages are fundamentally polymorphic, i.e., a large set of operations that can be 
invoked on a large set of data can be executed with one procedure. 

00 Databases 
"There's a debate as to whether 00 databases are separate from relational databases ," 
explains Mark Hanner, product marketing manager for application development at 
Relational Technology (RTI) . "Object-oriented can be made part of the relational model, 
overlaying the RDBMS a layer above." 

The types of applications currently using 00 databases are predominantly in CAD/CAM 
and CASE environments. Objects are an ideal way to store graphical diagrams and software
engineering command sets. Mainstream uses, such as data processing applications, are being 
introduced gradually as performance problems (particularly database speed) are solved. 
OLTP is expected to be a large area for 00 databases as the technology continues to be 
perfected. 

RTI concurrently is developing an 00 toolset for UNIX and VMS. "There isn't much 
difference in the two," says Hanner, "although UNIX has had a problem in that it doesn't 
do high-performance I/0 very well." 

Other UNIX and VMS programs are beginning to flood the market. Database owners 
will be faced with new buying decisions that include: 
1. Choosing from among emerging object-oriented methodologies and commercial 
programming languages. Metrics that measure the quality and effectiveness of these 
languages are just emerging. 
2. Determining whether or not these systems will fit on top of existing structured database 
systems. As noted by Hanner, object-oriented systems can include evolutionary pathways 
from relational databases. 
3. Deciding whether or not OODBMSs are necessary for their environment. Until prices 
drop significantly, many sites won't consider OOP. But in the not-too-distant future the 
technology is expected to be more cost-effective than relational systems for many 
applications. -Evan Birkhead 

next part of the transaction is to make a 
withdrawal or issue a reservation. 

Several aspects of the TP model of 
computing make it more demanding 
th an a typical application such as a 
spreadsheet or an engineering simulation. 
1. TP applications are naturally distrib
uted - you want to make your reser
vation from a nearby office or make a 
withdrawal from a local bank branch. But 
you can' t have this application on just 
your local node (as you might with an 
engineering simulation), because you 
want to make the reservation from any 
travel agent and make withdrawals from 
any automated teller machine or branch 
office. 
2. TP applications have difficult re
sponse-time requirements, as anyone 
who has stood in a long line at a teller 
machine knows. 
3. TP applications must be reliable. No 
one wants ;the airline to lose his reserva
tion, and 'a bank that loses automated 
teller transactions soon will be out of 
business. 
4. TP applications must be highly avail
able. If people can't make a reservation 
immediately on one airline, they'll 
probably call another. 

In the Digital layered-software envi
ronment, the various components of a TP 
application are provided by many differ
ent layered products. The database en
gine is typically Rdb. DECnet provides 
the connectivity among nodes, TDMS or 
DECforms provides the terminal interface 
and ACMS or DECintact provides the 
application-development environment 
and run-time control. M any other prod
ucts also can be involved. 

Databases A Cornerstone 
During the last two years, Digital has 
made a series of announcements and 
product introductions that show how the 
company intends to increase its presence 
in traditional TP markets as well as in
crease the number of TP applications 
running in existing VAX shops. Digital's 
share of the TP market is currently about 
5 percent ($1.5 billion), and the company 
claims that its TP business is growing 50 
percent each year. 

One cornerstone ofDigital's TP archi-
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tecture is Rdb, Digital's relational data
base engine. In Rdb/VMS V3.0, Digital 
made major performance improvements. 
For large applications and applications 
willing to make changes to the database 
structure, performance improvement fac
tors of three to five or larger were seen. 

This level of performance has placed Rdb 
in the running as a major "industrial
strength" relational engine. 

Rdb also has been enhanced to allow 
much larger databases than before and to 
allow the application to spread 
the database over multiple disks 
to avoid disk bottlenecks, 
among other improvements tar
geted for large applications. 

"It ' s clear that Digital is 
working very hard on Rdb . 
Rdb has become very suitable as 
an OLTP engine," says John 
Bruzas, product marketing man
ager at Informix. That's one 
reason why Informix has ported 
its Informix-4GL to run on top 
of Rdb/VMS. By making its 
tools available on Rdb/VMS as 
well as its own relational data
base on other platforms, In
formix will make it easier for its 
users to port Informix-4GL ap
plications among platforms. 

For smaller sites and sites 
with many small machines run
ning database applications, Digi
tal is providing two "freebies." 

First, VAX SQL, the DEC 
implementation of the standard 
database-access language , is 
available as part of Rdb. SQL 
has been made more standards
compliant. DEG believes that by 
making SQL available to all users ofRdb 
it will enhance its position as a supporter 
of standards and allow more applications 
to be ported to the VAX. 

Second, a license for a run-time ver
sion of Rdb is now part of the VMS li
cense. Although the run-time license 
doesn't allow you to define new data
bases or develop database applications, it 
allows you to use an Rdb-based appli
cation on any VMS machine after you 
install the Rdb software. This can be a 
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boon to organizations that would like to 
develop small database applications and 
install them on many workstations and 
other small nodes in the network. 

Many potential benefits to Digital will 
accrue as a result of the easy availability 
of Rdb. Digital products are now freer 
to use Rdb as a storage platform for their 
own data. Digital's dictionary product, 
CDD/Plus, already has done this. CDD/ 
Plus data is stored in Rdb databases. User 
applications that use Rdb will be much 

more cost-effective to port or distribute 
to other V AXs, a benefit that helps keep 
users from leaving the VMS platform. 

According to Cynthia Pilkington, 
business manager, Ingres for VMS at Re
lational Technology (RTI), the decision 
to make run-time Rdb available is one 
of many steps that Digital has taken to 
become more competitive in the rela
tional database market. "DEC appears to 
want to maintain more control over en
terprise data," says Pilkington. But she 

als.o cites a more aggressive application 
focus in Digital's marketing, work in the 
area of IBM data access and price/per
formance enhancements as signs that DEC 
is more interested in the OLTP market 
than it recently had been. 

Digital and R TI have a marketing 
agreement for Ingres Tools for Rdb, and 
Digital has an agreement with R TI to use 
Ingres as its database offering on UL
TRIX. According to Pilkington, R TI sees 
the free run-time licensing of Rdb as 

good news , because it means 
lower cost to users of R Tl's 
Ingres Tools for Rdb. 

Informix's Bruzas offers a 
similar assessment. "Eighteen 
months ago, no one would have 
believed that Rdb was going to 
be a strategic relational database 
engine and that major tools ven
dors would be putting their tools 
on top of Rdb." He attributes 
much of Digital's turnaround to 
a general recognition that a re
lational database is part of the 
core of applications support that 
must be offered on any major 
operating system. 

Also in the database arena, 
Digital has announced SQL 

Services, a product that allows 
applications on remote nodes to 
access a database using a highly 
standardized Application Pro
gramming Interface (API). The 
API, especially the C implemen
tation, is directly portable across 
operating systems . and platforms, 
so an application using SQL 
Services easily can be moved 
among all kinds of machines, 

including VMS V AXs, UL TRIX and 
UL TRIX/RISC machines, IBM PC com
patibles and soon the Mac. SQL Services 
is a very powerful tool that will make 
it easier to develop fully distributed ap
plications. 

Most current TP applications have 
their data not on workstations or IBM 
PCs but on IBM mainframes. So a recent 
series of Digital announcements for prod
ucts that make data on IBM mainframes 
available to applications running on V AXs 
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Why limit yourself to a 
terminal server that only serves 

the terminal down the hall? 

The SPX terminal server from N.E. T. lets you design both 
wide area and local terminal networks exactly the way you 
want. And grow the network as you must. 

Because the SPX offers unbeatable flexibility. And a cost 
savings over other solutions. 

The SPX from N.E.T.™serves both 
wide-area and local connectivity 
needs. You' re spared the significant 
costs of additional multiplexer and 
terminal server purchases. 

Even better, you get an integrated 
system that gives you a consistent 
command and control interface in 
both wide-area and local environ
ments. 

What makes the SPX network so 
unique and cost efficient is this: 

The SPX/SI Software Interface 
installs on any DEC® VAX™ host 
running VMS™, and shares the host's 
standard Ethernet® controller. This 
enables your VAX to communicate 

directly with SPXM terminal servers, 
providing both wide area and local 
terminal connections. 

Unlike DEC's LAT solution, 
our protocol extends LAT 
functionality to the wide area. 

You get optimum wide-area 
performance and flexibility. With 
automatic rerouting to assure reliable 
connectivity over any wide-area 
topology. And redundant links for 
critical applications. 

The SPX protocol is optimized for 
fast interactive response over both 
local and wide area links. It also 
supports permanent circuits. 

See us at DEXPO West Booth #1554 

And you get local terminal server 
capabilities that offer many advan
tages over LAT-based solutions. 
Unlike LAT, an SPX terminal server 
excels in a mixed host environment. 
And it supports asynchronous 
DECnet™ for superior host-to-host 
connectivity. 

Like to know more? 

Take the next step. 

SPX 
Product 
Guide 

Call for our SPX 
terminal server 
information package. 

Information 
Hotline: 
1-800-235-6935. 

_ ... . ·-- ... .,. ~·~ - ··--· ··~···'~ -~ · ··· · · · ·•J ... ._ mer nm ca «DI'" 
EQUIPMENT TECHNOLOGIES 

Access Products Division 
(formerly ComDesign) 

©1989 Network Equipment Technologies, Inc., 800 Saginaw Drive, Redwood City, CA 94063. SPX, N.E.T., Network Equipment Technologies and A step ahead are 
trademarks of Network Equipment Technologies, Inc. All other registered and unregistered trademarks are the sole properties of their respective companies. 
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THE IDEA OF PUSHING DISTRIBUTED 

OL TP support into the operating system 

has caught hold at Digital. 

constitutes a direct assault on the strong
holds of traditional TP applications. VIDA 
for DB2 (VAX-IBM Data Access for DB2, 
IBM's relational database) has been added 
to a list of IBM access products that has 
been growing steadily for' several years. 
The idea is to let the data reside on the 
mainframe but distribute the application 
and the human interface front end into 
the VAX environment. 

Digital also has made it easier to port 
applications from IBM machines by mak
ing available a CICSlike TP development 
environment: DECintact. 

Distribution Key 
Digital has been busy on other aspects of 
application distribution, as well. Al
though there have been no product an
nouncements, Digital has licensed Net
work Computing Services (NCS) from 
Hewlett-Packard's Apollo Division. 
Among other things, NCS includes a 
robust mechanism for Remote Procedure 
Calls (RPC). The HP, Apollo Division 
implementation of RPCs also has been 
licensed by other vendors and is the 
front-running candidate for an industry 
standard. 

RPCs are a powerful tool for distrib
uting applications, especially in the Digi
tal environment. RPCs allow programs to 
execute subroutines on other nodes in 
the network with scarcely more devel
opment effort than is involved in build
ing a traditional single-node application. 
Consider the potential for having an ex
tremely fast UL TRIX compute server in 
your network. Using an RPC, you can 
access that compute server from any 
node, which will save you from porting 
your entire application to that node just 
to gain compute performance on one or 
two routines. 
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If Digital does support RPCs, it isn't 
clear whether it will be part of the op
erating system or a layered product. One 
possibility is that the run-time support 
will be in the operating system but that 
a layered product will be required to 
construct RPC applications. As with li
censing Rdb with the operating system, 
putting RPC support into the operating 
system (or into DECnet, which is already 
a separately licensed part of VMS) will al
low many Digital applications to use 
RPCs. CDD/Plus and ACMS already use 
some form ofRPCs, so it's likely that the 
new product will find other users among 
Digital products. 

The idea of pushing distributed OLTP 
support into the operating system has 
caught hold at Digital. One example is 
the new transaction-management facility 
that's apparently in the works for a fu
ture version of VMS. At a 9:00 p.m. meet
ing at the May 1989 DECUS Symposium, 
a member of the VMS Development 
T earn gave a technical presentation about 
how such a facility might work. The ses
sion was lightly attended, but the 25 
people there got a preview of a power
ful and robust set of facilities that may 
make VMS one of the premier platforms 
for TP and distributed-database applica
tions. You might expect that similar 
capability could be built into UL TRIX. 

The new transaction-management 
facility will provide a call interface and 
transaction semantics to implement roll
back and commit, transaction logging 
and a common journaling facility. The 
new facility also will implement the 
now-infamous two-phase commit proto
col (2PC) . 2PC is a technique for ensur
ing that two databases (usually on differ
ent network nodes) are updated consis
tently. 2PC is essential for fully distributed 

applications and has been a significant gap 
in the capability of Rdb/VMS. Many 
other database vendors have had imple
mentations of 2PC for some time. 

Digital has had distributed read capa
bility in Rdb since the product was in
troduced, allowing an application on one 
node to access databases on many other 
nodes simultaneously. However, 2PC is 
required to allow distributed update. 

To date, Digital's approach to distrib
uted update has been to distribute the 
data rather than provide distributed up
date access. This is accomplished by the 
VAX Data Distributor (VDD), which al
lows updates in one database to propa
gate automatically (in batch mode)to 
other databases. Such distribution can go 
either way - from a central database to 
multiple remote databases , or from re
mote databases that "roll up" their results 

to a central database. VDD is a powerful 
tool, but it hasn't been widely applied, 
perhaps because it isn't widely known or 
understood. 

Although 2PC is essential to imple

menting fully distributed database appli
cations, other barriers to their implem
entation (such as administrative and 
maintenance issues) and the availability of 
VDD have meant that the absence of 2PC 
in Rdb hasn't been a major factor in 
Rdb's acceptance to date. And, in tradi
tional Digital engineering fashion, the 
company has been busy pouring a foun
dation - putting transaction-manage
ment functions into VMS. 

Why is it better to have such func
tions in the operating system rather than 
in the database system? The most fre
quently quoted reason is performance. In 
theory, by putting transaction manage
ment into the operating-system kernel, 
the function can be more efficient. 

It isn't clear that performance is the 
biggest win, however. That distinction 
may belong to the fact that an applica
tion program using the new facility will 
be able to create a single transaction that 
spans multiple nodes, multiple file sys
tems (such as Rdb, DBMS, RMS and even 
third-party databases) and possibly' even 
multiple application programs running on 
different nodes. 
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VAX Data Collection Systems 
Because You Can't Manage 

Without the Facts 
Get real-time information on the 
status of your entire operation with 
Burr-Brown Collection Data Systems. 

Inventory, production flow, labor 
status ... all the facts you need to 
run your operation, identify problems, 
and make up-to-the-minute deci
sions are available to you instantly. 

All this from a cost-effective, 
simple-to-install, easy-to-use data 
collection system designed to inter
face with your existing computer 
system or network, and designed 
to grow as your business grows. 

FROM THE LEADER IN 
DATA COLLECTION 

Burr-Brown Data Collection Systems 
are increasing productivity in hun
dreds of plants worldwide in indus-· · 
tries like electronics, automotive, 
pharmaceutical, paper, textile, and 
medical. We have 27 international 
and domestic offices with sales and 
service-specialists to support you. 

THE COMPLETE SOLUTION 

Burr-Brown Data Collection Systems 
offer a complete solution to your 
application. Our software is designed 

to meet your application needs 
and requires no knowledge of 
programming. Each Transaction 
Processor we offer can support a 
variety of terminals. These terminals 
can be easily configured for 
specific functions and located 
throughout your plant. Printers, 
Laser Scanners, Magnetic Stripe 
Readers, Bar Code Wands, Voice 
Input/Output Systems, and 
Machine Interface Modules are 
some of the many peripheral 
devices available to you. 

Use them for: 
•Material Tracking 
•Monitoring Use of Plant 

Resources 
• Quality Control 
•Labor Reporting 
• Inventory Control 
• Statistical Process Control 

EASILY ADAPTABLE 
MICROTERMINALS 

Microterminals are as easy to use 
as bank ATMs. Prompts guide the 
user through data entry and are 
displayed on a highly-visible back
lit liquid crystal display. Employees 
use the terminals to input data, 
make inquiries, or receive 
transactions. 

Burr-Brown offers the Total 
Solution to all of your data 
collection problems. Let us 
provide you with a complete 
information package on how to 
get back to the basics in plant 
management with Burr-Brown 
Data Collection Systems. 

Burr-Brown Corporation 
Post Office Box 11400 
Tucson, Arizona 85734 
1•800•548•6132 

BURR-BROWN® 

1153111 I 
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DECforms also will provide a means 
for application distribution in the future, 
although the current version doesn't sup
port it. In a distributed forms environ
ment, front-end 'machines will be able to 

collect data from terminals on behalf of 
back-end machines. DECforms is a key 
OLTP announcement, however, because 

it replaces the limited TDMS product as 
Digital's lead terminal 1/0 package. 
DECforms quickly will become the stan
dard forms interface tool for TP applica
tions, now that ACMS supports it. 
DECforms is also an implementation of 
an international forms interface standard 
(FIMS), so Digital has been pointing to 
DECforms as another feather in its open 

systems cap. 
Software tools such as DECforms, 

RPCs, SQL Services and the various IBM 
database-access products provide more 
than just distribution of an application on 
similar machines. They also provide, or 
have the potential to provide, true inter-
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operability among different kinds of 
machines. This interoperability is very 
important to the developers of OL TP 
applications, because many of those ap
plications need to play in the world of 
mixed-vendor environments, PC front
ends, and so on. 

Although Informix's Bruzas feels that 

the current interoperability features from 
Digital are "still embryonic," he notes 
that "Informix's clients are in a position 
to take advantage of DEC's [interopera
bility] tools when they become avail
able." And Digital seems to be trying 
hard to open all kinds of opportunities 
for third-party TP applications in all of its 
new software offerings. 

Who Cares? 
If you have current or planned TP appli
cations, some of these developments may 
make your life simpler. But w hat if you 
don't have any plans for TP? In that case, 
you should be interested in TP develop-

DIRTY TAPES? 

MAGNETIC TAPE CLEANER/REWINDER 

PERIPHERALS 
A High Technology Company 

1363 Logan Ave. 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

Headquarters 714--540--4925 
Outside CA. 1-800-468-6888 

FAX 714 .. 540--2026 
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ments for two reasons: 
1. TP tools - especially the distribution 
and interoperability tools - will be key 
in the development of all kinds of appli
cations, not just TP. Because TP tools 

are designed for large, high-performance 
and high-reliability applications, they 
generally will have more than enough 
horsepower to be applied to most other 
applications. 
2. You're likely to encounter TP appli
cations as your organization streamlines 
the way it does business in the next few 
years. Further, TP applications become 
more likely as your organization moves 
from a timesharing environment to a 
more modem computing model. Here's 
why. 

When organizations were hierarchical 
and compartmentalized, there wasn't 
much need for OLTP. In this type of 
organization, each department was re
sponsible for a particular function (e.g., 
purchasing or accounting) and there 
wasn't much need for coordination 
outside the department: You put in 
your purchase order, they ordered the 
material and it arrived. 

Such hierarchical and compartmental
ized organizations aren't popular today. 
They're inefficient and frustrating. To
day, the popular approach is one of dis
tributed functionality. Each department 
handles its own ordering, for example, 
and the role of the purchasing depart
ment has changed drastically. 

One key to such changes is that the 
information systems must make corre
sponding changes. If there are people in 
50 departments ordering from the same 
vendor, how do you get all 50 orders 
billed to the right departments? How do 
you get the volume discount that your 
organization deserves? How do you 
make sure that proper authorization is 
provided for each order? 
The answer is to build an OL TP system 
that implements these business rules. But 
the system can't be a simple program in 
the timesharing sense. It no longer will 
suffice to have each of the 50 departments 
log into a central machine and type 
$RUN ORDER_ENTRY.EXE. That was 
a solution in the past, but for many rea-
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Pat as on DEC and 
we'll make yoa 

Managerof tbeYea~ 

Data analysis software from 
SPSS® helps you get the most 
out of your stats. 
The potential for success that your VAf:M 
gives you is only part of the game. Know
ing how to reach that potential is what 
really counts. 

That's where SPSS-X™ comes in. Its 
data analysis talents can take your VAX to 
new levels of productivity. And take your 
company along with it. 

The complete SPSS-X base package 
and options let you go from data entry to 

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS 
1982 Used SPSS data_ entry/ analysis system 

for c~stomer satisfaction surveys. Led 
to 17 %_ mcrease in customer-retention 
rate within first year. 

1984 D · d 
es1gne sales-lead tracking system 

using SPSS data_ management faciliti~s 
and SPSS Graphics™ charts. Slashed 
overhead costs-and gave more accu
rate results in half the time 

1986 Cho ff. . . 
se new o ice sites, based on SPSS 

forernsts from economic and demo
graphic data. Result: New revenues 
mN ore than doubled old goals. 

1988 dM 
ame anager of corporate-wide 

research and strategic planning staff. 

high impact graphics, with statistical pro
cedures designed for the end user. It's highly 
interactive, with commands in plain English. 
So your people get hard-hitting answers for 
sound business decisions. Which makes 
you a better manager. 

SPSS-X interfaces with other popular 
VMS™ software tools, from All-ln-1™ and 
20/20™ to DATATRIEVE~ Rdb~ ORACLE™ 
and Ingres~ It lets you access files anywhere 
on your DECNET And it works smoothly with 
your PC environment as well. · 

You get the speed, accuracy and 
versatility that's won repeated awards from 

industry publications. Plus the training, 
documentation and support that's made 
SPSS a leader in statistical software for over 
20 years. 

Get the full details on what SPSS-X soft
ware can do with your VAX system by calling 

1-312-329-3304. 
Because, after all, it's the right decisions 

that help you reach the top. 

Best in the final analysis. 
444 North M1ch1gan Avenue· Chicago, Illinois 60611 

SPSS is a registered trademark of SPSS Inc. SPSS-X and SPSS Graphics are trademarks of SPSS Inc. VAX, VMS, All-ln-1. DATATRIEVE and Rdb are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
20120 is a trademark of Access Technology. ORACLE is a trademark of Oracle Corporation. Ingres is a trademark of Relational Technology, Inc. 
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CONNECTIVITY FOR TERMINAL 

considerably in the next few months. 
We'll soon see SMP V AXs w ith six proc
essors of 30 VUPS each in clusters that 

easily might provide 1,000 VUPS of com
pute power that 's highly available and 
symmetric. They'll share disk resources 
in the tens or hundreds of gigabytes, host 
many other specialized peripheral re
sources and be managed as easily as a 
single VAX. 

emulation is great, but users want 

application connectivity. 

sons, it won't work anymore. 
For example, each of those 50 depart

ments has its own PCs or departmental 
computers. It's supremely inefficient to 

have them do terminal emulation from 
their own system to a central system just 
to run this program. Also, they don't do 
this for just one system. For example, 
they have to enter some of their own ac
counting data, do their budgets and 
schedule for shared conference rooms -
all on separate systems. 

Connectivity for terminal emulation 
is great, but users want application con
nectivity. They want to run part of the 
application locally and have part of it re
side somewhere else. In some cases, they 
may need just a local human interface, 
and that need can be fulfilled by 
DECwindows, which does a good job of 
distributing the human interface. In other 
cases, they'd like to run most of the ap
plication locally - perhaps build their 
own application but have it work on 
remote data. And there are combinations 
and permutations of these two ap
proaches. Again, these requirements 
point toward the kinds of distributed 
OL TP applications for which Digital is 
laying the foundation. 

Technical Trends 
In addition to the organizational trends 
that steer application development to
ward distributed transaction-based appli
cations, there are technological reasons 
why such computing systems will be at
tractive and cost-effective. 
1. Separating the functions of an appli
cation (typically, the front-end human 
interface, the middle application layer 
and the back-end database layer) has 
major implications for both performance 
and maintainability of the systems. 
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For example, with Digital's ACMS TP 
monitor you can improve performance 
significantly by using small front- end 

processors to offload terminal 110 from 
a big machine. In one benchmark, the 
number of simultaneous users was in
creased from 150 on an 8800 to 300 on an 
8800 front-ended with a MicroVAX II. 

Doubling the capacity of an 8800 by 
adding a 1-MVUP machine is a very good 
deal. 

Such layered systems are more main
tainable, because you can change the 
front end (e.g., from TDMS to DECforms 
or DECwindows) without changing the 
back end. 

2 . Big-scale hardware is far from dead, 
with compute, disk, bus bandwidth and 
other performance measures to grow 

Such systems aren ' t trem endously ef
ficient at general tim esharing, but they 
can be highly cost- effective at running 

well-structured TP applications with a 
distributed front end. And by putting the 
integrity- sensitive portions of the appli
cation in a data center, the data integrity 
and availability features of V AXclusters 
can be applied (not to m ention the ad
vantages of a professionally run MIS shop, 
such as backup and disaster-protection 
services). 
3. There's still tremendous differentia

tion among the capabilities of systems in 
a network. For example, 60-VUP uni
processors will be available to even mod
erate-sized networks within the next few 
months, and there are likely to be net
work graphics servers, network database 

Companies Mentioned In This Article 
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(408) 996-1010 ( 415) 926-6300 Beaverton, OR 97006 
CIRCLE 560 ON READER CARD CIRCLE 541 ON READER CARD (503) 629-8383 

AT&T Ithaca Software Inc. CIRCLE 434 ON READER CARD 

550 Madison Ave. 902 W. Seneca St. Stepstone Corp. 
New York, NY 10022 Ithaca, NY 14850 75 Glen Rd. 
(212) 605-5500 (607) 273-3690 Sandy Hook, CT 06482 
CIRCLE 461 ON READER CARD CIRCLE 430 ON READER CARD (203) 426-1875 

Dome Software Corp. Ontologic Inc. CIRCLE 435 ON READER CARD 

655 W. Carmel Dr., Ste. 151 3 Burlington Woods Sun Microsystems Inc. 
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(508) 256-6600 ( 415) 691-6700 Burlington, MA 01803 
CIRCLE 540 ON READER CARD CIRCLE 432 ON READER CARD (617) 221-1000 
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machines and different specialized high

perf ormance systems. There's a rumor 

that the next generation of V AXs will 
have some form of fault tolerance. 

To be most cost-effective, these sys
tems will be tapped by applications that 
can distribute different parts of the ap
plication to different machines. 
4. The final factor is the foundation that 
DEC has been pouring for the last two 
years, the foundation of DECnet, Net
work Application Support (NAS), RPCs, 
DECwindows and TP tools. 

This foundation will allow applica
tions of a new type to be built, applica
tions that can tap the vast resources avail
able in a fully distributed environment of 
mega machines. Although these ma
chi.nes won't all run VMS, the power of 
distributed processing through DECnet, 
distributed database technology, RPCs, 
DECwindows and other techniques will 
make those machines directly useful to 
the installed base of V AXs. 

When you look at these factors to
gether, an interesting trend appears. 
Every application is becoming part of a 
great client/ server model of computing. 
Client/server computing isn't new, espe
cially to workstation pioneers such as HP, 
Apollo Division and Sun Microsystems. 
But Digital's software foundations, espe
cially where they hook up with standards 
such as NCS and X, will make the client/ 
server model much easier to implement 
and manage over a wide range of com
puting scales, not just in LANs. 

Digital's computing model seems to 
be this: Great clusters of SMP V AXs will 
provide a highly available compute re
source with a consistent file system to act 
as servers to a network of desktop work
stations and PCs. But instead of just serv
ing files or providing a place for DECwin
dows' clients to run, these clusters will 
provide centralized processing for a new 
range of client/ server applications, appli
cations built on the TP model. 

The 1990s will be an interesting time 
forVAXs. 
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The fastest 
I systems on the 

market 
Tired of plotters that run out of 

memory and take forever to plot/print 
Postscript or CAD files? 

• 

Laserleader systems are the fastest , 
with a 12 MHZ/286 (16MHZ/386 or 
20MHZ/386 optional) , 4MB of memory 
and a 20 MB hard disk standard , coupled 
with a graphics processor. 

Never a busy Signal 
Because of the architecture of the 

controller, no matter how many dissimilar 
hosts are driving our units, the printer will 
never show a "PRINTER BUSY" . BGL's 
systems have two 8 1/2" X 11" full page 
buffers (11" X 17" double page buffers 
available) for maximum throughput. 

Expandability 
The Laserleaders were designed for 

ease of creating and updating emulations, 
flexibility of interfacing, and the ability to 

Interfaces include: Ethernet (DECnet, 
TCP/IP) , Versatec, Centronics, 
Dataproducts, Appletalk , IEEE-488, and 
RS-232C. Mix as many fonts as you 
need per page and print on paper sizes 
from81/2"X11 " to11"X17" . Duty 
cycles range from 25 ,000 to 100,000 
pages per month. 

Reliability 
BGL has systems installed in 

Fortune 500 companies . The Mark I and 
Ill can run most communication software, 
enabling our systems to communicate for 
remote diagnostics and software updates. 
BGL's systems have nation-wide 
maintenance support through TRW. 

Now with RISC processor. 

(805)987-7305 
add special features for customers (on 
site if necessary). ~==~ BGL Technology Corporation 

438 Constitution Avenue 
Camarillo, CA 93010 

Versatility 
Emulations you can mix and 

match. Laserleaders are 
compatible with LN03, HP/GL, 
Laser Jet Series 11 , Versatec, 
Tektronix 4010/4014, Diablo 630, 
BGL/PDL (Postscript) , and "Z". BIL FAX: (805) 987-7346 

Telex: 467154 
1989 BGL TechnologyC01pmat1on All rights reserved 

Appletalk 1s a trademark ol Apple Computers Inc PostScnpt 1s a trademark of Adobe Systems. Inc . Centronics 1s a trademark of Centrorncs Data Computer Corporat1on Dataproducts 1s a 

trademark of Daraprnducts Corporatmn 01ablo 630 and Etherne1 are tradema1ks of Xe1ox Corporation Epson FX80 1s a trademark of Epson America Z 1s a trademark of BGL Technology Corp 

HPIGL. HP LaserJet Series ti and LaserJe1 PLUS are trademarks of Hewlell·Packard Company Tektronix 1s a trademark of Tektronix Inc Versalec 1s a lrademark of Versa1ec . Inc DECnet and 

LN03aretrademarksof 0191tal Equipment Corp 
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Mainstreaming 
The 

Applying supercomputer performance and power to 

new areas of information processing. BY PETER GREGORY 

TRADITIONALLY, THE LABEL "super
computer" has been assigned to a com
puter that performs at the highest level 
on a narrow range of numerically inten
sive computing problems. The word 
supercomputer also has been associated 
with high costs, obscure programming 
methods, exotic and expensive environ
mental requirements and lack of compli
ance with industry standards. 

Despite these hurdles, supercomput
ers .have produced many advances. Com
putationally based science and engineer
ing is faster, more cost-effective and safer 
than previous experimental methods. 

Researchers and entrepreneurs now 
are becoming aware of opportunities to 
apply supercomputer levels of perform
ance to other areas of information proc-
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essing. Numerical and non-numerical 
applications that could benefit from su
percomputer performance are being 
identified in information-intensive indus
tries such as banking and finance, insur
ance, transportation and publishing. The 
supercomputer is being brought into the 
mainstream of information processing. 

What are the hurdles to overcome, 
and what are the implications of main
streaming super performance? Necessary 
changes involve applicability; scalability; 
interconnectability and interoperability; 
and stability. 

Applicability 
Super performance has been concen
trated in numerically intensive comput
ing. As long as the computations were 

amenable to vectorization and didn't 
perform much data-dependent branch
ing, the pipelined, vector processing 
supercomputer had no competition. 

But users ask why they can't get su
percomputerlike performance across a 
range of computing and information
management applications. Major benefits 
will come from combining the flexibil
ity and broad performance of the tradi
tional mainframe computer with the 
capacity and performance of the super
computer. 

Many vendors are attempting to de
velop that solution. But broadening ap
plicability of super-performance comput
ers requires departures from traditional 
architectures. Early supercomputers 
combined high-performance scalar com-
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puting with the capability to perform 
vector arithmetic at fast rates. This re
quired specialized architectures that 
traded broad applicability for blinding 
speed. Similar tradeoffs occurred in the 
operating systems and other software 
provided with supercomputers. 

As pipelined vector-processor super
computers have matured, they've moved 
slowly toward mainstream programming 
methods and operating systems. How
ever, the race for highest peak perform
ance rather than wide applicability or ease 
of use has monopolized the attentions of 
these companies. Further, architectural 
limitations of traditional supercomputers 

HIGH VOLUME 

hamper their progress. 
Mainframe vendors, seeing the poten

tial, have boosted their floating-point 
performance with attached array proces
sors that provide a more balanced per
formance profile across general-purpose 
and numerically intensive processing. 
The performance of these machines still 
isn't comparable to the largest supercom
puters. The ubiquity of mainframes, 
however, assures some success for this in
cremental approach. Adding multiple 
processors extends the performance of a 
mainframe/ array-processor system, but 
there are clear limits of this approach 
without major architectural changes. 

Another technological development, 
true parallel processing, allows a new 
generation of computers to enjoy the 
cost benefits of the CMOS component 
revolution by assembling hundreds or 
thousands of off-the-shelf microproces
sors that operate concurrently to solve 
large problems. One goal of parallel 
processing is to attain supercomputer per
formance while retaining broad applica
bility and following the workstationlike 
cost/performance curve. 

Using standard microprocessors or de 
facto standard RISC technology proces
sors provides a more balanced perform
ance spectrum (i.e., not just scientific 

The Emerging Worldwide Parallel Processing Market ($ Millions) 

$205,000 

$23,400 

$11 ,800 

$3,866 

NOVEMBER 1989 

$37,700 

Parallel processing's 
position as the leading 
technology for high
throughput applications 
will continue to increase 
over the next two years. 
The market segments are 
listed here, from left to 
right, in order of de
creasing power and 
price . Fault-tolerant 
systems, however, is an 
overlapping category. 

D 1986 

D 1991 

Courtesy Compilter Technology Research Corp. 
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applications) and potentially makes more 
software available from third-party ven
dors. Many feel that massively parallel 
processing represents an inevitable direc
tion because of the potential unlimited 
scalability of machines built in that 
manner. 

One reason for this conclusion is the 
limits of physics. The semiconductor 
devices used and the wires and printed 
circuit conductors in computers or net
works are limited to some fraction of the 
speed of light in their rate of producing 
and conducting signals. This restricts the 
performance of individual processors. 
Advanced semiconductors approach that 
limit. In fact, the theoretical limits of 
semiconductor logic speed in a single 
powerful processor might be only a few 
tens of times faster than today's fastest 
processor. 

But even if we could make the logic 
elements operate at unlimited speed, 
processors have miles of conductors of 
internal signals, and those signals must be 
carried in conductors that are subject to 
the speed-of-light limitation. Thus, the 
design of today's fastest uniprocessor 
computers is dominated more by distance 
across the machine than by its logic 
speed. 

HIGH VOLUME 

To support thousands or millions of 
times faster computation, developers 
must break each problem into as many 
parts as possible and have individual 
processors work concurrently on each 
part. If language constructs and control 
mechanisms can be developed to man
age unlimited numbers of processors in 
this way, then it makes sense to choose 
the smallest and least expensive proces
sors to assemble into large systems. 

To gain access to the full capability of 
early supercomputers, scientists had to 
learn more about computers and their 
internal workings than perhaps they 
wanted. Programming often was done at 
the assembler level, requiring direct 
manipulation of registers and clever 
handling of memory and 1/0. Higher
level languages weren't efficient, and off
the-shelf software wasn't available. 

To broaden the applicability of high
performance computers, tools and sup
port software must meet the expectations 
of a generation of users that have used 
graphical, icon-based workstations, and 
V AXs that gave local control back to the 
users. 

Today's highest-performance com
puters almost universally have adopted 
UNIX. UNIX will make the integration 

with Digital machines and high-end 
workstations of all types much easier. 
What's required are language compilers 
that comply with industry standards and 
that can still tap the power of the new 
generation of high-performance comput
ers. The compilers should be close 
enough to existing ones to allow migra
tion of existing programs and efficient 
enough to avoid the need for heroic 
programming efforts. 

Scalability 
Scalable systems provide the appropriate 
computing or storage resources to solve 
a current problem but allow expansion 
in the future. When the granularity of 
scaling is correct, then adjustments in 
system capacity or performance can be 
made in economically and technically 
manageable chunks. 

For networks to scale without bound, 
it's necessary to avoid bottlenecks in 
transmission and control. One approach 
to this problem uses distributed network 
control systems in which local resources 
are managed by local control mechanisms 
and more global control codes can exe
cute on whatever computing resources 
are appropriate. In its logical extension 
to highly complex systems, the control 

What most graphics products for the VAX~ computer produce is anxiet~. But now, you can do 

Introducing Vivid™ Presentation Graphics. 
Most presentation graphics products for 

the VAX are painfully hard to use, hugely 
expensive or functionally limited. But now, 
Access Technology of20/20™spreadsheet 
fame has created a cure . 
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Vivid combines the look and feel of PC 
graphics products with the advanced 
capabilities of high-end VAX packages. 
With it , even computer novices can create 
totally customized graphs and charts-pie, 
bar, line, area, high-low, composite , text 

and more. Vivid lets you easily incorporate 
data residing in 20/20 and a host of other 
applications packages. And it doesn 't cost 
you a fortune. 

In other words, the company that proved 
that the VAX is the perfect platform for a 
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THE SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES USED AND 

the wires and printed circuit conductors in 

computers or networks are limited ... 

mechanism is hierarchical wherever the 
resources are organized hierarchically. 

T.his distributed, layered approach to 
control is partially reflected in the model 
offered by the International Standards 
Organization (ISO) in its Open Systems 
Interconnect (OSI) model for networking 
and communications. Distributed, hier
archical control systems are required for 
massively parallel computers and for 
complex networks of systems. 

Optimal control mechanisms will 
exploit various aspects of the phenome
non of locality. This basically observes 
that program instructions or data about 
to be accessed will be in the same 
"neighborhood" as data or programs re
cently referenced. Programs proceed 
linearly more than they branch, and da
tabase searches exhibit temporal locality 
rather than being wholly random. Ad
vances such as clustered systems as avail-

able from Digital, cache memories and 
pipelined processors take advantage of 
locality of execution and reference to 
improve performance while avoiding 
bottlenecks. Locality of reference is the 
single most powerful feature of computer 
and communications behavior that allows 
development of strategies for unlimited 
scalable performance and control. 

For distributed DBMSs, scalability also 
requires separating the physical and logi
cal views of the system. The physical 
reality of the system then can change 
without needing new programming. 
Programs can be written for use in vari
ous locations for execution anywhere, 
and the names that the control mecha
nism assigns to resources can be inde
pendent of the names convenient to the 
user. Separation of the logical and physi
cal views of the system is required to in
tegrate large numbers of heterogeneous 

or homogeneous resources in a single 
system or network. 

Broad scalability and flexibility of sys
tems also benefit from being constructed 
in a way that separates the necessary con
trol mechanisms from the programs, data 
and other resources they manage. De
signers separated operating systems from 
programs so that each programmer didn't 
have to manage the system in addition 
to understa,nding his programming prob
lem. Some early networks and parallel 
computers have reverted to the old ways 
by requiring the user to manage control 
of the system. 

Parallel high-performance computers 
or computer networks that scale without 
limit must exhibit the characteristics of 
hierarchical distributed control, separa
tion of the logical and physical views, and 
separation of the control mechanism 
from the data and programs. Individual 
systems that exhibit these characteristics 
will integrate more easily into the net
worked, integrated systems of tomorrow. 

Individual systems that will inhabit the 
network also must conform to software 
standards that support scalability rules. 
Examples include relational databases 
using ANSI-standard SQL, object-oriented 
software following emerging language, 

line charts, bar charts, even text charts--without creating irregularities in this chart. 

spreadsheet has proven that it's the perfect 
platform for a graphics product. 

For our free "Slide Show" that demon
strates just how vivid Vivid really is, or 
to receive a Vivid Evaluation Kit, phone 
1-508-655-9191. 
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graphics and database standards, and the 
OSI model communications protocols. 
Most major vendors' products, including 
Digital's, are moving in directions com
patible with scalability. 

lnterconnectabi lity 
And Interoperability 
To the extent that the industry is success
ful in interconnecting heterogeneous dis
tributed computing and storage re
sources, the operation of the network 
will become transparent to the user. The 
largest example of a complex general sys
tem is the worldwide telephone system. 
The user doesn't have to understand how 
the network is connected or what path 
his transmission takes. These details are 
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An element-shrink 

model of a piston 

created parametrically. 

Design, analysis and 

optimization were done 

using Swanson Analysis 

Systems' Ansys on a 

Stardent supercomputer. 

The design

optimization goal was 

to minimize material 
weight by varying 
the cylinder-wall 

thickness and I or the 
radius of the piston. 
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below the user's view. 
In the same way, the details of regis

ters, busses and memory locations in 
computer systems have been pushed be
iow the user's view through the use of 
higher-level languages. On-line access to 
global dictionaries of resources will make 
all the information available and usable 
in a large parallel system or network. 
Cooperating distributed dictionaries 
based on standards emerging from the 
National Institute of Standards and Tech
nology (NIST) can keep a consistent and 
current view of resources available on the 
computer network. 

However, before conquering the 
technical challenge in its simple form, 
true object-oriented approaches will 

complicate the problem. When systems 
achieve the characteristics intended by 
object-oriented standards, we'll consis
tently be able to refer to programs, files, 
pictures, voice and even whole comput
ing resources in heterogeneous networks 
without regard to their differences. 

Emerging parallel computers shouldn't 
pose a greater challenge to near-term 
integration on a network than other 
computer systems. Local connections 
among highly powerful computers will 
continue to require special protocols and 
connections for some time. These in
clude HSC, Ultra Network Technology's 
Ultranet and Network Systems' Hyper
channel, which are high-performance 
computer-to-computer connections used 

Courtesy Stardmt 
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1 NOllT Vi0U can fax The most efficient fax machine is sitting right on your 
• '" J ' l~ desk. With Western Union's OfficeAccesssM messaging 

from t~e desktop terminals services and software, an~one in~our 
II office can now fax from their termmal. 

all 
l TA V OfficeAccess is fully integrated with VMS Mail® and on f tlA svstems ~LL-IN-I® f~r sendill:gfax or any other of Western 

J 1 

• Un10n's messagmg services. 

The fax machine has become the 2 Elimin' te ru'ting m' line 
water cooler of the 80's office. But with t a w; 
OfficeAccess, your people can avoid those long trips to at the fax machine 
the fax machine. Because they won't be using it. l~ t 

3 Send Up to 999 Another way we've made faxing faster is "broadcast 
t faxing" or the ability to fax a document to as many as 999 • all t different locations at one time. Just compose the message copies a once. once, and one keystroke automatically sends it to everyone 

on your mailing list. 

Because Western Union's transmission is all digital, you'll4 'Liax the cleanest 
send consistently higher quality faxes, instead of sending • 11 ~ I 

:'.1:d~~~~pagesfullofbroken most readable copies ever. 
5 Get automatic Now, you'll never have to waste time calling to find out if 

• your fax got through because Western Union automatically 

Confirmation confirms del.ivery r~ght ?n your terminal screen as soon as the 
message reaches its destmation. 

f d li Call Western Union at 1-800-779-1111, Dept. 112. And find out 
0 e very. how fast and easy Desktop Faxing can be. . 

<Cl 1989 Western Union Corporation. 
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COOPERATING TASKS ON HETEROGENEOUS 

network resources including 

supercomputers will require considerably 

more work in the standards area. 

mainly among high-bandwidth super
computers and mainframes. However, 
these types of connection don't preclude 
concurrent connection to other networks 
and protocols such as DECnet, NFS, NCS, 
SNA, TCP /IP and Ethernet. 

Assuming that general-purpose super
performance computers will hide their 
architectural details through the use of 
standard languages and operating systems 
connections, you can plan for the next 
step: interoperability. Cooperating tasks 
on heterogeneous network resources 

including supercomputers will require 
considerably more work in the standards 
area. This is a diverse effort involving 
operating systems, languages, databases 
and network standards. A high degree of 
interoperability means transparent access 
to files, databases and even executing 
programs, regardless of their type or lo
cation. 

Perhaps an early example of interop
erating programs will emerge from the 
need for high-performance workstations 
to decide which parts of such programs 

as large database queries to process locally 
and which to ship to larger computing 
resources. When parts of programs can 
execute on the most cost-effective re
source, we'll have achieved some of the 
major benefits of this trend. 

Optimally, workstations should decide 
whether or not to process locally or ship 
computations to their host or the net
work. Similarly, any resource attached to 
a network should be able to perform 
those parts appropriate to its capacity and 
current load and to export the rest to 
network resources. This implies distribu
tion of system load balancing responsi
bility to each intelligent device on the 
network. 

Stability 
System managers want to purchase or 
write software that survives for as long 
as the organization needs it. With com
puter-automated design (CAD) tools 
emerging rapidly, hardware generations 

... a Fresh Twist in 
Data Management. 
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The Situation : 
End-users throughout one of the nation's largest beverage distributors, Western-Davis, 
needed to quickly and easily combine information on one report or inquiry 
from a variety of application databases. Many end-users had little 
computer experience but all had sophisticated reporting and data man
agement needs. 

The Solution: 
Western-Davis purchased a corporate license to UDMS-the User 
Data Management System from Interactive Software. UDMS provides 
easy-to-use yet powerful window-based read and write integration to: 

• Rdb™ • RMS™ • VAX-DB MS™ • INGRES® • ORACLE® 
• System 1032® and • RS/1® for the VAX/VMS™ environment. 
Up to 32 files, tables and/or records may be joined for reporting, querying, 
exporting, merging and updating. 

The Re ult : 
According to Dave Santistevan, Manager of Systems and Programming, 
"UDMS was installed easily and has become an invaluable tool for both our 
end-users and data processing personnel. In our evaluation, we were surprised 
to find a truly easy-to-use product like UDMS that also satisfied even our most 
sophisticated data management and reporting needs:· 

Call Today to find out why many of the nation's largest software development 
companies and M.l.S. organizations use UDMS to enhance their software and 
services. Toll Free 1800962-UDMS or (303) 987-1001. 

INTERAcnVE SORWARE 
7175 West Jefferson Avenue, Denver, Colorado 80235 
ING AES is a registered trademark of Aelatt0nal Technology. Inc ORACLE is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation Adb, AMS VAX-DBMS and VAX/VMS are trademarks of D1g1tal Equipment Corporatt0n 
Syslem 1032 is a reg1s1ered trademark of CompuServe Da1a Technologies AS/1 is a registered 1rademark of BBN Soltware Products Corporation UDMS 1s a 1rademark ot Interactive Soflw~re Sys1ems Inc 
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Super Strategies, Smart Shortcuts 
Although Digital has developed a popular gateway that lets V AXs 
front end Crays (this capability recently was announced for the VAX 
6000 series), most ofDigital's solutions to high-throughput computing 
are still in the future (see Figure 1) . A set of vector processing boards 
for the VAX 6000 series won't debut until early next year, and the 
VAX 9000 mainframe with Superclusters isn't scheduled to be ready 
until this month. Superclusters will be a potent sequel to CI-based 
clusters, with support for the new mainframe, twice the current 
number of DECnetted VAX nodes and several factors' greater 110 

bandwidth. 
The VAX 9000 will run VMS as well as ULTRIX. It will be 

designed to increase the VAX presence in Online Transaction 
Processing (OLTP) settings and help Digital better compete with the 
ubiquitous IBM 3090 series. 

Neither Digital's nor IBM's mainframes, however, are optimized 
for the equally heavy throughput and real-time processing styles 
involved in supercomputing and minisuper-computing applications. 
There's a huge market for high-throughput computer applications 
beyond OLTP, and in almost every instance these applications reside 
alongside V AXs and IBMs running more traditional applications. The 
push is on for developing interoperability among these machines in 
the guise of gateways, device sharing and operating-system shells. 

These high-throughput applications are best supported by 
specialized technical systems - as opposed to general-purpose 
computers - and 
include such number-
crunching tasks as 
scientific and engi
neering experimenta
tion and simulation; 
departmental and 
corporate research 
(i .e ., 3-D financial 
modeling); and a bur
geoning new area 
called graphic visual
ization, in which data 
instantly is processed 
into easy-to-grasp 
images rather than 
charts or tables. The 
predominant oper-
ating system for these 

FEI =Front-End Interface 
A130 = Hyperchannel Adapter 

from Network Systems 
A400 = From DEC 

areas. Dataquest divides the industry into four distinct segments: 
1. Graphics/project supercomputers, sometimes called graphics 
superworkstations, which are visualization processors produced by 
Hewlett-Packard, Apollo Division, as well as Silicon Graphics and 
Stardent. Prices for these systems have dropped below $500,000, and 
many of the low-end systems are in the $100,000 range. 
2. Departmental supercomputers, or minisupers, which are parallel 
multiprocessor systems manufactured by such companies as Alliant 
Computer Systems, Convex Computer, ELXSI, Encore Computer, 
FPS Computing, Multiflow Computer and Stratus Computer. The 
price range here is from $250,000 to $3 million. 
3. Corporate supercomputers, the classic high-end systems that are 
the traditional reign of such companies as Cray Research but have 
become the territory of Japanese competitors Fujitsu, Hitachi and 
NEC. These cost anywhere from $5 million to $30 million and 
beyond. 
4. Supercomputers optimized for scientific and engineering research, 
which include high-throughput systems from BBN Advanced 
Computers, Concurrent Computer, Modcomp Computer Systems, 
NCube, Myrias Computer and Thinking Machines, among others. 
They're priced similar to departmental supercomputers. 

There are variations on these themes. Aptec Computer Systems 
produces a machine optimized for high 1/0 throughput that often 
is used as an adjunct machine in VAX sites. VXM Technologies offers 

a Network Super

Hyperchannel 

Courtesy D igital Equipment Corp . 

processors is UNIX, 
with a split down 
the middle on com
patibility with Ber-

Figure 1: System management for VAXs front ending a Cray. Special VAXstations now 
are optimized for this, and the Cray front end also supports the VAX 6000 series. 

computer client/ server 
software package that 
converts a network of 
PCs, Macs, RISC/ 
UNIX workstations , 
V AXs and mainframes 
(DECnet, SNA, and 
so on) into a high
throughput system via 
parallel processing. 
Evans & Sutherland 
counteracts the mas
sively parallel market 
with a computer it 
calls moderately par
allel, configurable with 
two to eight proces
sors, each with 16 
independent computa
tional units. 

V AXs also can be 

keley and System V, although many proprietary operating systems 
have achieved popularity, particularly in settings in which real-time 
is a requirement. 

Four Segments 
The research firm Dataquest of Boxborough, Massachusetts, esti
mates that the overall supercomputing market will more than double 
to about $4 billion by 1993 as supercomputing enters more commercial 
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boosted inexpensively 
to high-throughput performance ratings with the addition of vector 
processing boards, which are giant intelligent memory arrays produced 
by such companies as Avalon Computer Systems, CSPI, Oryx, 
Numerix and Star Technologies. (Even IBM 3090s have an optional 
vector-extension facility.) These short-cuts to high performance are 
specially configured and OEMed for specific applications but 
particularly have taken off in scientific/ engineering visualization 

Continued on page 58. 
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can appear at ever-faster rates. Electronic 
CAD vendors have been evolving highly 
integrated tools for almost 10 years. The 
result may look like an expert system in 
which the behavior of the required sys
tem is defined in a set of rules. After that, 
the hardware design and related manu
facturing requirements are produced 
automatically by the CAD system. 

These possibilities put even more 
emphasis on the ability of software to 
survive across hardware generations. 
Standards for languages and operating 
systems have helped in this area but so 
have our design systems. Compilers to-

HIGH VOLU M E 

day almost universally generate architec
ture-independent intermediate code. The 
parts that have to change to accommo
date hardware differences are minimized 
by this approach. M ultiple compilers 
from major vendors can generate the 
same intermediate code. This enables 
optimizations to be applied that result in 
the source compilers running fas ter. 
Computer and network designers must 
prevent hardware dependencies from 
creeping into their software. 

VERY HIGH-PERFORMANCE computers 
are being absorbed into the mainstream 

of computing. This has been stimulated 
by: 
1. The emergence of standards that have 
been widely adopted by vendors and that 
will support scalability of systems. 
2. A revolution in component technol
ogy that's changing the cost/performance 
ratios available (inexpensive, high-per
formance CMOS microprocessors). 
3. The arrival of practical parallel proc
essing architectures that will use the new 
component technologies and remove the 
barriers to unlimited scalability. 
4. The availability of higher-bandwidth 
communications methods that better 

Super Strategies, Smart Shortcuts 
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Continued from page 57. 
sites. Imaging T echnology. and Omnicomp Graphics, for example, 
provide cross-industry graphics solutions. Add-on vectors generally 
are implemented on the larger V AXs, but systems for the MicroVAX 
are also available from such vendors as Mercury Computer Systems 
and Sky Computers. 

Parallel Processing 
There are several available supercomputing processor architectures, 
most notably, as shown in Figure 2: 

1. Simple parallel bus systems. 
2. Crossbar switches, which permit all processors to access all 
available memory modules. 
3. The Hypercube layout, in which each processor exchanges data 
with each of its adjacent processors, using store-and-forward, and 
communicates to thousands of distant nodes by data passing. 
4. Multistage switches, in which processors access memory directly, 
and messages pass from node to node as in pac~et switching. 

In its report on supercomputing technology, Computer 
Technology Research (CTR) of Patchogue, N ew York, attributes 
the impending growth in supercomputing to the emergence of 
workable parallel processing schemes and foresees a pivotal role for 
parallel processors in minisupers, general-purpose workstations and 
fault-tolerant systems. CTR anticipates that these advancements will 
be accompanied by software better optimized for supercomputing 
(i.e., neural network databases) and standardized supercomputing 
software techniques. 

Hardware capabilities also are expected to improve. Gallium 
arsenide is a high-speed, low-density semiconductor technology 
that's already replacing silicon circuits in multiprocessor test 
configurations at IBM and Cray Research. Additionally, silicon chips 
eventually are expected to replace disks as storage devices, with the 
help of emerging memory technologies called flash memory and 
ferroelectric memory. Flash memory uses floating gates to store Os 
and ls on chips. The storage properties of these gates allow data to 
be read at unusually high speeds. Ferroelectrici ty, which uses ceramic 

conductors to align Os and ls in electrical fields , is being used to 
develop chips that store 1 Mbit each. 

Digital has staked its future in the high-throughput arena care
fully. Besides its development plans, the company is co-sponsoring 
a Data Parallel Supercomputing Research Initiative along with 
Thinking Machines. The goal is to get up to 25 universities (which
ever submit the best proposals) to develop distributed supercomputing 
languages, applications and techniques. Theoretically, this eventually 
will increase the number ofV AX-using scientists and engineers able 
to incorporate parallel computing into their research. -Evan Birkhead 

1. PARALLEL COMPUTER BUS 

MP = Memory and Processor 

3. HYPERCUBE 

P = Processor 
M= Memory 

2. CROSSBAR SWITCHES 

P = Processor 
M=Memory 

4. MULTISTAGE SWITCHES 

Couttesy Compul<r Ttdtnology Rtsearch Corp . 

Figure 2: Supercomputing processor architectures. 
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FEATURES PIXEL GRAPlilCS 
AND ALPHA-

OPTIONS PRIMARY OVERLAY (S) NUMERICS 

68030,68882 1024 x 1024 1024 x 1024 
32-BIT RAM, x8 x4 
ACRTC, DMA 

2 DUART, PAN HARDWARE 
ZOOM, SCSI CURSOR 

ACRTC, PAN 1024 x 1024 1024 x 1024 
ZOOM, DUARI1 x 8 x4 

HARDWARE 
CURSOR 

ACRTC, PAN, 640 x 480 HARDWARE 50 x 80 
2 CHANNELS x8 CURSORS x6 

34020, PAN 1024 x 1024 1024 x 1024 
ZOOM, SCSI, x 24 x 8 

2 DUART 
HARDWARE 

CURSOR 

EXTERNAL 512 x 512 50 x 80 
SYNC x 24 x 6 
INPUT 

1024 x 1024 64 x 128 

512 x 512 50 x 80 

24 x 80 

NOTES: VCK, VRC, VCH, etc. also available, contact factory. 
Q-Bus is for LSI-II & MicroVAX, UNIBUS is for 
PDP-11 and VAX. 

RT, RSX, VMS, ULTRIX, LSI, PDP, VIV< and MicroVIV< are trademarks of Digital Equip
ment Corporation. TSX is a trademark of S & H Associates. 

Graphics and 
alphanumerics for 
LSI, PDP, VAX 
and MicroVAX. 

Peritek has been offering the widest range 
of Q-bus and Unibus display controllers available 
anywhere for over 10 years. Hardware and 
software for most applications. Color and 
monochrome. Low to high resolution. Software 
support for RT/TSX, RSX, VMS, and ULTRIX, 
and bit-level subroutines which interface directly 
to Fortran and C. Image processing software 
is also available. 

Peritek's most powerful board, the VCL-Q 
combines an advanced CRT controller and 
a very fast 68030-based computer on one 
quad-height card. 
You get: 
• 1024 x 1024 x 8 color graphics 
• 1024 x 1024 x 4 graphics overlays 
• CPU with lMB to 10MB 32-bit private 

memory, optional 68882 FPU 
• hardware graphics cursor 
• hardware pan and zoom 
• 4 serial RS-232 1/0 ports 
• 2 Channel D MA controller 
• High speed, 8-bit SCSI port 

The VCL-Q prices range from $4,870 to 
$6, 795. A complete package with software 
and monitor starts at $7, 790. 

For your special requirements, Peritek can 
supply custom configurations of our standard 
products. We're ready to quote on custom 
software and hardware design projects, too. 

Call or write for free catalog. 
Peritek Corporation 
5550 Redwood Rd., 
Oakland, California 94619. 
Phone (415) 531-6500. 
In the east, (516) 798-1919. 

See us at DEXPO West, 
November 7-9, Booth #223 

Peritek 
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HIGH VOLUME 

match the abilities of the computing 
devices. 

Thus, you can expect a future in 
which a user at a workstation or PC con
nected to any host or network can ac
cess computational power of any sort and 
of any performance or capacity profile. 
Distributed hierarchical systems of high 
flexibility and interoperability can be dy
namically reconfigured to meet the needs 
of their users. 

aligned with the cost/performance pro
file of other computers. However, ad
vances in software will make interactive 
mixed uses more practical, and scalabil
ity will let you choose systems that fit 
your needs while retaining compatibility 
and the ability to migrate to new ma
chines. 

The emergence of highly parallel 
computers will improve the ability of 
companies to sustain a competitive ad
vantage by creating new products and 
services or by responding more quickly 

to market conditions. Companies that 
successfully implement strategies to make 
their programs and data independent of 
underlying hardware features through the 
1990s will extend their information sys
tems toward their suppliers, customers 
and collaborators. -Peter Gregory is presi
dent of Myrias Computer Corporation, Bos
ton. R. David Lowry, vice president of mar
keting at Myrias, contributed to this article. 

The cost of future ultra-high-per
formance computers will be better 
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The leading business, scientific and 
engineering graphics solution: 

CA-DISSPLA™, the de facto industry stan
dard of FORTRAN graphics subroutine 
libraries, is now serving programmers at 
more than 3,000 sites worldwide. 

Visualizes data for quick. 
clear analysis and decision making: 

With the most extensive graphics ca
pabilities available, CA-DISSPLA can 
graphically represent any type of data, 
and even integrate all types of graphics 
from charts to graphs to drawings. 

Graphic forms of any type: 
From simple bars, pies, and lines, to com
plex 30 object rendering, CA-DISSPLA pro
duces an unlimited variety of graphics 
forms. 

Extensive CPU and output support: 
CA-DISSPLA operates on supercomputers, 
mainframes, mid-range systems and per
sonal workstations. Supports over 300 
graphics devices, CRTs, plotters, printers, 
and slide makers, as vvell as CGM and 
Postscript. Computer and device inde
pendence, plus programmability, assures 
you maximum flexibility and protects your 
investment in existing systems. 

Easy to learn. Easy to use: 
Especially in sophisticated applications, 
you'll spend less time programming and 
more time analyzing the results. 

For more information, write or call Chris 
Andrews today. 

800-841-3734 (Ext. 1911) 
(In Calif. 800-468-0725) 
Computer Associates 

10505 Sorrento \.alley Road 
San Diego, CA 92121-1698 



STORAGE 

SSIINDEPTH 
Since October 1988, 
Digital has announced 

By Richard Wrenn and 
Fernando Zayas 

several products that use 
a bus called the Digital Storage Systems Inter
connect (DSSI). These products include the 
RF30 and RF71 disk integrated storage 
elements (ISE); the RF30 and RF71 removable 
storage elements (RSE); the KFQSA Q-bus-to
DSSI adapter; the MicroVAX 3300/3400's 
KA640 CPU module, which includes an em
bedded DSSI adapter (EDA640); and various en
closures and cables. 

DSSI Is A Vehicle 
For Connecting 
High-Performance 
Storage Products 
With High-End 
Features To 
MicroVAX Systems 
At A Reasonable 
Cost. 
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Digital developed DSSI as a vehicle for con
necting high-performance storage products 
with high-end features to MicroVAX systems 
at a reasonable cost. DSSI-based ISEs provide 
new levels of multiple-disk performance, 
mainframe data integrity and multihost 
support. It's even possible to build small 
V AXclusters based on DSSI instead of the CI. 

Why DSSI? 
When Digital began the CV AX program 
(MicroVAX 3200/3300/3400/3500/3600/3800/ 
3900), it was clear that the RQDX3 controller 
and the RD disk drives used in the MicroVAX 
II wouldn't provide the performance and func
tionality necessary for these faster systems. The 
CV AX was to be three to five times faster than 
the MicroVAX II. This meant that storage-sys
tem performance would have to increase. It 
also was recognized that as MicroVAX per
formance increased, customers would want to 
migrate applications from high-end V AXs to 
Micro V AXs. Many of those applications would 
require not only higher-performance storage 
but also greater storage capacity, improved data 
integrity, increased reliability and greater 
availability than was provided by RQDX3-
based storage. 

These high-end features could have been 
provided by an interface between Micro V AXs 
and CI-based V AXclusters, but Digital felt that 
the cost and physical environment of CI-based 
storage weren't consistent with the majority 
of MicroVAX applications. Cis, HSCs and RA 
disks are generally too large, expensive, noisy 
and hot for the typical MicroVAX customer. 
DSSI provides functionality similar to the CI but 
at a reasonable cost and in packages suitable for 
the open-office environment. 

The following goals led Digital to develop 
DSSI: 
1. To provide low-cost solutions (inexpensive 
connectors, cables, terminators, drivers and data
link hardware). 
2. To provide a high-performance storage and 
cluster bus for low-end systems. 
3. To provide a long architectural life to pro
tect customer storage-device investment. 
4. To support disks, tapes, optical disks and 
solid-state disks on one adapter. 
5. To decouple system data-transfer rate from 
media data-transfer rate. 
6. To support storage peripherals suitable for 
the office environment. 
7. To develop a storage bus suitable for use in
side and between cabinets. 

Digital wanted to provide performance great 
enough to match the increased requirements of 
evolving MicroVAX products. Many studies 
have characterized the 1/0 appetite of V AXs, and 
it's known that VMS systems request between 
15 and 37 QI Os per second per VAX unit of 
processing (VUP) used. This means that a 
2.4-VUP MicroVAX 3300 needs at least 36 QIOs 
per second of throughput and a 3.8-VUP 
MicroVAX 3800 could use yp to 140 QI Os per 
second of throughput. A dual-host system needs 
twice that. Single mechanical disks can't oper
ate at these rates, so multiple-disk performance 
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became a primary goal. Fur
ther, to satisfy increasing Mi
croVAX power, an approach 
that could support a tenfold 
increase in throughput was 
desired (see Figure 1). 

Clearly, more powerful Mi
cro V AXs would need greater 
storage capacity. Although not 
generally understood, RD disk
drive capacity is limited by the 
industry-standard ST506 inter
connect used between RD disk 
drives and the RQDX3 control
ler. The maximum data rate of 
the interconnect limits the lin
ear recording density to about 
17 sectors per track and thus 
limits drive capacity. Although 
other drive-controller intercon
nects, such as ESDI, SMD and 
SDI, have higher data rates, 
they're all ultimately subject to this same 
limitation. Thus, a primary goal was to 
integrate the controller with the head
disk assembly (HDA) so that the intercon
nect wouldn't limit the maximum capac
ity of the storage element. 

Performance studies of Q-bus disk 
controllers frequently concluded that the 
controller was a bottleneck, particularly 
when it controlled multiple disk drives. 
This is true of the RQDX3, as well as 
most third-party products. Problems 
identified include inadequate processor 
power devoted.to the Mass Storage Con
trol Protocol (MSCP) server and control
ler functions, rotational position sensing 
(RPS) miss delays associated with a shared 
data channel, and poor RPS optimization 
(see Figure 2). 

These problems can be solved by in
tegrating a controller with every HDA. 
By doing so, there's never contention for 
the data channel, and RPS miss delays 
never occur. By having an independent 
MSCP server for each HOA, a request is , 
never delayed by MSCP command inter
pretation done for another disk. 

What Is DSSI? 
Put simply, DSSI is a "Micro CI." Physi
cally, DSSI is very different from the CI, 
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but logically they're quite smu
lar. In both cases, the multiple 
hosts of a V AXcluster can com
municate directly with storage 
devices, and the System Commu
nication Architecture (SCA) 
protocols are used to communicate be
tween host nodes and storage nodes. 

Physically, the DSSI is a SO-conductor 
cable that appears in several forms. In
side a cabinet it's either a flat ribbon cable 
or a round bundle of twisted pairs. Be
tween cabinets it's a shielded round cable 
about one-half inch in diameter. The sa
lient features of the bus are: 
1. Single eight-bit parallel multidrop data 
path with byte parity and packet EDC. 
2. Bandwidth of 4 MB per second (94 
percent efficient). 
3. Maximum length of six meters; spe
cific, tested configurations can be as long 
as 12 meters. 
4. Up to eight nodes (storage elements 
plus adapters). 
5. Distributed round-robin arbitration or 
fixed-priority arbitration. 
6. DC coupled with a characteristic im
pedance of 84 ohms. 

In contrast, the CI has two serial data 
paths, each with a bandwidth of8.75 MB 

per second (70 Mbits per second). It can 
reach 45 meters from the star coupler and 

TheRF71 

(400 MB), which is 

shown at left, is the big 

brother of the RF30 

(150 MB), shown below. 

connect up to 24 nodes. Each node is 
transformer-coupled. DSSI may be 
shorter, slower and less fault-tolerant than 
the CI, but DSSI is less expensive and 
better-suited for the cost-focused 
MicroVAX products. 

The easiest way to understand DSSI is 
to consider an analogy between a high
end V AXcluster based on the CI and the 
dual-host MicroVAX based on the DSSI 
(see Figure 3). 

Like the HSC, each ISE contains an 
MSCP server and communicates with 
host adapters through the DSSI in the 
same way that HSCs communicate 
through the CI to their host adapters. 
Both use the protocols defined by SCA. 

An ISE is analogous to an HSC with 
one RA disk connected. The DSSI is 
analogous to the Cl. The DSSI adapter is 
analogous to the BCA that might be 
found on a VAX 8700. 

Theoretically, you can build 
V AXclusters of MicroVAX CPUs and ISEs 
in much the same way you can build 
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Look at us before makirio 
any sudden moves. 
ISA provides a family of automated utili
ties for warning, watching, supervising, 
and controlling your VAX operations. 
ISA/SysMaster™ warns you, in real time, of 
impending application failures by monitoring 

FREE, COLORFUL 
DOBERMAN POSTER 

critical resources; 
!SA/Response Master™ 
watches and records 
response time-at each 
terminal; ISA/TaskMaster™ 
automates and supervises 
complex job scheduling; 

and ISA/NetMaster™ automates dial-out 

ISA's automated management tools have 
evolved from years of serving Fortune 500 
DEC VAX sites where their use is critical to 
successful information systems. 

For your poster, our 'f\nswers" brochure, 
or details about a FREE TRIAL, call Judy at 
312-677-3530. To fax your request dial 
(312-677-3577), or write: ISA Solutions, 
Suite 204, 5550 W Touhy Ave., Skokie, 
Illinois 60077. 

312-677-3530 

li<f'i Automating 
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DEC and Vtv'.. are registered trademarks of D191tal Equipment Corporation 
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high-end V AXclusters on the CI. If you 
can do it with a high-end V AXcluster, 
then there's a good chance you can do 

it with a dual-host MicroVAX configu
ration. However, there are some limita
tions. For example, you can't currently 

The RF71 
stores 400 MB 
(formatted) on 
eight platters ... 

shadow DSSI disk ISEs. 
Another significant distinction be

tween high-end V AXclusters and dual
host MicroVAX configurations is the 
total amount of storage that can be 
connected. Each HSC70 potentially can 
connect 32 RA90 disk drives for a total 
of 38.4 GB of storage on one V AXcluster 
node. The RF71 ISE provides 0.4 GB on 
one node, and thus the dual-host 
MicroVAX with six RF71 ISEs delivers 
2.4 GB of storage. Although there are 
ways to expand the maximum storage ca
pacity of a configuration, the maximum 
size of a DSSI configuration always will 
be significantly smaller than the limits of 
a CI V AXcluster. 

Integrated Storage Elements 
The RF30 and RF71 are disk ISEs. Each 
consists of a controller and an HDA in
tegrated into a single package that fits 
into a standard 5 1/4-inch storage cavity 
(hence the name integrated storage ele
ment). 

The RF71 stores 400 MB (formatted) 
on eight platters, while the RF30 stores 
150. MB on three platters. The smaller 
RF30 ISE fits into either a half- or full
height 5 1/4-inch storage cavity, while 
the RF71 ISE only fits into a full-height 
cavity. 

The RF30 and RF71 ISEs are part of 
the continuing evolution of the Digital 
Storage Architecture (DSA) . The follow
ing features of the high-end DSA prod-
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A single controller shared among multiple drives may be a performance bottleneck. Adding 

RD disk drives to an RQDX3 controller yields very small II 0 throughput improvements. 
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MASS-11 is a registered trademark of Microsystems Engineering Corporation . 
WPS-PLUS, ALL-IN-1 and VAX are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment 
Corporation. All other products listed are registered trademarks of their 
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• 
It happens every day. But it shouldn't. VAXes are not 

being used for in-house publishing, compound document 
creation and word processing. And, at MEG, we think 
that's a big waste! 

That's because a VAX encourages group productivity. 
Whether it's putting together complex proposals, end
user documentation, technical specifications or new drug 
applications, VAX users are able to have rapid access to 
centrally stored data in creating compound documents. 

MASS-11 - The Ideal Publishing Partner For The VAX 
You can easily incorporate text, graphics and data 

into one final typeset-quality document with MASS-11 . 
Compound documents can be mailed to others through 
Digital's ALL-IN-1® or MEC's lnternodal Mail facility. Or, 
they can be faxed right from your terminal with MEC's 
FAXmail. 

What's more, MASS-11 supports Postscript. 
Whether you 're using MASS-11 on a VAX or PC, you can 
put any Postscript font, in any point size, any place on 
the page. So, with MASS-1 .1, you can use your VAX for 
desktop publishing. 

The Performance Booster 
If you are using DEC's ALL-IN-1, you 'll enhance your 

performance greatly by choosing MASS-11 as the word 
processor. According to DEC User Magazine, June 
1989, "MASS-11 /ALL-IN-1is ... 600% faster than WPS
PLUS/ALL-IN-1 , with the gaps increasing as the tasks 
became more difficult." That means you can get up to six 
times more users, better response time, and reduce your 
hardware budget. 

There's more. But you 'll have to call us for details. 
We'll send you a free demonstration tape that will show it 
all. Do it today. Because the only thing more tragic than 
wasting a VAX is wasting your time. 

Microsystems Engineering Corporation 
2400 W. Hassell Road 
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195 
312-882-0111 
Europe-MEG Information Systems, Ltd. 01-491 -3313 
Far East-Choice Computing 02-411-6311 

---fME&' 
THE WORLD IS MOVING TO MASS-11 
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ucts are incorporated in 
these ISEs: 
1. Multihost support -
This allows a single ISE to 
be used by multiple hosts 
concurrently, a feature that 
until now was available 
only with HSCs. For ex
ample, two MicroVAX 
3400s can be booted from a 
single ISE. 
2. Seek ordering -
When multiple 1/0 com
mands are outstanding, the 
ISE performs those com
mands in an order that 
minimizes seeking. The 
commands considered for 
seek ordering include all 
commands from all hosts. 
3. Request fragmenta
tion - This technique 
breaks single 1/0 requests into smaller 
pieces that can be optimized independ
ently. The result is lower rotational la
tency and consequently faster access time 
for large requests. 
4. Quadruplicate headers - Like 
Digital's RA disks, the headers preceding 
each data block are replicated four times 
to ensure that data isn't lost because of 
header errors. 
5. Powerful Error Correcting Codes 
(ECC) - RA-series disk drives store a 
170-bit ECC in each block and can use 
this additional data to correct up to 
80 erroneous bits. The new ISEs store a 
264-bit ECC that can correct up to 120 
erroneous bits. 
6. Controller-initiated bad-block 
replacement - HSCs and the RF30 and 
RF71 ISEs implement controller-initiated 
bad-block replacement. The host always 
is presented with a perfect set of logically 
contiguous blocks (LBN), and the disk 
capacity never shrinks as bad blocks are 
detected and automatically moved to 
spare blocks. 
7. RCT cache -The RF30 and RF71 
ISEs are the first to cache the replace
ment control table (RCT) . This allows 
replaced blocks to be located without the 
expense of seeking to and from the RCT 
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stored on the media. 
8. Resident diagnostics and utilities 
- Like the HSC, the RF30 and RF71 
implement a Diagnostics and Utilities 
Protocol (DUP) server and several diag
nostic and utility programs. These pro
grams can be executed via the DUP server 
by "setting host" to the ISE. 

The RF30 and RF71 RSEs are RF30 
and RF71 ISEs packaged in removable 
canisters. Two RSEs can be mounted in 
a pedestal or can be rack-mounted and 
connected to either a KFQSA or an 
EDA640 adapter. RSEs are intended for 
secure applications in which it's neces
sary to remove the data physically from 
the systems. 

DSSI Adapters 
A DSSI adapter interfaces the DSSI bus to 
the host's 1/0 bus. Digital offers two 
adapters: the KFQSA and the EDA640. 
The KFQSA is a quad-height Q-bus mod
ule that allows the DSSI bus to be inter
faced to Q-bus-based systems such as the 
MicroVAX II, 3500 and 3800. The KA640 
CPU module used in the MicroVAX 3300 
and 3400 includes a DSSI adapter embed
ded on the CPU module called the 
EDA640. 

The KA640 CPU is a single quad
height Q-bus module that contains a 

The 

KFQSA 

bringsDSSI 

to Q-bus systems 

such as the 

MicroVAX II, 

3500 and 3800. 

CVAX CPU, the first 4 MB ofECC mem
ory, an NI interface, a DSSI interface and 
a Q-bus interface. By combining these 
components on a single module, the Mi
croVAX 3300 and 3400 enjoy a low en
try cost and expandability. 

The KA640 NI and DSSI interfaces 
aren't on the Q-bus. This frees Q-bus slots 
for the user, and the DSSI interface can 
take advantage of the higher data rates 
available on the internal CV AX bus. 

Logically, the EDA640 is a CI adapter. 
The functionality found in the port proc
essor of a CI adapter is implemented in a 
new port driver (PIDRIVER), while the 
functionality normally found in the data
link module of a CI adapter is included 
in the EDA640 hardware. The PIDRIVER 
also implements functionality found in 
the PADRIVER and is responsible for 
interfacing with the EDA640 hardware. 
Each ISE appears to the host operating 
system as an HSC with one drive at
tached. 

The KFQSA is a Q-bus-to-DSSI 
adapter. It emulates up to seven storage 
system port (SSP) controllers, one for each 
ISE on the DSSI. These are operated by 
standard SSP port drivers such as the 
PUDRIVER in VMS. In other words, 
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each ISE appears to the host operating 
system as a separate RQDX3 or KDASO 
controller with one drive attached. 
This presentation scheme provides an 
important benefit. Existing host software 
remains unchanged. This is important for 
operating systems that don't understand 
the SCA protocols spoken by ISEs. 

Because the KFQSA presents ISEs on 
the DSSI to the host as SSP interfaces, it 
hides some DSSI functionality from the 
host operating system. In particular, the 
SSP interface doesn't allow host-to-host 
communication and thus can't commu
nicate distributed lock manager messages 
and other host-to-host cluster commu
nications. However, V AXcluster configu
rations can be built in which lock man
ager and other host-to-host traffic use the 
NI but in which ISE data is accessed di
rectly through the KFQSAs. 

The KFQSA is designed so that mul
tiple KFQSAs can be installed in a single 
Q-bus. The primary benefit provided by 
the resulting multiple DSSis is the poten
tial for greater storage capacity. The 
number of KFQSAs supported on any 
given system is specified in the operat
ing system Software Product Description 
(SPD) and in the Systems and Options 
Catalogue. 

DSSI Enclosures 
The BA213 pedestal that houses the 
MicroVAX 3400, 3500 and 3800 includes 
four full-height 5 114-inch storage 
cavities, three of which are wired for 
DSSI ISEs. The smaller BA215 pedestal 
used for the MicroVAX 3300 has two 
half-height 5 1/4-inch storage cavities 
wired for the half-height RF30 ISEs. The 
BA213 and BA215 each include an opera
tor control panel and a connector that 
can be used to extend the DSSI bus to 
other enclosures. 

The R215F is a modified BA215 enclo
sure that holds up to three full- or half
height RF ISEs. The R215F can be used 
to expand the storage available on a 
MicroVAX 3400, 3500 or 3800 from three 
to six ISEs, giving a total formatted disk 
capacity of2.4 GB (ifRF71 ISEs are used). 
An R215F also can be used to provide 
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extra storage for Q-bus-based systems that 
weren't built with DSSI cabling via a 
KFQSA installed in the system's Q-bus. In 
this way, RF ISEs can be connected to 
any MicroVAX, from the MicroVAX II 
to the MicroVAX 3900. 

DSSI Performance 
The RF30 and RF71 ISEs provide excel
lent multiple-disk performance. Because 

each ISE has its own controller and 
buffer, operations can be overlapped 
completely between ISEs. 

MSCP command reception and exe
cution can occur in parallel, because each 
ISE has its own MSCP server. Seeks are 
performed in parallel and are overlapped 
completely. Unlike other designs, seek
command delivery isn't delayed because 
of another disk's data transfer. Each ISE 

High-End VAXcluster Utilizing the Cl Dual-Host MicroVAX Utilizing the DSSI 
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The Cl/ DSSI analogy. 

Random 2-KB Reads (RF30/RF71) 
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Multiple-disk response-time data demonstrates that DSSI subsystem throughput 

increases linearly with additional ISEs and that a DSSI adapter isn't a bottleneck. 
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performs independent rotational optimi

zations, beginning transfers at the earliest 

possible time. Because each ISE has its 

own data buffer, data can be transferred 

from the media in parallel, completely 
eliminating RPS miss delays caused by 
sharing a data channel between disk 
drives. Because data is transmitted over 
the DSSI in small packets, command and 
data transfers to and from multiple ISEs 
are efficiently multiplexed. 

The result is that the throughput limit 
of a DSSI subsystem increases linearly 

with additional ISEs up to the adapter 

limit. In other words, assuming that the 
load can be spread evenly across the 
available disks, two disk ISEs provide 
twice the throughput of one disk ISE, 
three disk ISEs provide three times the 

throughput of one disk ISE, and so forth 
(see Figure 4). No storage subsystem cur
rently available for Micro V AXs can make 
this claim, including SDI, ESDI, SCSI and 
SMD. 

Single RF30 and RF71 ISEs perform far 

SIMMS 
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The DSSI was designed so that Digital 
could use it for several generations of 
systems and storage products before the 
bus would become a limitation. 

better than the RD disk drives. In most 
cases, the new ISEs perform better than 
RA81s, but not as well as the RA70s or 

RA82s. The throughput (I/Os per sec
ond) and bandwidth (KB per second) of 
a single RF30 or RF71 ISE are 70 percent 
greater than the RD54 and approach that 
of the RA70. The response times of the 

RA70 and RA82 are about 15 to 20 per
cent better than the new ISEs, so re
sponse time-sensitive applications will 
perform a little better on those products. 
The transfer rate of the RFs is approxi
mately equal to the RA70, but the RA82 

LIFETIME 

has a significantly higher transfer rate (see 
Figure 5). 

The DSSI was designed so that Digi
tal could use it for several generations of 
systems and storage products before the 
bus would become a limitation. Al
though current DSSI products perform 
well , expect DSSI performance to im
prove substantially in transfer rate, request 
rate, response time and CPU efficiency. 

For example, the DSSI has a theoreti
cal throughput limit of 5,000 QIOs per 
second and a theoretical bandwidth of 
3.75 MB per second (94 percent of 4 MB 

s140/Mi 

SHARING 
PRINTERS 

SAVES 
MONEY! 

You knew that, of course. But did you know 
that only one electronic printer switch is 

specifically designed to provide automatic, 
transparent sharing of DEC printers? No? 

24HR Replacement Policy 

800·334·9191 
Volume Discounts Available -----
1:~~- ANDATAco 
F~• ~~- Computer Peripherals 
~----
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It' s called the SWITCHmate. 
See us at DEXPO West Booth #2007 

Share printers and save! 
Call us at: 1-800-325-0150 

1ltiODDDO Gold Hey 
~ eLeCTROnlCS, inc. 

18 Lamy Drive, P.O. Box 186, Goffstown, NH 03045 
SWITCH male is a lrademark of Gold Key Electronics, Inc.; DEC is a trademark of Digilal E4uipmenl Corp. 
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per second). However, current adapters 
limit throughput and bandwidth to fewer 
than 360 QIOs per second and 1.5 MB per 
second into any one CPU. This poten
tial is important in multihost configura
tions and will become even more impor
tant with the advent of future CPUs, 
faster adapters and faster storage products. 

Storage Capacity 
The 150-MB RF30 and the 400-MB RF71 
comprise the first generation of DSSI disk 
ISEs. Unlike ST506, ESDI, SMD and SDI, 

DSSI doesn't limit disk ISE recording 
density. Therefore, expect Digital to 
produce disk ISEs with ever-increasing 
capacity. 

A MicroVAX can be configured with 
up to six RF71 ISEs on a single DSSI 
adapter for 2.4 GB of storage. However, 
additional storage can be added on a sec
ond DSSI by installing another adapter 
(KFQSA) with up to six additional RF71 

ISEs for a total of 4.8 GB. The additional 
ISEs are contained in two R215F storage
expansion cabinets. The maximum stor-

Random, Double-Buffered Reads 
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Relative performance of several Digital disk products. 

• 4.8 GB of storage on MicroVAX 3800 
• 12 RF71s 

Maximum storage on a Micro VAX 3800 system configured with two KFQSAs is 4. 8 GB. 
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age on a MicroVAX 3800 system config
ured with two KFQSAs is 4.8 GB (see 
Figure 6). 

For applications that require more 
than 4.8 GB of storage, the RA90 is avail
able. The MicroVAX 3900 can be con
figured with eight RA90s for a total ca
pacity of 9.6 GB. For even greater capac
ity, a CPU, with either BI or CI connec

tivity, and either multiple KDB50s or a CI 
and an HSC are required. More than 

anything, an application's total storage 
capacity requirements determine whether 
a CI- or DSSI-based storage system is 
appropriate. 

Data Integrity And Reliability 
The RF30 and RF71 ISEs use a 264-bit 
ECC on each sector that can correct up 
to 120 erroneous bits. Like the RA disks, 
ISEs record four copies of each sector 
header so that header errors can be tol
erated. Like the HSC, bad-block replace
ment is performed completely within the 
ISE. The host simply is asked to make an 
entry in the error log. 

The RF30 and RF71 ISEs support 
Digital's V AXsimPLUS utility for predict
ing HDA failures. By predicting HDA fail
ures, corrective action can be taken be
fore data loss occurs. 

In addition, the RF30 and RF71 ISEs 
have a very low parts count. The elec
tronics module makes heavy use of VLSI, 
gate arrays and high-density memory. 
These products also have moved many 
functions previously performed in hard
ware into firmware, resulting in higher 
reliability. By limiting the power dissi
pated by the RF30 and RF71 ISEs, heat
related failures are minimized. 

Availability 
High-end V Ax.clusters provide a higher
availability solution than single CPUs. If 
you use a V AXcluster for timesharing, 
you know that if one CPU in the 
V AXcluster fails, the jobs running on that 
CPU fail and must be restarted. How
ever, the other CPUs in the V AXcluster 
continue to run and can access the same 
data as the failed CPU, so the jobs can be 
restar~ed immediately. 
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MESA 6300 Series 
•MESA turnkey subsystems are plug compatible with 

DEC® and Sun.® 
•Feature reliable SW' drives by Hewlett-Packard® and 

Hitachi.® 
•MTBF up to 150,000 hours on HP drives. 
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Because multihost MicroVAX 
configurations are simply 
small VAX.clusters, they provide 
higher-availability solutions for the same 
reasons as high-end VAX.clusters. 

For example, suppose you're perform
ing word processing on a V AXcluster 
when the CPU you're using fails. You 
can recover immediately by connecting 
to another CPU in the V AXcluster and 
issuing the EDIT /RECOVER command. 
The failed CPU can be repaired and can 
rejoin the V AXcluster while you continue 
with your work. 

Because multihost MicroVAX con
figurations are simply small V AXclusters, 
they provide higher-availability solutions 
for the same re'asons as high-end 
V AXclusters. However, there are limita
tions. For example, in a high-end 
V AXcluster, a shadowed system disk pre
vents a failed system disk from causing 
the entire V AXcluster to fail. Because 
ISEs can't be shadowed, DSSI can't pro
v.ide that same level of availability. How
ever, multihost MicroVAX configurations 
can be built with a separate system disk 
for each CPU. While this necessitates 
replicating many files, it increases system 
availability. 

DSSI dual-host configurations con
tinue to run in spite of single operating
system crashes, CPU hardware failures, 
memory failures, DSSI adapter failures and 
NI adapter failures. DSSl'....based dual-host 
configurations are vulnerable to shared 
power-supply failures, shared system disk 
failures and DSSI bus failures. CI-based 
V AXclusters can be configured that aren't 
so vulnerable. 

A DSSI-based dual-host MicroVAX 
makes an ideal LAV c boot server. In an 
LAV c, a boot member has direct access 
to a disk containing VMS and thus can be 
self-sufficient. Satellite members needn't 
have a disk. They boot the operating sys
tem through the NI with the aid of the 
boot member. However, when the boot 
member fails , the satellite members 
served by that boot member also fail. 

Because each node of the dual-host 
MicroVAX has direct access to an ISE, 
each host can be a boot member and can 
serve the same system disk to the LAV c 
satellite members. Further, if one boot 
member fails, all connections between 
the satellite members and the failed boot 
member fail over to the remaining boot 
member (see Figure 7) . This means that 

MicroVAX 
System #1 

Terminals 

applications running on the satellite 
members aren't interrupted and com
pletely survive the boot-member failure. 
This can increase the availability of an 
LAV c significantly and is an important 
application for DSSI-based systems. 

DSSI IS A LOW-COST V AXcluster bus for 
Micro V AXs that delivers the perform
ance, capacity, data integrity and reliabil
ity required by Digital's new generation 
of MicroV AXs. Additional disk and tape 
ISEs are under development. New adapt
ers, storage enclosures and operating-sys
tem enhancements are under develop
ment that will bring DSSI functionality 
and performance to more systems. Future 
disk ISEs will make full use of higher stor
age density recording techniques to pro
vide more capacity and higher perform
ance. - Richard Wrenn is a consulting 
engineer doing performance and system engi
neering for the Storage and Information Man
agement Group at Digital. Fernando Zayas 
is a consulting engineer at Digital working in 
research and development of disk products . 
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MicroVAX 
System #2 

Terminals 

Ethernet 

Satellite 
Node Like the HSCs, the RF30 and RF71 ISEs 

implement multihost support, which 
means that an ISE (or an HSC) can com
municate with multiple-host CPUs simul
taneously. By implementing multihost 
support, ISEs can communicate directly to 
the multiple hosts of a V AXcluster. When a dual-host system is used as an IA Ve boot server, satellites' access paths to 

disks served by a boot member will fail over to the surviving boot member. 
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THE Cl-MIV32 FEATURES 
MICROVAXll 

THE Cl-MIV16 FEATURES 

• 16 megabytes on one board. 
• On board parity. 
• Hardware and software compatible with the 

Microvax II. 
• Backplane space savings. 
• Power requirement savings. 

• Allows 64MB, the maximum memory capacity 
of the Microvax Ill, using only 2 expansion 
slots in all system configurations, including 
the BA23 box. 

• 8MB, 16MB or 32MB on one board. 
• Hardware and software compatible with any 

Microvax Ill series. 
• On board 32 bit ECC for single bit error 

correction, double bit error detection. 

IBM PS/2 
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THE Cl-SYS2-56 FEATURES 

QBUS 
PDP 11/23, 11/73 

THE Cl-QBUS-EDC FEATURES 
• 2 or 4 megabytes on one board. 
• Dual width. 
• Single bit error correction, double bit 

error detection. 
• Runs DEC diagnostics. 
• Block Mode OMA. 

• Available in 2MB, 4MB, and 6MB upgradeable 
options, and full 8MB. 

• EMS support for DOS applications includes 
device drivers and utilities. 

• Up to 8 megabytes of parity memory in one 
Micro Channel slot. 

• Addressable in combinations of standard and 
EMS memory. 

• Full Micro Channel compatibility. 
• Compatible with the Programmable Option 

Select (POS) of Micro Channel. 
• 3 serial 1/0, 1 parallel, and 1 game port. 

"A/so available are memories for VME bus, Multibus, PM/ and a Game Port for IBM's Personal System/2." 
Call for details . . . 

Chrislin Industries, Inc. 
Call Toll Free: 800-468-0736 (pst.) 

31332 VIA COLINAS #106 
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362 

TEL: (818) 991-2254 FAX: (818) 991-3490 
•PS/2 AND IBM ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES. BA23, 
QBUS, MICROVAX II, MICROVAX ARE TRADEMARKS OF DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION. MUL· 
TIBUS IS A TRADEMARK OF INTEL MACHINES. 

See us at DEXPO West Booth #1657 CIRCLE 216 ON READER CARD 



SETUP 

ROFESSIONAL 
MOVE 

Professional Press has By David B . Miller 
grown considerably since 

it introduced its first publication 10 years ago. 
After seven years at our corporate headquar
ters in Spring House, Pennsylvania, it was time 
to find a new location. 

both twisted-pair and Ethernet - and tested 
the installation with live machines prior to 
movmg. 

Need To 
Relocate Your 
Computers? 
Careful Planning 
Is The Key, As 
The Recent 
Move Of The 
Professional 
Press VAXcluster 
Proves. 
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We evaluated a number of sites, and found 
a building six miles away from Spring House 
that matched our needs. The facility, in Hor
sham, Pennsylvania, would provide us with 
three times the space and allow us to house 
both the Professional Press production 
VAX.cluster and DP Laboratory and Testing 
Center in one state-of-the-art computer room. 

Two months of planning, renovation, wir
ing and testing took place at our new location 
before the move. For example, we tested the 
Ethernet backbone and our new networking 
hardware. Fortunately, we had the Lab's 
MicroVAX II and a Datability Vista VCP-1000 
communications server to test the network. 
We wired the building for voice and data -

Friday, September 1, was the big day. We 
began moving with the intention to resume 
business as usual on Tuesday, September 5. 

Our production machines include three 
V AXs: a MicroVAX II, an 8350 and our vener
able 750. In addition to the V AXs, we had to 
move a host of other equipment, including 10 
disk drives and a PDP 11/73. Although most of 
our equipment is fairly new, we were con
cerned about our older machines. Fortunately, 
not even our PDP suffered injuries. 

Digital and System Industries examined the 
existing installation, disconnected some of the 
equipment and re-examined the installation 
when it was set up at the new site. Of course, 
this assistance was not part of our service con
tract: It had to be contracted separately. Figure 
1 illustrates the time and manpower required 
to inspect and move the production machines. 

EVENT ..... -+-+ TIME REQUIRED G PEOPLE REQUIRED 

Label Cables 
DEC Preinspection 
SI Preinspection 
Pull Cables 
Move Machines 
Reinstall 

2 hrs. 
1 hr. 
45 min. 
45 min. 
2.5 hrs. 
4 hrs. 

3 

2 
3 
8 (DEC, SI , MIS, moving personnel) 

Time and personnel required to move the Professional Press production VAXcluster. 
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For our Lab computers, 

Hewlett-Packard also performed a 

post-move inspection. IBM and 
the vendors of our Lab and pro
duction software felt there was no 
need for inspection unless problems arose. 

Getting the computer equipment out of the 
building in Spring House was a challenge, be
cause our computer room was located on the 
second floor and there was no service eleva
tor. The equipment was carried down a flight 
of stairs with brute force and a lot of padding. 
The computer room and user equipment was 
moved by United Van Lines, which used a 
special air-cushion truck to transport the com
puters. It's a good idea to have your expen
sive equipment moved by professional movers 
for insurance reasons. 

Only the production machines were moved 

NOVEMBER. 1989 

on September 1. The primary 
Lab machines - a M icroVAX 

II, DECsystem 3100, HP 3000 
and IBM AS/400 - were al-
ready in place, having been 

moved by our Lab staff a few weeks earlier. 
Our V AXstation 2000s, PCs, terminals and M acs 
weren't included with the computer room 
equipment but were moved with the rest of 
the equipment in the building. A list of our 
equipment appears in Figure 2. 

We set up the new computer room in the 
same configuration as the original. If you plan 
to make configuration changes, wait until the 
original configuration is functioning at the new 
site. If you move and change your configura
tion at the same time, the additional variables 
will make it extremely difficult to locate the 
source of problems. 

The computer systems were verified as up 
and running within six hours. We used Labor 

Moving the Professional 

Press production 

V AXcluster from our old 

computer room (upper left) 
was a planning challenge. 

Deinstallation of the cluster 

(far left) and moving to the 

new computer room (top) 

took place on Friday, 

September 1. Installation 

(bottom and far right) was 

done the same day. A new 

state-of-the-art computer 

room houses the production 

VAXcluster (center). 
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MicroVAX II 
DECsystem 3100 
HP 3000 
IBM AS/400 
AST Premium/286 
MOB DataShuttle 2000 
HP LaserJet Printer 

VAX 8350 
MicroVAX II 
11/750 
PDP 11/73 
7 SI Disk Drives (Fuji) 
2 lmprimis Disk Drives 
MTI (MDl276) Disk Drive 
Lago SMD-to-SDI Converter 
2 MTI 8mm Tape Drives 
Megatape 8mm Tape Drive 
SI Tape Drive 
Cipher GCR Tape Drive 
4 Topaz UPSs 
Emerson 15KVA UPS 

Xyplex Maxserver 5000 
Vista VCP-1000 Comm. Server 
Logicratt 386/Ware Server 
Micom Data Concentrator 
Xyplex Gateway 
Xyplex Cluster Controller 
2 SI 9900 Controllers 
lsolan DELNI 
Cabletron DELNI 
Cabletron ThinWire Repeater 
2 Kinetics FastPaths 
Emulex 14.4 Modem 
2 Multitech Modem Racks 

(With 16 Modems) 

-70 Terminals 
4 PCs 
13 Macintoshes (II , llx, llcx) 
4 VAXstation 2000s 
C.ltoh Megaserve Printer 
2 HP Laser Jet Printers 
2 Talaris T800 Printers 
Talaris 1590 Printer 
Varityper 4300P Typesetter 
2 Apple LaserWriters 
AST Turbolaser 
14 Personal Printers 
(LA50s/Facit/31 OOs) 

The Lab staff transported the Lab equipment, while professional movers transported the production and user equipment. 

Day weekend to install and test user ter
minals and get critical printers work
ing. The result of this planning and ef
fort was that computer operations re
sumed at an all but normal pace w hen 
personnel returned the day after Labor 
Day. 

D uring our first week in Horsham, 
the AppleTalk network was reinstalled, 
allowing members of the design and 
production staff to use their Macs. Leased 
lines to our Lexington, Massachusetts, 
and Pasadena, California, offices were cut 
over, dial-in lines were set up, and ad-

ditional printers were put online. 
Our careful preparation paid off, and 

the move took place without notable 
difficulty. If you're anticipating a similar 
project, plan ahead and take every aspect 
of your move into consideration. You'll 

be glad you did. • 

From the People Who First Brought 
You Pascal for RSX 

Over 10 years of experience in compiler technology and 
a solid reputation for quality are behind Oregon Software's 
development of a true C++ compiler for VAX. 

Expect the fine performance you found in our Pascal-2 
family of products: generation of clear, correct, compact 
code; conformance to language standards; extensive error 
checking; clear, complete documentation. 

For more information, call 1-800-874-8501. 

OREGON SOFTWARE 

ANSI--C 
FOREE* FR • 

e 
• Meets the latest specifica

tions for ANSl-C. 
• Switch-selectable for 

programming in ANSl-C, 
K&RCorC++. 

·w tTH PURCHASE OF OREGON c++ 

6915 S.W. Macadam, Suite 200, Portland OR 97219 USA• (503) 245-2202 •FAX (503) 245-8449 
The following are trademarks: Oregon Software, Oregon C++, Pascal-2, Oregon Software, Inc., VAX, VMS, RSX, Digital Equipment Corp. 
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How one VAX user 
saves one month per quarter 

on fi ncjal reporting 
r-

In business since 1892, Meridian 
Mattress Factory Inc. is the leading 
manufacturer of 
mattresses and box-
springs in the 
Southeast U.S. 

With their old 
software system; it 

Accounting Software rM on 
their MicroVAX, Meridian has 
quick, easy access to the data, 
and the reports are run in a matter 
of minutes. 

MCBA CLASSIC Software also helps 
Meridian save time generating financial statements, 
processing payroll checks, and closing out at month-end. 

"MCBA CLASSIC Software has dramatically speeded up 
the paperwork involved in our business;' says Meridian Vice 
President Huff Brown. "Every feature of the software has saved 
us time:' 

MCBA CLASSIC Software can help save your company 
time, too. 

Quality, Full-Featured Software 
You can choose from 19 integrated yet modular MCBA 

CLASSIC Software packages to create a custom system that 
best meets your company's needs. 

Anything from basic accounting-to wholesale dis
tribution-to complete closed-loop Manufacturing Resource 
Planning (MRP II). 

MCBA CLASSIC Software provides top quality and 
advanced functionality across the entire VAX line. Like a 
24-character, five-level G/L account number. And multi
company capability with consolidation. 

MCBA 

MCBA CLASSIC Software is 
flexible, well-documented and easy to 
use. And customization, training and 

technical support are available from 
our worldwide network of quality 

value-added resellers. 

A leading software developer 
since 1974 with over 30,000 users 

worldwide, MCBA is known 
for quality, reliable software. 

Find out more. Return the 
coupon today or call MCBA 

now at (818) 242-9600. 

Reseller inquiries are welcome. 

Send me information on time-saving I 
MCBA CLASSIC Software in VAX COBOL: 

D Accounting; D Distribution; D Manufacturing. 

Ti tle _________________ _ 

Company ________________ _ 

Address ________________ _ 

C ity ________ State __ ZIP ____ _ 

Phone( __ ) ______ FA X ( __ ) ____ _ 

I am a software: 
D User; D Reseller; D Consultant. I 

Company's revenues: 
D Under $15 million; D $15 million and over. 

DP1189 

The Standard 1n Business Software SolutJons™ 

425 W Broadway, Glendale, CA 91204-1269 •Phone: (818) 242-9600 • FAX: (818) 500-4805 
Copyright © 1989 by MCBA, lnc. All rights reserved. MCBA is a registered trademark and MCBA CLASSIC Software and The Standard in Business Software Solutions are trademarks of MCBA, Inc. VAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

By Lynn Haber 

Tying Your VAX 
To A Fax Can Be 
A Sound System 
Decision. 
Feature-Rich 
Devices And 
Network Service 
Offerings Let 
The System 
Manager Decide 
How Fax Can 
Best Serve The 
Organization. 
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The astronomical 
growth of the stand

alone facsimile (fax) product market is well
known. What's less well-known by system 
managers is that fax innovation also is expected 
to occur over networks. 

The bottom line in fax, according to Joseph 
Baylock, program director at the Gartner 
Group Inc., Stamford, Connecticut, is that cen

tralized fax cuts costs and allows you to tum 
fax into a profit center. "We expect that fax 
will become a service unto itself," he claims. 

John B. Dightam, president of Digital Man
agement Group Ltd., agrees: "Once the nov
elty of message sending via fax wears off, we'll 
see a growing movement to integrate fax into 
the larger worlds of office automation and data 
processing." 

System managers need to keep abreast of 

FIGURE. 

two trends expected to facilitate the optimiza
tion of fax use: intelligent customer-premise 
equipment (CPE) and intelligent networks. 

The explosive growth of fax means less and 
less control over manual fax use in terms of se
curity and cost. As a result, MIS is becoming 
more involved in the management and admini
stration of fax and more interested in the im
plementation of computerized, or electronic, 
fax. 

Stephen Gabelnick, group leader of Com
puter Applications at the Chemical Technol
ogy Division of the Argon National Laboratory, 
Argon, Illinois, reports that, with the increased 
use of fax as a communication medium, man
ual fax was becoming a nuisance. · "Since the 
documents existed in a word processing format, 
it made sense to send them electronically," he 
says. "For our purposes, computerized fax is a 

0 

Traditional Standalone Facsimile 

Data Compression/ 
Encoding 

t 
Input Scanner 

r::::l .................... Modem 

L::f""~~~ 
Telephone 

Data Compression/ 
Encod ing 

Fax Board or External Fax Processor 

r:::::l ....... .. .. .. .. .. ..... Modem 

~ 
Telephone 

r- Control ---, 
I Software I 

Scanner Imaging Software 
(External Hardware) I I 

Text Files Scanned Image Files 

Data Decompression/ 
Decoding 

Built-In Thermal or 
Xerographic Printer 

Data Decompression/ 
Decoding 

Control Imaging 
Software-- Device 

I 
Disk Storage 
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WordPerfect 
for the VAX 

The world's best just got better ... 
Introducing WordPerfect 5. 0 for the VAX. 

Now all of the impressive word processing 
features that have made WordPerfect® the world's 
best are available for the VAX. 

The integration of text and graphics lets you 
create professional-looking documents with ease. 
WordPerfect automatically downloads soft fonts and 
lets you import all of the popular graphics formats , 
including scanned images, in a matter of keystrokes. 

And to make sure there are no surprises at the 
printer, the View Document feature lets you view 
a document on-screen as it will appear when printed. 
Even on non-graphic terminals. 

WordPerfect 5. 0 supports over 400 printers, 
including laser and PostScript printers. 

And because the printer isn't always available 
when you are, you can assign a future print time 
for any document. 

The WordPerfect 5. 0 compound file format is not 
only compatible between PC and VAX platforms, 
but can be shared with other WordPerfect users on 
Macintosh, Ultrix, UNIX, OS/2, IBM 370, and Data 
General computers. 

Other high performance features include global 
settings for individuals, groups, and multiple groups, 
giving system managers flexibility. 

For more information about getting the best on 
your system, call us at 801-222-5500 or contact 
your local VAX reseller. 

WordPerfect 
CORPORATION 

1555 N. Technology Way Orem, UT 84057 
Telephone (801) 225-5000 Telex 820618 FAX (801) 222-5577 
CIRCLE 159 ON READER CARD 

WordPerfect is a registered trademark of WordPerfect Corporation within the United States. All other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. 



time- and cost-saving device." 
At Argon's more than one dozen di

visions, office automation is performed 
on a divisional basis. Gabelnick notes that 
a VAX 6000 Model 220 serves as the main 
node on a VAX.cluster for about 280 us
ers in his division. A front-end fax unit 
on the VAX integrates with the division's 
office automation software to provide 
users with a computer-automated fax
delivery system. 

tage of off-peak phone rates. It also pro
vides accounting information for inter
nal departmental charges. 

asynchronous RS-232C serial port. Fax 
transmissions originate from the front
end unit, which, depending upon the 
device can be used to send only, or both 
send and receive fax messages. 

The PC-based fax unit connects via 
a 9 ,600-bps serial link to a communica
tions port on the VAX 6000. Any user 
in the division with an account on the 
VAX.cluster has access to the fax. 

Fax Solutions 

The software lets you send faxs from 
a VAX terminal to another fax machine 
anywhere in the world. It enhances the 
functionality of the front-end fax hard
ware by providing a menu-driven inter
face within the office automation pro
gram, allowing users to queue faxs and 
specify delayed delivery to take advan-

There are a number of ways that VAX 
managers can implement corporate elec
tronic fax. One method is via a fax hard
ware/ software solution, a separate box 
that acts as a front end to the VAX and 
as an independent, shared communica
tions device to users on the network. 
The front-end fax solution interfaces 
to the host CPU, or LAN, via an 

An alternate approach is a software 
solution on the central VAX. Terminal 
users can send faxs from their terminals 
to the fax software that resides on the 
VAX. Electronic fax features are likely to 
include faster transmission, paperless op
eration, better definition, controlled ac
cess, deferred processing, 24-hour access, 
group mailings and cost control. 

Fax software offers varying levels of 
integration to applications such as ALL
IN-1, VMS Mail, Word-11 and other 
word processing and applications soft
ware. The advantage of integrating the 
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Fax Facts 
The recent boom in the fax machine market belies the age of the 
technology. Facsimile, in various forms, has been around for more than 
two decades. 

Early office machines, using analog transmission, a noisy, rotating 
drum, and odorous thermal paper, required six minutes to send a barely 
readable page. Advances in the mid-1970s cut transmission time to 
roughly three minutes per page through the use of then-new digital 
technology, but the equipment was extremely expensive and limited to 
niche markets and major corporations with deep pockets. 

The current fax standard, known as Group III, was developed in 
1980. Exploiting the capabilities of digital transmission and "on-the
fly" data compression techniques, Group Ill machines can send a page 
in 30 to 60 seconds (depending on the content of the page) at resolutions 
of up to 200 x 200 dots per inch (dpi). Advances in digital circuit design 
and manufacture, as well as economies of scale, have lowered the cost 
ofbasic facsimile machines to well under $1,000. Add-in facsimile boards 
for personal computers can be purchased for as little as $400. 

Modern facsimile equipment can be broadly classified into two 
categories. Standalone units are self-contained devices with a scanner, 
printer, modem, and facsimile encoding/decoding electronics. Fax 
processors and fax boards generally contain just the facsimile electronics 
and modem (see Figure). 

Facsimile machines are graphics-based communication devices. A 
page is read by an optical scanner at 200 dpi horizontal resolution and 
at either 100 or 200 lines per inch vertically, depending on the capabilities 
of the unit. The scanning process converts the image into digital form, 
a series of zeros and ones corresponding to dark and light areas on the 
image. (More advanced encoding schemes are used to transmit 
photographic images.) The data is compressed and transmitted by modem 
over the dial-up telephone network, usually at 9,600 baud. On the 
receiving end, the digital signal is expanded and, typically, imaged on 
thermal or xerographic paper. 

Advanced facsimile machines can store the compressed images in 
memory or on magnetic disk. Thus, pages can be scanned and held on 
the originating end for later transmission (to take advantage of lower 
phone rates or to retry transmission to machines that may have been 
busy at the time of the original call). On the receiving end, pages can 
be stored for "gang output" to a laser printer or, for security, printed 
by individuals who have clearances and passwords to view sensitive 
transmissions. 

An add-in fax board or standalone fax processor is a stripped-down 
facsimile device, a fax machine without an optical scanner and output 

imager. However, by using the resources of a host computer, a fax board 
or fax processor easily can exceed the capabilities and quality of a 
standalone unit. These machines replace the optical scahner with software 
that converts ASCII text files, such as those produced by a word 
processor, into graphical form. 

Advanced units can merge the converted ASCII text with previously 
scanned images in various graphic formats, enabling a user to "construct," 
for example, a business letter consisting of a scanned logo, ASCII text 
and a scanned signature. Business letters can be composed, edited and 
transmitted without requiring "real" stationery or letterhead. The local 
laser printer connected to the fax unit can be directed to output a copy 
of the letter for filing. This procedure eliminates the need to generate a 
hardcopy printout of a document solely for the purpose of facsimile 
transmission. 

The document then can be sent to hundreds oflocations merely by 
programming the fax processor's dialer to retransmit the image to a 
supplied list of telephone numbers. Incoming transmissions can be stored, 
routed or output to various devices. 

In addition to convenience, software-driven "scanning" of 
documents to be transmitted and the imaging of documents on laser 
printers result in much higher resolution than that available on standalone 
units, where the built-in optical scanner is the weak link in the quality 
chain. Very few built-in standalone facsimile scanners actually hit the 
200- x 200-dpi specification, even though the thermal or xerographic 
imagers on the devices can hit the mark. 

Even more impressive gains in quality are being achieved by 
manufacturers who are forsaking traditional digitized facsimile images. 
These finns are developing "hyperfax" machines that translate the images 
to be transmitted into the PostScript page-description language. 

ONE FREQUENTLY OVERLOOKED aspect of facsimile transmission 
is its graphical nature. Text transmitted by facsimile is no longer text; 
it's a graphic representation of the ASCII characters. Files containing 
facsimile images can't be manipulated by text-oriented applications. 

In instances in which the textual nature of documents must be 
maintained, electronic mail or text file transfers among computer systems 
are required. 

Even this is changing, however. Optical character recognition 
(OCR) technology is becoming available in advanced facsimile 
processing equipment, as well as software capable of translating the 
textual components of a PostScript-encoded document into an ASCII 
file. -Kevin G. Barkes 
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The sr,stein accoun., ......... ---.. 
product that stacks the 

. in your favor. 
With ARSAP you can do it all. Everything 
from capacity planning to performance 
management to project accounting. 
ARSAP was designed to work with VMS, 
so you don't need to change your operat
ing procedures to put this comprehensive 
system to work for you. And because of its 
exclusive options, ARSAP is the most effi
cient and powerful system accounting 
product available today. 

Manage users and control project costs using 
ARSAP reports. 

Analyze historical data to plan system resources 
required for future growth. 

Disk Management and Global System 
Reporting aid long·term capacity planning. 
With ARSAP, you can generate easy-to
read bar chart capacity reports for any 
accounting statistic available from VMS, 
including CPU time, memory utilization, 
buffered I/O's, direct I/O's, connect time, 
and more. And our disk management 
reports identify amount of space allocated 
to each user and total amount of free 
space remaining. 

Get the details on ARSAP today. 
ARSAP (version 6.0) is the product of 11 
years of system accounting design. No 
other software package is better suited 
to your DEC system or your system 
accounting needs. Only ARSAP offers you 
a complete solution. For more information 
about how ARSAP can meet your needs 
call GEJAC today. 

ARSAP gives you the "evidence" to effectively 
allocate limited hardware among users. 

1-800-43ARSAP 
(1-800-432-7727) • (301) 725-2500 

'%tg~~!}Tg 
Mail the coupon below to GEJAC, INC. 
8643 Cherry Lane, Laurel, MD. 20707 

Selective Image Accounting reduces 
accounting files by as much as 90%. 
Only ARSAP allows you to select and report 

Terminal Reporting tracks usage for 
control and troubleshooting. 
ARSAP's exclusive terminal reporting 
feature lets you track usage and locate 
the physical terminal on which a par
ticular session took place, even when 

r----------------------------------1 
on the specific applications 
you choose, instead 
of the familiar "all or 
nothing" alternative 
offered by other sys
tems. This valuable 
option saves thou
sands of I/O's to 
your system disk and 
reduces the space 
requirements of 
accounting files by 
as much as 90%! 

access comes through virtual terminals, 
Intergraph™ 
workstations or 
DECservers (LATs). 

Use ''.ARSAP Intercept" 
to automatically select 
image data for 
software reporting. 

ARSAP is a registered trademark of GfJAC. Inc. DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. Intergraph is a registered trademark of Intergraph Corp. 
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Title 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 

Telephone 

Send information on: 
0 Chargeback 0 Performance 
O Project Evaluation 

Accounting 0 Capacity 
0 Resource Planning 

Management 0 Software Package 
0 Printer Forms Reporting 

Tracking 0 Other 

I have these VAX/VMS systems: 

#of systems___ Model #'s ___ _ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

_________________________________ J 



Wilco and ViTel present 

FULLY INTEGRATED 
TURNKEY TELEX/FAX TO 

i___ __ VAX SOLUTIONS _ _____, 
Wilco's stand-alone Autofax and Autotelex are dynamic message manage
ment software systems which allow you to receive AND send fax and telex 
directly at your desk-top terminals. If incorporated with ViTel International's 
advanced telecommunications delivery network you receive all the com
ponents necessary to solve your messaging operation needs. Together we pro
vide a host of administrative, management and operational services not found 
anywhere else. You can avoid needless frustration while saving substantial 
time and money. 

Wilco's Autofax and Autotelex are easy to learn and use systems which allow 
for: 

• All-In-One Interface • Address/Directory Facilities 

• Automatic Transmission from • 30/Day Money Back Trial 
Existing Software Period 

• Sending Text and Graphics • 24-hour Maintenance Support 

• Flexible Image Library 

Users can connect to ViTel's value-added network and benefit from: 

• Low Cost Delivery • International Electronic Mail 

• Multi-path Routing • Departmentalized Billing 

• Improved Image Quality • 24-hour Customer Service 

For more information on how we can improve your communications efficiency 
and lower your costs call us today. 
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----- ---

~ Wzlco_~-E=--=-==-===; =--====~ ===-------:=-==~~ _ 
International, Inc. 
New York, New York 
Tel: (212) 269-3970 
London, England 
Tel: (01) 374-4313 

International, Inc. 
Mill Valley, California 
Tel: (415) 332-5134 
Tokyo, Japan 
Tel: (03) 779-3788 

New York..__ __ -L..I.ondonL__ __ .....aToky"'o ___ ....._,Sydne}'..1----C,...,alifornia 
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PC To VAX To Fax 
There's good news for Digital installations 
that support Macs and PCs on a network. 
Via tenninal emulation, microcomputers can 
access minicomputer-based £ax products. 

At Colgate Palmolive Company, New 
York, 400 PCs and 350 Macs access a Biscom 
unit, according to Shelly Borak, associate 
director of Global Business Systems. The 
Macs on an AppleTalk network connect to 
a DECnet network with a Kinetics FastPath 
box (Kinetics is now owned by Novell). 
Mac users send messages to the Biscom box 
via tenninal emulation. In many cases, Borak 
says, users create word processing documents 
ofiline. Pacer Software's PCLink transfers 
the files from the desktop, uploads them to 
the VAX and puts them in VMS Mail. The 
files are faxed from VMS Mail. 

Stephen Gabelnick, group leader of 
Computer Applications at the Chemical 
Technology Division of Argon National 
Laboratory, Argon, Illinois, reports that Mac 
users at Argon access a Biscom unit by 
terminal emulation by going through 
Microsystems Engineering's (MEC) Mass-
11 FaxMail interface. According to MEC, a 
fourth-quarter release of FaxMail will run 
standalone without requiring Mass-11. 

fax software application into existing or 
commonly used word processing or of
fice automation programs is familiarity to 
the user. Fax operation commands are 
integrated into the commonly used ap
plication menu structure. If a vendor 
doesn't offer the desired integration, or
ganizations can write programs to facili
tate ease of use. 

MicroVAX users can reap the bene
fits of electronic fax with products that 
provide fax communications on a board. 
System managers can designate a Mi
croVAX as a fax server, installing multiple 
fax boards in a single machine. 

Some products allow incoming Group 
III facsimile transmissions to be output 
to a printer. Group III facsimile transmis
sions arrive at 200 dots per inch (dpi) and 
therefore must be padded to accommo
date the 300- x 300-dpi image required for 
laser printers. This process is handled in
ternally by the VAX-fax product. 

For example, a VAX-fax front-end 
unit can store incoming fax messages on 
a disk housed in the front-end unit and 
then, on request, output the message to 
a laser printer attached to the front-end 
unit's controller. It's important that in
coming messages be stored so that, if the 
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DIC® PRINTIR ClONIS 
You can purchase with assurance 

from Taneum. On top of nationwide 
factory maintenance, installation sup
port and manufacturer's warranty, we 
seal the deal with a money-back guar
antee! That's what we mean by risk-free! 

AT BIG SAVINGS 
WITH A Rllll·FRll 

Save thousands! Fully compatible 
with DEC's LG01 line printers, Taneum 
printers are available at 450, 600, 800 or 
1200 lines per minute. And the savings are 

PURCHASI PLAN 
dramatically significant. For example, you can buy Taneum's high 
speed 1200 lpm printer at the price of DEC's 600 lpm LG01. And 
for bigger savings yet, Taneum's new TCP 640 at 450 lpm sells for 
under $5000! 

Features you won't get from DEC. You not only save thou
sands of dollars per machine, Taneum gives you all the features of the 
LG01 plus extra no-cost features like business graphics, forms draw
ing, bar code, fast 16.7 cpi compressed printing and other options. 

Rugged Reliability. These aren't just any printers. We modify 
the renowned Mannesmann Tally 600 series print engines for full DEC 
LG01 compatibility. And Taneum printers are backed by the nation
wide Mannesmann Tally factory service organization. (The same team 
that manufactures the DEC printers.) , ....... ~--..... 

And remember, Taneum can fill your printer needs even 
if LG01 compatibility isn't required. We also provide 
Dataproducts, Printronix, Centronics or OMS compatibility. 

Act Now! Here's your opportunity to save thousands of 
dollars and get more features in the bargain. Pick up the 
phone and call us toll free at 800 VAX PRNT. 
800-829-7768 
or (206) 251-0711. 

P.S. LG01 OEM ribbons at great savings. 
For IBM AS/400 systems or 3270 environments, 
the same great savings apply. 

DEC and VAX are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. 

Taneulll Computer Products 
See us at DEXPO West 203 SW 41st Street, Renton, WA 98055. (206) 251-0711. c1RcLE 2s3 oN READER cARD 



NUOO PLUS 
• 4 Mbytes DRAM 
• 8 KBytes Cache 
•Hardware Floating Point 
• Memory Management 

NUOO 
• 2 Mbytes DRAM 
• Memory Management 
• Serial Line Unit 
• Universal Boot ROM 

J-11* POWER FOR OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE 
FITS ALL EXISTING PDP 11/04/24/34s 

NO BACKPLANE CHANGE 

FOR SPECIAL PRICING ON NllOO, CALL OLIVIA AT 
(800) 233-1837 IN CALIFORNIA (714) 261-8811 

See us at COMDEX, Las Vegas, Nov. 13-17, Booth W0934 

NISSHO 
ELECTRONICS 

17320 Red Hill Avenue, Suite 200, Irvine, California 92714 · FAX (714) 261-8819, TIX 181-308 

•UNIBUS and •j · 11 are registered trademarks or DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 
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printer runs out of paper, the messages 
remain intact. 

Innovation 
Baylock contends that more powerful fax 
users will want to get familiar with the 
network services offered by providers 
such as MCI, Telenet and Western Un
ion. "In the near future, the bulk of in
novation will come from the network 
service providers," he says. 

Baylock points out that MCI has de
livered a series of distinct services for fax 
users to experiment with under the MCI 

fax service family. Two services using the 
traditional circuit-switched MCI network 
in conjunction with network intelligence 
are Basic Fax-to-Fax and Toll-Free Fax, 
which uses 800 inbound service. Security 
features, such as ID codes, calling restric
tions, preset destination numbers and cost 
control (i.e., accounting codes and call
detail reports), are provided. 

Western Union offers OfficeAccess 
for VAX, an integrated applications pro
gram that links Digital users with 
EasyLink, the company's worldwide 
electronic messaging service. The soft
ware supports VMS Mail and ALL-IN-1 

users, as well as VAX users who haven't 
implemented a mail program, according 
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to the company. 
Corporate fax systems, according to 

industry participants, consume minimal 
overhead on the VAX, typically less than 
1 percent. Other benefits of electronic 
fax include control of fax use and rec
ord-keeping capability, as well as elimi
nation of the hidden costs of manual fax, 
such as time to print a document, walk 
to the fax and wait during transmission. 

SYSTEM MANAGERS MUST consider the 
needs of their companies before opting 

to purchase fax equipment or fax serv
ice. For example, Argon's Gabelnick dis
covered that his front-end fax unit didn't 
support Greek and scientific symbols, 
which are common in documents that 
come from his division. 

Also consider whether you want to 
transmit text only or require graphics 
support. In the same way that vendors are 
producing printers that support the re
production of complex text and graphi
cal documents, fax vendors are moving 
toward the support of page-description 
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languages such as Adobe's PostScript for 
the transmission of graphics-intensive 
information. 

Further down the road, industry ana
lysts expect the increased use of fax to 
drive the demand for color transmissions 
and faster transmission speeds. For now, 
feature-rich devices and network service 
offerings give the system manager crea
tive latitude in deciding how fax can best 
serve his organization. -Lynn Haber is a 
Boston-based freelance writer specializing in 
computer and communications technology. 

Dotittax 123 emulation for VAX/VMS 
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Let it relax. 
You will too, when you standardize with Mail Call~ the 

E-Mail "front-end" software for ALL-IN-1 ® systems that lets PC 
subscribers work off-line 95 % of the time. So long to sapping 
the power of your VAX. Bye-bye to back-ups and bottle-necks. 
Connect just for pick-up and delivery. Mail Call. At one low fee 
for unlimi

1
ted PC subscribers 6ffl•r'l•W~ TM 

(you don tpay as you grow). '511[&..7= 
"Snail crawl" or Mail Call. ,__.,I '() ==-=;;y 
You choose. Then call -1,£. ~ 
1-800-2-MAIL-22 today for Corporate Software to extend your 
more information. VAX-ALL-IN-I System* 

<:appcomm Software, Inc. • 26 Journal Square, Suite 1003 · Jersey City, NJ 07306 
1-800-2-MAIL-22·lnN)call1-201-795-bOO • 1elex467632 

NOW 100°/o RAF'!compatible 
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Win Up To 1000 
Submit Prize-Winning Paper 

Theme: Software Security 
Deadline: November 30, 1989 

·----VAX 
P rof es sional 

VAX PR OFESSIONAL, the technical journal for VMS systems, wants 
to consider your paper on SOFTWARE SECURITY for publication. 
Describe in a 200- to 500-word outline: 

• Your software security problem 
• The steps you took to solve it 
• The reasons for taking those steps 
• The benefits from your solution 
• A description of the software you wrote to 

implement the solution 

The VAX PROFESSIONAL Review Board will select the top three 
ideas for publication in the April 1990 issue. Its members comprise: 

• an expert in system management and connectivity 
• a manager of software systems programming 
• a DCL expert 
• a senior software engineer 
• a manager of operating systems development 
• the 'computer facility director at an Ivy League university 

Winners will be notified by mail: 
1 ST PRIZE - 81000 
2ND PRIZE- 8750 
3RD PRIZE- 8500 

Submit your outline to: 
Karen Detwiler , Managing Editor 

VAX PROFESSIONAL 
101 Witmer Road 

Horsham, PA 19044 

Include your name, address, company and a daytime phone number. 
To obtain a copy of the VAX PROFESSIONAL author's guidelines 
and programming guidelines, call Karen Detwiler at (215) 957-1500. 
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Only Your System Manager Will Know For 

Sure If Boston Business Computing's VCL And 
EDT+ Are On Your ULTRIX System. 

Is It UNIX Or VMS? 
The scenario: You're a longtime VMS 
user. V AXs proliferate at your site. But' 
DECsystems and DECstations have started 
showing up and cohabiting with your 
VAXs. Now you're faced with using two 
operating systems and two different 
editors. What's more, you need to be 
productive on the UL TRIX machines 
quickly. 

A crash course in ULTRIX will help. 
But another way to flatten the learning 
curve is to use tools such as EDT+, an 
EDT for UL TRIX, and VCL, a command 
language implementing a large subset of 
VAX DCL commands on UL TRIX sys
tems. Both of these are available from 

Andover, Massachusetts-based Boston 
Business Computing Ltd. (BBC). 

We tested EDT+ V4.20 and VCL V2.7.4 
on our DECsystem 3100 running ULTRIX 
V3.0, Rev. 7. 

For installation, you need to create a 
temporary directory to hold the distribu
tion files. Extract the files from the tape 
with the tar utility. An install script puts 
the executables in the correct directories 
and sets up the help library. You're ready 
to go in a few minutes. 

It pays to study the READ.ME files 
supplied with both products. The man
ual is written generically to accommodate 
MS-DOS and general UNIX users. The 
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Specify Sabre™ disk drives
the performance leader 
by many other names. 

Sabre™ Disk Drives 
Many of today's advanced 

computer systems utilize Sabre 
disks drives to maximize system 
performance. Now VAX users can 
too. CAE, CAD, real-time imaging, 
high-resolution graphics and net
work file servers need a special 
kind of disk drive. 

Sabre disk drives feature a 15 
ms average seek, 15% faster than 
a DEC RA90. And two Sabre model 
1123 drives offer 1730 MB of for
matted storage yet fit into the same 
space as one RA90, providing you 
with 40% more capacity in the 
same amount of space. 
Reliability you can count on. 

DEC VAX systems have the 
power to place enormous demands 

See SalJre at DEXPO WEST booth 1650. 

' 

on a disk drive subsystem. But, 
with Sabre's advanced design, 24 
hour-a-day duty cycle and 50,000 
hours-plus MTBF, Sabre is built 
to accept the challenge. 

Thousands of DEC users 
have experienced the benefits of 
Sabre drives-you should too. To 
max the performance of your VAX 
insist on Sabre when adding disk 
storage. You'll get improved per
formance, superior reliability and 
greater capacity ... at a very afford
able price. For the name of the 
Sabre subsystem supplier nearest 
you, call (612) 931-8625 or 
write to: 

lmprimis Technology 
12501 Whitewater Drive 
Minnetonka, MN 55343 
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NOW! 
Computer/Fax 

integration 
for your 

VAX® System 
FAXCOM® automates fax delivery, from your VAX computer system all the way to 

customers' fax machines. 
Unlike PC fax boards, the FAXCOM is a true multi-user system solution. You can 

transmit invoices, purchase orders and other documents from any terminal on your VAX system 
or network, via the FAXCOM controller, to any Group Ill fax machine worldwide. The FAXCOM 
will even store in memory your standard business forms and merge them with data files for 
transmission. 

FAX COM 
• eliminates the time and overhead of 

regular mail 
• tracks documents to destination 

• connects to your VAX without hardware 
modifications 

• improves document quality by eliminat
ing optical scanning 

Get the competitive edge NOW with BISCOM's computer-automated fax delivery 
system - the FAX COM. VAR INQUIRIES INVITED 

8
~·~,.,._,.... BISCOM, Inc. 
f -''-~I f f 85 Rangeway Road, N. Billerica MA 01862 

Tel: (508) 670-5521 FAX: (508) 671-0095 
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MOUSE· TUK. THE BEST CURSOR CONTROL 
IN THE WORLD FOR ONLY Sl 79. 

2" polished phenolic ball. 

Stainless steel ball bearings. 

• Built For Accuracy And Precision Control. 

Your hand rests on a soft wrist pad 
while your fingers operate the trackball, 
eliminating arm and wrist movement. 

/ 
Speed control button. 
Instant change in curser 
velocity. 

• Stationary. Mouse-trak eliminates arm and wrist movement. 
• Engineered For Total Compatibity with DEC and other computers. 
• User Definable Keys. 
• Speed Control. Instant change in cursor velocity. 
• Toggle Mode. Any or all input keys can be 

selected for Toggle or Alternate Action. 
• Complete with cable, instruction manual, 

and a One Year Warranty. 

Order a Mouse·trak risk free for 30 days. 
If not completely satisfied, return it for 
a complete refund! 

To Order or For More Information, Call Toll Free 

1 ·800·533·4822 
Mouse-trak is manufactured in the U.S.A. by ITAC Systems, Inc., Garland, Texas• FAX (214) 494-4159 

Mou!t-1tolt oorogislered1tolemoittolllocS!lle"', lncorporded. Dl( i1 01todemorlofDililolEquipnenlCorpor-
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FROM THE LAB 

HEADOUARTEl\S:. 
3 Dundee Park '' 
Andover, MA Of810 
(508} 470-0444 

FOUNDED: 1983 

PRODUCT UI 
Exe cu dye 

OWRERSIUH: 

READ .ME files contain enhancement 
and update information not found in the 
manuals. 

Using VCL 
Invoking VCL with no command-line 
arguments puts you into the VCL inter
active environment. The familiar DCL $ 

prompt appears, and suddenly things look 
very much like VMS. A-v argument can 
be attached to the VCL command to start 
VCL in verify mode. Also, a command 
file name can be passed as an argument 
to VCL. The command file will be exe
cuted, but you won't enter an interac
tive session. The command file contains 
VCL commands and looks like a DCL 
command file . 

During a VCL session, you can use a 
large subset of DCL-like commands . 
Figure 1 lists DCL commands supported 
by VCL. 

Unsupported commands include DCL 
commands needed for administrative 
functions, interprocess communication, 
layered product use, queue, privilege, re
source and RMS file management, run
time routines and system services. 

The commands supported by VCL, 
however, will prove to be those used 
frequently by most users. Figures 2 and 3 
show the results of using the DIR/SIZE/ 
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For The Latest Concept In Storage Subsystems, 
We Took A Page From The Past. 

Performance Arrays from System Industries offer 
the DEC market a monumental development: 
tiered storage. 

As you can see, we obviously weren't the first 
people in the world to develop a tiered storage 
architecture. However, we are the first to put it to 
work in data storage.With SI's tiered approach, you 
can now get significantly higher performance and 
increased capacity for your VAX or VAXcluster. 

On the top tier you'll place your few very hot 
files like indexes, pointers and page and swap files. 
Here our zero access time solid state disk elimi
nates bottlenecks even when I/O request rates 
reach several hundred per second. 

The middle tier contains more data but still sees 
high demand for interactive and application files. 

DEC, VAX and \i\Xcluster are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. 

Our fast small spindle capacity rotating disk drives 
handle the demanding pace of 100-200 I/Os per 
second by spreading data across more spindles for 
quick access. 

The bottom tier is where the bulk of your data 
ends up. There's lots of it but you don't need it as 
frequently Our 1.728 GB disk drive has capacity to 
spare and easily handles the typical demand of 
30-40 I/Os per device. 

It all stacks up to the best performance/capacity 
ratio in the DEC data storage industry So call us 
at 800-333-2220 and we'll do something monu
mental for you.You can bet your camel on it. 

E SYSTEM INDUSTRIES 

"See us at DEXPO West, Booth 1312" 
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TPUforUNIX 
and DOS. 

Introducing nu/TPU from a/Soft. 

Y nuffPU gives you one bun-

dred powerful TPU subroutines 

for faster and easier UNIX and 

DOS applications development. 

EVE, EDT, and VI interfaces 

are all included plus multiple 

windows, its own program-

ming language, and unlimited 

extensions. You can import your 

customized VAX TPU programs 

to your UNIX or DOS system 

without change. nu/TPU comes 

with one year of free hotline 

support, 30 day money-back 

guarantee, free TPU library 

exchange, our technical bul-

letin board for news, interface 

code samples, and our TPU 

open forum. Call us for more 

technical details. 

(508) 683-4369 

a/Soft Development, Inc. 
1353 Salem Street 
North Andover, MA 01845 

I . 9 0 

d~revlew 

TARGET 
AWARDS 
N 0 M I N E E 

nulTPU is a trademark of alSoft Oewlopment. VAX is a 
trademark of Digital Equipment C0<poration. UNIX is a 
trademark of AT&T. MS.DOS is a trademark of Microsoft. 
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fig11re 1. 

= = @ APPEND ASSIGN CALL CLOSE 
CONTINUE COPY CREATE DEASSIGN DECK DEFINE DELETE 
DIFFERENCES DIRECTORY DISMOUNT DUMP EDIT 
ENDSUBROUTINE EOD EOJ EXECUTE EXIT GOSUB 
GOTO HELP IF INQUIRE LEXICALS LIBRARY LOGOUT 
MERGE MOUNT ON OPEN PHONE PRINT 
PURGE READ RECALL RENAME REPLY RETURN RUN 
SEARCH SET SHOW SORT SPAWN STOP SUBMIT 
SUBROUTINE SUSPEND TEACH TYPE UNIX WAIT WRITE 

SET 

CONTROL DEFAULT HOST MESSAGE ON PASSWORD PROMPT 
PROTECTION TERMINAL VCL VERIFY 

SHOW 

DEFAULT DEVICES LOGICAL NETWORK PROCESS PROTECTION QUEUE 
STATUS SYMBOL SYSTEM TERMINAL TIME TRANSLATION 
USERS VCL VERSION 

DCL commands supported by VCL. 

DA TE and SHOW SYSTEM commands. 
If you need an UL TRIX command in 

the event there's no VCL equivalent, 
running VCL in PASSTHRU mode will 
cause commands not recognized by VCL 
to be sent to the operating system. Issu
ing the ls command, for example, won't 
cause an error message from VCL in 
PASSTHRU mode. You'll get a UNIX
style directory listing. 

VCL creates an environment that 
looks very similar to the familiar VMS/ 
DCL environment. For example, 
UL TRIX directory names are appended 
with .dir as in VMS. You specify file 
names just as you would in VMS; node 
and version information is ignored by 
VCL. The wildcard asterisk (*) and per
cent (%) are supported. Command recall 
for the last 128 commands is available. 
Line-editing functions such as CTRL-A to 
toggle between overwrite and insert 
modes are supported. 

Logical names and symbols are imple
mented. Logical-name definition is sup
ported, with up to 10 levels of iteration. 
However, logical name search lists aren't 
implemented. 

Symbols can be up to 255 characters 
long. Local and global symbols are cre
ated, as in DCL, with combinations of 
quotation marks (") and a colon (:) or 
equal sign (=). Symbols can be abbrevi
ated by separating the basic part of the 
symbol from the optional portion with 
an asterisk (*), as in DCL. Foreign com-

mands can be set up with symbols, as 
well. Parameters can be passed to images 
invoked with foreign commands. Sym
bol substitution is performed with an 
apostrophe ('), quotation marks (") and 
an ampersand (&) as the situation re
qmres. 

Logical, comparative, numeric and 
string operators are supported. Lexical 
functions are included. For example, 
F$P ARSE returns a full file specification. 
F$LENGTH returns the length of a string. 
F$LOCA TE returns the offset of a sub
string within another string. 

VCL's capabilities will allow you to 
write command procedures as you're 
accustomed to writing them in DCL. 
Command files can be given the .COM 
extension and are invoked by placing an 
at sign (@) in front of the command-file 
name. 

Command-file execution can be veri
fied with the SET [NO]ON command. 
Decisions and branching are supported 
with the IF, GOTO and GO SUB com
mands. 

Error messages take on the VMS four
part format. Each message consists of the 
facility where the error occurred, the 
severity of the error, an identification 
abbreviation string and a text description 
of the message. 

VCL's HELP facility looks and acts 
like VMS HELP. In PASSTHRU mode, 
the UNIX man command can be entered 
to access UNIX manual pages. 
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,.. 

... 

$ directory/size/date 

Directory [ sales.ejg) 

.cshrc 

.edtold 

.login 
backup.dir 
backup.zoo 
command. 
commands. 
commands.bak 
dirs.com 
dirsd. 
doc.zoo 
err.out 
flowcon.com 
install.com 
letter.csa 
letter.ljh 
login .com 
makrel.com 
outline.sty 
pop.com 
press.zoo 
push .com 
set. 
show. 
sh sys. 
swap.com 
syslogin.com 
test_ vcl .com 
update.com 

Total of 29 files, 1455743 bytes. 

0 
8 

566 
1024 

555520 
3 

972 
972 

1092 
0 

642176 
3001 
2016 
5849 
1087 
1109 
557 

4626 
0 

1355 
215937 

1911 
514 
376 

2415 
1255 

261 
8173 
2968 

21-NOV-1988 08:24 
12-SEP-1988 10:40 
21-NOV-1988 08:23 
29-MAR-1988 10:52 
23-JUN-198910:43 
12-SEP-1989 10:40 
12-SEP-198910:41 
12-SEP-1989 10:20 
21-NOV-1988 08:29 
12-SEP-1989 10:43 
12-0CT-198815:13 
20-0CT-198814:58 
21-NOV-1988 08:29 
21-NOV-1988 08:29 

1-SEP-1988 15:35 
1-SEP-1988 15:35 

21-NOV-1988 08:32 
21-NOV-1988 08:29 
13-APR-198915:24 
21-NOV-1988 08:29 
28-SEP-1988 10:48 
21 -NOV-1988 08:29 
12-SEP-1989 10:08 
12-SEP-1989 10:09 
12-SEP-1989 10:42 
21-NOV-1988 08:29 
21-NOV-1988 08:29 
21-NOV-1988 08:29 
21-NOV-1988 08:29 

Figure 2: An UL TRIX directory listing as shown by VCL. 

Help can be customized. You can add 
additional text to the supplied help file. 
A utility, MAKEHELP, supplied with the 
package, creates a new help library. 

A problem with VCL help on the 
DECsystem 3100 required that we use the 
MAKEHELP utility to build the initial 
help library. This was easy to do. The 
problem will be corrected in a future 
VCL release. 

EDT+ Exercise 
No one makes a hobby of learning new 
text editors and word processors. If you 
have one you like, you stick with it. 
Unfortunately, you won't find EDT on 
an UL TRIX system. BBC has eliminated 
this problem with EDT+. 

EDT+ looks and feels every bit like 
VAX/VMS EDT. It employs keypad, no
keypad and line-editing modes. The 
keypad layout is equivalent to a VT
series terminal. Journaling and initializa
tion files are supported. 

In addition to standard EDT features, 
EDT+ offers a number of enhancements. 
EXECUTE and SHELL commands allow 
you to leave EDT+ (pemunently or tem
porarily) to execute system commands. 

96 

Insert/Overwrite options are available. A 

SA VE command lets you save your file 
without leaving EDT+. The EDIT com
mand allows you to replace the contents 
of your main buffer with another speci
fied file. 

Differences between DEC EDT and 
EDT+ are small. The SET [NO] TRUN
CATE command isn't implemented, and 
neither are the commands XLA TE, 

,.. 
$ show system 

USER P1D %CPU %MEM sz RSS 
ejg 607 49.0 5.7 288 179 
ejg 606 27.0 1.5 120 41 
mjg 605 3.9 0.5 9 7 
ejg 582 2.8 6.0 276 188 
root 508 1.8 1.4 73 37 
mjg 476 1.3 2.1 130 59 
root 76 0.3 4.2 207 132 
root 62 0.2 0.3 5 3 
root 475 0.1 1.4 73 37 
root 65 0.0 0.6 32 12 
ejg 509 0.0 1.6 119 44 
root 71 0.0 2.2 96 64 
root 1 0.0 8.1 283 260 
root 75 0.0 8.3 361 264 
root 0 0.0 0.2 0 0 
root 100 0.0 3.2 122 97 
root 102 0.0 2.3 86 68 
root 2 0.0 0.7 2016 0 
root 101 0.0 2.9 152 86 
daemon 46 0.0 2.0 78 58 .... 

Figure 3: VCL's show system display. 

DUPC, DL WC, SET TERMINAL and 
SHOW TERMINAL. Keypad definitions 
are terminated by either a period (.) or 
by the end of the definition. Decimal or 
Original line qualifiers aren't allowed in 
line mode. 

Maximum file size can be up to half 
of available disk space, or 16,777,214 lines. 
EDT+ can use 80 buffers. 

EDT+ help works like VAX EDT help. 
Pressing the PF2 key displays the EDT 
keypad on your terminal. Pressing any 
key except the space bar displays help 
about that key. 

DOCUMENTATION IS CLEAR and under
standable. Differences between BBC's and 
DEC's products are pointed out. VCL 
documentation does a good job of tell
ing you what you can and can't do with 
the subset of DCL it implements. 

EDT+ and VCL are also available for 
MS-DOS-based microcomputers. If you 
have a mixed shop of VMS, UNIX/UL
TRIX and MS-DOS machines, EDT+ and 
VCL can help unify your environment 
and lend it consistency. 

EDT+ and VCL may not be accepted 
well by hard-core UL TRIX purists -
that's not the audience targeted by BBC's 
offerings. However, if you're a VMS loy
alist, or · if VMS commands are the ones 

you know best, and you now have to 
contend with the ULTRIX universe, 
EDT+ and VCL may be what you need 
to get over the learning hurdle. • 

...., 

n STAT TIME COMMAND 
p2 R 0:00 ps aux 
p2 s 0:00 /bin/csh -c ps aux 
pO s 0:00 sleep 10 
p2 s 0:02 vcl 
p2 s 0:04 rlogind 
pO s 0:09 -csh (csh) 
? s 0:03 /etc/rwhod 
? s 0:06 /etc/update 

pO s 0:01 rlogind 
? s 0:01 /etc/cron 

p2 I 0:01 -csh (csh) 
? I 0:00 /etd/inetd 
? I 0:00 in it 
? I 0:00 /usr/lib/sendmail - bd -qlh - om 
? D 0:01 swapper 
? I 0:00 /usr/lib/lpd 

co I 0.00 - e console (getty) 
? D 0:00 pagedaemon 
? I 0:00 /etc/elcsd 
? I 0:00 /etc/sys log 

....ij 
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With bWem 1032, now 
itS ~to get a grip on 25 billion 

long-distance ciill-rninutes. 
How does the US Sprint network 

modeling group keep track of some 25 
billion call-minutes a year? Quite sim
ply, in split seconds with System 1032 
from CompuServe Data Technologies. 

Using System 1032 4GL/RDBMS VAX 
software, the US Sprint network model
ing group created an extensive network 
modeling system that increased the 

speed and efficiency of its 
work in forecasting and plan

ning for the growth ofUS Sprint's 
vast fiber-optic communications 

network. 
Think Big. "The total breadth of 

the data that System 1032 can handle 
on our network performance is of a 
staggering magnitude," said Michael 
Kovich, manager of database design. 

Network performance data alone 
amounts to more than 1.5 million bytes 
a day, 365 days a year. 

Think Fast. "What's important to us 
is that this mass of data be assessed and 
made available every morning like 
clockwork. So the software system's 
efficiency, reliability and quality help us 
meet our goals and objectives using the 
most up-to-date information." 

Ease of use in the VAX environment 
and its host language interface are addi
tional pluses for System 1032. 

According to Kovich, "System 1032 
was far easier for us to learn and also 
much quicker in what we wanted it to 
do. The first time we used it, we were 
building datasets within 30 minutes." 

Think System 1032. If you have a 
large, sophisticated RDBMS application 
you need to get a grip on, do what US 
Sprint did: call on System 1032 from 
CompuServe Data Technologies . 

C.OmP-uServe 
Data Technologies 

1000 Massachusetts Avenue 
Cambridge, MA 02138 

Think Big. Think Fast. 
Think System 1032. 

1-800-USE-1032 Ext.500 
8-6 p.m. EST 
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Disappointed With Your Tape Drive Performance? 

Touch Technologies' Dynamic Tape Accelerator Reduces 
Time Spent On Tape Operations. 

Speeding Your Drive 

Figure 1: DTA's monitor provides real-time data and graphic 

displays on tape use and device speed. 

Claims and reality often clash when you 
talk about device performance. For ex
ample, you might buy a tape drive based 
on its rated speed only to be disappointed 
when BACKUP takes much longer than 
you expected. 

To provide relief for slow tape drives, 
San Diego-based Touch Technologies 
offers Dynamic Tape Accelerator (DTA). 

DT A controls the flow of data to the 
tape device. Large amounts of data are 
cached and released to the tape drive at 
a constant rate. When data is scarce and 

slow to move to the tape drive, DT A 
maintains the steady data-flow rate by 
adding data from the cache to the data 
being sent. Touch Technologies claims 
that DT A lets tape drives run at their full 
rated speed, whether they' re streaming or 
start/ stop units. 

We tested V2.0p on a MicroVAX II 
running VMS VS .1-1. DTA was tested on 
a System Industries nine-track tape drive 
(a Storage Technology non-caching 
1,600/6,250 bpi drive) and Micro Tech
nology Exabyte drives. DT A supports 
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Now you have the power to automate your VAX resource 
management tasks with the Quantum system management tools. 

Your VAX systems need effective manage
ment to maintain efficiency and perform
ance. Quantum system management tools 
are what you need for time-saving, cost
effective control of your VAX systems. 

QUANTUM RS for VAX Resource 
Accounting and Chargeback 
With Quantum RS, you'll have an easy
to-learn and easy-to-use means to track 
and charge costly computer resources 
on multiple levels. Quantum RS accounts 
for usage by node, username, account, 
project, tasks, terminal, image, queues, 
workstations, disk device, and user
defined entities. Quantum RS allows 
users to switch projects or charge 
numbers without logging out. 

QUANTUM PT for VAX Dynamic 
System Tuning 
Improve VAX response time with 
Quantum PT, the dynamic system tuner 
that will get the most throughput from 
your memory or CPU constrained sys
tem. With an adjustable control program, 
you're able to tailor the tuner to your site 
specific needs. Real-time displays and 
statistical reporting allow you to validate 
that your system resources are being 
used efficiently. 

QUANTUM PM for VAX 
Performance Monitoring and 
Capacity Planning 
Improve your system's efficiency with 
Quantum PM. Capable of collecting and 
reporting on configuration, CPU, I/O, and 

BRAIN REE 
~ho. 

memory statistics, Quantum PM is a 
powerful tool for demonstrating system 
usage patterns, troubleshooting and 
capacity planning. Flexible data collections 
~an run for multiple nodes from a central 
control point. 

All Quantum system management 
tools are menu-driven, and off er scripting 
capabilities, data displays, user-defined 
reports and presentation quality graphics. 
Find out why there are over 2, 000 users 
worldwide using Quantum system man
agement software products! 

To qualify for a FREE trial, call us 
TOLL-FREE at 1-800-232-5215. In 
Massachusetts or outside the U. S. A. , 
call 617-982-0200. When it comes to 
managing your VAX systems, we're 
sure to make a powerful impression. 

600 Cordwainer Drive, Norwell, MA 02061-1619 TEL (617) 982-0200 FAX (617) 982-8076 
Computer Information Systems, Inc. (CIS) is the development corporation of the Quantum software product line. VAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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VS ORT 
AND 

VS ELECT 
The fastest way to sort and 
extract records on a VAX. 

If you spend too much time sorting with the V AXNMS sort utility, 
spend less - up to 75% less -with VSORT from Evans Griffiths 
& Hart, Inc. Compare the following elapsed and CPU times for 
VSORT (V03.07) and the VAXNMS (V4.2) sort utility running on 
a VAX 11/780. 

VSORTVERSUSVAX/VMSSORT 

Time (minutes) 

VS ORT 

VAXNMSsort 

VS ORT 
VAXNMSsort 

VSORT 
VAXNMSsort 

0 5 10 15 20 25 

1,000,000 16-byte records 

I 
··-··- 500,000 32-byte records 

125.000128-byte records I I 
ELAPSED TIME • CPU TIME 

VSELECT, the fast sequential record extractor. 
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VSELECT is also fast and efficient. Running stand-alone on a 
VAX 111780, VSELECT often exceeds scan rates of 1,000 blocks 
per second. It can select and reformat records from an indexed 
file much faster than the VAXNMS CONVERT utility can unload 
the same file - often three or four times faster. 
For RSTS/E, use FSORT3 and SELECT. 
If you run RSTS/E on the PDP-11, we invite you to join the hun
dreds of users and OEMs who, for the past ten years, have relied 
on FSORT3 and SELECT for the fastest possible record processing. 

Other software products for VAX/VMS and RSTSIE 
•ROSS/Va RSTS/E operating system simulator under VAXNMS. 
• KDSS a multi-terminal key-to-disk data entry system. 

• TAM an efficient screen formatter for transaction 
processing applications. 

• DIALUP a data communications package that 
links V AXNMS and RSTS/E systems to 
remote computers. 

• BSCIDV a device driver for DEC's DVll. 

For more information, call 
( 617)861-0670 or write: 
Evans Griffiths & Hart, Inc. 
55 Waltham Street 
Lexington, MA 02173 
TWX: 710-326-0103 
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DEC, VAX, VMS, RSTS and PDP are trademarks of 
Digital Equipment Corporation. 

Dyna,mic lape 
Accelerator 

P~TfOtlMS: VM/VMSsystem.s . . VMS 
V4.0 or 1a'ter 

PRICE: Primary licenses range from $1.,995 for 
~croV~ and -workstatio~ tQ $~,2~5 for 
cluster. Support ls available at.an additional cost 

TOUCH TECHNOLOGIES INC. 

HEADQUARTERS: 
9990 Mesa Rim Rd., Ste. 220 
San Diego? CA 92121 
{800) 525 ... 2527 

PRODUCT LINE: Software1~~rfonnance tools 

FOUNDED: 19s2 

OWNERSHIP: Private 

TKSOs, TK70s and T A90s. Optical disks, if 
configured as tape devices, also can be 
accelerated with DT A. 

Let's Accelerate 
Installation is simple. The distribution is 
BACKed UP to a directory of your 
choice. A startup command file is in
cluded to set up logical names and sym
bols. 

DTA doesn't accelerate devices imme
diately after installation. You control 
DT A's behavior using one of three com
mand files. 
1. PRE ACCEL.COM doesn't accelerate 
a device but allows you to use DTA's 
MONITOR.COM to view statistics relat
ing to tape speed and use. We used 
MONITOR.COM to measure DTA's per
formance during the tests we conducted. 
2. ACCEL.COM starts the DTA driver. 
You invoke ACCEL.COM for each of 
your tape devices. All tape operations for 
each accelerated tape device will be af
fected. You can use DTA's MONITOR to 
measure the results. 
3. DEACCELL.COM decelerates a tape 
device. All operations return to normal 
speed as with PRE_ACCELL.COM. 
DEACCELL.COM disables the MONI
TOR facility. 

You can view your tape drives' activ-
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Thinking Laptop PC's? 

• 
lll 

We all know the laptop PC can be complex. The 
PC is a computer which requires alot of training and 
support. Its moving parts may increase the likelihood 
of failure. The programs that run on 
PC's must be licensed, 
updated and distributed. 
Controlling information 
on each PC can be an 
intricate task. 

The Colleague laptop 
terminal, an alternative to 
the laptop PC, offers a 
simple solution to host 
access. We can all use a 
little less complexity. 

The Colleague is an 
inexpensive, light weight, full 
screen terminal that is easy to 
carry and a 15 hour battery 
means the charger can stay home. 
The modem included with every 
terminal comes with MNP which 
means a reliable, error free connection 
even over cellular telephones. The 20 
Auto-connect channels with phone numbers and 
log-ons allows a friendly host connection to be 
established by simply plugging in the phone line and 
turning on the Colleague. 

• 
ain. 

The Colleague Plus adds word processing, capture 
and send routines, and nonvolatile file storage. This 
means it can capture on-line information, edit a file at 

any time, or send a file back to a host. 
Think about the Colleague alternative. 

Support is simplified with a minimal 
training program, fewer questions from 
the field, and an excellent reliability 

record. Program updates and 
changes in information can 
be quickly and efficieptly 
implemented at the host 
without distributing disks to 

the field. Most of all, we can 
concentrate on our profession 

and make the computer 

Increase 
productivity, not 

complexity. 
Random's evaluation program 

even makes it easy to try a Colleague. 

Call 1-800-553-6773 

Random® 
CORPORATION 
581 Northland Blvd• Cincinnati , Ohio 45240 

513-825-0880 

CIRCLE 135 ON READER CARD 
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ity with DTA's MONITOR feature. A 
sample screen is displayed in Figure 1. 
You must specify the device you want 
to monitor. The device to monitor must 

be PREACCELerated or ACCELerated for 
the monitor to work. 

We ran tests using a nine-track tape 
drive at densities of 1,600 and 6,250 bpi 
and on our 8mm Exabyte drives. A 
MicroVAX II was the host processor. No 
batch jobs or interactive users were on 
the system. The BACKUP qualifiers used 

' You control OTA 's behavior 
using one of three 
command files. 

in Trials 2 and 3 of each test were those 
suggested by Touch Technologies in the 
DTA manual. The results are shown in 
Figure 2. 

Our experience with DT A provided 
better results when used with nine-track 
drives than with Exabyte 8mm drives. 
We ran DT A on systems that were quiet. 
Your results may vary depending on your 
equipment, workload and when you run 
BACKUP. 

THE DOCUMENTATION INCLUDES a 

brief overview of DT A concepts. A chap
ter is devoted to recommendations for 
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Micro Technology Inc. 
5065 E. Hunter Ave. 
Anaheim, GA 92807 
(714) 970-0300 
CIRCLE 492 ON READER CARD 

Storage Technology Corp. 
2270 S. 88th St. 
Louisville, CO 80028 
(303) 673-5151 
CIRCLE 468 ON READER CARO 

System Industries Inc. 
560 Cottonwood Dr. 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
(408) 432-1212 
CIRCLE 521 OH READER CARD 

using various BACKUP qualifiers, such 
as /[NO]CRC, /GROUP _SIZE and 
/BLOCK_SIZE with DTA to optimize 
performance. Tables are included to 

specify densities and tape lengths for spe
cial devices such as the 8mm Exabyte car
tridges. A summary of popular tape de
vices and their maximum rated data 

transfer rates is included to let you meas
ure DTA's performance against claims 
made by the drive manufacturer. 

Figure2. 

Special Backup 
Qualifiers 

NONE 

/NOC RC 

/NOCRC 
/BLOCK= 16384 

Special Backup 
Qualifiers 

NONE 

/NOC RC 

/NOC RC 
/BLOCK= 16384 

Special Backup 
Qualifiers 

NONE 

/NOC RC 

/NOC RC 
/BLOCK=40960 
/GROUP=O 

DT A is easy to install and use. If you 

do a lot of tape work, it would pay to 
get an evaluation copy of DT A, test it 
and see the improvements you can 
achieve at your site. • 

Nine-Track Tape at 1,600 bpi 

Avg. KB/sec. State 
as Reported by ( Preaccelerated, 
MONITOR.COM Accelerated) 

50 Preaccelerated I 
46 Accelerated 

59 Preaccelerated 
64 Accelerated 

63 Preaccelerated 
68 Accelerated 

Nine-Track Tape at 6,250 bpi 

Avg. KB/sec. State 
as Reported by (Preaccelerated, 
MONITOR.COM Accelerated) 

51 Preaccelerated 
46 Accelerated 

104 Preaccelerated 
123 Accelerated 

105 Preaccelerated 
135 Accelerated 

Exabyte 8mm Cartridge Tape 

Avg. KB/sec. State 
as Reported by (Preaccelerated, 
MONITOR.COM Accelerated) 

24 Preaccelerated 
30 Accelerated 

87 Preaccelerated 
85 Accelerated 

82 Preaccelerated 
82 Accelerated I 

• .. 

BACKUP results obtained without/with tapes being accelerated and with various combinations 
of BACKUP qualifiers. The figures were gleaned from DTA's MONITOR.COM real-time reporting 
facility. 
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It's not an illusion. Perceptics Corporation, the 
leader in VAX/VMS optical storage subsystems, 
has the solution to your data storage needs. The 
Perceptics LaserSystem and LaserStar subsystems 
offer true magnetic disk emulation, and can give 
you hundreds of gigabytes of on-line storage from 
one subsystem. 

The reality is that no one in the industry can 
give you a more proven product with these 
features and this much storage capacity. 
Perceptics has over 500 optical subsystems in use 
worldwide and is a leader in optical disk jukebox 
subsystems. The Perceptics subsystems allow the 
optical storage device to be used as a "plug and 
play" peripheral. 

LaserSystem is a complete, integrated, ready-to
use optical disk subsystem, including write-once 
read-many (WORM) optical disk drive, SCSI host 
adapter and industry standard LaserWare optical 
disk software. Media, installation, and on-site 
maintenance seivices are also available. 

LaserSystem stores up to 2.4 gigabytes of data on 
a removable cartridge and features true magnetic 
disk drive emulation, so existing software and 

applications require no modification to access the 
massive storage capacity of optical disks. 

LaserStar extends the emulation features of 
LaserSystem to the optical disk jukebox, allowing 
on-line access of up to 338 gigabytes of data, 
using the same VAX/VMS transparent file system 
as LaserSystem. 

Applications include: 

· CAD/CAM Storage and Retrieval 
· Records Management 
· Medical Imaging 
· Seismological Data Storage 
· Large On-Line Database 
· Satellite Image Storage 

peR[gptics 
725 Pellissippi Parkway 

Knoxville, TN 37922 
615/ 966-9200 

FAX 615/ 966-9330 

LaserStar, LaserSystem and LaserWare are trademarks of Perceptics Corporation . 
VAX . VMS and MicroVAX are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 

CIRCLE 175 ON READER CARD See us at DEXPO West Booth #2913 



Meet the #l Software 
for a Growing Family 
The more you rely on the expanding 
family of VAX™ computers, the 
more you need the SAS® System
the leading data analysis and 
graphics software in the VAX 
market. No other software has the 
power and flexibility to handle al,l 
your data management, analysis, 
and presentation needs. Across the 
entire range of VAX systems. 

The SAS System brings 
you more choices for data entry, 
retrieval~ and management .. . 
report writing and graphics .. . 
statistical and mathematical 
analysis (including quality 
control) ... business planning, 
forecasting, and decision 
support ... operations research 
and project management ... and 
applications development. All 
fully integrated. All backed by 
VMS-specific technical support, 
training, and documentation. 

digltal review 

TARGET 
AWARDS 
NOMINEE 

And now we've extended 
the family with specialized tools 
for evaluating VAX computer 
performance, as well as interfaces 
to popular data bases such as 
ORACLE® and Rdb~ No wonder 
experts call the SAS System 
'' ... perhaps the most sophisticated 
and versatile family of products on 
the market?'* 

Yours for 30 days ... FREE 

Find out why the SAS System is 
the software you won't outgrow. 
Ask for our free 12-page executive 
summary and details about a free 

Canada, call ( 416) 443-9811. 

30-day software evaluation. Ca~ll 
us today at (919) 467-8000. In 

*Digital Review. Reprint available. 

The SAS System runs on the entire family of VAX 
minicomputers and workstations under VMS. 
Mainframes, personal computers, and UNIX-based 
workstations from other vendors are also supported. 

SAS is a .registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc. 
VAX, VMS, and VAX RdbNMS are trademarks of Digital 
Equipment Corp., and ORACLE is a registered trademark 
of Oracle Corp. 

Copyright © 1989 by SAS Institute Inc. 
Printed in the USA. 

The SAS® System. 
More Choices 
for More Applications 
than Any Other Software. 

!Alf 
SAS Institute Inc. 
SAS Circle 0 Box 8000 
Cary, NC 27 512-8000 
Phone(919)46i8000 

® Fax (919) 469-3737 
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Printing 
Across· Multivendor 

Environments 
The Xerox 4045 

Laser CP Model 150 
Is Ideal For 

Multivendor Setups. -
If your company is trying to standardize 
on one type oflaser printer but can't find 
on~ compatible with its PCs, VAXs, 
Hewlett-Packard systems and IBM main
frames, consider the Xerox 4045 Laser CP 
Model 150 laser printer, from Xerox 
Corporation of Stamford, Connecticut. 

The 4045 comes standard with Cen
tronics parallel, RS-232C and Datapro
ducts 2260 serial interfaces and can be 
configured to work with DEC and HP 
hosts, as well as IBM PCs and compatibles. 
The 4045 supports ASCII, ISO, EBCDIC 
and IBM PC coding schemes. Interface 
hardware is available from Xerox that lets 
your model 150 operate in an IBM Sys
tem 34/36/38 environment or in an IBM 

3270/SNA configuration. Part of the 
interface controller's function is emula
tion of the IBM printer standard for the 

NOVEMBER 1989 

applicable environment. The Xerox 
The standard version of the 4045 sup- 4045 printer 

ports two emulation modes: Xerox 2700 can be configured 
and Diablo 630. The 2700 is a laser for a variety 
printer. The 630 is a daisywheel-type of hosts. 
impact printer. A subset of the Diablo's 
Extended Character Set/ All Purpose In-
terface (ECS/ API) configuration is sup-
ported. However, not all of the 630 func-
tions are supported - a result of the dif-
ference between mechanical and elec-
tronic printing methods. 

The Laser 4045 is configured by means 
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of a removable configuration cartridge 
composed of four switch banks labeled 
A through D, each containing eight 
switches. The switches let you set up the 
printer for parallel or serial operation and 
set the emulation mode, baud rate, data 
flow control, the default printer font and 
other control options so that the 4045 
works with your host system. 

The 4045 uses an Intel 
80186 microprocessor. 

Three suggested default settings are 
provided in the documentation set for 
the printer: parallel Centronics, parallel 
Dataproducts and serial asynchronous. 
The RS-232C serial port on the Laser CP 
is configured as data terminal equipment 
(DTE). This means that because your host 
port probably is set up the same way, 
you'll need a null-modem cable, i.e., one 
in which pins 2 and 3 and optionally pins 
6 and 20 are crossed. Alternatively, you 
can use a straight-through cable and a 
modem eliminator adapter, available at 
most computer and electronics stores. 

Specifications 
The 4045 is billed as a compact printer. 
It's 19.5 x 40.5 inches, including the op
tional receiving tray. This compares with 
20.8 x 25 inches for a DEC LN03A and 
18 x 32.1 inches for an HP LaserJet se
ries II. Additional space is needed around 
the printer to provide adequate ventila
tion. 

The 4045 prints at a speed of 10 pages 
per minute. It's rated for use at 15,000 
pages per month. Graphics can be printed 
with a resolution of 300 dpi. 

The 4045 uses an Intel 80186 micro
processor. It comes standard with 1 MB 
of RAM and is expandable to 2 MB for 
use with desktop publishing packages 
such as Xerox Desktop Publishing Series 
from Ventura Publisher. 

The Laser CP can use fonts from four 
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Figure. 

ON 
--+ 

MPU-3.2.0./1.1 IOTC-5.1 Hl-1.0 DI 1 DI 1 
HEX # CC FE 98 25 Lii 2 CJ 2 

Serial 
Async 

CJ 3 
CJ 4 

CJ 3 
A C DI 4 

Baud Rate: 9,600 
Protocol: XON/XOFF 
Parity: None 

1 =Lii = ON 
0 =CJ = OFF 

Lii 5 DI 5 
DI 6 CJ 6 

8 Bit Data 

630 Emulation 
10 Char/In 

ASCII 
U.S. English 
Status Sheet 
Chime 
Rotate Fonts 

446,528 Font Bytes Avai lable 
970,831 System Bytes Available 

Fonts: 
Resident: Rev. 

Titan10iso-P 8 
XCP14iso-L 4 

Cartridge: Rev. 
1 DE-Elite12a·L 2 
1 DE-Elite12v-L 2 
1 DE-Courier1 3.6a-P 2 
1 DE-Courier1 3.6v-P 2 
1 DE-Courier1 Ot-P 2 
1 DE-Courier1 OH 2 
1 DE-Elite12t-P 2 
1 DE-Elite12t-L 2 
1 DE-Courier13.6t-L 2 

CJ 7 CJ 7 
CJ 8 CJ 8 

DI 1 CJ 1 
DI 2 CJ 2 
Lii 3 DI 3 
Lii 4 B D CJ 4 
DI 5 CJ 5 
DI 6 DI 6 
DI 7 CJ 7 
CJ 8 DI 8 

The Xerox 4045 configuration sheet is a useful installation tool. 

sources. There are two resident internal 
fonts: TitanlOiso-P for portrait orienta
tion and XCP14iso-l for landscape print
ing. Font cartridges are available with 
several fonts to a cartridge. You also can 
download fonts from tape or disk from 
your host system. 

Also available are "personality" car
tridges to emulate the HP LaserJet Plus/ 
500 Plus and the Epson FX80/100 dot
matrix printer. Raster-to-graphics con
version is possible using the X-Graph 
cartridge, which enables acceptance of 
vector commands from applications such 
as SAS Institute's SAS/Graph and Auto
desk's AutoCAD. 

Information about the printer's opera-

tion can be found on the 4045's control 
panel. There are indicators for conditions 
such as Add Paper, Add Dry Imager 
(toner) and Clear Paper Path. There are 
switches for Reset, Offline and Last Page. 
One difference from other printers is that 
the LED next to the Offline switch lights 
when the printer is offline, not online. 
A two-digit display provides status codes 
that can help diagnose possible printing 
problems. 

Installation 
We installed the 4045 on the Lab's Mi
croVAX II via our Datability Software 
Systems Vista terminal server. It was a 
serial hookup using the null-modem 
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Only DILOG offers such a wide 
variety of comm solutions. 

Ethernet? The DCS-1000 server 
lets you connect 8 to 128 terminals. 
It's like having up to 16 DECserver 
200 systems in one compact enclo
sure, at a fraction of the cost. 

T-1 subsystems? The CQ2010 
uses one slot in your Q-Bus 
system to connect up to 128 DHU 
or 64 DHV terminals. Besides 
reducing the number of controllers 
from 8 to l , it lowers costs by 
using existing twisted-pair wiring, 
instead of expensive cables. 

Direct connect line cards? 
DILOG single-board controllers 
let you connect up to 16 lines to 
VAX, PDP-11, LSl-11, MicroPDP-11 
and MicroVAX systems. 

If you want your DEC system 
talking, talk to DILOG today. 

~llnm~ 
DISTRIBUTED LOGIC CORPORATION 

1-800-DILOG32 
(Outside CA) 

Corporate Headquarters 
1555 S. Sinclair Street 
Anaheim, CA 92806 
(714) 937-5700 

U.S. Sales Offices: Anaheim, CA (714) 937-5700. Santa Clara, CA (408) 986-0224. San Diego, CA (619) 458-0542. Indianapolis, IN (317) 841-3751. 
Cleveland, OH (216) 292-3475. Pittsburgh, PA (412) 531-5622. So. Plainfield, NJ (201) 757-2211. Red Bank, NJ (201) 530-0044. Nashua, NH (603) 595-0453. 
Washington, DC (703) 742-8285. In Canada call: (416) 677-5410. DEC, DECserver, Q-Bus, DHU, DHY, VAX, PDP-11, LSI-11, MicroPDP-11 and MicroVAX 
are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. Ethernet is a registered trademark of Xerox Corporation. 

See us at DEXPO West Booth #1420 CIRCLE 311 ON READER CARD 
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cable. We used the default serial setup 

using 630 emulation mode. We changed 
the default settings from 7 bit/ even 
parity to 8 bit/no parity to work with 
the Vista. 

To remove the configuration car
tridge and any font cartridges you may 
have installed, take the printer offiine. 
After the switch settings on the configu-

The copier won't function 
simultaneously with the 
printer in operation ... 

ration cartridge are changed, power the 
printer off and on or perform a soft re
set for the new settings to take effect. A 
soft reset is performed by holding down 
the Reset button on the front panel 
while simultaneously pressing the Oflline 
button. The printer then will print a 
Configuration Sheet showing the current 
printing parameters and highlighting the 
current default font in bold characters. 

If an optional font cartridge is in
stalled, you'll see a list of all fonts in that 
cartridge. If one of these fonts is selected 
as the default, it will be highlighted. A 
diagram of the settings of the four 
switchbanks is included on the Configu
ration Sheet (see Figure). A Sheet is 
printed at each powerup or soft reset of 
the 4045. 

In Diablo 630 mode, the Model 150 
receives printer-control and format com
mands from the software package used. 

Your software must contain a 630-com
patible print driver or at least a generic 

driver to function properly with the La
ser CP. You may have to experiment 
with the settings on the configuration 
cartridge to get the results you want. 

Performance 
We tested the printer on many docu
ments of various formats and length. 
They printed as expected, based on the 
configuration choices we made. To avoid 
jamming, it's important that you fan the 
paper and load it with the curl side up. 
The Xerox 4045 prints on plain, pre
drilled and letterhead paper, preprinted 
forms, labels, transparencies and xero
graphic envelopes. 

The 4045 has four cartridge slots next 
to the configuration cartridge slot avail
able for font cartridges. Setting switch B:7 
on the configuration cartridge on, you 
tell the printer to use the first font in the 
font cartridge you've installed in the first 
slot to the right of the configuration car
tridge as the default font. Setting switches 

B:7 and B:8 on will select the first font 
in the second slot to the right as the de
fault font. There's no pi:ovision for se
lecting fonts from cartridges in the third 
and fourth cartridge slots as the defaults. 

We tried installing Xerox's DEC LN03 
Technical Fonts cartridge in the first font 
slot and setting the configuration car
tridge to use its first font as the default. 
The change took effect and our docu
ment printed without a hitch. 

CONSIDERING THAT THE 4045 is from 
Xerox, it isn't surprising that the tested 
model came with the copier option. 
There's a standard automatic-feed cop-

Dataproducts Corp. 
P.O.Box746 

lotelCorp. 
3065 Bowers Ave. 
$anta Clara, CA 95051 
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Tor"!~e. CA~ 
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.8) 987;. 
W4680. CMG 

SAS Institute Inc. 
SAS Cir., Box 8000 
Ga , NG2751~ 
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ier on top of the printer that copies origi
nals from 3 x 5 inches to 8 1/2 x 14 inches. 
The copier won't function simultane
ously with the printer in operation (in
dicated by PLEASE WAIT on the control 
panel). You must wait for the READY 

light, which appears after printing stops. 
We tested this option and it worked 
smoothly, producing quality copies. 

You can purchase an optional feeder/ 
stacker from Xerox that allows you to 
print up to 750 sheets before reloading. 
Other options include additional font 
memory and IBM interface hardware. 

Documentation consists of two 8 1/2-
x 5 1/2-inch ring binders and user and 
reference manuals. The user manual in
cludes basic setup and installation, an 
operating guide, font descriptions and 
sample documents. The reference man
ual provides a detailed explanation of op
eration, special installation situations and 
even a short technical tutorial. Both vol
umes are clear, complete and well-organ
ized. 

The Xerox 4045 Laser CP is worth 
considering for your laser printer of 
choice, especially if you're in a multiven
dor environment. • 
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OpcnWare is a tr~demark of CMC. NFS is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, 
Incorporated. VMS, VAX , and MicroVAX are trademarks of Digital Equipment 
Corporation. UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T. © 1989 CMC. 

Give your NFS users transparent 
access to unlimited VMS resources 
without consµmin~ your VAX. 

Unlike other NFSNMS products, 
CM C's OpenWare for VAX and MicroVAX_TM 
systems combines feature-rich TCP/IP 
software and high-speed intelligent 
Ethernet controllers. TCP/IP protocols 
are off-loaded from the VAX, leaving it 
free to process other user applications. 

CMC's NFS for VMS is set up and 
managed like any ·other native VMS 
application while offering the full range 
of NFS services: automatic file conver
sions, support for disk quotas and user 
privileges, performance-tunable caching, 
system- and user-level security and full 
PC-NFS services. All easily installed using 
Digital's standard VMSINSTAL. And your 
CMC VAXNMS hardware products can 
be installed, supported and maintained 
by Digital Equipment Corporation. 

The OpenWare family of products 
offers a full range of local area network 
solutions. It p rovides a common set of 
user services such as file sharing, elec
tronic mail and terminal emulation for 
DOS, UNIX<? and now VMS. And, 
perhaps most important,· OpenWare 
comes with CMC's outstanding service 
and support. 

Open up your VAX. With OpenWare 
from CMC. 

1-800-CMC-802 3 
CIRCLE 225 ON READER CARD 
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Communication Solutions From Rockwell 
125 Cremona Drive, Sama Barbara, CA 93117 
PHONE: 805/968-4262 1-800-CMC-8023 
FAX: 805/968-6478 TELEX: 240876 
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Welcom Software Technology's Open Plan Is An Efficient And 
Easy-To-Use Software Package That Helps Meet The Needs Of 

Projects And Project Managers Of All Types. 

WELCOM PLANNING 

The bar chart is one method Open Plan uses to display reports. 

Projects come in many shapes and sizes, 
but all projects have one need in com
mon: the properly timed execution of 
the many individual activities that make 
up the project. Open Plan, from W el
com Software Technology of Houston, 
helps meet the needs of projects and 
project managers of all types. 

Open Plan is a menu-driven high-end 
project-management software system for 
the VAX. It uses Recital Corporation's 
Recital database for its data dictionary. 
For a Lab review of Recital, see the April 

We ran Open Plan on LABDOG::, the 
Lab's MicroVAX II. Our distribution 
contained Recital and Open Plan. All 
files are restored from tape using 
BACKUP . A command procedure 
OPLAN.COM is used to define the 
Recital and Open Plan environments 
when Open Plan is started. Logical 
names contained in OPLAN.COM must 
be modified if you install the software in 
directories other than the default direc
tories included in the distribution. You 
also must modify OPLAN.COM if you 
need to use non-local printers. 
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Want to 
expand your 
VAX3100 

memory without 
scrapping your 
original board? 

Plug 
into 

Dataram. 

To expand your VAX 3100 memory, you often have to do two things: spend a lot of money 
and scrap your original memory board. 

Then there's the Dataram solution. One we think you'll like more. 

Dataram lets you choose from four different memories: 8MB, 12MB, 16MB, and the unique 24MB 
version. Using your original DEC memory board , you can build to the configuration of your choice. 

What's more, you'll find that Dataram generally offers the lowest priced memory available. 

Providing great memory values and protecting your original investment are just two of the 
reasons why Dataram should be your memory company. 

A Complete Line of 100°/o DEC-Compatible Memory Products. 
For over 22 years , Dataram has developed the highest quality memory products in the industry. 

Today, we offer a full line of memory for DEC's VAX, MicroVAX/VAXstation II, 2000, 3XOO, 3100, 
DECstation, DECsystem, UNIBUS, and Q-Bus. 

And when you buy from Dataram, you enjoy the reassurance of our Lifetime Guarantee 
and Express Spares Program. 

I 

1

DATARAM 

See us at 
Booth #633 

QE~fQ89 
For today's best memory values, call toll-free . 

1-800-822-0071 
(In NJ. call 1-609-799-0071) 

DEC, VAX, M icroVAX, DECstation. VAXstation . UNIBUS. and Q -BUS are trademarks of Digi tal Equipm ent Corporation. 
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The installation creates directories for 
user work areas and for project databases. 
Each user must have an individual work 
directory created for him. A personal 
copy of OPLAN.COM allows you to tai
lor each user's environment. Installed this 
way, users share project databases, but 
each user has his own work area. You 
can set up personal project database ar
eas, as well. 

Pay attention to the user account quo
tas recommended to run Recital and 
Open Plan. Set them to at least the mini
mum recommended amounts. All quota 
settings are clearly documented. 

Starting A Project 
When Open Plan is first started, the 
Open Plan main menu is displayed. The 
first step in creating a new project with 
Open Plan is to create an entry for the 
project in the project directory. This is 
done by first selecting Data Entry from 
the main menu. Selections are made us
ing the numeric keypad. From the Data 
Entry menu, then select Activity Details 
(see Figure 1). 

Open Plan responds by prompting 
you for the name of a project. Typing 
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Figure 1: Data Entry menu selected from main menu. 

an asterisk (*) as the first character returns 
you to the Data Entry menu. Typing a 
question mark (?) displays a list of proj
ects from which you may select. 

Two projects, ADMDEMO and 
PDMDEMO, are supplied with Open 
Plan. ADMDEMO uses the arrow dia
gramming method (ADM) for represent
ing logical relationships among project 
activities, while PDMDEMO uses the 
precedence diagramming method (PDM). 

Projects using ADM representation 
define activities as arcs (or arrows) be
tween events (or nodes). Each activity in 
a project is identified by a beginning I 

node signaling the start of the activity, 
and an ending J node signaling the activ
ity's completion. 

Projects using PDM representation 
represent the activities themselves as 
nodes and the relationships between 
them as arcs. This method resembles clas
sic flowcharting or algorithm formation. 

If you enter a new project name, 
Open Plan tells you there's no entry in 
the project directory and asks if you want 
to create one. Entries in the project di
rectory must contain the project name, 
whether the project is ADM or PDM and 
if the project uses micro scheduling for 
scheduling a project in time units shorter 
than one day. 

Optional project directory informa
tion includes a description of the proj-

ect, time now, original project start and 
project target finish dates. When enter
ing a date, bear in mind that Open Plan's 
default input date format requires day I 
month/year: November 1, 1989, for ex
ample, is entered as 01/11/89. 

Three two-letter codes - NL (not 
later than), NE (not earlier than) and ON 

(equal to) - can be used as options for 
specifying how Open Plan interprets the 
project target finish date. 

The project directory also lets you 
specify a calendar file to schedule valid 
working days, a resource availability file 
that contains all resources available for the 
project, and code 1 and 2 files for sorting 
or subtotaling. 

Activity Information 
After a project directory entry has been 
created, you can enter information for 
each activity that makes up the project. 
This information is entered in an activ
ity-maintenance screen. Activities are 
usually entered in the initial setup of a 
project but may be added as the project 
proceeds. 

Each activity in a project has a unique 
ID for establishing its logical relationship 
to other activities. For PDM projects, the 
ID may contain six alphanumeric char
acters. 

For ADM projects, the activity is iden
tified using two six-character fields called 
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THE ONLY VAXBI Bus BACKUP 
DEVICE You CAN BUY 

t's sort of ironic that 
so many big, powerful 
VAX systems have to 
get by with little, slow 

cartridges or reel-to-reel drives for 
disk backup. 

Wouldn't it be great if somebody 
offered a high-capacity cartridge 
drive with a direct, high-performance 
attachment to the VAXBI Bus? 

Now, somebody does. Presenting 
MegaTape's GT-88/6 8mm cartridge 
subsystem. A breakthrough that lets 
high-end VAX users enjoy the enor
mous capacity of 8mm without bus 
adapters or other bottlenecks. The 
result is far greater capacity and con
venience than 9-track streamers-at 
a fraction of the cost. 

Each GT-88 cartridge stores up to 
2 gigabytes of data, costs around $10, 
and fits easily into your shirt pocket. 
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Exabyte-compatible data formatting 
lets you interchange cartridges with 
virtually any other 8mm subsystem. 

MegaTape's proprietary MBI-102 
controller is completely TMSCP
compatible, and lets your system zip 
through backup chores using your 
standard VMS or Ultrix backup utilities. 

NOW: 8MM ON VAXBI BUS. 
ANOTHER MEGATAPE EXCLUSIVE! 

The GT-88/6 subsystem for the 
VAXBI Bus offers something else that's 
crucially important, too: support 
capability built on nearly a decade of 
advancing the. state of the backup art. 

So if you (f like your VAX back
ups to really fly, there's only one 
place to catch the Bus: MegaTape. 

PS. We also offer the industry's 
"best buy" QBUS and Unibus sub
systems, too! 
VAX, VAXBI, QBUS, Unibus, VMS and Ultrix are trademarks of Digital 
Equipment Corp. 
© 1989 MegaTape Corporation. 

MEGATAPECORPORATION 
1041 Hamilton Road 
Duarte, CA 91010-0317 
(818) 357-9921 • Telex: 510 600 7131 
Telefax: (818) 357-2369 

~~egaTape 
TuE GREAT LEAP Fcl<WARD IN BPLKUP 

See us at DEXPO West Booth #2840 
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Figure 2: Open Plan's activity-maintenance screen with Show Fields selected. 

the I node and J node. This is in accor
dance with standard project-planning 
terminology. The I node represents the 
event that marks the beginning of an ac
tivity, while the J node represents the 
event that marks the end of the activity. 
The I and J nodes are entered at the bot
tom of the activity-maintenance screen. 

Information contained within an ac
tivity record includes an activity descrip
tion of 30 characters, transits (for ADM 

networks) to indicate a time lag among 

activities, budgeted cost for the activity, 
and targeted start and finish dates with 
the NL, NE and ON options. These fac
tors are required to calculate the critical 
path of a project and to perform time 
analyses. 

Function Keys 
Open Plan provides a set of commands 
that are initiated from single keystrokes 
called function keys. The function keys 
are the keypad keys 0 through 9. Func
tion-key commands are displayed at the 
bottom of the screen when viewing ac
tivity information. 

Function-key commands include [1] 

Help, [4] Chain, [5] Show Fields and [7] 

Progress. Figure 2 is the activity-mainte
nance screen with Show Fields selected. 

Help screens are available at any time 
for both ADM and PDM projects. The 
chain command lets you go to the rec-
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ord for any successor and predecessor of 
an activity. Show Fields displays addi
tional fields for the current activity 
shown in the activity-maintenance 
screen. Progress allows you to review or 
update the progress screen for the activ
ity. 

The command words shown above 
the function-key commands on the 
screen can be accessed by typing the first 
letter of the word. For example, typing 
F (Forwards) displays the record of the 
next activity in the file. Typing R (Re
name) lets you change an activity's ID. 

After you've entered information 
about an activity, you can return at any 
time to update or change any item of 
activity information. Typing U (Update) 
allows you to update the activity infor
mation currently displayed on the screen. 

Time Analysis And Reporting 
After progress and activity information 
has been entered, a time analysis can be 
performed. Open Plan calculates early 
and late start dates, early and late finish 
dates, and free and total float time. With 
this information and information in aux
iliary data files such as calendars and holi
days, Open Plan can perform a time 
analysis to produce a "best forecast" for 
an activity. 

Current status information such as 
changing costs, critical path fluctuations 

and delivery delays can be entered to 
"progress" a project. Current progress 
information can be entered using Open 
Plan's project-progress menu. This infor
mation enables Open Plan to create a 
revised time analysis of a project. 
Open Plan contains a set of built-in stan
dard reports, many of which provide 
user-defined sorting and selection crite
ria. Also provided is Open Plan's Report 
Writer, a command-driven report-writ
ing language that allows flexibility in 
creating customized reports. 

Open Plan lets you produce reports 
on the screen, to a printer or plotter, or 
to disk. Compatible plotters and printers 
include the HP7 440A Colorpro 8-pen 
plotter and the LA210 printer. The screen 
on page 110 is an example of a bar chart 
produced by Open Plan. Critical and 
planned paths of the project are illustrated 
by activity number. 

TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION provided 
with Open Plan consists of a user's guide 
and a reference guide. The first half of 
the user's guide walks you through Open 
Plan's menus and provides a tour using 
the demonstration projects ADMDEMO 

and PDMDEMO. The second half dis
cusses creating a resource-availability file, 
project cost control, producing hard

copies project logic drawings and system 
management. 

The reference guide describes in de
tail Open Plan data structures, resource 
scheduling and aggregation, issues in 
micro scheduling and Open Plan's Re
port Writer. It also explains the Report 
Writer commands and functions, how to 
produce graphic reports, and standard file 
structures. 

Welcom's Open Plan project-man
agement system is an efficient and easy
to-use software package that should make 
project management more manageable. 
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The New Wyse WY-185. 
ItSwhat~ wanted from DEC. 

Our new WY-185 is fully compatible borderless screen results from an 85 Hz The new Wyse WY-185. It has the 
with DEC's VT320. But it also gives refresh rate and overscanning (vs. only features, performance and price you've 
you everything that you wanted in 60 Hz and no overscanning). Our 15 always wanted from DEC. And have 
the VT320-and didn't get. function keys can be programmed from always got from Wyse. Instead. For 

For example, we give you a the keyboard. Theirs can't be. And complete specifications, please call. 
15 x 12 ~~~racter cell for full VT320 our keyboard has the comfortable touch 1800-GET-WYSE 
compatib1hty. But Wyse also has a Wyse 1s known for. 
second mode, a 10 x 20 cell, which Of course you also get advanced (1-800-438-9973) 
they don't. Amazingly, that gives the design and ergonomics-plus a lower 
WY-185 from Wyse better resolution price. In short, all the things that 
and better soft font compatibility with have made Wyse both the leader in WYS E 
DEC's VT220 than their own VT320. DEC compatibles and the number one 

More examples? Our flicker-free, independent terminal maker. 

WYSE is a registered trademark and WY-185 is a trademark of Wyse Technology. DEC, VT220, and VT320 are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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DIGITAL 
WATCH DEC's Mainframe Power Play 
Evan Birkhead Digital has in-

vested a great 
deal in Aquar
ms, its VAX 

9000 mainframe project. Facing financial 
turmoil and decreasing profits, Digital is 

hoping the VAX 9000 will be its power 
play, an exclamation point to punctuate 
a year that featured an overhaul and re
direction of its entire line of processors. 

In January, the low end was resur
rected with the introduction of RISC 
workstations and PCs. In July, the 
midrange was reconstructed with the 
VAX 6000 series and new RISC/UL TRIX 
server/processors. Despite the relative 
success of these product lines, the com
pany stopped just short of layoffs in mid
September and offered employees incen
tives to leave the company while others 
shifted departments. The fat-trimming 
policies will affect about 30 percent of the 
employees by 1992. 

This month, the high-end VAX 9000 
series is scheduled to debut in customer 
sites in its single-processor configuration. 
The machine eventually will expand to 
four processors in single and dual cabi
nets. Do you remember DECtop? Then 
welcome to the Big Top. The VAX 9000 
is a gigantic, powerful, top-of-the-line 
system. Each processor will have the 
power of 30 VAX 11/780s. The product 
is based on a new internal 500 MHz cross
point switch architecture. It will cluster 
with existing VAXs and generate I/O 
throughput speeds that rival IBM's. It 
gives Digital a fighting chance with cus
tomers who need 3090 processing power. 
And this time, Digital's financial future 
is on the line. 

The OLTP Big Top 
The VAX 9000's Big Top arena is the 
red-hot, glamorous world of OL TP, the 
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The VAX 9000 is a gigantic, powerful, 
top-of-the-line system. 

camivallike cross-industry application in 
which DEC is a strong contender behind 
IBM and Tandem Computers. In prepa
ration for the VAX 9000's entrance, DEC 
spent much of the summer making im
provements to DECtp and associated 
application-development systems, and in 
a controversial move it bundled run-time 
Rdb with VMS. Rdb is the proprietary 
database that's pivotal to DEC's OLTP ap
plications. 

Digital reports that DECtp, its exten
sive patchwork ofV AX transaction proc
essing solutions, has generated $1.5 billion 
ofbusiness. Its OLTP business as a whole 
has increased at a 50 percent rate each 
year over the past few years. In other 
words, the VAX 9000 is joining a team 

Mainframe 

Minicomputer/Server 

Low-End Multiuser 

Workstation 

Microcomputer 

that's already scoring. 
There's also a huge market for main

frame applications beyond OLTP, as Digi
tal will attest. The 9000 series will come 
in configurations for scientific and com
mercial markets. Clustered VAX 6000s al
ready have solved many companies' 

high-end processing problems, and Digi
tal will be careful to prevent the 6000 
from stepping on the 9000's toes. The 
6000 series badly beat the supposedly 
higher-end - and now defunct - VAX 

8000 series in price/performance bench
marks. 

However, the premise of Digital's 
mainframe solution involves incremental 
corporate growth. The VAX 9000, for 
example, will become. an integral part of 

VAX 9000 Series 

VAX 6000 Series 
DECsystem 5800 (UL TRIX only) 

MicroVAX 3000 Series 
DECsystem 3100, 5400 (UL TRIX only) 

VAXstation 3000 Series 
DECstation 3000 Series and 2100 (ULTRIX only) 

DECstation 286 and 386 

From high to low end, customers now can select from these processing units. 
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NowdBASE users 
have someplace to grow. 

When PC users need more power, now they can have it. Recital TM is 
the first RDBMS and 4GL for VAX systems that's totally upward-

~ compatiblewithAshton-Tate'sdBASE. ™ It'salsocompatible with 
Clipper TM and FoxBASE. TM So you can move applications and asso
ciated data directly from PC to VAXNMS. TM Maintain and modify 
your applications using the same familiar syntax and commands. 

No retraining and no reprogramming. Recital runs on UNIX systems, too. 
You give yourself a whole new growth path. Solve your connectivity problems. Inte

grate your information processing. Protect your software investment. In short, you 
achieve all the benefits of a LAN solution, without the limitations. 

And Recital includes tools like a report writer, screen painter, transparent access to 
RMS files, an integral data dictionary, popup calendars, calculators, pick lists, note pads 
and much more. All on a Vf-type terminal! All without any additional programming or 
modifications to existing dBASE applications! 

Try our 30-day license. Our special 30-day license gives you the full Recital system 
to use for an entire month. It's so compatible you 11 
have it running in an hour. The rest of the month, it ::e~ 
just grows on you. To order your 30-day license, contact • 
Recital Corporation, 85 Constitution Lane, Danvers, 
MA 01923. Telephone (508) 750-1066. c 0 R p 0 R A T I 0 N 

The first dBASE-compatible 
RDBMS forVAX. 

VAX and VMS are trademarks ofDigital Equipment Corporation: FoxBASE is a trademark of Fox Software: Clipper is a trademark of Nantucket Corporation: dBASE is a trademark of Ashton-Tate: 
Recital is a trademark ofRecital Corporation. Copyright 1989 Recital Corporation. All rights reserved. All trademarks are the properties of their respective companies. 
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Interview: Inside The VAX 9000 
The VAX 9000 series, introduced on October 24th, isn't a mainframe in the classic sense. 
Its architecture is that of a giant VAX with mainframe-caliber throughput, rather than a 
DECsystem 10 or IBM 3090 mainframe. This high-powered VAX was made possible by 
breakthroughs in several areas, most notably innovations in semiconductor packaging and 
an extensive upgrade to the VAX instruction set. This radical design concept is scalable 
down to CMOS-based V AXs and eventually will trickle down to establish a fundamentally 
new VAX family platform for the 1990s. 

Several weeks prior to the public announcement, DEC PROFESSIONAL interviewed 
Digital's Vice President of High-Performance Systems Robert M. Glorioso. This session 
provided technical information on the VAX 9000's internals and specifications. 

The Box 
Stressing that a mainframe isn't just mips, Glorioso categorizes the VAX 9000 in the 
mainframe class, because it meets the complex criteria of high performance and high 
throughput, coupled with extensive availability and system management capability. The 
air-cooled computer also has a redundant intelligent power system and sophisticated 
diagnostics. "We haven't done a lot of direct comparisons," explains Glorioso, "but [the 
performance] is a little ahead of the 3090." 

Initially, there are five configurations of the VAX 9000 series: 
Model 210 -This will be the first configuration available. The 210 is a single CPU with 
a System Control Unit (SCU) board. Digital benchmarked the CPU at a geometric mean 
of 30 times the processing power of a VAX 11/780. The SCU is an innovative high-speed 
crossbar switch used in lieu of a system bus that connects processor-to-processor and 
processor-to-memory and I/Oat 500 MB/seconds per port. 

The SCU provides a more than sufficient bandwidth for most transaction processing 
applications. Each 210 uniprocessor is capable of achieving 70 transactions per second in 
a standard debit/ credit benchmark. 

Glorioso projected the price of a base system "in the ballpark of $1 million." The 
Model 210 is expected to be a temporary solution, soon to be upgradable to the more 
elegant Model 400 series. But the same pi;ocessor is the fundamental unit of both the 210 
and 400s. 
Model 410 -This more expensive single-processor version will become the base VAX 
9000 model in the near future. The cabinet is one-foot taller than that of the 210 to 
acconunodate a redundant power system and a cooling unit for an additional processor. 
When one power supply fails, the other is fully equipped to carry a complete load. 
Model 420 - This uses the same cabinet as the 410 but adds an additional processor that 
runs in parallel via the SCU, and an additional power system and cooling unit. 
Models 430 and 440 - These are the three- and four-processor configurations of the 
VAX 9000, which add another system cabinet with space for two processors and associated 
peripherals - essentially two Model 420s. 

The Chips 
The small system box and routine air-cooling mechanism were made possible by the 
invention of a new semiconductor manufacturing and packaging technology that allows 
30 times greater density of chip intelligence on a circuit board. While reducing the 
propagation delays between integrated circuits and the circuit board, the technology 
dissipates enough heat to alleviate the need for an expensive cooling system. Digital claims 
to have invested $1.5 billion of its R&D capital on this project alone. 

The interconnection of chips is accomplished with a device called the High-Density 
Signal Carrier (HDSC), which can carry up to 72 dense semiconductor devices on a .five
by five-inch unit. The insulating layers of the HDSCs are a polyimide and the conducting 
layers are copper. The HDSCs are mounted on Multi-Chip Units (MCUs) that connect 

Continued on page 120. 

an overall clustering expansion strategy. 

Many customers will be prepped with a 

site map that has a VAX 9000 at the hub 

and VAX 6000 systems that are clustered 

as add-ons. 

"Almost all of the 6000s we sell will 

be clustered," acknowledges Bob Glori

oso, Digital's vice president of high-per

formance systems. In an ideal scenario, 

Glorioso envisions clustered 6000s and 

9000s at each headquarters supplemented 

by Micro V AXs and other smaller systems 

at branch offices. 

Growing with these incremental con

figurations can be as robust as adding IBM 

mainframes to IBM mainframes, but more 

cost-effective, Glorioso suggests. In fact, 

many of Digital's largest customers are 

buying VAX 6000s to expand their 3090 
installations. 

Strengths And Supports 
Dual operating systems are part of the 

VAX 9000's strength. The mainframe will 
run VMS as well as UL TRIX. But vis-a

vis IBM, Digital cites the system's supe

riority in networking, clustering and 

price/throughput performance. Digital 

has a strong customer base in non-OL TP 

applications in the Fortune 1000, govern

ment, academic and scientific/ engineer

ing sites. When these sites eventually find 

the need for OL TP applications or OL TP

style environments, they logically will 
expand their VAX.clusters. 

Digital has learned a great deal about 
mainframes since the days of the 
DECsystem 10 and 20 dinosaurs. Industry 
old-timers will see few similarities in 
architecture or strategy. This time 
around, Digital is backing its machine 

with high-performance peripherals and 
software. 

Superclusters, for example, improve 

upon CI-based clusters by doubling the 

number of VAX processing nodes that can 

be supported and by exponentially in

creasing the clustering 110 bandwidth. In 

addition, Superclusters link CI-clustered 

nodes over wide distances. 

A more powerful series of RA-series 
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disk drives optimized for the VAX 9000 

and potent new RISC-based HSC control

lers are also part of the VAX 9000 support. 

Digital's vector-processor boards, 

previously anticipated for the VAX 6000 

announcement and now in a holding 

pattern until next spring, will play a sig

nificant role. VAX FORTRAN 6.0, with 

a vectorizing compiler, should be ready 

at the same time. Even 3090s often are 

configured with an optional Vector 

Facility (VF) that enables them to run 

supercomputing software programs. 

If Digital wanted to grow up to be just like IBM, 
this is as close as it has ever come. 

An accompanying water-cooled sys

tem was deemed too costly by the VAX 

9000 development team, particularly af

ter the initial air-cooled systems per

formed so efficiently. Ironically, the more 

Continued from page 118. 

dramatic - and wetter-sounding -

code name Aquarius stuck to the proj

ect, while the co-project name Aridus 

was dropped. 

However, Digital is expected to in-

the processor to the HDSCs. The MCUs are mounted on 25- x 25-inch planar modules, 
each of which can maintain mainframe-equivalent throughputs. 

"New" Instruction Set 
To establish the performance boost for a true generation leap, Digital's engineers isolated 
the core VAX instruction set, including 80 percent of the most used opcodes and optimized 
it to the VAX 9000 gate structure. The conversion didn't involve reducing - or RISCing 
- the instruction set but more accurately hardwiring it into a single-cycle instruction set. 
The resulting data paths are heavily pipelined. The other 20 percent of complex 
instructions execute with microcode as always, while the single-cycle instruc-tions can 
execute in parallel. 

"We've also added 63 vector instructions," claims Glorioso, explaining that the four 
scalar processors of the 9000 series eventually will be upgradable with vector boards. 

The XCD 
The XCD is a new high-speed dual-directional channel that connects the CI directly to 
the XMI, quadrupling the throughput performance of Digital XMI controllers. The VAX 
9000·systems are fully participating members of V AXclusters, and DEC is marketing the 
machines as upgradable via clustering 6000s and 9000s. Multiple CI buses can be connected 
to the machine via multiple star couplers. 

Faster throughput will be aided by disk striping, a technology introduced with the new 
series of RA drives at the 9000 announcement. 

The VAX 9000 can incorporate four XMI nodes and up to 14 V AXBI buses (which have 
been enhanced with a new Ethernet adapter). Each XMI represents one complete 1/0 

subsystem. 

THE VAX 9000 research started with a team of four in 1983 and eventually became "one of 
the longer projects" in Digital history, according to Glorioso. The project didn't expand 
to include large numbers of engineers and planners until last year, when an internal position 
paper began circulating at Digital. The paper was aptly titled "Mainframe of Mind." 

The new technologies it delineated - particularly the VAX instruction set and the chip 
set- were a significant change in the mind sets of DEC employees. But the best thing about 
the mainframe of mind is the part that didn't change: It's still a VAX. 

troduce an accompanying UL TRIX-only 

server system based on the Mips Com

puter Systems R6000 chip set that will 

pack the power of 50 to 65 VAX 11/780s. 

WITH THE DEMISE of the v AX 8000 se

ries, a case can be made that the Digital 

product line is as sleek as it ever has been. 

Anp the numbering scheme almost 

makes sense (see Figure). 

The three rings of the Big Top are the 

low-end, midrange and high-end systems 

that were re-established in 1989 and now 

are poised for the 1990s. The high-end 

VAX 9000 series holds the key to snar

ing IBM's OLTP market share. 

If Digital wanted to grow up to be 

just like IBM, this is as close as it has ever 

come. The company offers the same 

range of computer products, peripherals 

and software, plus extensive service and 
support. And in the mainframe world, 
the Digital name is delivered at a far 
lower cost than IBM's: VAX 9000-series 

prices will start below $1 million. • 
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When your computer automated plant is already operating 2 4 hours a day, it's not easy 

to find ways to boost productivity. That's why Dupont's Maitland, Ontario plant went 

first class-1st-CLASS Expert 

Systems that is. The result: 

productivity increased by more 

than $3 00,000 the first year. 

To get these savings, Dupont 

needed to deploy the expertise 

of their experienced chemical 

engineers into an easy-to-use 

VAX-based expert system. 

The solution was 1st-CLASS 

FUSION;" a powerful expert 

system with a number of 

unexpected features. A unique visual rule tree. Easy linkage to other programs, including 

1-2-3 ® and DBase.® And a spreadsheet-like interface. 

Prices begin at $1495 for 1st-

CLASS FUSIONr" for DOS or OS / 2 

and at $5500 for the DEC VAX.® 

1st-CLASS HT™ is only $2495. Each 

comes with free deployment of your 

applications. 

Isn't it time you went 1st-

CLASS? 
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See why INFOWORLD rated 1st-CIASS Expert Systems 
the best expert system shell tested. Call 1-800-872-8812 today 
for your $20 tutorial diskette. Or order now, and get a 
60-day mone~back guarantee. 

NAME _________________ ~ 

TITLE __________________ _ 

COMPANY _______________ ~ 

ADDRESS ________________ ~ 

CITY _________ STATE ___ ZIP __ _ 

TELEPHONE _______________ _ 

l~CLASS 
Expert Systems, Inc. DP/D/1119 

526 Boston Post Road 150 E, Wayland, MA 01778 (508) 358-7722 



WORKSTATIONS Workstations For OLTP 
David w. Bynon Occasionally, a 

company will 
ask me to apply 
new technology 

to an old application. The firm will claim 
that money is no object; it just wants a 
better way to get the job done. What the 
company really wants, however, is a 
better-quality job for less cost. 

A customer came to me recently for 
ideas on how to improve data entry 
speed and accuracy for a government 
survey contract. I created an exact du
plicate of the multi page survey form us
ing DECwindows User Interface Lan
guage (UIL). Each page was represented 
in a large window. 

The government survey form con
tained many fields, such as yes/no check 
boxes, multiple choice and fill in the 
blanks. I duplicated each of them with 
standard UIL widgets, i.e., pushbuttons, 
radio controls and text. UIL made the task 
easy, because the standard widgets were 
easy to describe . I used C to link the 
DECwindows entry screen with an Rdb 
database. 

Using DECwindows for data entry, 
the data entry operator can move easily 
from field to field with the mouse, ar
row keys or tab key. Tranferring infor
mation from the survey form to the 
computer is fast and easy, because the 
layout of the form being processed is 
duplicated on the screen. There's no 
confusion between the form being en
tered and the entry form on the screen. 
Furthermore, for entry items such as 
check boxes, it's much easier for the 
operator to point and click at a box than 
to maneuver the cursor to the correct 
field and enter an X. 

Beyond Data Entry 
This exercise with DECwindows and my 
VAX.station has implications beyond ha-
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sic data entry. Could workstation tech
nology, using off-the-shelf software tools 
such as UIL, CDA, ACMS, DBMS, Rdb 
and CDD Plus, be used for Online Trans
action Processing (OL TP)? Without a 
doubt, yes. 

A workstation is probably the best 
user interface/ transaction processing tool 
available. Consider the possibilities in 
industries such as automobile insurance 
or credit banking, where stored images 
of pictures, letters or checks play a 
major role. With a workstation, you can 
view these scanned and stored images 
before completing a transaction - such 
as cutting a claim check or reinstating an 
overdue account. 

I'm not suggesting that workstations 
replace the standard character-cell termi
nal in high-volume OLTP applications 
such as an airline reservation system. But 
the workstation can support components 
of a transaction system that requires in
formation to make decisions. 

The workstation can provide much 
more than just a productive user inter
face. Today's workstations, such as the 
DECstation 3100, have enough raw proc
essing power to both service the user 
interface needs and get information to 
and from the host database machines. 

In a network client/server environ
ment, a workstation removes the user 
interface burden from the host system. In 
an OLTP application, the entry/query 
software shouldn't run on the host sys
tem and be displayed on the workstation. 
This would defeat a major benefit of us
ing the workstation. The complete user 
front end should run on the workstation, 
then send data and requests to the data
base server and receive information back 
from the database server. 

With this scheme of using worksta
tions for OLTP, you must consider

1
how 

transactions will get to the database ma
chines for processing. This shouldn't 

present ~ problem. DECnet and ACMS are 
adequately suited to the task. Although 
ACMS is written for use with DECforms 
and TDMS, agents can be developed to 
interface with other forms systems such 
as FMS. Developing an agent for 
DECwindows shouldn't be a problem. 

VAXcluster SCS 
Another way to transfer critical data is to 
use VAX.cluster System Communication 
Services (SCS). SCS provides the most 
important function of clustering: unified 
interprocessor communication. SCS facili
tates communications among all cluster 
members. In essence, it's a message for
matter for the various cluster compo
nents. 

Cluster communication is facilitated 
through the CI port driver (PAD RIVER) 
or the NI port driver (PEDRIVER). Infor
mation transmitted over the cluster me
dium comes from system applications, or 
SYSAPs. For example, the disk class 
driver (DUDRIVER), the tape class driver 
(TUDRIVER), the MSCP Server and the 
Connection Manager are SYSAPs. 

SYSAPs communicate with one an
other. In other words, the MSCP SYSAP 
on one node communicates with the 
MSCP SYSAPs on other nodes. The 
SYSAP communication messages are 
formatted by System Communication 
Services and are .passed along to the 
respective port driver. 

A little-publicized fact is that user
written SYSAPs can use System Commu
nication Services to pass information. To 
do so, simply write a driver to send and 
receive message packets (records) to and 
from your applications. 

Workstation OLTP might not be here 
now, but its arrival is inevitable. You can 

bank on it. • 
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A matched set 
of solutions. Our new line of 
MicroVAX 3500/3600 controllers 
is precision-tuned to bo0st your sys-
tem's performance. Every detail has been quality
engineered. For example, special extractor handles are 
FCC compliant, while providing optimum cable man
agement and full compatibility with BA 213 cabinetry. 

Each controller has a high-performance, micro
processor engine that can push the speed barriers of 
MicroVAX technology. The full set is backed by the best 
support team in the industry, and you can choose the 
best tool for your needs: 

QD24 Disk Controller ... supports up to four ESDI 
drives with transfer rates up to 15MHz. Full MSCP im
plementation. Standard and custom drive geometry 
configurations and on-board diagnostics allow simul
taneous multiple drive formatting and verifying. 

Visit us at booth #1300 

DEXPO West 89 
Disneyland Hotel 

Anaheim, CA 
Nov. 7-9 1989 

QD34 Disk Controller 
••• supports up to four SMD-E disk 

drives of any capacity, with transfer rates 
up to 3 .OMB/sec. Full MSCP functionality and 

our standard on-board diagnostics. 
QT14 Tape Coupler ... for Pertee-interfaced tape 
transports. Choose TMSCP or TSV05 emulation. Stan
dard or adaptive transfers. 
QS09 Async Multiplexer ... emulates 
16 full modem-controlled lines of 
DHVI I emulation in one slot. Standard 
and non-standard baud rates and other 
parameters are programmable. 
Free tool catalog! For more in
formation about these and other 
Emulex products, return this mag
azine's reply card or call Emulex 
toll free! 

Call (800) EMULEX-3, or 
(714) 662-5600 in California 

Emulex Corporation 
3545 Harbor Blvd. 

-->A-
Regional Offices: Anaheim, CA (714) 385-1685 Atlanta, GA (404) 587-3610 
Teaneck, t\J (20 1) 836-37 17 Chicago, IL (312) 490-0050 Dublin, CA (4 15) 829-1170 
Burlington, MA (617) 229-8880 Washington, DC (703) 264-0670 
International Offices: Paris 134-65-9191 Tokyo 3-234-895 1 Toronto (416) 673 -1211 
Bracknell 344-484234 Munich 89-3608020 North Sydney 2-957-1669 

Costa Mesa, CA 92626 EMULEX MicroVAX is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. 
©1988 Emulex Corporation lnc. 
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NETWORKING Ethernet Performance Truths 
Bill Hancock Network per

formance is a 
multidimen
sional problem. 

Hardware design and architecture, proto
col design and architecture, types of 
protocol activity (connectionless and 
connection-oriented) and queuing delay 
within software (in the controller hard
ware and on the host operating system 
and host network software) are just some 
components of the problem. 

Most network users analyze perform
ance by saying, "The network is slow, 
therefore there's a performance prob
lem." There's some truth in this logic, 
except that slow response, which is the 
typical user complaint, has nothing to do 
with overall performance. The system 
and network could be running at peak 
efficiency and processing data packets at 
blazing numbers per second. If the re
sponse is slow on an individual basis, 
however, network performance generi

cally is categorized as slow. 

Measurement Myths 
Assessing performance on Ethernet net
works is tricky. Ethernet, predominantly 
hardware, gets blamed for many per
formance problems. Sometimes this is 
justified, but most often Ethernet's per
formance depends directly on other col
lateral components that have little to do 
with how Ethernet moves data around. 

One big problem with Ethernet per
formance involves myths propagated for 
many years by "studies" of Ethernet per
formance. Many of these studies are 
theoretical and don't consider the actual 
way Ethernet works. One study a few 
years ago claimed that an Ethernet net
work degrades at 37 percent of line utili
zation at 3 Mbps (not 10 Mbps - this is 
frequently misinterpreted) using mini-
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One big problem with Ethernet performance involves myths 
propagated for many years by "studies" of Ethernet 

performance. 

mum packet length. There are some in
teresting items to note about the study: 
1. When packet sizes were 256 to 512 
bytes, cable use was near 100 percent. 
Only when the packet size dropped to 
minimum packet size did the perform
ance drop to 37 percent. 
2. The analysis wasn't complex and was 
considered preliminary. 
3 . Performance was for a 3-Mbps net
work in a fixed environment. 
4. The analysis was theoretical and didn't 
necessarily encompass live network per

formance . 
There have been other theoretical 

studies. Practically all early studies were 
made against the known configuration 
issues of the initial Ethernet specification 
(3 Mbps). Some transmission rules, elec
trical timeframes and other figures in the 
Ethernet specification are "hard" and 
specific to Ethernet configurations. Some 
of these rules are difficult to model be
cause of lack of technique or other type 
of modeling method. Thus, substitutes 
were introduced that were similar but 
that didn't work like Ethernet in a live 
environment. This means that many 
theoretical studies that have caused per
formance myths made performance as
sumptions that aren't accurate in a live 
10-Mbps environment, for example: 
1. One assumption is that Ethernet's 1-
persistent CSMA/CD (a station is ready to 
transmit when the channel or cable is 
busy and will send its data when the 

channel is free with a probability of 1) is 
similar to models of non-persistent 
CSMA/CD (the station waits a random 
amount of time if the channel is busy). 
Some studies model p-persistent CSMA/ 

CD, which assumes that the station will 
transmit immediately with probability p 
and otherwise will wait to transmit. 

The problem is that modeled data for 
non-persistent protocols shows that low
load networks deteriorate, but high-load 
networks perform better. This isn't how 
Ethernet works: It's 1-persistent, and that 
changes the entire modeling metric. 
2. Many models assume a simple distri
bution of data on the network that's typi
cally Poisson. This assumes a relatively 
reasonable network behavior. Real net
works don't behave. 
3. Stations on modeled networks are 
equally spaced, or at least predictably 
spaced. How often does that happen on 
a real Ethernet? Even with its configu
ration rules, Ethernet and 802.3 rules fre
quently are violated by vendors and cus
tomers. 
4. Host system and host controller buff
ering are given rules that help simplify 
the model. This isn't realistic, because 
different operating systems, different 
implementations of the same networking 
software, different controller software 
drivers and different controller I/O queu
ing buffers vary dramatically among sys-
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Build lbur S readsheets 
With 20 2Q And 
~-t Does It Get lbu? 

CIRCLE 160 ON READER CARD 

It gets you better access to data. 
When you run 20/20 on your 

VAxrM computer, your people 
can spend their time perform
ing useful spreadsheet analysis. 
Instead of rekeying data, refor
matting files or burdening MIS 
with data retrieval requests . 

20/20 is the only integrated 
spreadsheet that connects to 
databases, WP programs, PC 
spreadsheets and to a host of 
other application programs . 

So your people can actually 
pull the data they need for 
analysis directly into the 
20/20 spreadsheet. Without 
ever leaving 20120. 

And no spreadsheet inte
grates as tightly with ALL-IN-1™ 
Office Software. 

You can explore the value of 
20/20 with our Evaluation Kit 
offer. Simply return the coupon 
below. Or, even easier, phone us 
at (508) 655-9191. 

_ I'd like to receive a 20/20 
Evaluation Kit . Please have a 
sales rep contact me. 

_ I'd like your informative 
booklet about 20/20. 

_ I'm a VAR/dealer/distributor. 
Name ___________ _ 

Title, ___________ _ 

Company __________ _ 

Address. __________ _ 

City _____ State __ Zip _ _ _ 

Telephone, __________ _ 

Model VAX _________ _ 

Send to Access Technology, Two Natick 
Executive Park, Natick, MA 01 760-2030. 

Access 
TeQ]19Jggy 

20/20rn 
Trademarks are the property of their respective holders. 
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Created by Design 

Powerful New Ways To Network 
DEC With UNIX 

The only way to take complete advantage of networking all 
your DEC systems to UNIX is with TCP/IP products designed to 
utilize the full power of DEC's operating system and architec
ture. Inspired TCP/IP designs from Process Software Corporation 
integrate VMS, RSX, RT-11 , and TSX into your network -- with 
built-in performance, modularity, reliability, and ease of use and 
learning that is unmatched in the industry! 

Customers value our popular TCP /IP products because they are 
built using DEC's own design rules. This means quicker installa
tion, faster operation , and better performance than you 
imagined possible--even on new DEC operating system versions 
and CPU models: 

50% higher transfer rates 40% lower CPU loading 

All major protocols are supported -- FTP (file transfer) , TELNET 
(virtual terminal) , SMTP (mail) , NFS, socket library, UDP, QIO 
interface, and more. You can optimize your system and insure 
your future growth potential by selecting and buying just the 
functions you need. There is no need to purchase or maintain 
special hardware. Your existing investment is protected be
cause we support all DEC Ethernet hardware on all VAX and 
PDP-11 systems and run concurrently with DECnet, LAT, and 
LAVC. 

Start enjoying the most astounding price/performance TCP/IP 
networking products available anywhere. Call Process Software 
Corporation today! Ask for ext. #516. 

800-722-7770 508-879-6994 FAX 508-879-0042 

DEC . DECnet. LAT. LAVC . RSX. RT-11 a nd VMS are trademarks o f 
Digital Equipment Corporation. UNIX is a trademark o f AT&T. 
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terns and vendors. The effect is that no 
two systems, even with the same hard
ware and host networking software, can 
be buffered the same . This affects 

whether data is buffered properly or lost 
because oflack ofbuffers. 
5 . Fairness in acquiring the network 
channel is assumed in most network 
models. This simply isn't true in real life. 
I know of one workstation vendor that 
has changed the backoff timer on colli
sion detection to make its system attempt 
to reacquire the network faster than 
other systems. This is great if you're that 
system, but it's grossly unfair to other sys
tems on the cable that follow the rules. 
If stations don't follow the definition, 
which happens often, the network is 
unfair and will react much differently 
than predicted. 
6. Ethernet is used by many protocols, 
documented and undocumented. This 
means that there 's a great spread in 
packet sizes on a protocol-by-protocol 
basis, as well as in how often the pack
ets are generated by the host (interarri
val packet gap) . Many theoretical mod
els use one or more fixed packet sizes to 
show two or three possible ranges of 
performance. But at a split second in 
time, there may be a myriad of network 
packet sizes, arrival gaps and other per
formance-affecting issues. 
7. Another assumption is that the size 
and population of the network are static. 
Live networks don't fit defined quanti
ties with known available rnips on CPUs, 
well-behaved software, and so on. 

The bottom line is that there's very 
little Ethernet performance measurement 
data that's reliable for a live network. 
What is worse, some of the theoretical 
performance data we rely on may be 
tainted toward metrics that have nothing 
to do with how Ethernet works. This 
means that configuration rules in some 
situations may be too conservative or too 
optimistic. It even may mean that Eth
ernet performance is very different from 
what many studies show. 

What To Believe 
So then, what should you believe about 
Ethernet performance? 
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ARTEMIS™ TEAM. 

MAKE YOUR PEOPLE STAND OUT. 
Introducing ARTEMIS Team. 
Resource management software 
that helps you make the best use 
of your skilled people-so you 
can handle multiple projects more 
effectively, more efficiently. 

If you manage a highly-skilled team 
of people working on tasks across 
multiple projects , you know the chal
lenge of continually juggling prior
ities and assignments . Only through 
optimal use of your personnel , 
matching skills and proficiencies to · 
project tasks, can you get the job 
done right- and on time. 

Proper allocation of your limited 
professional staff directly impacts a 
project's success - and its bottom 
line. Project management tools that 
focus on planning and scheduling of 
tasks , rather than people , aren't enough. 

ARTEMIS Team, from Metier, 
turns your most valuable resource, 
skilled people, into your most 
outstanding asset. 

ARTEMIS Team helps 
you identify 

and prioritize skill requirements for 
your team's activities across many 
projects. This way , you can maximize 
their impact by assigning and scheduling 
according to the skills proficiency 
and availability of each individual. 

ARTEMIS Team's interactive Gantt 
chart helps you respond quickly to any 
change in priority or staff requirements. 
Using Team's integrated time sheet, 
you can easily track the progress and 
cost at any level - project , phase or 
activity . 

Team's forecasting feature allows 
you to project future manpower and 
skills requirements, so you can 
quickly pinpoint staff overload and 
underload conditions . 

Metier is the world leader in project 
management - and now resource 
management. ARTEMIS Team is the 
first comprehensive tool for computer
aided resource management and is 
available for the DEC® VAX® and 
386-based PCs. 

Put ARTEMIS Team to work on 
your team , and make your people 
and yourself - stand out. 

For information , return the coupon 
or call: 

1-800-777-7100. 
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"First in computer-aided resource management." 

ARTEMIS is a trademark of Metier Management Systems, ltd. 
DEC and VAX are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment 
Corporation. Monitor courtesy of CompuAdd. 

Return coupon to: ARTEMIS Team; Metier 
Management Systems; 2900 North Loop 
West, Suite 1300; Houston, TX 77092. 

Name/Title _____________ _ 
Company _____________ ~ 

Address ______________ _ 

City/State/Zip ____________ _ 

··Phone ______________ _ 
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Have you ever watched the tapes on 
your tape drive try to stream? The 
tapes go back-and-forth and back-and
forth . . . shoeshining your data. Don't 
you wish these tapes would go faster? 

Your wish has just come true ... 

Touch Technologies' Dynamic Tape Accel
erator makes tape drives start ... and 
then accelerate to full speed. 
That's fast. That's streaming fast! 

With the Dynamic Tape Accelerator, all 
applications . . . all VMS utilities .. . and 
yes . .. even VMS backup finishes faster! 

With this revolutionary software you'll 
see faster backup operations, less 
operator waiting time, and more system 
availability time. Dynamic Tape 
Accelerator is completely safe and 
100% compatible with VMS backup. No 
DCL or application code changes are 
necessary. 

Why spend two, three, six or more 
hours each day waiting for your slow 
tape drives to complete .. . when you 
could be accelerating your tapes to 
streaming speeds! 
Experience the performance of high 
speed streaming for yourself! Order a 
Dynamic Tape Accelerator "Evaluation 
Kit" today! All orders are shipped 
Federal Express and come complete 
with a full graphic Tape Monitoring 
System (TMS), media, and 
documentation. 

Dynamic Tape Accelerator is available for all VAXNMS-based tape subsystems. 

Contact Touch Technologies today at 

(800) 525-2527 
~ 

1 TOUCH TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 

Dynamic Tape Accelerator is a trademark of TOUCH TECHNOLOGIES. INC 
VAX/VMS is the registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation 

9990 Mesa Rim Road, Suite 2 20 
San Diego, CA 92121 

(619) 455-7404 • FAX: (619) 455-7413 
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1. It's difficult to test Ethernet perform
ance for any class of situation. Setting up 
an office environment showed that short 
packets with lots of stations (more than 
90 on one segment) close together was 
more efficient than the same number of 
stations far apart in clumps. Other stud
ies have shown that this is a function of 
collision resolution issues: The closer the 

Ethernet Performance 
is a much-maligned and 
misunderstood subject. 

stations, the faster collisions are resolved 
and data resumes on the network. There
fore, even issues such as how far apart 
nodes are affect real network metrics. 
2. Generating packets from one host to 
another for testing in a real environment 
requires premeasurement for each situ
ation. Collection systems on an Ethernet 
generate predominantly short packets ( 64 

bytes average) and therefore are easy to 
predict and measure. Larger, interactive 
networks generate many small packets ( 64 

to 128 bytes) and occasionally larger ones 
(1 KB or more). But the interval for gen
eration of short versus long packets var
ies greatly among networks and applica
tions. Longer packets increase the effi
ciency of the network, keep the total 
packet count down and reduce the pos
sibility of collisions. To understand a net
work, data has to be collected for a while 
to model the network properly and un
derstand what the traffic size mix looks 
like. 
3. Improperly built controllers that don't 
follow the rules cause network perform
ance estimation to be inaccurate. This 
makes the network unfair and causes 
performance degradation in some net
works. 
4. Ethernet performance is one issue and 
network software protocol performance 
is another. The Ethernet channel can 
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handle up to 10 Mbps (a low number of 
systems with large packet sizes will dem
onstrate this). Few software packages 
were architected originally with Ethernet 
access issues in mind. As a result, Eth
ernet performance usually is good. The 
problem is with software overhead, in
terrupt latency, queuing problems and 
other issues on the host system. Some 
packages, such as DECnet, implement 
flow control. Other protocols don't, and 
they demonstrate completely different 
metrics. All have varying performance in 
Ethernet configurations, depending on a 
mass of variables. 

Performance Tips 
There are other, less-tangible Ethernet 
performance issues. Here are some sug
gestions for a high-performance Ethernet 
taken from my examination of recent live 
studies and my own experiments with a 
multisegment analyzer. 
1. Keep packet lengths as long as pos
sible. This reduces collision contention 
and reduces protocol overhead (more 
user bytes per protocol overhead per 
packet). 
2. Keep cable lengths short and connect 
distributed systems with bridges or buff
ered repeaters, not bit repeaters. Divide 
your systems into functional groups, and 
keep the traffic localized to that segment 
for that group. 
3. Keep systems close together. Closer 
systems require less time to resolve col
lisions and will decrease overhead on the 
network. A 500-meter segment requires 
about 10 microseconds for round-trip 
delay; a 23.4-meter segment requires vir-

tually no delay. 
4. Ensure that vendors have followed the 
rules on such things as backoff timers and 
channel acquisition timing. An unfair 
network configuration doesn't perform 
consistently in a positive manner for all 
systems connected. 
5. Keep the theme of the Ethernet to a 
particular class of application. Real-time 
doesn't mix with commercial applica
tions. If mixed, the performance of both 
will suffer, especially under load. 
6. Controllers should be able to buffer 
several packets at a time. The more buff
ering available, the better the perform
ance. 
7. Packet gapping may be an issue for 
some protocol types . If a high-speed 
system _Produces back-to-back packets 
between two systems on the Ethernet, 
the slower receiver may not have enough 
transition time between interrupts to 
capture the next packet on the network. 
By increasing the gap interval between 
packets, the link is slightly slower, but 
there may be fewer retransmissions, 
which increases network performance. 
Some software packages can adjust the 
packet gap between transmitted packets. 

ETHERNET PERFORMANCE is a much
maligned and misunderstood subject. 
Don't confuse the problems of Ethernet 
performance with network software per
formance, queuing delay in operating 
systems, bus latency, bus contention or 
any of a group of possible problems that 
contribute to network performance and 
delays. Most important, don't get caught 
up in hype: Insist on performance fact. • 

Readings On Ethernet Performance 
:ffciggs, David R., Mogul, Jeffrey C. and Kent, Christopher A. "Measured Capacity of an 
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Schock, John F. and Hupp, Jon A. "Measured Performance of an Ethernet Local Area 
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FIELD 
SERVEE 

Service Selections: DEC, 
TPMs And Self-Maintenance 
Not long ago, 
maintenance 
services were 
exclusively the 

manufacturer's domain. Then came the 
independent third-party maintenance 
(TPM) industry, and now there's self
maintenance. The maintenance services 
provided by these industry segments can 
be divided into three major categories: 
1. Preventive maintenance - performed 
on a scheduled basis. 
2. Corrective maintenance - activated 
when necessary to return a system to full 
operational status. 
3. Predictive maintenance - finding 
potential problems before they affect sys
tem performance in an attempt to 
achieve zero downtime. 

Perfect Fit 
Each type of maintenance organization 
has its advantages. One type works bet
ter for some users, another works better 
for other users. Some users have switched 
back and forth looking for a perfect fit. 

Buying external maintenance services 
from either Digital or a TPM means that 
you're freed from maintenance respon
sibility. Service costs are generally fixed 
(with contract service, you know how 
much maintenance will cost on a yearly 
basis), and employee turnover, training 
and direct and indirect expenses are the 
service vendor's problems, as are test
equipment costs, tools, diagnostics, 
spares, repairs and service calls. 

OEMs and TPMs usually have large 
technical staffs and several levels of tech
nical support backup. They may be more 
experienced in system maintenance and 
troubleshooting and better equipped to 
handle a variety of mixed-vendor equip
ment, with the necessary parts and docu-
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mentation, than the self-maintainer. 
On the other hand, the self-mainte

nance route gives you complete control 
over your maintenance program. After 
the initial investment, costs are generally 
lower for the same level of in-house serv
ice. Further, the in-house technician is 
more familiar with the equipment and 
system. Staffing, training, parts inventory 
and the service coverage day are set up 
according to your requirements. 

Self-maintenance, however, doesn't 
mean 100 percent self-sufficiency. Digi
tal, a TPM or a depot-repair facility can 
be used for backup service, technical 
training, spare parts kits or component/ 
board-level repair tasks. Some depots and 
field service providers even supply re
mote troubleshooting support. 

TRW's Customer Service Division 
provides an example of this type of 
end-user support. "TRW has specifically 
targeted the self-maintainer with a num
ber of service products and support 
offerings," according to Sam Work, dir
ector ofTRW's Training Center. 

Most self-maintainers set up some 
sort of hybrid service program. Pre
ventive maintenance, initial trou
bleshooting and first-level repair (usually 
limited to board replacement) are done 
in-house, with outside assistance for 
additional services and tasks. Complete 
self-maintenance just isn't cost-effective 
for most users. 

The TPM View 
According to Joe Mulderig, 
president of Grumman 
Systems Support, a 
large TPM, one bene
fit of switching to a 
TPM is a 10 to 30 per
cent lower price for the 
same type of service as that 
provided by an OEM. TPMs cus
tom-tailor service contracts to provide 

single-source responsibility for the types 
of equipment at your site. Thus, you 
don't pay for more service than you 
need. You also can obtain uniform qual
ity of service for the various types of 
equipment at your site, rather than vary
ing quality from multiple service suppli
ers. 

"How can any manufacturer provide 
an unbiased quality analysis of a competi
tor's product?" asks Andy Michuda, gen
eral sales manager at Control Data Tech
nical Services Division (CDC), the larg
est TPM in the Digital market. The OEM 
uses service to gain control of an account, 
while a TPM offers an objective view and 
sees service as the end product, not a 
steppingstone to future sales, says 
Michuda. 

Bert Novack, president of McDon
nell Douglas Field Service, echoes these 
views. He also feels TPMs offer a more 
customized approach at less cost than the 

OEM's service offerings 
and that, as single-
source providers, TPMs 
usually take on more 
of a shop's multiven
dor equipment than a 
manufacturer such as 
Digital. Novack states, 

"Field service is a 
people and attitude 
business, not a hard-
ware business. The 

service people are 
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The advantage 
to our tape drive 

is written acm&5. our face. 

et the tape backup system that 
makes it easy to find out the 
facts. Our CY-8200 has a 2-line, 
40 column LCD option that 

gives you complete status information. 
In easy-to-read, precise format, you see 
transfer rate, command under execution, 
unused tape in megabytes, and the ECC 
rate indicating backup integrity. No 
guesswork ... just the facts. 

St.ate-of- the-art helical scan tech
nology. You get all the advantages of 
advanced helical scan technology, operat
ing speeds of up to 15 Mb per minute, 
2.3 Gb of formatted capacity on a single 
8mm tape, major time savings from 
unattended backup, and tremen-
dously reduced media and 
storage expense. All at 

The industry's most 
advanced Bmm backup 

system. 

True "plug and play" compatibility with ... 

Alpha Micro DEC Prime 

Altos NCR Pyramid 

Apollo PC/AT-MS-DOS Sun 

Data General PC/ AT-SCO Xenix Unisys 

... and more 

an unsurpassed price/performance ratio. 

Tot.al flexibility, tot.al support. The 
CY-8200 can be configured to meet all 
your site requirements. Choose from 
tabletop or 19" rack mounting options. 
hard disk combinations, and cable lengths 

up to 80 feet. The 
CY-8200 subsys
tems provide turn
key solu tions for a 
wide variety of sys
tems, such as true 
plug-and-play 
compatibility with 
direct interface to 
Pertee standard 
9-track tape 
controllers. 

digltal review 

TARGET 
AWARDS 
NOMINEE 

And nobody matches our support. 
The CY-8200's full 12-month warranty 
includes unlimited technica l support, 
direct from our in-house engineering and 
technical support group. 

For full information on the CY-8200 
high-speed, high-capacity, 8mm tape 
subsystem call us at (804) 873-0900. 
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SAVE 
UPTOE50°/o 
WITH MULEX 

DIGITAL COMPATIBLE 
PRODUCTS. 

DISK DRIVES 
The Emulex SD89X series of disk drives are plug
compatible with RA-Series drives. No software or 
hardware modifications are necessary. Disk drives 
are shipped pre-formatted for easy installation. 
SD89X disk dr1ves are available in three (formatted) 
capacities: 663MB (SD890), 873MB (SD891 ), and 

..-------~ 960MB (SD892). 

I~ 

~ 
. 

. 

"'·'· ::f:_; 

DATA CHANNEL CARD 
Emulex's DA01 data channel card has all the 
features and performs all the functions of 
Digital's HSCSX-BA, but at a considerable 
cost advantage. The card supports up to 4 
Digital SDI disk drives . 
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Beat the system. 
If lucky guesswork is your only defense against potential VAX"' /VMS'" system hardware 

failure, you're taking a big gamble. 
You need a sure thing: Pro-Guard"' and Rx-Link5

M from ESS. Pro-Guard will monitor 
a system 24 hours a day, watching the error logs, sounding the alarm for developing 
hardware problems. Rx-Link takes it from there, with remote diagnostics and a telephone 
link to national technical support engineers ... even automatic ordering of spare parts! 

Call ESS at (414) 255-4634 for details ... and don't delay. Because you never know when 
your number may be up. 

N 92, W 14612 Anthony Ave. 
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051 
(414) 255-4634 Fax: (414) 253-3262 
International Fax: (414) 253-3300 

. . VAX and VMS are registered tradem~rks of Digital Equipment Corporation . 
Pro-Guard is a registered trademark and Rx-Link 1s a registered servicemark of Electronic Service Specialists. Ltd . 
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backed up with tools and technology, but 
if the attitude is wrong, the customer 
isn't served." 

"Customers want multivendor, 
multiservice capabilities," insists Bell At
lantic Customer Service President Mi
chael Chamberlain. "That's what inde
pendents do best. Customer demands are 
complex and constantly changing. Inde
pendents have the flexibility to react to 
customer demand because they have 
built their business by servicing the prod
ucts of many vendors." 

The independent service provider 
should never lose sight of the fact that 
the user is concerned about who will 
service what equipment. This is an ad
vantage for the TPM, thinks Chamber
lain. "We must continue to emphasize 
our single-source capability across many 
vendor lines while maintaining an impar
tial stance on equipment selection." 

"The TPM offers service on all add
on peripherals, thus broadening the pur
chasing options of the user, " says Bryant 
Johnson, director of services at National 
Support Group. "For example, there may 
be 10 to 12 disk-drive products on the 
market compatible with DEC systems, 
but Digital may support only half of 
them." 

Maintech, a successful Digital systems 
independent service company, provides 
an umbrella of services to its customers 
in addition to the standard field-service 
fare. Product-installation services, oper
ating-system software maintenance and 
development and marketing of software
utility and applications products for the 
operations manager are the types of of
ferings Maintech and other TPMs provide 
that add value to the service dollar. 

Frank D'Alessio, vice president and 
general manager of Maintech, states that 
the customer also wants a balance be
tween the remote watchdog and the 
availability of on-site professionalism. 
Many OEMs oversell what can be done 
via remote analysis, getting away from 
the on-site FE concept, believes D' Ales
sio. TPMs are still willing to provide on
site FEs at a reasonable cost. Most believe 
there's only so much that can be done · 
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WHERE DO YOU GO 
WHEN YOUR PRODUCTS ARE 

NO LONGER ON DECK? 

MAINTECH. 
With so many products coming onboard, 
and many not-so-old products going 
overboard, you could be a castaway 
before you know it. 

Don't be caught adrift in a costly and 
turbulent sea. Let Maintech offer you the 
security of 18 years of quality, resource 
and commitment. 

With a Maintech seNice agreement 
you enjoy: 

• Guaranteed 4-hour response 
• A 12-hr. seNice window, 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
• Complete FCO management 
• MEMO Error Log Monitoring 
• MC-220 Console Management 
• Complete Diagnostic Software Support 
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If you have less critical maintenance 
requirements, or wish to migrate to self
maintenance, ask us about our Guardian 
Maintenance and Transition Maihtenance 
programs. 

1 800-426-TECH 
212 827-2603 FAX 212 869-2876 

MAINTEC:H 
A DIVISION OF VOLT DEL TA RESOUCES INC 

1133 Avenue of the Americas 
New York. NY 10036 
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! ••• Bell Atlantic Corp. 
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control Data harp. 
8100 34th Ave. S. 
Minneapolis, MN 556125 
(612) 851-4131 
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"''· Decision Data serviee Inc. (DOSI) 

L>1 Pro.gressA~e. 
il!i\: Hors~am, PA ,19044 
. (800) 654-00SI 
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Efficient Field Service Corp. 
11 ~~pool St!. . •. :;, .. 
N. Gnetmstord, MA 01863 
(508) 251-7800 ' 
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Grumman Systems Support Corp. 
ii'\ll • 90 Crossway$ Park \llJ;· 

Woodbury, NY 11797 
(800) 922-1225 
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Maintech 
"'•• 1133!J\:venue'of the 1Americas 

New York, NY 10036 
(212);;~~7-2603 
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McDq11nell qg:uglas Field ~ervice Co. 
180H. St Andrew Pl. 
Santa Anna; CA 92705 
(714)\250» 1000 
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National Support Group 
17171 Park Row 
Houston, TX 77084 
(713) 579.,5959 
CJRCLE 577 Ofll READER CARD 

TRW , 
Customer Service Div. 
15 Law Dr. 
Fairfield, NJ 07006 
(201) 57H110 
CIRCLE 385 ONflEADER CARD 

Unisys Corp. 
P.O. Sox 500.t 
Blue Erell, PA 19424 
(215) 542-4011 
'tJRClf 538 OH. R&AOER CARI> 

via remote troubleshooting. 
Keith Starliper, customer representa

tive at Efficient Field Service Corpora
tion states that, "With a TPM the cus
tomer gets a relationship of a different 
flavor. The user is much closer to the 
trained person who does the actual serv
ice on the account instead of mainly 
dealing with a dispatcher or other mid
dleman." 

Perhaps the best argument for using 
a TPM can be found in a sales pitch from 
D ecision Data Service, an independent 
service provider primarily in the IBM 
market and now also iri the Digital mar
ket. One of its brochures states, "Most 
equipment vendors' revenues are derived 
from sale of hardware. We generate reve
nue by providing service. So we have to 
be good at what we do. Others offer 
service because it helps sell hardware. We 
concentrate on service because that's our 
business: We do it because we want to . 
Who has a greater stake in keeping you 
up and running?" 

An OEM's Angle 
Digital believes that independent main
tenance suppliers' overstate their claim of 
being the only one-source solution. 
Digital can point to its long history of 
servicing mixed-vendor systems, network 
installation and support, as well as its 
Desktop Service Solutions and Enterprise 
Services as proof that it 's fully able to 
handle all your servicing needs on Digi
tal and non-Digital products. 

Will O 'Brien, corporate strategic 
marketing manager for Field Service, says 
that Digital takes a two-fold approach to 
supplying non-Digital product service. 
Digital site FEs are cross-trained on a 
variety of products and support almost all 
of the user's equipment on a Digital sys
tem or network. Digital also will call on 
vendors to supply a factory-trained FE 
(from either an OEM or a TPM) on prod
ucts not supported by its staff. 

As for providing better service on its 
equipment, who knows Digital products 
better than Digital, asks Nick Houpis, a 
Digital Field Service spokesperson. "We 
have invested heavily in advanced serv-

ice technologies like AI and expert sys
tems and our Customer Support Centers. 
And we have over 27 ,000 service people 
worldwide to support our customers." 

Cases In Point 
Technology Development Corporation, 
Arlington, Texas, builder of hardware 
and software test sets for government and 
military defense, recently switched from 
Digital field service to CDC, a TPM. 
Computer Center Supervisor David 
Baker reports that Digital did a good job 
but was expensive. Cost was the primary 
consideration for changing service ven
dors. "CDC was cheaper and, while no 
new or additional services were added 
with the change in vendors, its service 
window is a little longer." 

Baker has placed four systems, all in 
the VAX 700 series, under contract to 
CDC and plans to add a VAX 6000 Model 
210 in the near future. He admits initial 
concern about leaving the manufacturer. 
"We were worried about the quality of 
CDC's engineering staff, level of exper
tise , lack of remote diagnostic service, 
and ability to supply parts adequately. But 
we visited their facility and got a good 
feeling. There have been no major prob
lems so far." 

At TicketQuik, a division of South
land, Dallas, Maintech won out over 
Digital. TicketQuik placed four VAX 750s 
and three VAX 725s under a service 
agreement in April. 

Dave Lam, software development 
manager, cites Digital's response time as 
the most important reason for the switch. 
"It was taking two to four hours for a 
technician to call us back, and then we 
had to wait for his arrival." 

Since Maintech has been on-board, 
Lam states that response time has greatly 
improved. "Maintech FEs usually return 
our calls within 15 minutes. So far we 
have had only one late-night emergency. 
And the FE was at our site within 45 
minutes of receiving our trouble call in 
the middle of the night." 

Some users , however, switch from 
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With Polestar Windows™ you 
can have as much activity 
going on as a 3-ring circus. 

You can have nine programs running 
at once from one VAX/VMS terminal. 
That's why users get so excited about 
the boost to productivity Polestar 
Windows provides. 

Polestar Windows gives you so 
many exciting options that make your 
working environment more pleasant 
and productive! 

• Like switching from one program to 
another simply by pushing a button. 

• Like being able to leave whatever 
program you're working on and 
returning to it at exactly where you 
left off. 

• Like working on one program 
while others are running in the 

background, ready to replay their 
output when you are. 

• Like having the option of 
concentrating on one program full 
screen or monitoring the progress of 
up to nine windows at a time. 

• Like being able to arrange the 
windows to exactly suit your needs 
simply by using your arrow keys. 

• Like setting up your work 
environment just once and then 
recalling it whenever you want. Your 
programs will load automatically 
with your windows as you arranged 
them. 

All this without spending money on 
new hardware and without changing 
your software applications. You get the 
power of a windowing workstation at 
a fraction of the cost. 
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Only $495 for the first terminal 
and 25 % off for each additional 
terminal. 

To order or for more information, 
phone toll-free: 

1-800-535-2389 

Polestar 
Windows TM 

by Polestar Software 
109 1/2 W. Broadway 
Fairfield, IA 52556 
FAX (515) 472-4932 

VTIOO, VT220, VT320, and VAX/VMS are trademarks of 
Digital Equipment Corporation. 

See us at DEXPO West Booth #3115 



TPM service to Digital service. Baxter 
Dade Division, part of Baxter Healthcare, 
Miami, used Digital service for about five 
years, switched to a TPM for about one 
year, and now is back with Digital. Jerry 
Katz, manager. of interactive computer 
services, says, "We left Digital for two 
main reasons: cost, and their refusal to 
cover third-party add-ons. We always 

respected their quality of servic~, but 
their pricing was just too high and their 
attitude wasn't acceptable." 

Another problem Baxter Dade had 
with its previous DEC service was con
stant FE changeover. With its TPM, 

Unisys, it had one FE for a year. 
But Baxter Dade felt that, while the 

Unisys FEs were good at maintaining the 

Q~v'~'il- "We 
Saved 53 Days 

On A 61 Day Project 
Thanks To 

S/COMPARE
HARMONIZER™" 

Sound Unbelievable? 
That is the actual experience of an 
Sf COMPARE-HARMONIZER user 
as described in a leading industry pub
lication. (We would be happy to give 
you more details.) 

ALDON Computer Group's 
Sf COMPARE-HARMONIZER is an 
easy-to-use software integration system 
that simplifies the process of applying 
custom changes ro new releases of 
packaged software. 

Sf COMPARE-HARMONIZER users 
say it can save you 70% to 80% of the 
time your programmers have to spend 
on the tedious task of identifying cus
tom changes and integrating them into 
new releases. 

S/ COMPARE-HARMONIZER is 
also advocated by programmers and 
auditors for the purpose of ensuring 
adequate change control. It provides 
you with a simple method to create 
documentation of all changes you 
make to source code. 

ALDON Computer Group is an indus
try leader in producing software qual
ity assurance and change management 
tools. The firm was founded in Oak
land, California in 1980. Today, 
ALDON products are in use world
wide at over I 000 sites. 

See For Yourself. 
S/ COMPARE-HARMONIZER can be 
as valuable to you as it has proven to be to 
so many other DEC/ VAX users at their 
sites. Call us today for your free trial and 
then start planning what you will do with 
all the time you save. 

llltIIJ~I 
C <> M P L J T E H G H' () U P 

428 13th Street 
Oakland, CA 94612 
(800) 825-5858 
(415) 839-3535 
FAX ( 415) 839-2894 
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systems and knowledgeable about the 
equipment, the company didn't maintain 
a satisfactory level of parts inventory. As 
a result, it required more time to fix 
problems, because Unisys would repair 
the faulty unit rather than replace it, as 
Digital had. For this and other reasons, 
the company decided to give Digital 
another try. 

According to Katz, the biggest advan
tage of going back to Digital was the 
ability to put all of its systems under one 
umbrella contract. With three VAX 6000 
Model 300s, five 700-series machines and 
three Micro V AXs connected in Miami 
and in plants around the world, multiple 
service vendors weren't the way it 
wanted to go. "We didn't want to have 
several vendors servicing different pieces 
of equipment on a cluster. We didn't 
think any one TPM could handle it all, 
and some of the systems are still under 
warranty." 

"We went back to Digital's service 
because they now seem to realize that 
they aren't the only game in town. 
They've brought their pricing structure 
down to competitive levels. And there 
seems to be an attitude change - their 
local field service office will now support 
our third-party add-on equipment to get 
our account," says Katz. 

Help Yourself 
What about doing service yourself? 
Prince Rupert Grain (PRGL), yancouver, 
British Columbia, has tried them all: 
Digital service, TPM service and in
house maintenance. The company has 
eight VAX 750s and 10 R81s at two loca
tions. 

According to systems manager Alex 
Yovanovich, "Originally, we left Digi
tal' s service arm because their FEs were 
usually unfamiliar with our older equip
ment. Their new people did well on 
newer hardware but didn't know our 
generation of equipment. When a tech
nician came to our site, we more often 
than not had to help him sort out the 
problem. Also, DEC never seemed to 
have the needed part with them." 

PRGL replaced Digital's maintenance 
with a local TPM, British Columbia Tele-
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DEMAX DLB TUNES VAXES 1,000,000 TIMES 
A DAY AND SAVES MY SANITY EVERY HOUR. 

It's no wonder that DEMAX's Dynamic 
Load Balancer (DLB) is the number one 
VAX tuner worldwide, tuning VAXes 
more than a million times a day. 

Before DLB, I used to spend more time 
manually tuning my VAX for varying sys
tem demands, than I spent really managing 
systems. 

You know the kind of situation, you've 
got lots of users running lots of small 
applications, a few users running a few big 
applications, and then everybody running 
everything. 

And all the time I'd be going crazy, con
tinually trying to balance the system load. 

9 8 9 

digital review 

TARGET 
AWARDS 
W I N N E R 
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Then I discovered DEMAX's (DLB) 
system and my life hasn't been the same 
since. DLB checks on the performance of 
each of my VAXes about a thousand times 
a day, keeping them balanced and tuned. 

It works without supervision and con
tinually monitors system performance 
parameters; picking up on processes that 
cause bottlenecks, then balancing the 
system to handle more processes simul
taneously and to significantly speed 
throughput. 

And because DLB is covered by the 
DEMAX Pledge, they won't require 
changes to VMS to run, they stick to-: 

DEC standards and if I have any questions 
I just call their customer support center 
and talk to experienced system managers. 

Maybe that's why more than 1000 DEC 
system managers count on DLB to safely 
tune their VAXes over a million times a day. 

To find out how DEMAX can help you, 
simply call, 1-800-283-3629 and request a 
free trial. _____ ..... 

l.l•llU'-A 
System Software Solutions. 

Dynamic Load Balancer, DLB, DEMAX and DEMAX Software are all trademarks 
of DEMAX Software. DLB was developed by Touch Technologies, 

Inc., of San Diego. VAX and VMS are trademarks of 
· Digital Equipment Corporation. 



RACKMOUNT 
CONFIGURATION 

DEC* BA123* Compatible Enclosure 

§ Mounting For Up To 5 Full Height 5Y4 '' Peripherals 
750 Watts Of Power To Support Up To 16 Slots 
Pedestal, Rackmount, and Table Top Configurations 

The SE105 enclosure furnishes system integrators and OEM's with a 
flexible alternative to the DEC BA123 enclosure. 
Using the wide variety of standard Dyna Five peripheral mountings, 
power supplies, and accessory components, you can customize an 
enclosure to meet your specific requirements. 
Call us today for more detailed information. 

'. 
--- PEDESTAL, RACKMOUNT, 

&TABLETOP 
CONFIGURATIONS 

DECO-BUS 
CARD CAGES 
BACKPLANES 
8/1 2116SLOTS 

SYSTEM CABLE 
CONNECTOR PANELS 

- RS232 
- RJ11 
-10TOSOPIN 

DISK CABLE 
INTERCONNECTOR 
PANEL 

ADDITIONAL 
HARD DISK / 
TAPEIFLOPPY 
DRIVES 

- SY•" AND/OR3'12" PEDESTAL CONFIGURATION 

WRITE PROTECT & 
ACCESS 
CONTROL PANEL 

PERIPHERALS 
- 8" FUJITSU I 

TOSHIBA/CDC 
-sv.• &3112• 

HARD DISK / 
TAPEIFLOPPY 
DRIVES 

See us at 
DEXPOWest 
Booth#1813 

173 Freedom Avenue• Anaheim, CA 92801 
(714) 525-8795 •FAX (714) 525-9310 
*Trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation 
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phone (BCTC). "We were very pleased 
with their service and support. They 
provided us with superior service at 
about half the cost of what we were pay
ing DEC. They also usually had the parts 
that were needed. The BCTC response 
time was good and our downtime 
showed significant improvement," states 
Yovanovich. 

Yovanovich says another advantage of 
going to a TPM was the help provided 
in adding third-party equipment. The 
TPM turned out to be a good source of 

parts, advice and consulting. 
But BCTC had problems with Digi

tal. It had to stop competing in the serv
ice business to remain a reseller of Digi
tal' s equipment. When· this happened, 
PRGL decided to go the in-house route. 

PRGL is now in its second year of 
self-service and has found that downtime 
has decreased again. This isn't because 
service is better, but because it can take 
advantage of windows of opportunity in 
production time to schedule mainte
nance. Costs are so low they're unbeliev
able, says Yovanovich. 

"We use outside help to repair boards 
when needed, but we've found it better 
to throw out bad boards and replace 
them. On the 750s, parts are cheap. We 

used to pay DEC $2,000 per month for 
maintenance. This went down to $1,000 

per month with the TPM. We can buy a 
whole 750 and use it for spare parts for 
about $2,500. That's cheap!" 

Asked to summarize what advantages 
he's found in self-maintenance, Yova
novich says, "Service has improved now 
that it's in-house. This isn't a slight on 
Digital or the TPM, it's just an advantage 
you gain when you can schedule your 
preventive maintenance and downtime 
around your production time and have 
the service people standing by. And parts 
availability is never a problem. By stock
ing our own, we can access them 
quickly." 

The only drawback Yovanovich has 
noticed in the self-maintenance endeavor 
is that Digital salespeople don't call much 
anymore. So PRGL must find out for it
self what's coming in Digital hardware 

and software. • 
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ARCHIVE*SQL 
The Perfect Solution 

For An Overworked Database 
ARCHIVE*SQL is the 
Data Archiving/ 
Retrieval Solution 
built specifically for 
your Oracle database. 
Over the years your database has become 
loaded down with hundreds of tables and data 
elements, packed with thousands of records, 
accessed by multiple Oracle applications. Your 
database has slowed down. Functionality isn 't 
what it should be. Managing and protecting 
critical data has become a nightmare. All th is is 
costing you time and money. You need 
ARCHIVE*SQL, from Computertime. 

ARCHIVE*SQL is the software solution to a 
cluttered, overloaded, slow-running database. 

ARCHIVE*SQL is a total data, file, and media 
management facility that saves you time by 
automating your archiving/ retr ieval operations. It 
speeds up the system by allowing you to free-up 
space within your database by removing 
infrequently used data elements, records and 
tables. It saves you money by letting you 
selectively store them on less expensive media 
such as tape or optical disk. 

ARCHIVE* SOL is much more than just a backup 
system. ARCHIVE*SQL allows you to store any 
portion of your database, and any combination of 
data elements you want. You control everyth ing . 
what to store, where to store it, and for how long. 
And it's easy to do because the same SOL 
language used with the Oracle database is used 
to specify archiving and retrieval operations. 

End-users, database administrators, and 
application developers have total control over 
archiving and retrieval requests. You can make 
ad-hoc requests at any time, or schedule 
repetitive archiving/ retr ieval procedures just 
once. 

ARCHIVE ' SQL allows sysiem managers, and operators, 
detailed execution control , and frees-up their time for other 

important tasks. Operator intervention may even be reduced to 

~
:_~ : ~~simply the physical mounting of the media on which the data is 
1~ ·'. ;,.~ i~r· ~~\ to be archived, or retrieved. ARCHIVE'SQL automatically 
h\' . · ~,'P1~ ~ ~~L\ knows the format to store the information in , and on which 
-'f . j i~ ~1~ ~~/ ,~·\~h media to store it. It even handles off-site archive media 
'-/ i r ~~ ~ . ~.;1 [~1 1 ~! management, selection and tracking automatically. 

DON 'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT! 

ARCHIVE*SQL catalogues all archiving retrieval 
operations so you always know what is stored, 

where it is, and what has happened to your data 
at all times. You can even add comments to the 

on-line catalogue. Of course the catalogue is 
stored in your Oracle database. 

ARCHIVE ' SQL protects your data against 
accidental loss, theft, or unauthorized intrusion. 
Multiple encryption techniques, including DES, 

are provided as standard features. A unique 
feature of ARCHIVE*SQL allows you to link your 

own encryption routine to the system for 
even greater security. 

ARCHIVE ' SQL can automatically make 
additional copies of all archived data on different 
media. If data is lost recovery is automatic. Even 

the on-line catalogue can be totally rebuilt. 

ARCHIVE* SOL data compression features can 
save money by greatly reducing the amount of 

storage media required . You can even add your 
own compression techniques to ARCHIVE*SQL. 

ARCHIVE ' SQL is powerful , flexible, and easy to 
use. Menu, or command line context-sensitive 

help facilities are standard. 

Best of all, 
ARCHIVE*SQL works 

with ALL your 
standard 

NON-ORACLE files 
as well. 

SEND FOR A TRIAL COPY OF ARCHIVE*SQL TODAY. ARCHIVE'SQL is a tool that gives you the 
control over data you've always wanted. 

COMPUTERTIME NETWORK CORPORATION 
10340 Cote de Liesse 
Montreal, Quebec HST 1 A3 
Tel: (514) 633-9900 
Fax: (514) 633-9886 
ORAC/,£ is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation 

CALL (514) 633-9900 OR WRITE: 

COM=P l J 'I' ltRTIM 1£ 
CIRCLE 167 ON READER CARD 

5401 Eglinton Ave. W Suite 115 
Toronto, Ontario 
M9C 5K6 
Tel: (416) 622-4070 
Fax: (416) 622-4054 



* PMA.DOC 
SETDEF.DOC 

DCL 
DIALOGUE 

Taking The 
DECwindows Plunge 

Kevin G. Barkes DECwindows 
has claimed 
another victim. 
Late this sum-

mer my consulting company joined 
Digital' s Independent Software Vendor 
(ISV) program. In the process, my firm 
acquired a V AXstation 3100 and a slew of 
programming languages and tools. 

As a Digital ISV, I'll be porting some 
of my publishing/text processing utilities 
into the DECwindows environment. This 
should be an interesting endeavor - I'm 
not aware of many text-oriented 
SPITBOL applications that have been 
transferred to graphics-based C program
ming. ("Can you say culture shock? I 
knew you could.") 

Before I dive headlong into this Her
culean effort, I need to get up close and 
personal with DECwindows. Judging 
from comments on DECUServe, ARIS/ 
BB (Professional Press' Automated 
Reader Information Service) and other 
electronic forums, it will be a memorable 
experience. To paraphrase John Camp
bell, noted science fiction editor, pio
neering essentially amounts to finding 
new and horrible ways to hang your 
system. 

Fortunately, Digital is eager and will
ing to assist developers to push the com
puting envelope. Its ISV program includes 
an extensive online V AXNotes-based sys
tem in which members can exchange 
information. ISV members have personal 
representatives assigned to help them. 

Why would a hard-core command
line-interface addict like me seemingly 
forsake his roots and take up sides with 
the "X-men?" And what does this have 
to do with DCL? 

Frankly, windowing environments are 
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rare in database publishing, my primary 
applications-development area. Most 
processing is done in batch mode, which 
requires little graphical interfacing. 

But primary users of my software have 
been migrating to workstations to ease 
the processing burden on their main 
CPUs and to handle integrated graphics. 
If I don' t provide a windowing interface 
- something that works seamlessly with 
the other applications - I'll be left in the 
dust. 

As for DCL, at least on V AXstations, 
it 's still around. A V AXstation is still a 
VAX, still requires VMS system-manage
ment skills and still uses DCL to get things 

$ SET NOVERIFY 

done - even though the user may be 
insulated from it to a degree. 

Beginning in January 1990, this col
umn sometimes will contain information 
about using DCL in the DECwindows/ 
workstation environment . Its main 
thrust, however, will continue to be how 
to get the most out of DCL, regardless of 
the platform. 

Breaking The Rules 
Bartolomeu Barros of Boston has attained 
what few achieve - getting me to pub
lish Yet Another Set-Default Utility. 
Although this is a clear violation of the 
"no more set default" edict, this com-

Set default and display the directory name 

at the bottom of the screen (line 24) . 

If t he directory lengt h > 80 , only t he last 

80 characters will display. 

$ ESC[O, 7) = %xlB 

$ SPACE - .. 

$ P : - WRITE SYS $0UTPUT 

$ U - f$GETSY 1 ( "NODE NAME" ) Get node name 

$ IF Pl .EOS. " SHOW" THEN Pl = "[) " Show current default 

$ IF Pl .EOS . .. .. THE N. Pl = FSTRNLNM( '" SYS SLOGI N" ) GET LOGIN directory name 

$SET DEFAULT 'P l ' Set defau l t to whatever Pl is 

$ DEFAULT - F$ENVI RD NM ENT<"DEFAULT" J Get the who l e directory name 

$ LE NGTH - F$LENGTH(DEFAULT) Find the length of di r ectory 

$ SP(_PAD = FSEXTRACT(0,80 - ' LE NGTH" . SPACEJ Ext r act spaces for paddi ng 

$ IF LENGTH .GT. 80 THE N SP(_PAD = '"' No padding if length > 80 

$ IF LENGTH . GT. 80 THEN -

DEFAULT= FSEXTRACT( ' LENGTH' - 80 , 80 , DEFAULT) Extract last 80 characters 

$SET PROMPT= '" 'ESC'[l : 23r"ESC'[23:1f<' ' U' > $ " ! Set prompt 

$ P'" ' ESC ' [Ok' ' ESC' [ 24: 1f' 'ESC' [l: 7m' 'DEFAULT ' ' 'SPC_PAD' ' ' ESC' [Om ' ' ESC' [ 1: 23r" 

$ EXIT 

To use: Define a symbol SD:- @OEVJCE:[DIRECTORY]SET_DEF . COM 

then enter: SD di rectory_name wil 1 set and show default 

SD show wi 11 show the default di rectory 

SD will set default to main level dir . 

Bartolomeu Barros 

Boston, Massachusetts 

$ ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
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mand procedure contains a novel twist: 
It displays the directory name at the bot
tom of the terminal screen in reverse 
video, making navigation far easier. (See 
Figure or SETDEF.DOC in the DCL 
download area of ARIS/BB.) 

More important, the .COM file 
shows how to use terminal-escape se
quences. This code can be dropped into 
other procedures without much effort. 

If you want to make the DCL a tad 
more elegant, consider using the F$FAO 
lexical function instead of the fixed space 
strings contained in the file. 

ALL·IN-1 For The Poor 
Bill Bailey, manager of academic and 
administrative systems at North Carolina 
A&T State University, passed along a DCL 
menu system modeled after ALL-IN-1. 

Although the code is too large to 
publish, we've placed PMA-1 (Poor 
Man's ALL-IN-1) in the DCL download 
area of ARIS/BB for those of you look
ing for a way to manage users who aren't 
familiar with the normal VMS DCL en
vironment. The component procedures 
and documentation are in one large file 
named PMA.DOC. 

Bill is very active in VAX teleconfer
encing. He frequents the FidoN et VAX 
area and USENET's info.vax conference 
and even runs his own BBS in which he 
offers support for PMA-1. 

FOR AN " I LOVE DCL" sticker (the sup
ply is dwindling) or a copy of a listing 
of all DEC-related FidoNet public bulle
tin-board systems in the U.S., send a self
addressed, stamped #10 business envelope 
to DCL Sticker and/ or BBS List, Kevin G. 
Barkes Consulting Services, 4107 Over
look St., Library, PA 15129. You also can 
get the BBS list by downloading it di
rectly from my SYS$0UTPUT BBS, (412) 
854-0511. The system supports 1,200 and 
2,400 baud and is available 24 hours per 
day. Look in the "new uploads" area. 
- Kevin G. Barkes is a Library, Pennsyl
vania-based independent consultant specializ
ing in VAX systems seftware, management, 
tuning and training, as well as commercial da
tabase publishing systems. 

NOVEMBER 1989 

New Graphics Package! 
Salesll~own 

Announcing PREP ;:ica~i0cy 

• EASY TO USE • learn to make charts 
like the ones shown here in minutes 

• HIGH QUALITY • This ad was produced 
by PREP exactly as you see it 

• INEXPENSIVE • List price for a single 
VMS CPU license: $1500 to $4000 

Call 1-800-522-0202 for more info 
(In California call 916-756-3291) 

CIRCLE 268 ON READER CARD 

2PMSUNDAY. 

~ .... 'V ..... 

MULTIWARE 
-t••·•·••·•·•·•ww,w 
2121 Second Street 
Building B, Suite 107 
Davis, California 95616 

The Steaks Were Sizzling And The 
VAXes Were Frying 

One sultry Sunday while the gang was firing 
up the barbecue, the temperature in the 
computer room was quietly rising to 120 
degrees. By Monday, hardware, software, 
and customer services were cooked. 
If you'd rather not take the heat you need 
SAM, the intelligent 24-hour protection 
system. SAM is uniquely designed to monitor 
computer room conditions, detect problems 
in temperature, power, water and more, 
and alert users. 

Only SAM can automatically perform a 
graceful and orderly computer shutdown 
to maintain data integrity and prevent 
hardware damage. 
Before you reach the boiling point, call 
Intra Computer at (212) 947-5533 and find 
out about SAM. 

COMPUTER INC 

875 Ave. Of Americas New York, NY 10001 (212) 947-5533 Fax: (212) 947-5984 
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VAX C V3 And The 
ANSI Standard, Part 2 
Editor's note: In Part 2 of a two-part series, 
C Editor Rex Jaeschke examines how Digi
tal 's new VAX C compiler stacks up 
against the proposed ANSI C Standard. 

Before commenting on VAX C's status regarding ANSI con
formance, some qualifying remarks are necessary. First, as of 
press time, there wasn't a final ANSI C Standard, although it's 
expected soon. Second, to the best of my knowledge, Digital 
has made no claims verbally, in its manual set or in its promo
tional material of being ANSI-conformant. Because Digital has 
no real competition for its C compiler, ANSI conformance (real 
or imagined) isn't yet a marketing requirement (as it is in the 
very competitive DOS world.) 

Digital is well-represented on the ANSI C committee and on 
the newly formed Numerical C Extensions Group (NCEG), 
which I founded earlier this year. I believe that VAX C even
tually will be ANSI-conformant. This probably will be soon, 
because the POSIX standard points to the C standard, and gov
ernment contracts soon will require POSIX conformance, if they 
don't already. It's a matter of having development resources, a 
set of delivery priorities and, most important, a formal govern
ment validation suite from the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST). There will be no such suite until some
time after the final Standard is accepted by ANSI. 

Compiler Options 
The only option that approximates ANSI mode is /STANDARD= 
PORT ABLE. This warns about a lot of situations that really are 
errors in strict ANSI mode. The most common is the mixing 
of pointers and integer types and the mixing of pointers to one 
type and pointers to another, including different levels of in
direction. According to ANSI C, this only can be done via an 
explicit cast. So if you plan to develop code that's to be ANSI
compliant (maximally portable), you'd better use /STANDARD= 
PORT ABLE religiously and take notice of the output produce~. 

The Preprocessor 
The ANSI C preprocessor varies considerably from existing prod
ucts, and VAX C will have to make many changes in this area 
to conform. 
• At least the required minimum 1,024 macros are supported in 
a source module. This includes objectlike (without arguments) 
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... if you plan to develop code 
that's to be ANSI-compliant (maximally 
portable), you'd better use /STANDARD= 
PORTABLE religiously and take notice of 

the output produced. 

and functionlike (with arguments) macros. 
• Logical source lines up to the required 509 characters are sup
ported. 
• The minimum 31 macro arguments are supported. 
• Macro recognition has a bug not related to ANSI C. It vio
lates K&R. Consider the following (perverted but legal) example: 

#include <stdio'.h> 

ffdefirie Ml{) 

mainO 
I 

int (Ml)(); /* declaration * 

test() 
I 

MH )'; /* macro ca 11 "'/ 
(Ml)(); /*NOT a macro can *F 

pr'.ptf("lns 1 de 

I* the fol lowi ng function definition is valid since 
(declarator) the same as declarator / , 

(Ml)() 

( 

printf<"Ins1de futwtion Ml\n"); 

should produce: 

Inside function test 
Inside function Ml 
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PC, MAC, UNIX, XENIX, VAX, 
and more . Link 30 popular operating 
systems. Connect and manage file 
transfers around the office or around 
the world . 

RIGHT OUT OF THE BOX 
Use regular modems, Y.32, new 
high speed modems , X.25, LANs 
... BLAST links them all . 

FOR INSTANT NETWORKS 
Link two computers or 2000 .. . with 
• One easy, identical interface 
• One set of commands 
• One powerful script language 
• One reliable program 

WITH ALL THE FEATURES 
• Bulletproof file transfer 
• Terminal Emulators - YT 100/220, etc 
• Scripting for customized routines 
• PC to PC Remote Control 
• Fully automated operation 
• Unbeatable noise resistance 

API HOOKS TO LINK BLAST 
TO YOUR PROGRAM 
• Over 50,000 users worldwide 
• Top-Notch technical support 

Call 800-24-BLAST 

BLAST 
Communications Research Group 
5615 Corporate Blvd. · Baton Rouge , Louisiana 70808 

800-24-BLAST (504) 923-0888 
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For A Fast 
DBMS 

Call RAIMA 
And Start 

Screaming. 
[I db VISTA III combines relational with II 

network model database technology for ' 
building applications that are so fast -

they scream! 
Quickly develop faster applications .. .15 times faster retrieval than a 
relational DBMS alone!** db_ VISTA ID remains fast, even when 
application size and complexity increase. 
For greater programming flexibility, productivity, portability and 
high performance ... Call for db_ VISTA ID and start building appli
cations that scream! 

1-800-db-RAIMA (That's 1-800-327-2462) 
db_ VISTA ill is the choice of C programmers worldwide, including APPLE, ARCO, AT&T, EDS, 
Federal Express, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, NASA ... 

db_ VISTA III Specifications: Single & Multi- user. Automatic recovery. Automatic referential integrity. 
Relational B-tree indexing. Network Data Model. Relational SQL query and report writer. Complete revision 
capability. PRO-C code generator. Complete C source code is available. No Royalties. 

Operating systems*: VMS,UNIX,BSD,QNX,SunOS,XENIX,MS-DOS,MAC,MS Windows. OS/2 
compatible. Most C Compilers supported. LANs*:3COM,Novell,Banyan,Appleshare 
**Call for the benchmarks. *Other environments supponed;cal l for complete list. 

db VISTAID TM 

Database Development System 

D 
p 

11 
9 

[11~~~~:! 
Raima Corporation 3245 146th Place S.E .. Bellevue. WA 98007 USA (206)747·5570 Telex: 6503018237 MCI UW FAX: (206)747- 199 1 Texas: (214) 231-313 1 
International Distributors: U.K.: (0992) 500919 Germany: 07127 /524-1 S\\ itzerland: (0 I )725 04 I 0 France: ( I )-16092828 Ilenelux: 31(02159)46 8 14 Sweden: 
(0 13) 1247 80 Italy: 045/584711 Norway: 47 244 88 55 Denmark: (2)887249 Singapore: 468 3888 Australia : (02) 959 5122 Japan: (03)473 7432 Taiwan: 
(02)5 11 3277 Mexico: (83)573594 Ilrazil: (0 192)529770Colombia: 5712189245 Argentina: 5413135371 Chile: 562696-4308 Uruguay: 92 1937 
Caribbean: (809) 834 4069 Central America: (506) 28 07 64 © Copyright Raima Corporation 1989 
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Graphic Outlook 
Breaks the 

Spreadsheet Mold 

Finally a VAX Spreadsheet that Lets You Take Control 

You 're in charge ... Graphic Outlook breaks the mold and for the first 
time lets System Managers regulate the number of simultaneous 
spreadsheet users on the VAX. And thanks to our bidirectional gateway 
to Lotus, users can choose to work either on the VAX or PC. 

It's easy ... Graphic Outlook takes Lotus users only 10 minutes 
to learn -yet it's incredibly powerful (65 ,535 rows & columns , 
over 100 functions). 

Our graphics are unsurpassed ... you 'll be amazed . And our limited
use licensing fees will save you money. 

So what are you waiting for? Just call for our Demo Kit. Try Graphic 
Outlook today. Take control tomorrow. (805) 968-3838 .A, See us at DEXPO West Booth #511 

Stone Mountain Computing 
42 Aero Camino , Suite 209 . Goleta CA 9311 7 

Lotus 1s a registered trademark of Lotus Development Corp VAX 1s a registered tradem2rk of D1g11a1 Equ1pmen1 Corp 
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A call to a macro with arguments requires the source token 
immediately following the macro name to be a left parenthe
sis, but it isn't. Therefore, no call to that macro should be de
tected. However, VAX C incorrectly produces a diagnostic as 
it attempts to recognize a macro call that's improperly formed. 

Of course, this is a minor glitch, because calling a macro 
and a function version of the same thing in the same scope is 
probably bad style. 
• Macro calls must have a fixed and correct number of argu
ments as required. 
• VAX C uses the UNIX pee approach to replacement in strings 
in macros, as follows: 

/Mncl ud~ <$tdit.a. h> 
') ~} 

1tdefine. PRHarg) 
/ldefi ne PRZ<.x) 
ma'ln() 'd 

I 

printfC"arg .. :td\n", 
pr1 ntf("chµracter .F 

.)t . A:j' ... ,. 

int total = flJO; 
l int val ue .,,.. ZQO: 

,PlU < tgJ;.a 1 l ; 
.,PRl < vaTue) ; 

PRz:(a}; 
PR2(b): 

An ANSI compiler should produce the output: 

VAX C produces: 

tnaracter - >a< 
26rn.1cte~' = >tl< 

ANSI outlaws this behavior because a source token can't 
contain another source token. Because a string literal and a 
character constant are tokens, they can't be considered to con
tain formal parameter names. Because this practice is widespread 
and useful, ANSI provided the stringize preprocessor operator 
(#) instead. VAX C doesn't support this operator yet. 
• The following non-benign macro redefinitions are accepted 
but should be rejected: 

4&1flfi CRO,E 10 
ffd~Ti C'R,01 20 I* 

#~qefi .CRQ2,i ~. , 
ffedefi CR02(a, 

4i'iJ~fi OJ.<:t~~CR03'iil 0 
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1

16-Port ~server 
Due This Suouner; 
I Uses LAT, TCP /IP 

MAYNARD, Mass. - DEC is 
slated 10 announce this summer a 
16-port terminal server that sup
ports both LAT and TCP/IP, ac
oording to sources.. 

The introduction of the DEC-
scrvcr 3()'l r-• • ·- ., - ' 

The MAXserver 1000 Series. 
You thought DEC'1 was going to deliver both LATni 
and TCP/IP in the same 16-port box. And you 
thought it was going to be priced very affordably. 

Well, DEC didn't do it. But Xyplex;@ the leader in 
multi-protocol communication servers, did. Intro
ducing the MAXserver ni 1000 Series. It's got every 
feature you were hoping for. Including LAT and 

TCP/IP, and a great price. Plus it's got a lot of other features DEC never even 
dared to offer: 
• An incredibly compact package that's VI the size of the DECserver'n1 300. 
• A network connection that can tell whether it's thickwire or ThinWire"''1 

and adjust automatically. 
• A self-loading version that's host-independent so your VAX T'

1 works less. 
• All with Xyplex's 3-year warranty, the best in the industry. 
And in case you want just LAT after all, we've still got DEC beat. The 
rvIAXserver 1000 Series includes a LAT-only version. For hundreds of 
dollars less than DEC. And with the ability to grow into TCP/IP later. 

So if you want the industry's best 16-port terminal server, forget DEC. 
The real news is at Xyplex. To learn more, call our 
toll-free number today. Or write Xyplex, Inc. , 
330 Codman HilrRoad, Boxborough, (\1A 01719. 

1-800-338-5316 

Cop1right fl 19X9. \1ple\. Inc 
)JAXserrer" a trademark and Xiple\ is a regi>tered trademark of X1ple\. In c. 

Xyplex 
I.AT. l'hinlli re. \\\. IJEC and IJECserrer are trademark> of IJ1g1tal Ei1uipment Corporation 
Art icle reprinted from IJ1g1tal Re11e11.June 12. 1989 !coplfight © 19R9 Zif! Comm u111cat1ons Compa111 ). CIRCLE 150 ON READER CARD 



• The new token pasting preprocessor operator (##) isn't sup
ported. Instead, the old UNIX approach of treating a/** lb as 
the token ab is followed. ANSI C requires a comment to be 
replaced by one space rather than no space. 
• Understandably, the predefined macro _ STDC_ isn't, be
cause the compiler doesn't claim to be ANSI-conformant. M any 
compilers are defining _ STDC_ to be 0, and this has created 
a stir among vendors and developers . The attitude is that if 
you're not conforming, don't define _ STDC_ at all, rather 
than define it with a non-standard value. A conforming im
plementation sets _ STDC_ to 1. 

• The preprocessor seems to handle the notion of allowing 
directives to be broken at any point using the backslash/new
line notation. However, one situation wasn't handled correctly. 
For example: 

/fdefi ne M7 
1000 

#defi ne M\ 
8 1000 

//defi ne. \ 
M9 1000 

Jfdef\ 
i n\ 

I * VA'!, C rejected 'I;/ 

e MlO "The qui ck l:>rown fox" 

ANSI C permits any source line to be so continued, allow
ing even keywords, identifiers and operators to be broken over 
multiple lines. This mainly is to allow for machine-generated 
code and isn't intended to let humans write code in this way. 
• ANSI requires that when a macro definition refers to itself 
directly or indirectly that it not recurse. For example, in: 

ffade fi ne f D (a(}, f( 

the macro expands to a function call, not to another (indefi
nite) macro call. VAX C recursively evaluated macros until a 
predetermined stack overflow occurred, in which case it stopped 
and produced an error message. 
• The predefined macros _ DATE_, _ TIME_, _ FILE_ and 
_LINE_ are defined and have the correct format. They can't 
be the object of an #undef 
• The preprocessor (incorrectly) insists that the # in directives 
be in column 1. However, it does permit horizontal white space 
between the # and the directive name as required. 
• Extraneous tokens following directives on the same line are 
correctly diagnosed and not ignored. 
• There 's a problem in the "phases of translation" regarding 
token recognition. For example: 

#define DBG / \ 

f() 
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priqt fC"test\n" l ; /* .. . *! 

should produce an error but doesn't. The definition of DBG is 
required to be seen as the start of a comment that doesn't end 
until the second to last line. 
• A comment was (incorrectly) allowed to be started in one file 
and ended in another (via #include). However, attempting to 
continue logical lines across headers was diagnosed correctly. 
• T he sizeof operator isn't recognized in #if expressions. ANSI 
C permits this but doesn't require it. 
• Enumerations constants, casts and floating-point constants are 
prohibited correctly from #if expressions. 
• Division by zero in #if expressions produces a warning and 
True is assumed. This is a quality-of-implementation issue. 
• The preprocessor operator defined is accepted in both forms 
(with and without parentheses) as required. Note that defined 
is not a keyword. The only restriction on its use as an identifier 
is that you can't have a macro by that name in an #if expres
sion, because it will be interpreted as the operator. 
• T he # elif directive is supported. 
• The minimum eight levels of conditional inclusion (e.g., 
#ifdef) are supported. 
• ANSI C requires that a matching set of # if and #endif direc
tives (possibly with #else and #elif) must be in the same source 
file. They can't be nested in headers. VAX C requires this of 
#if and #endif but not #else. 
• The new style #include MACRO _NAME directive is sup
ported. However, MACRO_NAME is required to expand to the 
< .. . > or " .. . " form first . 
• The standard headers are protected properly from being pre
processed more than once, and they can be included in any 
order. One exception is assert.h , which is permitted to be in
cluded many times and do different things each time. 
• The minimum eight levels of nested headers are supported. 
In fact, at least 20 levels were accepted. 
• The #error directive isn't supported yet, but you still can use 
it to produce the same effect. After all, it's supposed to force a 
diagnostic, and that's what you get whether it's supported or 
not. 

The C Language 
• Concatenation of adjacent string literals isn't supported yet. 
This will be useful when the stringize preprocessor operator # 
is available. 
• Bit- fields are permitted in unions without first being inside 
structures, as permitted. 
• Automatic aggregates can have initializer lists. 
• const and volatile are supported. 
• The new keyword signed isn't supported. 
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Rdb and FOCUS 4GL: 
One is free, 
the other pays for itself 

Now that runtime Rdb is free*, you need an applica
tion development system to make it work. FOCUS 
4GL is the perfect complement to Rdb because 
FOCUS pays for itself in a fract ion of the time of any 
other VAX application development product . 
Whether you need a transact ion system to create 
and maintain Rdb data, or a decision support system 
with reporting, graphics, statistics, and spreadsheet, 
only FOCUS gives you a complete solution for all 
your Rdb applications. 
COMPLETE APPLICATION 
DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES 

FOCUS comes with a complete development 
toolset ready to work with Rdb . In addition to code 
generators and user-oriented screen and w indow 
painters, the FOCUS data management language 
lets you complete your application without having 
to rely on COBOL, C, or other 3Gls. And since 
FOCUS for VAX was designed for your VAX system, 
it is DSRl -compliant and works with ALL-IN-1, 
CDD/Plus, DECwindows and CIT products. 
APPLICATION CONNECTIVITY AND 
PORTABILITY 

FOCUS gives you access to all structures permit
ting you to load your Rdb tables directly from RMS 
or DBMS files as well as any other database on your 
VAX or IBM mainframe. And of course, all FOCUS 
applications are portable between VAX and IBM 
mainframe, UNIX workstations, HP, Wang, and PC. 
Your users can even have access to all IBM main
frame databases like IMS and DB2 without ever 
leaving the VAX. 
RECOGNIZED #1 VAX 4GL 

FOCUS for VAX was recognized as the best 4GL 
by the readers of Digital Review winning the presti 
gious Target Award in 1989. We've also been recog
nized by Digital as a Cooperative Marketing Program 
(CMP) participant since 1985. IBI offers local help
line, national hotline, education, and consulting 
services from 50 offices worldwide to insure your 
success with FOCUS. 

For more information on FOCUS for Rdb, write 
Information Builders, Inc., 1250 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 
10001. Or call (212) 736-4433, Ext. 3700 . 

* Rdb runtime only license is packaged with VMS. 
Media documentation and services are sold separately. 

~D~DDmD
"' Cooperative 

t • Marketing 
Program 

{lei) ErQ~b!~ 
This advertisement refers to numerous so ftwa re products by their trade names. In most, if not all cases, these designations are claimed as t rademarks or registered trademarks by their respective companies. 
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• Unions can't have an initializer. 
•long float still is accepted as a synonym for double . 
• The long double type isn't supported, although the float
ing-point suffix L (and 1) are (but then are interpreted as double 
anyway) . 
• The new floating-point constant suffixes of L (and 1) and F (and 
f) are supported. 
• The new unsigned integer suffix U (or u) are supported and 
can be used with L (or 1) in the eight possible combinations of 

order and casing .. 
• Trigraphs aren't supported yet. 
• The new-style function declarations and definitions are sup
ported and can cause different code generation as permitted. 
For example, floats aren't widened to double in the presence 
of a prototype containing float. However, chars and shorts 
continue to be widened to int because of the longword align
ment requirement of the stack. 

The Run-Time Library 
All of the dummy identifier names in prototypes have non-stan
dard names. Implementers are required to start their private 
names with either two underscores or an underscore and a capi
tal letter. For example, the prototype for sqrt must be: 

or: 

but not: 

because a programmer also is permitted to have a macro by 
the name x. 

assert.h 
• The assert macro is supposed to be a void expression, but it 
isn' t. It currently expands to a statement rather than an expres
sion and is limited in how it can be used. 

ctype.h 
• ctype.h contains the non-standard macros isascii , _ tolower 
and _to upper. 
• The prototypes for toupper and tolower incorrectly specify 
a char argument. It should be int. 
• There appear to be no function versions of the is* routines 
in the library, only macros. There are no prototypes for them. 
ANSI C requires function versions and, optionally, safe macro 
vers10ns. 

errno.h 
• Numrous extra errno macros of the form E* are supported 
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as permitted. 
• errno is defined as a global int as permitted. ANSI C also per
mits it to be a macro expanding to a modifiable lvalue expres
sion. 

float.h 
• This header is completely conforming. 

limits.h 
• This is almost conforming except for the missing multi byte 
macro. 

locale.h 
• This header is missing and consequently is support for locales. 

math.h 
• This header is in very good shape but has a few non-standard 
functions declared along with a typedef name. 
• There are no float or long double versions of the standard 
math library. ANSI C doesn't require these but does reserve 
names for such functions . · 

setjmp.h 
• setjmp.h is required to be a macro but isn't. 

signal.h 
• The macro SIG_ERR is missing. Instead, the non-standard 
BADSIG is provided. 
• The macro SI GABOR T is missing. 
• Various non-standard macros, structure templates and func
tions are defined or declared. 
• The prototype for signal is incorrect and doesn't match the 
library manual. The first token should be void instead of int. 
This problem has been acknowledged by Digital. 
• The prototype for raise is non-standard in that it permits extra 
(optional) arguments. 
• The type casts in the macros BADSIG, SIG_DFL and SIG_IGN 
aren't strictly compatible with the prototype for signal. 

stdarg.h 
• This header is conforming. The old-style version varargs .h 
also is provided. 
• To make sure you don ' t try to use both stdarg.h and 
varargs.h in the same scope, a series of #undef directives is 
included in each. 
• The definitions of va _start and va _ arg go beyond ANSI C 

requirements. ANSI C states that if the right-most fixed argu
ment has a narrow type or you attempt to get a narrow type 
using va_arg, the results are undefined. In VAX C, the behav
ior is well-defined. 

stddef.h 
• The typedef name wchar _ t is missing. 
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• errno no longer should be declared here. It's in errno.h. 

stdio.h 
• stdin, stdout and stderr aren't macros as required. 
• There are several non-standard macros and functions. 
• fopen and freopen have variable argument lists. 
•rewind returns int instead of void. 
• The rename function is missing. 

stdlib.h 
• This header is in very good shape. 
• There's some debate as to whether or not EXIT_SUCCESS 

should be 0 (as implemented) or 1. The exit function (starting 
with V3.0) accepts 0 and turns it into a 1 anyway. So whether 
or not EXIT_SUCCESS is 0 or 1 doesn't matter if you only use 
it as an argument to exit. 
• The multi byte typedef, macro and functions are missing. 
• Several non-standard names are present. 
• srand has a return type of int instead of void. However, 
the manual provides no description of a return value, therefore 
it's possible there isn't any. 

string.h 
• strerror has been extended to include a variable argument list. 
• The strcoll function is missing. 

• The strxfrm function is missing. 

time.h 
•The typedef size_t and the macro CLOCKS_PER_SEC are 
nussmg. 
•Several non-standard functions and names exist. 
• The function strftime is missing. 

VAX C V3.0 isn't ANSI-conforming, but neither is any other 
compiler I've seen, including those that claim to be and even 
set _STDC_ to 1. 

The state of VAX C regarding the standard isn't a disgrace. 
In fact, it's quite good and perhaps above average from my ex
perience with other mainstream compilers. It's well-positioned 
in that direction and those extensions/ changes of immediate and 
greatest utility already have been implemented. 

Readers are encouraged to submit C-related comments 
and suggestions to Rex Jaeschke, 2051 Swans Neck Way, 
Reston, Virginia 22091 or via e-mail to uunet!aussie!rex. -Rex 
Jaeschke is an independent consultant, author and lecturer. He's DEC 
PROFESSIONAL's representative on the ANSI C Standards Com-
mittee and the U.S. Representative for ISO, as well as editor of the 
Journal of C Language Translation, a quarterly publication for C 
implementers. His new book, Mastering Standard C, will be avail
able from Professional Press this month . 

The Tape Tool Kit 
Everything you need for 
handling tapes on a VAX 

~, (But we don't wash the window of the drive) 
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TRAP™ 
Affordable Tape 
Management 
~ Complete Cataloging 

of tapes 
~ Find and restore files 

automatically 
~ Never write over a back

up tape again 
~ All documented and 

supported by Edison 
Software 

CONVERT™ 
~ The standard since 1982 for 

handling IBM & foreign 
tape on Vl\X 

~ Read & write IBM lqbeled 
tapes instantly. 

~ Handles packed and 
binary fields 

~ Accurate & reliable 

TRAP. Convert and Image are trademarks of Edison Software Systems. VAX is a registered trademark of Digital 
Equipment Corp. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. All rights reseNed. 
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IMAGE™ 
~ Copy VMS backup tapes 

bypassing bad blocks 
~ Copy backups for off-site 

storage & protection 
~ Edit any tapes 

OEDISON 
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS 
P.O. Box 211 
Metuchen, New Jersey 08840 
(201) 906-1321 
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HOW TO AVOID THIS TRAP ON VAX! 
Their ads may promise Portability, 
Compatibility or Connectability. ... but it's 
really an invitation to sacrifice close hardware 
integration and performance - for a captive 
database environment. 

PowerHouse®, on the other hand, lets VAX 
users avoid this captive database trap! 

PowerHouse -with its high degree of integration 
to Rdb andRMS - is the most widely specified 
4GL development environment on VAX. 
Because PowerHouse doesn't need to call 
in 3GLs to complete the job. 

PowerHouse StarBaseT" - the fully DSRI 
compliant SQL RDBMS - gives you the option 

of choosing a 3rd party database with 
superior distributed performance, including 
VAX cluster support, and advanced data 
integrity features. And since both PowerHouse 
and StarBase have full read/write to both Rdb 
and RMS, there is no need to expend critical 
development resources migrating your existing 
applications - if it makes economic sense to 
work with them where they now reside. 

So, don't take the bait- choose integrated 
VAX performance over database captivity
choose PowerHouse and StarBase. 

1-800-426-4667 * 
CIRCLE 221 ON READER CARD 

Performance so pawerful that 
over 500 vertical applications and 
services have been developed by 
PowerHouse Partners. 

r --- - ---- - -------- --- ---- - -- -- ---- -

! I'll choose FREEDOM an!! day! 
i Please send me information on: 
i __ PowerHouse & StarBase, the fully integrated VAX 
i development solution (including a catalogue of 
i PowerHouse applications). 
i __ Power House Partners Program - the best in the business! 

! Attach business card and mail to: * Cognos Corporation, 
i 2 Corporate Place, 1-95 Peabody, MA 01960 

l-~~-~~-~~~~~~~-~~-~~-~~~~~~!-~~~~~~~----------------------J 
More than the leading 4GL - the best. integrated 
development environment on DEC. 

• Canada: 1-800-267-2777. U.K.: +44 344 486668. France: +33 ·1 47 75 0778. Belgium: +32 2 723 82 77. The Netherlands: +31 3402 49199. Sweden: +46 8 752 7795. Spain: +34 1 572 0360. West Germany: +49 69 666 6802. 
Australia: +612 437 6655. Hong Kong: +852 5 892 0567. Japan: +81 3 221 9710. Singapore: +65 220 3248. Latin America: 305-493-9880. 

Cognos and Power House are trademarks and PowerHouse.StarBase is a trademark of Cognos Incorporated. Other trademarks are the property of their respective holders. 



~:~:~~101 Beyond File Servers 
Al Cini Compared with 

other personal 
computers, lo
cating and man-

ipulating disk files on a Macintosh is 
remarkably easy. A familiar part of the 
Macintosh operating system, the Finder, 
displays programs and data files pictori
ally on the Mac screen as readily recog
nizable icons. To access a file or run a 
program, a Mac user points at its icon 
with the mouse and presses a button. 

But large organizations can't live on 
80-MB PC disk drives alone. Enter the 
VAX. 

By AppleTalk-connecting the Mac to 
a host VAX and using a VAX-based 
AppleShare file server such as Alisa Sys
tems' AlisaShare or Pacer Software's 
PacerShare, a host VAX/VMS system can 
deliver any of perhaps thousands of 
VAX-resident data files through the 
Finder at the click of a mouse. But as the 
amount of available information in
creases, confusingly cluttered Mac disk 
windows expose a basic problem with 
the Finder: A large organization's infor
mation simply doesn't flow that way. 
Enter Odesta's Document Management 
System (ODMS) . 

Document Control 
ODMS is an intelligent alternative to a 
traditional file server that not only accepts 
and deliverS data files as the user needs 
them but also tracks and controls them. 
Based on Odesta's Mac-based Double 
Helix DBMS, ODMS can be tailored to 
model the way a specific organization 
handles documents. We'll talk about 
ODMS tailoring later. For now, let's look 
at an example ODMS application. 

At a newspaper, topics of interest to 
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the readership are conceived by editors 
and assigned to writers. Writers, in tum, 
develop the topics into articles and sub
mit them for editorial review. The writ
ten material is caught in a development 
cycle, alternately reviewed by editors and 
revised by the author until suitable for 
printing. 

At our hypothetical newspaper, an 
author (Mike) first logs onto the organi
zation's VAX/VMS-based ODMS docu
ment server by launching the ODMS 
client application on his Mac (see Figure 
1). ODMS can be configured to present 
each user with a completely different 
view of the document library, perhaps 

Select host: 

DOCUMENT SERUER 

Select a user: 

Bruce 
Daniel 
Doug 
lndeH 
Jerry 

Paul 

'' ... ODMS can be tailored 
to model the way a specific 

organization handles 
documents. 

'' denying write access to certain articles to 
specific staff members. User access to the 
ODMS server can be password protected. 

Mike can ask ODMS for a list of the 

3 
Select zone: 

Locallalk ]Q] 
If! 

lQJ 

Figure 1: Starting with the Mac desktop, Microsoft Word, and a word processing document 

(1), we launch the ODMS client software (2) and "visit" an ODMS server (3) as the 

registered user Mike (4). 
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C.I 

U
nlike other companies, 
we don't change our 
slogan every year to 

get your attention. We don't 
have to. After all, there is no 
better way to satisfy current 
customers and attract new 
ones than to make full-featured 
products with the highest 
standards of reliability and 
quality. 

C. Itoh's wide range of print
ers, terminals and other peri
pheral products are chosen 
again and again by business 
users worldwide who need 
versatile products they can 
consistently depend on. 

Call us at (800) 347-2484 and 
ask about our versatility, reli
ability and quality. We like 
repeating ourselves. 

C. ltoh Electronics, Inc. 



subjects assigned to him, and an editor 

can ask for a list of articles submitted by 

authors for his review (see Figure 2, page 

158). In our newspaper example, ODMS 

won't allow an author to submit an ar

ticle directly for publication unless re-

viewed and accepted by two editors. The 

editor in chief can ask the ODMS server 

at any time for a list of assigned topics 

without submitted articles or for a report 

on articles pending review by editors. 

These are handy things to know if you're 

trying to unjam your organization. 

Selecting the example "Suburbia 

Means Traffic" topic, Mike can save a 

Mac document, such as "Commuter's 

Story" (the Microsoft Word word proc

essing document) , directly into ODMS 

Apple And Digital: What's Coming 
It's widely known that, in response to growing customer demand, 
Apple and Digital have been working together to develop a family of 
Macintosh-VAX/VMS networking products. The big questions are 
What and When? Based on technical information presented at 
developers' conferences and DECUS since the relationship between 
Apple and Digital was first announced in January 1988, we can sketch 
a general outline of what someday may be known as VMS Services 
for the Macintosh. 
Terminal Emulation - Significantly advancing the state of the art 
established by Apple's MacTerminal VT100 terminal emulator when 
the Mac was introduced in 1984, you can expect an updated VT320-
style terminal emulator from Apple and Digital. The delivery of 
advanced VT340 ReGIS and Tektronix graphics capabilities probably 
will be left to third parties such as White Pine Software and Synergy 
Software, among others (see Table). 

Apple and Digital already have announced that support for 
Digital's Local Area Transport (LAT) networked terminal services 
soon will be a part of Apple's Comm Toolbox, so you can expect to 
find a LAT connection feature in the Apple/DEC tenninal emulator 
and eventually in third-party products as well. At first, LAT support 
probably will require that your Mac be connected directly to an 
Ethernet network. Future releases may extend this capability to Macs 
on Apple's LocalT alk LAN connected to an Ethernet via an Apple Talk 
bridge such as a Cayman GatorBox or a Kinetics FastPath (now 

Capability 

Terminal Emulation 

Database Services 

Apple/DEC Product Elements 

MacTermlnal (Apple),future product 
enhanced to offer VT320 support with LAT 

MacX (Apple) 
X server with DECwindows compatibility 

Apple Filing Protocol (AFP) file services 
Digital print services 

CL/1 (Apple, Network Innovations) 
SOL Services (DEC) 

Access to VMS mail 
X.400 user agent 

owned by Novell). 
Do you need networked tenninal support from your LocalTalk

connected Macs now? It's available today as the AlisaTenninal part of 
Alisa Systems' Alisa Talk for use with White Pine Software's Mac241 
or Synergy Software's VersaTerm. Pacer Software's Pacer-Link also 
fills the bill and will work with any Mac-based terminal emulator, as 
well as with PacerLink's VT220 terminal emulator. 
DECwindows - Apple already is demonstrating an impressive X 

Window System (Digital customers can read that as DECwindows) 
server for the Mac operating system, with an interesting "rootless" 
display mode that maps X directly onto the Mac desktop via the Mac's 
window manager. Used in conjunction with Apple's MultiFinder, 
this feature slickly integrates X into the Mac's user environment. You 
can expect that when the jointly developed Mac X server is delivered, 
it also will be fully DECwindows compatible, including support for 
all DECwindows fonts. 

If you can't wait for these developments, White Pine Software has 
been showing its Mac-based DECwindows for nearly a year, with 
color capability planned for release before the end of the year. 
File and Print Services - Digital has purchased the rights to use the 
networked file and printer services found in Alisa Talk. We can expect 
these file and printer services in the final Apple/DEC product. It's to 
be hoped that the release will include long-requested security features 
such as support for ACLs. We can expect a tight integration between 

Third-Party Alternatives 

Mac241 (White Pine Software) 
VersaTerm (Synergy Software) 

eXodus (White Pine Software) 

AlisaTalk (Alisa Systems) 
MacRAF (Datability Software) 
Pacer Share , PacerPrint (Pacer Software) 

Sequelink (TechGnosis) 
Oracle (Oracle) 
DB-Library (Sybase) 

MailMate (Alisa Systems) 
AlisaMail (Alisa Systems) 
PacerPost(Pacer Software) 

this product and the file server 
found in Digital's VMS 
Services for MS-DOS. Until 
then, an AlisaTalk purchase 
seems a safe bet. Digital has 
stated that it will be easy to 
move Mac files stored on an 
AlisaShare or PacerShare 
volume to Digital's file server. 
Database Services - CL/1 
is software that runs on a 

Apple and Digital are developing Mac/VAX products, as are third parties. Items in bold are 

currently available. Items in italics have been shown or discussed publicly and should be available 

in early 1990. Items in regular type are ''futures" with no specific timetable. 

"client"Mac within a Mac 
application, such as Hyper
Card, and on a "server" VAX/ 
VMS system in conjunction 
with a relational database or 
RMS files. It permits the Mac 
application to execute SQL 
statements on the VAX server, 
transparently fetching or 

Continued on page 156. 
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"Every 
professional 
interested in 

Engineering 
Graphics 
should go 

to the 
Invitational 
Computer 

Conferences." 
~~~~~~-LOYDTARVER~~~~~~

ExECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 

WORKSTATION MARKETING 

INTERGRAPH CORPORATION 

Because in every major market of the 
world the Engineering Graphics Series of 

the ICCs give the desktop engineering pro

fessionals what they need to know about 

graphics workstations, 
application software, 
color printers/plotters, 
monitors, image pro
cessors and other 
associated products. 

In one day, through 

product demonstrations 
and technical seminars, 

attendees learn the 
latest technology and 

discuss their application requirements. 
Manufacturers have the opportunity to 
meet one-on-one with volume buying 
large end users, OEMs and systems inte

grators to demonstrate their products and 
reinforce their commitment to customer 
support on a regional basis. 

"By Invitation Only," guests attend 

free of charge. Manufacturers share 
the low cost with a minimum investment 

of time and sales effort. 

JOIN THE 1989/ 90 

ENGINEERING GRAPHICS SERIES 

U.S. LOCATIONS 

September 25, 1989 
Tysons Corner, (D. C.) VA 

October 12, 1989 
Irvine, CA 

December 6, 1989 
Newton, MA 

EUROPE LOCATIONS 

May 10, 1990 
Munich, W Germany 

May 15, 1990 
Paris, France 

February 6, 1990 
Dallas, TX 

April 19, 1990 
Troy (Detroit), MI 

May 21, 1990 
San Jose, CA 

May 21, 1990 
London, England 

ASK ABOUT THE ASIA/ PACIFIC SERIES! 

For more information contact: Invitational 
Computer Conferences, a division of Dataquest, 
3151 Airway Ave., C-2, Costa Mesa, CA 92626, 
Telephone: (714) 957-0171, _ ~ 
Telex: 5101002189 ICCDQ, T 

FAX: (714) 957-0903. • 
CIRCLE 370 ON READER CARD 



Continued from page 15 4. 
storing data into the server's database. CL/1 is available for the Mac 
and the VAX from Apple's subsidiary, Network Innovations. 

A similar offering from Digital, SQL Services, works only with 
Digital's Rdb/VMS relational database. It won't be available until 
later next year. 

The Apple/DEC offerings notwithstanding, third-party database
server alternatives still may be worth consideration. CL/1 offers only 
ANSI-standard SQL and is oriented toward query-intensive decision
support applications. If you plan to build an in-house transaction 
processing system and would like the performance edge offered by 
the enhanced SQL syntax of your relational database, SequeLink from 
TechGnosis might make more sense. 
Mail - The Apple/DEC joint product efforts in this area are a bit 
hazy, although both companies have promised X.400 support. The 
underlying technology required to link Mac and VMS mail products 
- and even bridge this electronic mail technology with PROFS mail 
on an IBM mainframe - exists today in Digital's Mailbus product 
family. With mail client software rumored to be built into the next 

major release of the Mac operating system (System 7), it isn't hard to 
imagine Apple and Digital providing a mail bridge to VMS (and 
beyond) as part of their product. Digital recently introduced its VAX
based X.400 mail server for multiple desktops, and the X.400 Mac 
client is expected next year. 

Meanwhile, Alisa Systems and Pacer Software have both announced 
VAX/VMS-based mail bridges for Microsoft Mail V2, available before 
the end of this year. 

Apple and Digital are developing a tightly integrated family of 
Mac-VAX/VMS networking software products and are planning to 
offer them with full support and customer services. While the 
complete package may not be available until mid-1990, CL/1, for 
example, is available from Apple nowJ and its X server should be 
available by early 1990. 

As spokespersons for both companies repeatedly have said, and as 
the thousands of people who have connected Macs to V AXs 
successfully already know, there's no need to wait. Many capabilities, 
from terminal emulators to DECwindows to database servers, are 
available from Independent Software Vendors today. 

(see Figure 3). Like a file server, ODMS 

stores the Mac document on the VAX. 

Beyond a mere file server, ODMS allows 

editors and authors to find and retrieve 

the document through whichever Mac 

"view" makes sense to their job function. 

When a document is retrieved, its crea

tor Mac application automatically is 

launched with the retrieved document 

opened and ready on the Mac screen. 

When the document is closed, ODMS 

automatically stores any revisions. In 

,look-and-feel terms, ODMS is very much 

a Finder alternative. 
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A ccess text and graphics mainframe appli
cationsfrom one easy-to-use program 

• EMULATE industry standard text and graphics 
terminals, including the DEC VTlOO, DG 0200, 
Tektronix 4014 and Tektronix 4105 • COMMUN
ICATE with a wide variety of mainframe computers 
or information services • TRANSFER files using 
popular protocols, including XModem, YModem 
and Kermit • BACKGROUND operation is 
supported under MultiFinder. 

lliiiil _________________ devefohed b'" ~ Abelbeck 

r J l:E Software 

I mport data, analyze the data, and gen
erate scientific and business graphics 
from one easy-to-use program 

• FLEXIBLE data import facilities • FAST operation 
(5 to 20 times faster than Cricket Graph™ version 1.2) 
• LARGE data sets supported (32,000 data points per 
variable) • FEATURES including: curve fitting; log, 
linear, polar and probability plots; high-resolution 
printing • PROGRAMMABLE RPN Calculator and 
Algebraic Formula entry 
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Behind The Scenes 
ODMS is a "client-server" application, its 

client portion implemented as a Mac 

application and its server portion written 

to run either on a dedicated server Mac 

or as a process under VAX/VMS. The 
network connection between the client 
and the server is based on Apple's Ap
pleTalk network protocol, running over 
either a common Ethernet network or a 
combination of Ethernet-LocalTalk us

ing a product such as a Cayman Gator
Box or a Kinetics FastPath (now owned 

by Novell). LocalTalk is Apple's twisted

pair LAN. 

The ODMS client software is written 

to run in conjunction with Apple ' s 

MultiFinder, a special version of the 

Finder that allows several Mac applica

tions to be active simultaneously. This 

ODMS/MultiFinder partnership allows 

Mac applications to be launched seem

lessly from within ODMS, sparing the 

inconvenience of moving documents to 
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FREE ADMISSION 
TO THE EXHIBITS! 

Featuring: 
•Mainframe, DEC, UNIX 

and Micro DBMSs 
• Distributed Database Products 
• Object-Oriented Tools 

and DBMSs 
• CASE Products and 4GLs 
• Expert Systems and Natural 

Languages 
• Gateways, Connectivity and 

Communications Products 

More than 130,000 feet of exhibit 
space, with over 250 exhibits, 
including: DEC, lnformix, Oracle, 
Computer Associates, Sybase, 
McCormack & Dodge, JYACC, 
Cognos, Cincom, 
Metaphor, HP, ~--......._ 
and RTI, 
among 
others. 

"For the DEC community, the design, use and 
accessibility of database is likely to become one 

of the dominant issues of the 1990's. Digital's 
movement toward transaction processing means 
that databases will become even more important 
for system managers and the users they serve." 

Lou Pilla. Managing Editor. DEC Professional 

OUTSTANDING TECHNICAL CONFERENCE: 
Covering: 

• DEC Database Futures 
• Putting DEC Database 

Technology to Work. 

Speakers include: Chris Date, 
Vaughan Merlyn , Michael 
Stonebraker, Richard Finkelstein, 
Colin White, and Jeff Tash, 
among others. 

I Ye S, ~want-;;;-attend. Please se,;;;-me information an; I 
I registration materials for DB/EXPO '90 to be held March 27-29, 
I 1990 at the Moscone Center in San Francisco. 
I 0 Send me FREE EXHIBIT PASSES. 

0 Please send me information on exhibiting. 
I 0 Please send me information on the conference sessions and 
I details on early reg istration DISCOUNTS. 

I 

Telephone FAX 

Qfia NON Enterprises, 289 S. San Anton io Road , Suite 204, 
.. ,. ...... Los Altos, CA 94022. (415) 941-8440 . FAX (415) 941 -2066. L ___________________ ~ 

THE NATIONAL DATABASE EXPOSITION AND CONFERENCE 

DATABASES, TOOLS AND CONNECTIVITY 
MARCH 27 - 29, 1990 • MOSCONE CONVENTION CENTER • SAN FRANCISCO, CA 
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Set Uiew Assignments Aeuiews Stories Copy Oeslc Ill! 
O Enter Stor 

[ u t :•:H STORY: Suburbia Meuis Tnllic 

( Olll.I :•:C 'Miter 
Pnsh! :•:11 Mite 
[ ll~nr Vmion #: 
Sel<H t llll 

····--···-····-··--·······-·· .. ·· VmionDale: 

List Of Working Stories 
ReadyforAe-.iewYIN: ..__ ___ _, 

"Double-Ciiek" an Assignment in the list to 
access a story document. 

Show Clipboard 
········-···-········-·"-··-···-···-···-····-··-· Editor 1 Comments : 

Story Name Ass igned To Version Due Date Days Le [ OIHl lo llt~s lc1 o p ... 
Moue From Oeslctop .. . 

Britain"s NeVTO'WnS Offer Mite 
Suburbui Solutions 

7114/89 12:00 AM -1 Q Work on Doi;um<m1 .. . 
Print Oocurnen1 

Suburbia Meuis Tnllic Mite 6128199 12:80 AM -26 

Editor I Reuiews ~~ii~~~~~WE~dl~to~rJ1Jn~eu~ie~w~s~~~~~~~~2 
List Of Stories Ready For Review 

- ........ '"" .... ....... ...,...,,~ .......... ......... ....... ~ 

"Double-Cl1ck" an Asstgnment tn 
the list to access a story 

Story Name 

· oouble - Click" an Assi gnment In 
the lis t t o access a st ory 

Assigned To Filed On Due On 

Story Name Assigned To Filed On Due On 

SwburlliaMeans Tnllic Mite 7124/H 
11 :46AM 

6128119 
12:08/IM 

Figure 2: Mike reviews his assigned topics (1). At this point, the 

editor has nothing to edit (2). 
Figure 3: Mike can submit his Microsoft Word document file 

directly to ODMS (1). ODMS stores it on the host VAX and 

notifies Editor 1 that the article is ready for review (2). 

and from the server as a separate step. But 
it will take more than a 1-MB Mac to 
deliver the ODMS goods. Odesta recom
mends a hefty minimum 4 MB of mem-

ODMS 
PLATFORMS~A Mac network with a Mac host 
or a Mac/VAX network with a VAX host and 
Mac clients 

PRICE: $20,000 

0 

ODESTA CORPORATION 

HEADQUARTERS: 
4084 Commercial Ave. 
Northbt.'.ook, IL 60062 
(312) 498-5615 

FOUNDED: 19s2 

PRODUCT LINE: A range ofbusiness software 
products for information management, access 
and analysis in standalone and networked Mac 
and VAX environments 

OWNERSHIP: Private 

BRANCHES: San Francisco 
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ory on the client Mac system. 
A client version of ODMS is available 

for use at simple VT-style terminals . 
While lacking the full document-review 
capabilities of a Mac, the VT-based client 
software can be used to obtain document 
status reports or to fetch and retrieve VMS 
files to and from the ODMS server. 

Like its first cousin, Helix VMX, the 
ODMS server is implemented as a VMS 

process. Documents are stored in a "col
lection file " on the VAX in an ODMS
proprietary format. 

Building An ODMS Application 
Like Double Helix databases, ODMS 
applications are developed using an icon
driven CASElike design tool. The ODMS 
application-development software antici
pates many of the features found in 
Odesta's latest Double Helix III database 
product, including HyperCardlike con
trol buttons and numerous display-per
formance enhancements. 

Odesta isn't making the application
development component of ODMS avail
able as part of the product. ODMS cus
tomers must purchase completely devel
oped ODMS applications from Odesta. 

The purchase price, ranging from $10,000 
to $30,000 and higher, includes custom 
application development. Odesta soon 
will offer these services through author
ized V ARs and consultants. The sale of 
the development software directly to 
users is still in the future. 

Odesta has been working closely with 
Apple and Digital in developing its He
lix product family and plans to incorpo
rate developments from the Apple/DEC 
alliance - such as the Compound 
Document Architecture (CDA) - in fu
ture releases of its products. If Odesta 
sticks to its plans, a future ODMS user 
should be able to retrieve and work with 
a Mac word processing document from 
a VT terminal (or DECwindows-based 
VAX workstation) with automatic docu
ment conversion to/from WPS-Plus (or 
DECwrite) as appropriate. 

THE BIGGEST PROBLEM with ODMS is 
the way Odesta describes and presents it. 
Documentation on the product and 
Odesta's application tailoring services is 
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~hOut 
And Touch Everyone. 
You can do it three different ways. With three 
unique products for the Mac-to-DEC 
electronic messaging and mail marketplace. 
Each available from Alisa, the originators of 
Mac-to-VAX connectivity software. 

First, there's Alisa MailMate/QM .™ An 
easy-to-use Macintosh bridge from CE 
Software's QuickMail to DECnet mail. It's a 
truly cost-effective way for people on a local 
Mac network to reach out and touch everyone 
on DECnet mail. 

Next, consider Alisa MaxNotes.™ A Mac
based electronic conferencing program that 
speaks the DECnet VAX Notes protocol, and 
supports everything VAX Notes does. And you 
don't have to know or use any commands. 
Just point and click with your mouse. 

Then there's AlisaMail.™ A VAX-based, 
store-and-forward electronic mail and 
directory system that connects Macs and PCs 
with Microsoft Mail to a host of other 
corporate mail systems. 

It makes adding new gateways and 
servers to increase your mail connectivity 
simple. Because the Alisa Information 
Switch,™ the heart of AlisaMail, provides a 
common set of message services for mail 
gateways and servers. It's a corporate E-mail 
solution that only comes first class. 

So there you have it. New electronic 
messaging and mail capabilities which can be 
literally at your fingertips. 

And if you 
push the right 
button, everyone 
will be touched. 

Alisa Systems lhc. 
~ keep everybody talking· 

See us at DEXPO West Booth #2321 
221 East Walnut Street, Suite 175, Pasadena, CA 91101 (818) 792-9474 

Alisa Systems (Europe) Ltd. 5 Surbiton Hill Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 4TW 
United Kingdom 44-1-390-3376 ©1989 Alisa Systems Inc. 

MailMate, MaxNotes, AlisaMail, and Information Switch are trademarks of Alisa Systems Inc. DEC, DECnet, VAi.., VMS, VMS Mail, and VAi.. Notes are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. Microsoft Mail is a trademark 
of Microsoft . Corporation. Quickmail is a trademark of CE Software. 
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Alisa Systems Inc. 
221 E. Walnut St., 

Ste. 175 
Pasadena, CA 91101 
(818) 792-947 4 
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Apple Computer Inc. 
20525 Mariani Ave. 
Cupertino. CA 95014 
(408) 996~1010 • 
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Cayman Systems 
26,Landsdowne St 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
(617) 494-1999 
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Datability Software Systems Inc. 
322 8th Ave., 11th FL 
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Microsoft Corporation 
P.O. Box 97017 
Redmond, WA 98073 
(206) 822-8080 
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N~twork Innovations Corp. 
20863 Stevens Creek Blvd., 

Ste. 200 
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(408) 257-6800 
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Novell Inc. 
122 E. 1700 S. 
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Oracle Corp. 
20 Davis Or. 
Belmont, CA 94002 
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Pacer Software Inc: 
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Ste.402 
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Synergy Software 
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Mt. Penn, PA 19606 
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621 N.W. 53rd • 
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White Pine Software Inc. 
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sparse, inconsistent and rife with mean
ingless and confusing acronyms and 
pedantic "software architecture" buzz
words. It's to be hoped that Odesta will 
bring ODMS documentation up to the 
high standards it has set for its Mac-based 

Helix products. 
At this stage, ODMS is almost as much 

a service as a product. Users can't pur
chase the development tools, and they 
need to contract ODM~ application de
velopment to Odesta - a fairly pricey 

proposition. 
Although an ODMS purchase decision 

isn't to be entered into lightly, you 
should consider it if your organization 
has grown beyond the capabilities of 
mere file servers. • 
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SCRIPTSERVER™ 
New Postscript Printing 
Software for VAX/VMS 

• Postscript print spooler 

• 

• 
• 

Supports Postscript printers 
from multiple vendors 

Converts ASCII to Postscript 

Supports LAT, PCSA, SNA 

Questions about Postscript 
Printing? . .. 

Call NOW! 8--
800-477-0348 

for Info & Evaluation Demo 

Gray Matter 
Software & Consulting 

Seattle, Washington 
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The X Window System server that frees your Macs 
to talk to any computer. 

eXodus is the first X Window System server designed 
specifically for the Macintosh OS. 

eXodus is Multifinder compatible and works over DECnet and TCP/IP 
networks. It's from White Pine Software, leader in Macintosh 

connectivity with highly successful Mac-to-VAX VT series terminal 
emulators, file transfer, and graphics conversion packages. 

The price for eXodus is only $499 and site licenses are offered. 
Available immediately. 

WHITE PINE SOFTWARE 
94 Rt. lOlA, P.O. Box ll08, Amherst, NH 03031. 603-886-9050 
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Connecting all your Macs and emulation7 file transfe~ virtual 
PCs to the corporate VAX is nothing disk and print services. Multiple 
new. Doing it in one easy step - with- windows7 corresponding to multi-
out having to piece together several ple terminal emulation ses-
vendors7 products - is new. sions7 are all continuously 

PacerLink simplifies micro-to- updated by the VAX. 
VAX connectivity. r.; - - - - - - - - - - ~ And 

T: b th '-'Dlll!IDDlll!ID'" Acme Office Information System PacerLi'nk 
10 egin wi 7 I liil ~ ril ALL-IN-1 I Mac 

P L'nk . Professional Workstation makes i't acer 1 gives you I I 
WP Word and Document Processing f ll 

a wide range of L _ ~ ~tronic Messagi~ ___ _J easier or a 
connectivitc omtions micro users to PacerLink provides complete access to ALL-IN-1 menu 
over severa di ferent choices with a single click or keystroke. interact with the 
networking configurations. It sup- VAX. Mac users see their icon-based7 

ports micros connected directly to mouse-driven interface7 while PC users 
Ethernet (Etheifalk or TCP/IP proto- get a familiar7 menu-
cols) and RS-232C7 and to LocalTalk ariven structure. Every-
bridged to Ethernet. one can begin workirig 

VAX 
- PacerLink connects Macs and IBM PCs (and compatibles) 

to many hosts, including DEC VAX (VMS and ULTRIX) 
and several UNIX systems. 

There's more. Add 
PacerShare7 and you make the 
VAX an AppleShare

~~~ compatible file server giving 
IBM Pc shared7 transparent file access 

to both micro and VAX users. Add 
PacerGraph, and you extend graphic 
emulation capabilities to the 
VT240/241 standard. 

For more information on how 
you can connect all your micros to the 

PacerLink provides both PC and without aaditional 
Mac users multi-window terminal training. 

S O F T WARE 

VAX in one easy step, call 
our West Coast office at 
(619) 454-0565 or our East 
Coast office at 
(508) 898-3300. 

PACER SOFIWARE, 7911 Herschel Ave., Suite 402, La ]olla, CA 92037 (619) 454-056511900 wtst Park Drive, Suite 280, wtstborough, MA 01581 (508) 898-3300 
Pacer Europe S.A.1 Valbonne, France, (33) 93 653 008, FAX: (33) 93 653 100. All product names subject to trademark claims. 
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Editor's Note: All of the companies that appear in 
this month's Products are DEXPO West 89 exhib
itors. Their booth numbers are indicated, so plan to 
visit them. 

Cognos Demonstrates 
PowerHouse StarBase 
Cognos Inc. will exhibit PowerHouse 
StarBase, its advanced SQL RDBMS, at 
DEXPO W est 89. Its multiversion record
management and optimistic record-locking 
schemes provide high throughput for multi
user applications. Distributed applications can 
be developed using the product's PowerHouse 
StarNet componet, which provides access to 
remote databases across DECnet and TCP /IP 
networks. 

Cognos also will preview its CASE prod
uct solution, as well as a version of Power
H ouse StarGate, which will provide access to 

Oracle databases on VAX/VMS and In
Quizitive for the PC and VAX, a user report 
writer with pop-up menus and a report painter. 

In addition, Cognos will demonstrate its 
new management reporting and data analysis 
tool known as Power Play, which lets users 
view and report on summarized corporate in
formation from mainframe, minicomputer and 
microcomputer databases. PowerHouse 4GL, 
PowerHouse Architect, PowerHouse PC 
V5.11, LOAD/PowerHouse and the 20/20 

DEXPO West 89 

Database Connection also will be demon
strated. 
For more information, contact Wendy Rajala, 
Cognos Inc., 3755 Riverside Dr., Ottawa, 
ON K1G 3Z4; (613) 738-1440. Visit Booth 
No. 1400. 

Circle 507 on reader card 

VAX/FAX Transmits 
Word-11 Documents 
Data Processing Design Inc. announced the 
total integration of W ord-11 VAX to Digital 
Management Group's VAX/FAX, a VAX
to-fax networking solution. 

VAX/FAX allows the transmission of 
W ord-11 documents as faxs. They can be sent 
directly from the terminal to eliminate 
hardcopy. VAX/FAX reduces phone costs, 
requires no black box, outputs laser quality and 
produces an automatic status report to give an 

Join in the DEC computing excitement at the Disneyland Hotel in Anaheim, California, where DEXPO West 89 will convene with an 
array of vendors, products and DEC computing professionals Tuesday, November 7, through Thursday, November 9. From 9:00 a.m. 
to 5:00 p.m. each day (4:00 p.m. Thursday) , attendees can enjoy the products, solutions and technologies that will take them into the 
next decade. 

More than 350 exhibitors are expected to draw at least 12,000 attendees to one of the biggest DEXPOs ever. Exhibiting vendors 
will stress multivendor connectivity as DEC computing enters the 1990s. To reflect the age of open systems apd developing standards, 
DEXPO will feature products that link DEC to IBM, Hewlett-Packard and Apple, as well as the latest VMS/ULTRIX enhancements and 
networking breakthroughs. 

Don't miss the premiering Hewlett-Packard So
lutions Center that will highlight the growing impor
tance of HP's RISC-based UNIX computing for 
VAX managers. Another of this year's attractions is 
the expanded Apple-Digital Integration Center, 
which allows hands-on evaluation of DEC- to-Apple 
connectivity. 

DECUS will be held at the Anaheim Convention 
Center during DEXPO. A free shuttle bus will run 
between DECUS and DEXPO from 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 
p.m. daily. DECUS attendees will be admitted to 
DEXPO at no cost. 

Professional Press, publisher of DEC PROFES

SIONAL, HP PROFESSIONAL, VAX PROFESSIONAL 

and MIDRANGE SYSTEMS, will exhibit at Booth No. 
1246. Plan to visit us there. 

For more information about DEXPO, contact Ex
poconsul lnt'l Inc., 3 Independence Way, Princeton, 
NJ 08540; (609) 987-9400. DBXPO goes west to the Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim, California. 
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accurate reporting of faxs started, accepted, 
pending or rejected. VMS Mail and ALL-IN-

1 users also can send faxs from their terminals. 
The company also will demonstrate Gold

Mail, a VMS electronic mail package that 
features pull- down windows with accelerator 
keys. 

For more information, contact Collette C un
dall, Data Processing D esign Inc., 1400 N . 
Brasher St. , Anaheim, CA 92807; (714) 970-
1515. Visit Dooth No. 1269. 

Circle 489 on reader card 

AOK Releases ¥2.4.2 Of 
AOK.abc Spreadsheet 
AOK Software Products Inc. will exhibit 
Release 2.4.2 of the AOK.abc spreadsheet at 
DEXPO West 89. New features include re
vised I/ 0 routines, resttlting in average proc
essing-time improvements of 25 percent. It 
also features new color ReGIS and color 
Tektronics Graphics for improved presenta
tions of eight graphics types, as w ell as Post
Script graphics. 

Log-log and Semilog X-Y graphics are 
now graph options. And the addition of the 
Worksheet Global Default command enables 
users to create default printer, director and 
form settings. 

AOK.abc is a fully Lotus-compliant spread
sheet for VAX/VMS users featuring full Lotus 
macros, macro recording, debugging, spread
sheet linking and more than 150 built-in @ 
functions. 
For more information, contact AOK Software 
Products Inc. , 1305 Wiley Rd., Ste. 102, 
Schaumburg, IL 60173; (312) 884-7123. Visit 
Booth No. 2652. 

Circle 505 on reader card 

AlisaMail Has VAXNMS·Based 
Server For Microsoft Mail 
Alisa Systems Inc. announced AlisaMail, which 
consists of a VAX/VMS-based server for 
Microsoft Mail 2.0, a transparent two-way 
gateway to VMS Mail and an SQL-based 
Information Switch, which is the heart of the 
system. The combination provides a high-ca
pacity and high-reliability server for Microsoft 
Mail, plus seamless access to a variety of mail 
systems (e.g., ALL-IN-1 , X.400, PROFS) 
through DEC's MailBus. 

The Information Switch provides a com
mon set of messages and directory services for 
mail gateways and servers. Messages and at
tachments are stored on a relational database 
instead of in separate VMS files . Only one 
copy of a message is needed for multiple 

NOVEMBER 1989 

rec1p1ents. Its accounting features log every 

message transaction. W ith this data, the Infor
mation Switch can generate a variety of statis
tical reports on such things as delivery delays 
plus message traffic load. 

Pricing is VAX CPU-based and ranges 
from $10,000 for five-VUP-class VAXs to 
$26,000 for 22-VUP-class VAXs. 
For more information, contact Suzanne Young, 
Alisa Systems Inc., 221 E. Walnut St., Pasa
dena, CA 91101; (818) 792-9474. Visit Booth 
No. 2321. 

Circle 514 on reader card 

Systems Strategies 
Demonstrates ezBridge 
Systems Strategies Inc. will exhibit ezBridge 
File Transfer/ Mail connectivity software at 
DEXPO West 89. The demonstration will 
feature the transfer of data between Systems 
Strategies' booth and IBM's booth. 

ezBridge is a menu-driven connectivity 
product designed to provide electronic mail, 
file transfer, remote job submission and virtual 
printing between VAX systems and IBM 
midrange systems (AS/ 400 and System/38). In 
this demonstration, an attendee's mail will be 
sent either from an AS/ 400 to a VAX or vice 
versa using ezBridge. To send a message, the 
attendee can go to either booth, from which an 
operator will send the mail. After the mail is 
sent, the attendee can walk to the other booth 
and provide the operator with the password. 
The attendee's message will become queued 
and await pickup. 

ezBridge is priced form $2,000 to $20,000. 
For more information, contact Lynn T usa, 
Systems Strategies Inc., 225 W. 34th St., Ste. 
500, N ew York, NY 10001 ; (212) 279-8400. 
Visit Booth No. 418. 

Circle 500 on reader card 

nu/TPU Features Multiple 
Windows And Buffers 
a/ Soft D evelopment Inc. announced the nu/ 
TPU for DEC's RISC platforms, including 
the DECstation 2100 and DECsystem 5400/ 
5800. 

nu/TPU is a full implementation ofDEC's 
TPU with features that include multiple win
dows and buffers, user-definable interfaces, a 
high-level procedural language, 92 built-in 
editing procedures, flexible keyboard map
ping, EVE and EDT editing interfaces, auto
mated error recovery and on-line help. The 
EVE and EDT interfaces retain complete 
functionality, as found in the VM S version. 
C ustomized extensions for the EVE and EDT 

Ability VMS Allows 
Easy Disk, File And 
Process Management 

Whether you are new to VAX manage
ment or an expert, VAX management 
can be made easier with AbilityVMS ™, 
the first "Second Generation" system 
software product for VAX/VMS, avail
able from AVAIL Technologies, Inc. 

AbilityVMS is the VAX management 
environment where Disk, File and 
Process management is made easier 
and more productive, allowing effective 
management of and increased perfor
mance from VAX system resources. 

AbilityVMS is the perfect balance be
tween power and ease of use, providing 
powerful DCL commands for in-depth, 
detailed investigation and correction of 
important VAX system resource alloca
tion and consumption situations, while 
also incorporating a topical menu 
interface for quick analysis and repair. 

Some AbilityVMS features and benefits 
for busy VAX managers include: 

• Reduce VAX mgt work load up to 30% 

• Monitor detailed and complex process 
information quickly and easily 

• Recover up to 27% of disk resources 

• Locate and easily correct potential 
VMS file security breaches or risks 

• Analyze volume info disk by disk 

• Manage and control disk space 
utilization for one, some or all disks 

• Identify and correct file ownership 
mismatches and inconsistencies 

·Track system resource consump
tion by user, group or all users 

•Plus much, much more! 

VAX managers may obtain an evalua
tion copy of AbilityVMS or additional 
product information by contacting: 

AVAIL Technologies, Inc. 
19800 MacArthur Blvd., Suite 500 

Irvine, California 92715-2421 

Phone 71 4-955-0685 •Fax 71 4-955-2367 

Please call AVAIL today, toll free at: 

..:. 800-634-6552 
Visit AVAIL Technologies at DEXPO West '89 

Booth #2811 
Avail - to be of use, wonh, benefit or advantage; effective use or help. 

© 1989 AV AJL Technologies, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Ability VMS, the AV AIL logo, and "VAX management made easier" 
are trademarks of AV AIL Technologies, Inc. All rights reserved. 

VAX, VMS, VAX/VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. 
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section files can be used on UL TRIX ma
chines with nu/TPU. VI users can use the 
VI keypad interface to take advantage of 
nu/TPU's extendible nature. nu/TPU is 
available for all DEC RISC- and VAX-based 
machines running ULTRIX and for DEC's 
IBM-compatible PCs. 
For more information, contact Jam es R. Graf, 
a/Soft Development Inc., 1353 Salem St., N. 
Andover, MA 01845; (508) 683-4369. Visit 
Booth No. 335. 

Circle 509 on reader card 

Acucobol-85 Available On 
VAX And RISC Lines 
Acucobol Inc. will exhibit the Acucobol-85 
for the VAX and RISC lines. Acucobol-85 
brings many applications to the MicroVAX II 
and III, VAX 11 /780/3300/3400/3500/8200/ 
8800, DECstation 2100/3100 and the DECsys
tem 5400/5810/5820. 

Acucobol-85 brings VAX/VMS COBOL 
applications to DEC RISC-based machines. 
The process involves recompiling VAX 
COBOL applications only once in Acucobol-
85. The applications then can be run on any of 
the DEC RISC machines. The number of ap-

STOP! 

plications available to these users is increased. 
In addition to supporting more than 150 hard
ware platforms under AIX, NETBI OS, UNIX, 
UL TRIX, XENIX and VMS, Acucobol-85 
features its own built-in interactive source 
debugger and supports pop-up windowing, 
color and line drawings directly. Acucobol 
also features fast compile, screen and file speed. 
For more information, contact Pamela L. 
Coker, Acucobol Inc., 7950 Silverton Ave., 
Ste. 201, San Diego, CA 92126; (619) 271-
7097. Visit Booth No. 3019. 

Circle 504 on reader card 

TransPath Interconnects 
Dispersed LANs 
Vitalink Communications Corporation an
nounced the TransPath product line, a family 
of TCP /IP routers that incorporate the capa
bilities ofVitalink' s LAN bridge products. The 
TransPath 530 and 550 are high-performance 
bridge/routers for interconnecting token ring 
networks. The Transpath 350 is a high-per
formance bridge/router for interconnecting 
Ethernet LANs. 

The TransPath routers build on the capa
bilities ofVitalink's LAN bridges. They inter-

Unauthorized access to your 
Computer System 
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• Password I Callback I Time of Day Access 
• Remotely Configurable 
• Audit Trail 
• Utilizes Existing Modem and Software 
• Economical 

CALTA 
Computer Systems Ltd. 
101, 7180 - 11th Street S.E. 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2H 2S9 
(403) 252-5094 
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connect geographically dispersed LANs over 
common carrier transmission lines. They pro
vide dynamic bridging and routing on a single 
port and best-path routing in networks ofboth 
bridges and routers as well as true interopera
bility of Ethernet and token ring networks. 
TransPath translates the link layer protocols, 
enabling Ethernet devices to communicate on 
a peer level with token ring devices using 
TCP/IP. 

Prices for the TransPath family begin at 
$14,000. 
For more information, contact Randy Fardal, 
Vitalink Communications Corp., 6607 Kaiser 
Dr., Fremont, CA 94555; (415) 795-6178. 
Visit Booth No. 2644. 

Circle 503 on reader card 

Emulex Arrays Feature 
RA-Compatible Drives 
Emulex Corporation announced a family of 
Standard Disk Arrays that features Emulex's 
eight-inch Standard Disk Drives (SD89x), 
which are plug-compatible with DEC's RA
series drives. Because the drives use DEC's 
Standard Disk Interface (SDI), no software 
modifications, external protocol converter or 

CIRCLE 252 ON READER CARD 
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Even with a protocol analyzer, 
you have a limited view of your LAN. 

If you 're responsible for managing or maintaining a LAN, you need a t.ool that will do more than just fix a 
problem after it occurs. That's where Spider's Monitor and Analyzer come in. They provide continuous monitoring 
and sophisticated analysis capabilities for Ethernet and IEEE 802. 3 networks-so you can manage your LAN, not 
just react to it. They provide you with the information essential for proactively managing your network, including 
event alarms, packet filtering, protocol decodes and more-presented in an easy to interpret and use format. 

Tu learn more about how SpiderMonitor and Spider Analyzer can help you better 
manage your network call 1-800-44 7-7807, or simply send in the coupon. 

Protocol Analyzers vs. SpiderMonit.or & Spider Analyzer 
Protocol SpiderMonitor Spider Analyzer 

Features Anal~zer 220 320 
Continuous monitoring in 

simultaneous modes 
Per station statistics 
Event detection alarms 
Security monitoring 
Performance monitoring 
Trend analysis 
Traffic simulation 
Data filtering 
Low level decodes 
High level decodes 
User-definable decodes 
Price $18-30,000 $8-14,000 $10-17,000 
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1.--------
1 Yes, I want to learn more 

I about the SpiderMonitor ..... .. . , ... _._ , ..•• ..,._ 
and SpiderAnalyzer. liJJf;j/.·J::~:·n:·:t::...- ~\ 

I D Send more information. 
I D Send more information and a demo disk D 51A" D 31h" 
I D Have a sales representative contact me for an on-site 
I demonstration. • 
I Name ~ Title 
I Company C: 
: Address -- =~ City ____ _ 
I State __ Zip - Phone ____ _ 

: SPIDER SYSTEMS 
I Spider Systems Incm.J>orated, 12 New England Executive Park, 

Burlington, MA 01803 617-270-3510 FAX: 617-270-9818 



elaborate cabling schemes are required. 
The SD89x consists of a Head Disk Assem

bly (HDA), a high-capacity power supply, 
Emulex-designed native SDI drive electronics 
and an intelligent user panel packaged in a 
quarter rack tray. The drives appear to the host 
and to all DEC DSA disk controllers as RA
series drives. By eliminating the external proto
col converter, the drives are self-contained, 
which streamlines packaging and increases ca
pacity per square foot. Up to 15.7 GB of 
formatted storage can be contained in a 60-
inch cabinet. The drives are available in for
matted capacities of 663 MB and 873 MB. 

Prices range from $11,644 to $226,396. 
For more information, contact Dan Reese, 
Emulex Corp., 3545 Harbor Blvd., Costa 
Mesa, CA 92626; (714) 662-5600. Visit Booth 
No. 1300. 

Circle 515 on reader card 

Automatic Parallelizing Ada 
Compiler From Convex 
Convex Computer Corporation announced 
Convex Ada, its automatic parallelizing Ada 
compiler. The parallelizing feature of this 
compiler allows Ada programs to take advan-

tage of the Convex parallel processing capa
bilities without programmer intervention. 

Convex Ada provides the automatic paral
lelization features available in Convex FOR
TRAN and C as well as new features. The 
task-spreading capability allows Ada tasks to 
run on multiple CPUs. The Ada debugger has 
been enhanced to allow debugging of both 
parallel and multitasking applications. 

Prices range from $30,000 for a C120 to 
$50,000 for a C240. 
For more information, contact Alison Peoples, 
Convex Computer Corp., 3000 Waterview 
Pkwy., Richardson, TX 75080; (214) 497-
4226. Visit Booth No. 1228. 
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Information Builders Ships 
Focus For SQL Server 
Information Builders Inc. announced a com
plete application-development and decision
support front end for the Ashton-Tate/Micro
soft SQL Server. The Focus for SQL Server, an 
optional read/write interface for PC/Focus 
for OS/2, delivers the full functionality of the 
SQL-based RDBMS server through the Focus 
language and tool set. 

THE BEST 
SYSTEM MANAGERS 

ORGANIZE THEIR 
PROBLEMS 

At busy VAX sites, responding to user problems requires an 
organized solution. That's why these system managers use 

Target-> Hotline, a central problem database. 

Here's how it works. The help desk or user logs in a 
problem. Target ->Hotline notifies the support staff of a 

new problem, then prioritizes and routes the problem to a 
support representative. Historical data can be reviewed, 

the solution entered, and the user notified. Reports capture 
problems, bottlenecks, and performance for all DECnet 

nodes. And no problem is ever overlooked. 

To qualify for a free evaluation copy, call us toll free. 
1-soo-2n-.J49.J. 

The best solution for your problems is Target-> Hotline. 

See us at Dexpo West '89 Booth #123 

PC/Focus for OS/2 offers report writing 
application development, business graphics and 
communications facilities identical to and 
compatible with Focus systems for mainframe, 
UNIX, VAX, HP, DOS and LAN environ
ments. It supports the expanded memory and 
multitasking capabilities of OS/2. Focus for 
SQL Server allows all PC/Focus facilities to be 
used transparently with SQL Server and Focus 
databases. A complete Focus/SQL Server sys
tem requires OS/2 1.0 or later, PC/Focus for 
OS/2 3. la and the Focus for SQL Server 
interface. 

The Focus for SQL Server interface costs 
$395 per four users. 
For more information, contact 
Keith Toleman, Information Builders 
Inc., 1250 Broadway, New York, NY 10001; 
(212) 736-4433. Visit Booth No. 2800. 
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MEC Demonstrates 
lnternodal Mail Package 
Microsystems Engineering Corporation (MEC) 
will exhibit its new I-Mail software at DEXPO 
West 89. The software was developed for 
companies that must send revisable compound 

T~~~: ~:~!~.MS 

'7 
To learn more about XEN11S and our full-featured 

evaluatioo copy, call (206) 343.0447 

33 BOSTON POST ROAD MARLBORO. MA 017,52 USA (508) 460-9206 FAX (508) 481·9187 
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See us at DEXPO West Booth #2114 
Park Software, Inc. 

P.O. Box 31529, Seattle, Washingtoo 98103-1529 
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documents to other users on the DEC net
work. The software works with DEC's Mes
sage Router, so you can access other mail 
systems, as well. It can run standalone or in an 
ALL-IN-1 environment. I-Mail is for compa
nies using V AXs for the creation of such 
documents as technical manuals, proposals and 
specifications that must be reviewed by many 
people. 

MEC also will demonstrate FaxMail. It lets 
you send faxs from your terminal at high 
resolution with fast transmission time. You 
can queue documents and defer sending until 
off-peak hours as well as send faxs that include 
graphics. FaxMail works withBiscom's Faxcom 
1000 Plus hardware unit. 
For more information, contact Carol Karels, 
Microsystems Engineering Corp., 2400 W. 
Hassell Rd., Ste. 400, Hoffinan Estates, IL 
60195; (201) 592-6633. Visit Booth No. 1570. 
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Persoft Expands DECnet-DOS 
Network Capabilities 
Persoft Inc. announced that it has expanded its 
DECnet-DOS network capabilities with 
CTerm, a WAN service of DECnet-DOS. 
Persoft's SmarTerm 220 and 240 terrninal
emulation software products now have high
speed access to VAX/VMS hosts in WANs. 
The CTerm protocol enables text and graphics 
terminal-emulation users to create and main
tain multiple host sessions from a single IBM 
PC or compatible to one or more hosts on a 
DECnet network. CTerm support is in addi
tion to the LAT protocol. A combined driver 
lets you mix CTerm and LAT sessions. Smar
Term 220 and 240 offer full keyboard emula
tion and a macro language that allows a single 
keystroke to replace multiple keystroke opera
tions. SmarTerm 240 emulates the 16-color 
ReGIS graphics of the VT340. 

SmarT erm 220 is priced at $19 5, and Smar
T erm 240 is priced at $345. CTerm support is 
included. 
For more information, contact Mary Bigus, 
Persoft Inc., 465 Science Dr., Madison, WS 
53711; (608) 273-6000. Visit Booth 121. 
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PacerShare For DEC 
RISC-Based Systems 
Pacer Software Inc. announced support for 
PacerShare, an AppleShare-compatible file 
server software product, on DEC's RISC
based systems. PacerShare enables a DECsta
tion or DECsystem running UL TRIX 
Worksystem Software (UWS V2.0) to func
tion as a file server for a Mac network. 

NOVEMBER 1989 

By implementing the AppleTalk Filing 
Protocol on the DECsystem and DECstation, 
PacerShare offers file-serving functionality 
equivalent to that provided by Pacer in the 
VAX (VMS or UL TRIX) environment. A 
Mac user transparently can use AppleShare to 
store files on a RISC-based system, where 
they're accessible to UWS and Mac users. Files 
stored on a RISC-based system appear to the 
Mac user as icons that can be accessed in the 
Mac style. UWS users can directly access files 

they see on a DECsystem or DECstation with 
the UNIX interface. 

PacerShare is an extension of PacerLink. 
PacerLink with PacerShare is priced from 
$2,400 per VAX or RISC-based CPU based 
on the number of concurrent sessions. 
For more information, contact David Ryter, 
Pacer Software Inc., 7911 Herschel Ave., Ste. 
402, La Jolla, CA 92037; (508) 898-3300. Visit 
Booth No. 2315. 
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t~lii~~~M~Af ~~~llffo~~ 
WHY THE tAttit 
1990 CENSUS t~ 
IS COUNTING ~· 
ON VIKING ~ltli 
DATA ENTBYt~ 
When the U.S. Census is taken 
in 1990, data will be key
entered with Viking software. 
About 106 million households 
will be asked as many as 60 
questions per person. Viking 
Data Entry (VOE) system will 
be used to record responses. 
VOE software was selected 
because it is ... 
•Very efficient; far exceeding 

Census Bureau specifications. 
•High-speed data entry; maxi

mizing operator productivity. 
• Error-sensitive; increasing 

accuracy, reducing costly 
reruns and delays. 

•Easy to learn; virtually 
eliminating operator training 
time. 

These are just a few qualities 
you'll learn to count on from 
all Viking products: Forms 
Manager (VFM), Data Manager 
(VDM), Control System (VCS), 
as well as VOE. Now available 
in a new Version 3.0 release on 
multiple computer platforms. 
Contact us for all your data entry 
and screen form management 
software: 
Viking Software Services, Inc., 
4808 East 67th Street, Suite 100, 
Tulsa, OK 74136-4959. 
PHONE: (918) 491-6144; 
FAX: (918) 494-2701 ·. 
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Network Research Shows 
Fusion Network Software 
Network Resear~h Corporation (NRC) will 
exhibit Fusion Network Software V3.3.7 at 
DEXPO West 89. This version of Fusion 
features advanced security options for VAX/ 
VMS TCP /IP users that reduce the risk of 
infiltration from hostile networks or hosts. 

Fusion for VMS supports VMS LOG
INOUT, giving system administrators control 
over user log in access. An NRC-developed 
application, net_secure, lets administrators 
block access to the VMS hosts without affect
ing the user environment. Combinations of 
services, nets, subnets and individual hosts can 
be flagged to be accepted or rejected. 
For more information, contact Network 
Research Corp., 2380 N. Rose Ave., Oxnard, 
CA 93030; (805) 485-2700. Visit Booth No. 
641. 
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Micro Technology Shows 
6200 Series Array 
Micro Technology Inc. will exhibit its 6200 
Series storage and backup array on-line with a 

UNI NET™ 
Bes 

Servi 

complete V AXcluster at DEXPO West 89. 
The 6200 is an HSC-based storage system 
using 5 1I4-inch magnetic disk array technol
ogy that includes automatic backup with 
imbedded 8mm tape cartridge. A fully config
ured 6200 stores 20 GB of data on disk with 20 
GB of tape backup in one footprint. 

Micro Technology designs, manufactures, 
sells and supports enhancement products for 
the VAX OEM and user market, including 
network-management systems, high-end and 
midrange storage devices and tape-backup 
systems. 
For more information, contact Tom 
Raimondi, Micro Technology Inc., 5065 
E. Hunter Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807; (800) 
999-9MTI. Visit Booth No. 1434. 
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Primavera Exhibits 
VAX Version Software 
Primavera Systems Inc. will exhibit new 
releases of Primavera Project Planner (P3), 
Primavision and Parade performance-meas
urement software at DEXPO West 89. 

P3 V3.11 is designed to integrate schedul-

ing, resource management and cost control. It 
now includes custom plotting in view, import 
and export to 20/20 and Oracle, project
specific configuration and other enhancements. 
Prima vision V3 .11, Primavera' s graphics pack
age, creates full-color, presentation-quality bar 
charts and network logic diagrams for project 
coordination and management review. Parade 
V1.1 is fully integrated with P3's schedule, 
resource and cost data. The software satisfies 
DoD and DOE performance-measurement 
specifications and can produce WBS and cost
performance charts on-screen and by printer 
or plotter. 
For more information, contact Susan Tor
zolini, Primavera Systems Inc., 2 Bala Plaza, 
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004; (215) 667-8600. 
Visit Booth No. 2626. 
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MCBA Exhibits New Release 
Of Classic Software 
MCBA Inc. will exhibit a new release of its 
MCBA Classic Accounting, Distribution and 
Manufacturing software at DEXPO West 89. 
The release provides such PC-type capabilities 

This publication 
is available 
in microform. 

Imagine a Desktop Workstation 
with more than 2 serial ports 

and a parallel port. 

UMI reproduces this publication in microform: microfiche 
and 16 or 35mm microfilm . For information about this 
publication or any of the more than 16,000 periodicals 
and 7,000 newspapers we offer, complete and mail this 
coupon to UMI, 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Ml 
48106 USA. Or call us toll-free for an immediate response: 
800-521-0600. From Alaska and Michigan call collect 
313-761-4700. From Canada call toll-free 800-34&5299. 

High Performance SLAT™s 
"SCSI LAT™s" with parallel port 

4 serial/ 1 parallel DECSTATION UL TRIX 
8 serial/ 1 parallel DECSTATION UL TRIX 

WORKSTATION MEMORY 
SCSI DISK SYSYEMS 

for DECstation TM, V AXstation TM, 

MAC™, and SUN™ Extended Warranty 
OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA (800) 433-6784 

INSIDE CALIFORNIA (714) 546-1100 
FAX (714) 546-3726 

uninet@cpd.com uunet!zardoz!uninet 
DECstation™, VAXstation™, LAT™ are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 

SUN™ is trademark of Sun Microcomputer. Mac™ is trademark of Apple Computer. 
SLAT™ is trad mark of UNINET™. 
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300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 USA 
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313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan 
800-343-5299 toll-free from Canada 



Maximize your VAXcluster® backup 
without maximum expense. Introducing LAGO 
Systems' new LS/200T 8 mm Cartridge Sub
system. It looks just like DEC's TA® series tape 
drives to your VAXcluster, but that's where 
the similarity ends. 

Max Capacity. Every LAGO tape cartridge 
stores up to 2 gigabytes of data. That means 
you can backup an entire SA600® on just five 
of our compact cartridges. Instead of juggling 
70 reels of tape. 

Max Performance. Need lots of backup? 
You can attach up to four of our drives on 
each port of an HSC® tape data channel 
and backup a whopping 32 gigabytes in 
just over five hours. 

Max Savings. We designed our system 
to save you both time and money. For the 

price of one DEC® T A90, you can buy five 
LS/200T subsystems. What's more, you 'll have 
nearly ten times the on-line capacity - over 20 
Gigabytes! Enough capacity to make backups 
unattended and free your people for more 
productive work. 

Max Your Backup Now. Call or write us 
today for more information about the LS/200T 
and how quickly it can go to work for you . 
LAGO Systems, Inc., 160E Albright Way, 
Los Gatos, CA 95030. 
408/374-1818 

LAGO Systems 
Registered trademarks and trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. and LAGO Systems. Inc. ©1989 LAGO Systems, Inc . 
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Introducing 

AsYNc5ERVER'" 
Now * 

IOI~ 
§-l..!!!.l 

... _ID 

You can dial into your V AXNMST\' system with the modems you already own and use 
AppleTalk'M-based network products like Alisa Talk"', PacerShare"', and Helix VMX™ over ordinary, 

asynchronous terminal lines! 

Local > C 
Local -010- Session 1 to 

Username: SYSTEM 
Password : 

Welcome 

Start AsYNCSERVER on your VAX™ 

ie DECserver'M-compatible 

Last interactive login on 
Last non-interactive login o 

ie Uses hardware you already own -
No special devices required 

You have 1 new Mai l mes 

$ ASR 
AsyncServeR session starting: 
"' ,.. ..... ,... • l 1 • 

Speed: 

0 1200 
0 2400 
0 4800 
0 9600 
@ 19200 

~-fl!B' [ Cancel ] .-.m 
[ Stop 

( Help 

Async Apple Talk: Installed 

Chooser 

Activate AsYNCSERVER on your Macintosh™ 

.ie Start it with our Desk Accessory 

.ie Use our AutoStarteR "init" to boot 
your Mac right into your network 

.... ~ 
Select a LaserWri ter: Choose the file servers, 

laser printers, mail bridges, ·~ ~-
App leShare Broadcast 

Jilli' -~ 
lmageWriter LaserWriter 

AppleTalk Zones: 
ATKVMS@MVAXI I 
Pacer@MVAX 11 
LocalTalk 

Ali saShare TM 
PacerShareTM 
LaserWri ter™ 

Background Printing: O On @ O t f 

User Name: 

I Mac 11 ex 

AppleTalk 
@Active 
0 Inactive 

3.4a 1 

and database engines in your AppleTalk 
network! 

2e From home or on the road 

2e Over inexpensive local asynch 
lines 

Ali! .. aTalk. AppleTalk. DEC~erve r . l-lcli x. VMX , PacerShare. and VAX/VMS arc rcgi'tlcred trademarb of other companic~. 

*You can order AsYNCSERVER Now! 
Just $595 for MicroVAX II systems, $995 for MicroVAX Ill systems, and $1895 for high-end VAX systems - and NO CHARGE for the Macintosh client 
software! Call (609) 596-4360 to order your copy NOW for 24 hour shipment! (• j = MasterCard® and Visa® orders accepted. 

COMPUTER METHODS CORPORATION 
525 Rt. 73 South· Suite 300 
Marlton, NJ 08053 
Phone: (609) 596-4360 Fax: (609) 596-4362 Applelink : 02280 
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as pop-up windowing and fast task switching 
for VAX systems. In addition, customizable 
menus and on-line help make MCBA soft
ware easier to use. 

Because the features are incorporated at the 
system level, even MCBA customers with 
heavily modified packages should be able to 
incorporate the upgrade into their existing in
stallation. MCBA packages run on the VAX, 
Wang VS and HP 3000; a range ofUNIX- and 
XENIX-based computers, including the NCR 
Tower, Altos and 286/386-compatibles; and 
PC-MS/DOS LANs. 
For more information, contact Shannon 
Donnelly, MCBA Inc., 25 W . Broadway, 
Glendale, CA 91204; (818) 242-9600. Visit 
Booth No .. 1566. 

Circle 491 on reader card 

Raxco Exhibits 
Several New Products 
Raxco Software Inc. will exhibit several new 
products at DEXPO West 89. 

The Rabbit-11 Caching and Virtual Disk 
System allows portions of memory to be used 
as high-speed disks and caches. You can spec
ify the data to be kept in the cache or allow 
Rabbit-11 to allocate the most frequently 
accessed files into the cache automatically. 

Archiving VAX/VMS files with the Rab
bit-10 Archive and Retrieval System lets you 
extend disk hardware resources and improve 
performance by moving files to less expensive 
media. You can archive and retrieve files 
through a simple menu interface modeled after 
a library card-catalog system. 

With Raxmaster System Performance 
Management, the areas critical to system per
formance - CPU, 1/0 and memory- are 
proactively managed. Applications critical to 
the success of the company are supported by 
consistent, optimal VAX/VMS performance. 
For more information, contact Denise 
Hudson, Raxco Software Inc., 2440 Research 
Blvd., Ste. 200, Rockville, MD 20850; (301) 
258-2620. Visit Booth No. 424. 

Circle 513 on reader card 

Star*Draw Runs On 
ReGIS And Tek Terminals 
Procyon Computer Systems announced 
Star*Draw V3.40. Star*Draw is an interactive 
device-independent VAX/VMS-based graph
ics drawing program. It lets you create draw
ings using an on-screen menu system on all 
ReGIS and Tek terminals. A driver has been 
added for the GraphOn 407HR terminal that 
displays 256 colors simultaneously in a resolu-

NOVEMBER 1989 

tion of 1,024 x 768. 
Star*Draw's menu-driven interface offers 

the same interface, regardless of terminal. A 
drawing can be created on one terminal and 
edited on another. It uses a virtual terminal of 
32,767 x 32,767 pixels and 10 bits deep for 
1,024 displayable colors. It treats text as blocks 
that can be moved, modified or edited with the 
built-in text editor. You can create and import 
fonts. It can run either standalone or linked 
into a program at the graphics kernel. A 

V Ax.station version will be announced at 
DEXPO West 89. 

Prices for Star* Draw range from $4, 995 for 
a single-user license to $23,995 for an unlim
ited-user license on a VAX 8800. 
For more information, contact Ann Rade
maker, Procyon Computer Systems, 31255 
Cedar Valley Dr., Ste. 300, Westlake Village, 
CA 91362; (818) 991-2766. Visit Booth No. 
713. 
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SAVE DISK SPACE 
Reduce file sizes up to 90%! 

NEW FCX File Compression software lets you recover thousands 
of blocks of disk space, yet keep your data online, simply by storing 
some of your files in compressed format. FCX combines the latest 
data compression techniques with the speed and reliability required 
in VMS environments. 

• Increase available disk space without adding hardware 
• Speed up file transfers and reduce transfer costs 
• Exchange compressed files between VMS and MS-DOS 
• Reduce time lost due to retrieving files from tape 
• Keep more files online 

Many files may be compressed together for easier management or 
transfer to other systems. When expanded, files will retain the VMS 
file structure of the original files. 

Available for VAX/VMS and MS-DOS systems. 
Call for a free evaluation package. 
• VA:X and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. MS-DOS ia a trademark of Microsoft 
Co ration . 

ICS Innovative Computer Systems, Inc. 
72 CROOKED LANE • CHERRY HILL, NJ 08034 
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REPRINTS? 
If you would like 

(609) 779-1422 

reprints of any article or advertisement, 
contact Reprint Resources 

155 Commerce Drive 
Fort Washington, PA 19034 

(215) 643-9143 
FAX (215) 643-9164 



Bmm Helical Scan Technology 
Available For Bl-Bus 
Aviv Corporation announced 8mm helical 
scan Exabyte drives for the BI-bus. Aviv's AB 
8202 contains two Exabyte drives and a 
TMSCP controller that's interface-compat
ible with the DEC KLESI-B tape adapter. 

The AB 8204 is an expanded version of AB 
8202 and has four drives. It provides unat
tended backup of 9 GB of data on four car
tridges. AB 8204 maintains a throughput of 
880 KB per second. You can back up 9 GB in 
fewer than three hours. The TMSCP control
ler has 1 MB of cache memory. The multi
tasking or multithreading architecture of the 
controller can keep six drives streaming, re
sulting in 220 KB per second. Aviv AB 8202 
shares the KLESI-B adapter with TU81 and 
R V20 while retaining the full functionality of 
the tape or optical drive. 

The AB 8202 is priced at $18,000. 
For more information, contact Haim Brill, 
Aviv Corp., 26 Cummings Park, Woburn, 
MA 01801; (617) 933-1165. Visit Booth No. 
1542. 

Circle 506 on reader card 

Mod 110 Features Up To 
Four Modular Connectors 
Mod-Tap System announced a wall plate us
ing AT&T 110 contact clips. The Mod 110 
Plate uses 110-style insulation displacement 
contacts (IDC) . No wire stripping is necessary. 
The Mod 110 Plate comes in single- and 
double-gang versions. Both are made ofUL 94 
V-0 rated plastic. 

The product features up to four modular 
connectors of various polarizations including 
modular jacks, 3270 baluns, BNCs, fiber and 
video in a single-gang plate. The double-gang 
version comes with up to eight positions or 
four positions and one IBM data connector. 
By using the IDC 110 contacts, you just align 
and punch down: The tool removes the excess 
wire. It can be used with 22-26 A WG solid 
wire. It standardizes installation when used 
with the Mod-Tap 110 Patch Panel. 
For more information, contact S. Miles, Mod
Tap System, 285 Ayer Rd. , Harvard, MA 
01451; (508) 772-5630. Visit Booth No. 217. 
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Target->Batch Features 
Failover Mode 
Target Systems Corporation announced a 
new version ofTarget-> Batch job-scheduling 
software for VAX/VMS system managers and 
production scheduling departments. Target-
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Aviv Corporation's AB 8202 Hmm helical scan drive. 

>Batch is used to submit production jobs and 
job streams at pre-established dates and times 
with error trapping and management reports. 

The new version of Target-> Batch adds 
multiple job dependencies that allow the sched
uling of jobs that depend on the successful 
completion of the preceedingjob. V Ax.cluster 
failover mode has been added for transparent 
operations if one member of a cluster fails or is 
shut down. This features saves operation time 
and ensures that production jobs will continue 
to be submitted as scheduled. 

Target->Batch is priced from $4,995 to 
$9,995 per CPU. Multiple-CPU discounts 
and V Ax.cluster licenses are available. 
For more information, contact Kate Brady, 
Target Systems Corp., 33 Boston Post Rd. 
W. , Marlboro, MA 01752; (508) 460-9206. 
Visit Booth No. 123. 
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Raima Enhances Database 
Development System 
Raima Corporation announced the db_ Vista 
III database-development system for the VAX. 
db_ Vista III offers applications developers a 
combination of relational and network model 
technologies to build applications that feature 
fast access, flexibility and portability to many 
environments. 

db_ Vista III supports VMS, UNIX, QNX, 
OS/2, MS-DOS, MS-Windows, the Mac and 
others. Applications port across environments, 
increasing productivity and lowering devel
opment costs. It features db_ VISTA 3.1 , a da
tabase engine; db_ Query 2.1, an SQL-based 
query and report writer; and db_Revise 1.0, a 
database restructure program. This release 
provides enhancements for VAX platforms, 
including DAL, a database access language 

utility, and support for foreign and user-de
fined character sets. The system is written in C 
and supports any C environment. 

Prices start at $5,985. 
For more information, contact John W. Bryant, 
Raima Corp., 3245 146th PL S.E., Bellevue, 
WA 98007; (206) 747-5570. Visit Booth No. 
2013. 
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Xyplex Announces 
Terminal Server Family 
Xyplex Inc . announced the standalone 
MAXserver 1000 Series terminal servers, the 
newest addition to the company's family of 
MAXserver Communications Servers. 

The MAXserver 1000 Series includes three 
16-port standalone models: the MAXserver 
1100 LAT terminal server, the MAXserver 
1500 LAT -TCP /IP Telnet terminal server 
and the MAXserver 1800 host-independent, 
self-loading multiprotocol terminal server. The 
MAXserver 1800 features a 3 1 /2-inch floppy 
drive that can load the LAT and TCP /IP 
Telnet software for all 1000 Series terminal 
servers. The MAXserver 1000 Series features 
16 RJ-45 modular jacks that support a variety 
of cabling topologies for connecting video 
terminals, serial printers and PCs. It offers line 
speeds of up to 38.4 KB, full modem control, 
a self-adjusting Thin Wire and Thick W ire net
work connection and a compact footprint. 

The MAXserver 1100 costs $3,395, the 
MAXserver 1500 costs $3,795 and the 
MAXserver 1800 costs $4,395. 
For more information, contact Kathleen Cole
man-Goodwin, Xyplex Inc., 330 Cadman 
Hill Rd., Boxborough, MA 01719; (508) 264-
9900. Visit Booth No. 2830. 
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Backing up a VAXcluster 
can be reel slow. 

See us at DEXPO West 
Booth #2818 
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Or real fast. 

You decide. 
You can stick with yourTA-79 and 

back up at a snail's pace. 
Or you can switch to TTI's CTS-800 

Series and accelerate the entire backup 
process. 

You can stand around all day (or 
night) loading reels- 15 reels in all- to 
back up 2.2GB on your VAXcluster. 

Or you can insert just one 8rnm 
cartridge in a CTS-800 Series drive and 
let it back up those 2.2GB of data com
pletely unattended. 

Need really high capacity? Up to four 
tape drives can be connected to a single 
port on your HSC40/50/70 controller. 
So with a fully loaded HSC5X-CA card, 
you can back up 32GB overnight. .. 
completely unattended. That's real 
efficiency. 

And upgrading to a high performance 
TTI backup subsystem is really easy. 
The CTS-800 is a plug and play 
swap with TA drives and 100% HSC 
compatible too. 

TTI's CTS-800 Series Tape 

Subsystems. It's the VAXcluster backup 
subsystem with un-reel performance. 

For more information, call the leader 
in unattended backup systems, TTI, 
at 714-744-1030. 

Or write to: Transitional Technology, 
Inc., 1411 N. Batavia, Suite 203, Orange, 
CA92667. .. W. e 

Ill 
TRANSITIONAL 

TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
European Sales Office. Transitional Technology, Suite 2, Kennett House, 1081110 London Road, Headington, Oxford OX3 9AW Phone: 0865 741345. 

VAXcluster, HSC and TA79 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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NuBus-To·Q·Bus Adaptor 
Unites Mac With Q·Bus 
Bit 3 Computer Corporation announced the 
Model 455 NuBus-Q22bus Adaptor, a 
NuBus-to-Q-bus adaptor that unites the Mac 
with the Q-bus environment. Because the 
adaptor makes the Mac compatible with the 
Q-bus, you have the full resources of the Mac 
to use as a bus master in Q-bus applications. 

The processing power of the Mac, 
coupled with its graphics, 110 capabilities, 
communications and software support, makes 
it a good Q-bus system processor or 
coprocessor. Random access read/writes are 
transferred from the NuBus to the Q-bus for 
memory and 1/0 cycles. Interrupts are sup
ported. The adaptor consists of two printed 
circuit cards. One fits inside the Mac, the 
other fits inside a Q-bus card cage. The cards 
are connected with a round EMI shielded 
cable. The Mac can be used as the bus mas
ter or as one of several bus masters in a multi
processor Q-bus application. 

The product is priced at $2,695. 
For more information, contact M.D. Lannon, 
Bit 3 Computer Corp., 8120 Penn Ave. S., 
Minneapolis, MN 55431; (612) 881-6955 . 
Visit Booth No. 3119. 

Circle 484 on reader card 

Beck Computer Systems 
Announces RMSEDT V2.1 D 
Beck Computer Systems announced 
RMSEDT V2.1D. RMSEDT lets you mod
ify, display or print data from any RMS file, 
eliminating the need to write file-mainte
nance programs. It accesses indexed, relative 
and sequential files and supports all data types 
and the CDD. 

RMSEDT is completely interactive or 
command file-driven, and it determines all file 
attributes automatically. This allows the use 
of all index keys for access to records. The 
syntax lets most tasks be performed with one
line commands. Even such complex opera
tions as converting a file from one format to 
another or creating a data-entry screen are 
performed with just a few commands. With 
a single command, you can display variables 
and data on-screen. As records are retrieved 
or modified, RMSEDT will display the cur
rent values. 

The product costs from $995 to $9,600. 

For more information, contact Gary D. Beck, 
Beck Computer Systems, 5372 Long Beach 
Blvd., Long Beach, CA 90805; (213) 428-
2894. Visit Booth No. 117. 

Circle 550 on reader card 
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Bit 3 Computer Corp. 's Model 455 NuBus-Q22bus Adaptor. 

EMC's Maxport Is 
5800 Series Compatible 
EMC Corporation announced that Maxport, 
its high-performance disk drive, is fully com
patible with DEC's RISC-based 5800 series 
as well as DEC's 6000 series processors. 

Maxport provides a 16-ms seek and a 
maximum of 11.5 GB in the same footprint 
as a rack of RA81 s. The product features a 
series of diagnostic and upgrade features not 
available on DEC's current drives and pro
vides a number of service programs handled 
through EMC's 33 local field service offices 
located throughout the U.S. 
For more information, contact Steve Hedge, 
EMC Corp., 171 South St., Hopkinton, MA 
01748; (508) 435-1000. Visit Booth No. 
2826. 

Circle 531 on reader card 

Investigator Plus 
Provides Management Control 
Absolute Security Inc. announced Investiga
tor Plus for VAX/VMS, designed to provide 
management control, security and audit ca
pabilities for the VAX/VMS environment 
without affecting system performance or hin
dering user activities. The product runs on an 
MS-DOS-compatible workstation attached 
to the VAX/VMS system through either an 
RS-232 or an Ethernet connection. 

With early warnings of corruption, Inves
tigator Plus prevents data loss. It alerts the 
system manager and provides reports of the 
exact lines of code altered. It also offers the 
option of keeping the changes or restoring the 

file to its original state and in each case main
tains a history of alterations to the files. It's 
designed to work without user intervention. 
By providing 24-hour watch over monitored 
files, it provides up-to-date information in the 
form of alerts and reports of system file 
changes. 

Investigator Plus for VAX/VMS is priced 
at $8,500. 
For more information, contact Carol Riddle, 
Absolute Security Inc., 63 Great Rd., May
nard, MA 01754; (508) 897-1991. Visit 
Booth No. 434. 

Circle 542 on reader card 

Personal Mobius Features 
VT220/320 Emulation 
Fel Computing will exhibit Personal Mobius 
at DEXPO West 89. This new member of 
the Mobius product line is especially for end 
users. Personal Mobius features VT220/320-
compatible terminal emulation, file transfer, 
a virtual file system, printer support and auto
matic installation. 

Fel Computing's Mobius product line 
supports 3Com, Ungermann-Bass, InterLan 
and Western Digital Ethernet adapters, as 
well as serial communication over modems, 
multiplexers and any WAN. The same Host 
Mobius program on the VAX handles these 
connection types simultaneously. 
For more information, contact Kathryn Mer
riam, Fel Computing, 10 Main St., Wil

liamsville, VT 05362; (802) 348-7171. Visit 
Booth No. 206. 

Circle 488 on reader card 
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Avail Technologies 
Shows AbilityVMS 
Avail Technologies Inc. will exhibit Abili

tyVMS at DEXPO West 89. AbilityVMS is 

a system software product designed to aid in 
VAX management by making important sys
tem resource information available quickly 

and easily. 
AbilityVMS focuses on disk, file and proc

ess management, allowing efficient manage
ment of and increased performance from 
VAX system resources. It achieves this with 
a topical point-and-shoot menu interface for 
quick analysis and repair while providing 
DCL commands for in-depth, detailed inves
tigation and correction. It monitors detailed 
and complex process information quickly and 
easily; recovers up to 27 percent of disk re
sources; locates and corrects potential VMS 
file security breaches or risks; analyzes volume 
information disk by disk; manages and con
trols disk space use; and identifies and cor
rects file ownership inconsistencies. 

Pricing starts at $250 for VAX.station li
censes (media and documentation separate). 
For more information, contact Michael S. 
Sigourney, Avail Technologies Inc., 19800 
MacArthur Blvd., Ste. 500, Irvine, CA 
92715; (800) 634-6552 . Visit Booth No . 

2018. 
Circle 482 on reader card 

Control:Manufacturing 
Features Material Management 
Cincom Systems Inc. announced release 6.4 
of Control:Manufacturing. It features new 
and enhanced capabilities, including distrib
uted multisite material management, a new 
engineering change control (ECC) module 

and functional enhancements to primary and 

advanced modules. 
A major thrust of the release is support for 

a distributed, multisite manufacturing man
agement information system. The object is to 
provide operational independence and man
agement accountability for individual plants 
while implementing a single, companywide 
manufacturing management information sys
tem. The distributed system can encompass 
multiple processors or one processor with 
multiple databases. Enhancements include 
interplant sourcing definition, MRP-gener
ated transfer schedules, transfer order manage
ment and consolidated inventory availability. 
For more infohnation, contact Ronald R . 
Hank, Cincom Systems Inc., 2300 Montana 
Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45211; (513) 662-
2300. Visit Booth No. 2747. 

Circle 485 on reader card 
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LightDisk Rivals 
Winchester Performance 
Summus Computer Systems announced the 
LightDisk rewritable magneto-optical disk 
drive for DEC systems. With the LightDisk, 
users with such needs as augmenting disk ca
pacities, offloading databased files and provid
ing high-capacity backup for archiving can 
have the convenience of removable media 
and performance approaching that of a Win
chester drive. 

The LightDisk has a capacity of 600 MB 
(300 MB per side) on a double-sided car
tridge. Average seek time is less that 90 ms 
and user data transfer rates are 680 KB per 
second. The magneto-optical technology 
combines high performance and capacity with 
media designed to withstand real-world en
vironments. Because it's read and written to 
by a beam of light, it doesn't suffer the wear 
of magnetic media. The LightDisk conforms 
to the continuous composite ISO standard 
format essential for data interchangeability 
among vendors. 

The LightDisk for the Q-bus is priced 
from $7,495. 
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For more information , contact Phil 
McCutchen, Summus Computer Systems, 
17171 Park Row, Ste. 300, Houston, TX 
77084; (713) 492-6611. Visit Booth No . 
1217. 

transparent, allowing programmers and users 
to combine, exchange and integrate data from 
differing file types. The DBL Synergy Con
figuration Management System (CMS) con
sists of the Polytron Version Control System 
and PolyMake utilities. The version control 
system provides control over the configura
tion of a developer's source code and docu
mentation. DBL Synergy File Interfaces are 
object modules that can replace DBL-ISAM 
routines in the DBL run time. Down To 
Earth Business Systems V3 is a set of 13 ac
counting and business modules. 

Circle 520 on reader card 

DISC Expands Its 
DBL Synergy Family 
Digital Information Systems Corporation 
(DISC) announced new products in the DBL 
Synergy line. DBL Synergy is a business soft
ware-development language that preserves the 
power and versatility of a 3GL but provides 
the efficiency and productivity expected of 
fourth-generation utilities. DBL Synergy 
products and applications developed with 
DBL Synergy are portable across VMS , 
UNIX, MS-DOS, TSX-32, XENIX, UL
TRIX, AIX, CTIX, LANs and other oper
ating systems. 

For more information, contact Beth Callahan, 
Digital Information Systems Corp. , 11070 
White Rock Rd., Ste. 210, Rancho Cor
dova, CA 95670; (916) 635-7300 . Visit 
Booth No. 411. 

Circle 545 on reader card 

Camintonn's CMX-2410 
Achieves 32 MB Of Memory DBL Synergy Developers' Toolkit V2 is 

a set of utilities that enables developers to give 
their applications a current interface. The 
DBL Synergy Information Control System 
(JCS) makes non-compatible file structures 

Camintonn Corporation announced the 
CMX-2410, a 24-MB memory board for the 
VAXstation 3100. The CMX-2410 offers 
System 30 users a simple upgrade to full ca-

Why this publication 
and more than 1,300 
others let us go over 
their books 
once a year. 

Some publications . we 're sorry to say. keep their readers 
undercover They steadfastly refuse to let BPA (Business Pub
lications Audit of Circulation . Inc ) or any other independent. 
not-for-profit organization audit their circulation records 

On the other hand. over 1.300 publications (like this one) be
long to BPA Once a year. BPA auditors examine and verify the 
accuracy of our circulation records 

The audit makes sure you are who we say you are The 1nfor
mat1on helps advertisers to determine 1f they are saying the right 
thing to the right people 1n the right place 

It also helps somebody else important you Because the more 
a publ1cat1on and its advertisers know about you. the better they 
can provide you with articles and advertisements that meet your 
1nformat1on needs 

BPA For readers 1t stands for meaningful 1nformat1on For ad
vertisers 1t stands fo r meaningful readers Business Publications 
Audit of Circulation. Inc 360 Park Ave So. New York. NY 10010 
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pacity (32 MB) of system memory. 
W ith the 24-MB CMX-2410, 32 MB can 

be achieved without discarding the 4-MB 

daughterboard. The other 4 MB is on the 
motherboard within the VAX.station 3100. 
The complete line of Camintonn boards for 
the VAX.station 3100 System 30/System 40 
includes the CMX- 810/ 1210/ 1610/2410 (8, 
12, 16 and 24 MB respectively). 

The CMX- 2410 is priced at $12,695. 
For more information, contact Geneva ]. 

Zagarnaga, Camintonn Corp., 2332 McGaw 
Ave., Irvine, C A 92714; (714) 553-0247. 
Visit Booth No. 1370. 
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Lease-A-Course Allows 
Training Customization 
Bernstein & Associates Inc. (B&A) announced 
Lease-A-Course. The product is for VAX/ 
VM S users who want to do their own train

ing but lack high-quality training materials. 
You can choose from one ofB&A's pre

built courses or customize your own course 
using B&A's Build-A-Course. W ith Build-A
Course, you can design your own three-, 
four- or five-day course by choosing from a 
group of more than 84 modules. A manual 
then is published from your specifications. 
You can duplicate the materials for your site 
as many times as you like. 

T he course materials are leased for one 
year and are priced at $15,000 for a three
day course, $18,000 for a four-day course and 
$20,000 for a five-day course. 
For more information, contact Bernstein & 
Associates Inc., 3 Dunwoody Park, Ste. 103, 
Atlanta, GA 30338; (404) 392-1488. Visit 
Booth N o. 2738. 

Circle 483 on reader card 

Dilog's LAT Server System 
Provides Low-Cost Support 
Dilog announced the DTS-1000, a modular 
LAT server system that provides a low-cost 
way to connect from eight to 128 terminals 
to DEC Ethernet networks. 

T he DTS-1000 terminal server system 
architecture separates the network interface 
from the terminal connectivity hardware, 
placing each of these func tions on separate 
card modules that are inserted into a commu
nications chassis. The system is built around 
the DTS-1000 Base Unit, a rack-mountable 
or tabletop enclosure that contains up to five 
modular expansion cards. One system slot 
houses an Ethernet-compatible network in-
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terface card and four slots house from one to 
four asynchronous line cards for connection 
of user terminals and other devices. 

An eight-port DTS-1000 with one Eth
ernet interface card and one RS-323 line card 
costs $3,499. A 128-line DTS-1000 system 
with one network interface card and four 32-
line RS-423 line cards costs $14,996. 
For more information, contact Judie Dutton, 
Dilog, 1555 S. Sinclair St., Anaheim, CA 
92806; (714) 937-5700. Visit Booth No. 
1420. 
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Compo-Share Announces 
DECwindows Implementation 
Compu-Share Inc . will exhibit its Human 
Resources Management Module, a commer
cial application ofDECwindows technology, 
at DEXPO West 89. This windowing im
plementation features the ability to recall 
scanned images of supporting source docu
ments. These might include resumes, letters 
of recommendation and government forms. 

Other new features include a G/L 
budgeting module integrated with Access 
Technology's 20/20 spreadsheet. Compu
Share's financial accounting and wholesale 
distribution offerings include General Ledger, 
Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable , 
Order Entry, Inventory Control, Purchasing, 
Payroll and Fixed Assets. All software is writ
ten exclusively for the VAX/VMS platform. 
For more information, contact Stephen G. 
Sargent, Compu-Share Inc., 5214 68th St., 
Lubbock, TX 79424; (806) 794-1400. Visit 
Booth No. 1356. 
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Datability Announces 
16-Port Line Card 
Datability Software Systems Inc . announced 
a 16-port line card for its Vista Communica
tions Platform. The line card lets you con
figure a LAT-compatible Vista Server with 16 
ports. Vista lets you select any combination 
of eight-, 16- or 32-port line cards for inser
tion into four slots in a single Vista chassis. 
W ith four 32-port cards, a Vista server can 
support 128 users in the space of a DECserver 
200, which has an 8-port capacity. The line 
card makes possible a 16-port Vista server that 
costs $4 ,299. 

The company also will exhibit other new 
products at DEXPO West 89, including 
TCP/IP NIC, X.25 and on-board eight
modem line cards for the Vista server, a se-

rial-to-parallel converter and new RAF soft
ware capabilities 

For more information, contact Jim Gallagher, 
Datability Software Systems Inc ., 322 Eighth 
Ave., New York, NY 10001; (212) 807-
7800. Visit Booth No. 2200. 

Circle 473 on reader card 

Data Retrieval TextBook 
Manages Text And Images 
Data Retrieval Corporation announced Text
Book Online Manuals, an application system 
that uses a free-form full-text database to 
manage large amounts of reference informa
tion and images online. 

TextBook lets you store, update, search 
and retrieve reference information in paper 
or book format. After transferring -text and 
images into a database via a scanner or word 

processing application, you can search and 
retrieve information by any word or phrase. 
Search facilities include a table of contents. 
A word index is generated by the software 
that captures and lists all words entered in the 
database and reflects changes made. 

TextBook runs on all VAX/VMS and 
IBM MVS/CICS systems. Prices begin at 
$9,300 for non-graphics and $14,925 for 
graphics-capable applications. 
For more information, contact Kelly Keyes, 
Data Retrieval Corp., 8989 N. Deerwood 
Dr., Milwaukee, WI 53223; (414) 355-5900. 
Visit Booth No. 625. 

Circle 523 on reader card 

DOA Promotes Used 
DEC Equipment 
The Digital Dealers Associations (DDA) will 
exhibit at DEXPO West 89. DDA promotes 
the use of used DEC equipment. 

DEC resellers are encouraged to visit 
DDA to learn about joining this trade asso
ciation. The association aims to ensure DEC 
users that they're dealing with responsible 
companies. DDA has established orderly 
growth in the secondary market for DEC 
products. Meetings are held twice each year, 
with programs geared to advance members' 
professional skills and business practices. Ari 
increasing number of services are available to 
members. A DDA News newsletter is pub
lished q~arterly. 
For more information, contact Willah Wed
don, Digital Dealers Association, 107 112 S. 
Main St., Ste. 202, Chelsea, Ml 48118; (313) 
475-8333. Visit Booth No. 135. 

Circle 487 on reader card 
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VAX-Alert Monitors VAX 
System Activities 
Data Center Software Inc . announced the 
latest in its line of system-management utili
ties, VAX-Alert. The VAX-Alert VAX sys

tem monitor continuously monitors prede
fined system activities and notifies appropri
ate personnel of such activities via VMS Mail 
or Broadcast. VAX-Alert automatically can 
remedy certain problem areas. A log file of 
all VAX-Alert activities can be generated. 

Batch and output queues can be moni
tored for such statuses as paused, stopped, 
stalled or executing. Optionally paused or 
stopped queues can be restarted automatically, 
eliminating the need for operator interven
tion. Inactive users can be logged off after a 

preset interval, improving system security and 
freeing unused ports. VAX-Alert can moni
tor devices for device errors and availability. 
When error thresholds are detected, opera
tions staff can be notified automatically. Free 
disk space can be monitored, warning users 
of disk-space problems. 

VAX-Alert costs from $395 to $995, de
pending on CPU. 
For more information, contact Data Center 
Software Inc., 70 Herrick St., Beverly, MA 
01915; (508) 922-5500. Visit Booth No. 427. 
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1/0 Express Improves 
Disk Access Performance 
Executive Software Inc. will exhibit 110 
Express, an automatic disk access tuning util
ity, at DEXPO West 89. 1/0 Express uses 
disk data caching to achieve performance 
gains in disk access. It dynamically determines 
which disk blocks to keep in cache using a 
proprietary algorithm that automatically ad
justs to the requirements of the applications 
being run. 

Executive Software also announced 
Diskeeper/Plus on-line disk defragmentation 
software. The company offers 18 specialized 
versions of the defragmenter, which also can 
be customized for an individual site. It fea
tures full compatibility with Ingres and pro
vides defragmentation of user and directory 
files on-line when users are active on the sys
tem, with no possibility of file access conflicts. 
It works with third-party disk controllers, 
even when full VMS DSA architecture isn't 
supported. The product runs on any sup
ported VAX/VMS system. 

Diskeeper/Plus ranges in price from $250 
to $8,000, depending on configuration. 
For more information, contact Jeff Hodgson, 
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Executive Software Inc ., 2219 Broadview, 
Glendale, CA 91208; (818) 249-4707. Visit 
Booth No. 226. 
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lntra's SAM201 O 
Protects Computers 
Intra Computer Inc . announced the 
SAM2010. It can power down a host com
puter system when such environmental con
ditions as heat, humidity, smoke or water 
endanger the computer. 

The SAM2010 can be mounted in a stan
dard 19-inch RETMA rack. It includes a 
digital temperature display, two temperature 

probes, nine inputs for sensors and four soft
ware-controllable relay outputs that can be 
used to power-down a system and activate 
auto-dialers or other warning devices. Envi
ronmental conditions are logged and moni
tored by the host system to ensure that they 
are in safe operating range. If not, the host 
alerts users and repair personnel, shuts down 
software and powers-down the computer if 
conditions become critical. SAM2010 com
municates through a standard RS-232 asyn
chronous serial port available on all VAX 
computers and can be connected through a 
terminal server. 

The product is priced from $4,395 to 
$5,980. 
For more information, contact Intra Com

puter Inc., Dept. DXW89, 5th Fl., 875 Ave
nue of the Americas, New York, NY 10001; 
(212) 947-5533. Visit Booth No. 2757. 
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/300 Series, Multiflow's second generation of 
VLIW systems, is an _upgradable family offer

ing peak performance from 53 to 215 mips 
and from 30 to 120 Mflops in 64-bit preci

sion. Trace systems support applications for 
customers in scientific and engineering fields 
such as mechanical and electrical CAD, sig
nal and image processing, finite element 
analysis, computational fluid dynamics, com
putational chemistry, plasma physics, neural 

networking and seismic surveying. 
For more information, contact Mike 
Bernhardt, Multiflow Computer Inc. , 175 N . 
Main St., Branford, CT 06405; (203) 488-
6090. Visit Booth No. 2110. 
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Automatic Printer Selection 
Enhances Switchmate II 
Gold Key Electronics Inc. announced inter
nal programming for the Switchmate II In
telligent Printer Switch model SW6-ID2. 
The Switchmate II, developed for printer 
sharing in DEC environments, provides auto
matic shared access to one or two printers for 
up to six systems. 

The new release features protection from 
the loss of print data by automatically verify
ing that printers are operational before and 
after each print job. Printer verification makes 
printer sharing an option for real-time report
ing and remote access printing applications 
without the risk of lost data because of an 
offline or malfunctioning printer. When 
printer failures are detected, transfer of sub
sequent print data to the printer is suspended, 

Intra Computer Inc. 's SAM2010 can power down a host computer system. 

Trace Systems Offer 
VMS Environment 
Multiflow Computer Inc. will exhibit its 
Trace family of departmental supercomput
ers at DEXPO West 89. 

Trace systems offer a full VMS environ
ment, including EDT, DCL, DECnet, DEC 
FOR TRAN and VMS system services. The 

and operators are alerted via panel lights. 
Switchmate II program updates are free 

for those under warranty or service contracts. 
Program updates for other units cost $50. 
For more information, contact Deirdre 
Branch, Gold Key Electronics Inc., 11 Cote 
Ave., Goffstown, NH 03045; (603) 625-
8518. Visit Booth No. 2007. 
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Why go out on a lirri 
with ''mainframe class'' 
accounting, when theres 
Timeline VAX Class software? 

Why rope yourself into antiquated mainframe code, contorted to fit the 
VAXNMS platform? Software that requires an army of programmers, that 
generates data the way it wants, rather than the information you need? 

Friendly and flexible, Timeline VAX Class accounting 
software quickly adapts to your processes, your procedures. 
Adding cost centers or departments is easy, thanks to a relational account 
number (unlike ow competition's inflexible account numbers). Highly inter
active, too, with instantaneous data validation and seamless inquiry. 

Timeline: the only intuitive, integrated accounting 
software designed to take full advantage of any size 
VAX. As you effortlessly move across applications, every module 
feels and performs the same, because we developed them all 
specifically for VMS. After all, you didn't buy your VAX to run 
cumbersome mainframe packages developed by a platoon of third 
parties, and ported from batch-oriented architectures. 

More people access more information, faster. 
CFOs and controllers easily, directly and independently use 
advanced functionality like multi-tiered allocations, consoli
dations and budgeting, as well as PC integration. 

Don't get tied in knots: call Timeline. We prove 
our no-risk approach by delivering financial solutions. Not just 
a reel of tape and a promise. For a no-obligation evaluation. 
call (206) 822-3140 today. In the U.K., (0272) 230100. 

- ..... ·-·-· -
--• r ·--• ••.::a&5' --· ··· · --· ··· --··,·--··. - -......... -

The future in VAX Class solutions. 
See us at DEXPO West 

Booth #1247 
General Ledger •Accounts Payable • Cost Accounting• Payroll • Accounts Receivable • Fund Accounting • Purchase Order • Fixed Assets • Inventory 

Data Management and Report Writer• Spreadsheet 

VAX and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation 
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Industries' 

CI-MIV32 

can enhance 

any member 

of the 

MicroVAX 

3000 series. 

Sequelink Supports SuperCard 
Applications For The Mac 
TechGnosis Inc. announced that its Sequelink 
product now fully supports Mac applications 
created with the SuperCard personal software 
toolkit from Silicon Beach Software. 

Sequelink consists of a set of software 
modules that allows seamless , cooperative 
processing between the Mac and host envi
ronments in a network. It can add value and 
functionality to customized business applica
tions created with the SuperCard toolkit by 
providing a transparent way to use the full set 
of SQL services, delivered by one or more 
database servers on one or more networks, 
within the VAX/VMS environment. Seque
link allows access to online transaction
processing capabilities as well as vendor
specific extensions in the database through 
user-programmable applications. 

Prices for a typical VAX/Mac installation 
are $4,995 for the server module and $200 
to $700 for each connected workstation. 
For more information, contact Peter Goos
sens, TechGnosis Inc., 1 Park Pl., Ste. 340, 
Boca Raton, FL 33487; (407) 997-6687. Visit 
Booth No. 2300. 
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Cl·MIV32 Enhances 
MicroVAX 3000 
Chrislin Industries Inc. announced the CI

MIV32. It allows the maximum capacity of 
64 MB of memory in any MicroVAX III 
backplane with only two cards. In BA123 and 
BA312 chassis, two quad slots are freed for 
other peripheral devices. 
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The CI-MIV32 can enhance any mem
ber of the MicroVAX 3000 series. The 32 
MB is obtained on one board without pig
gyback boards or additional plug-in modules 
for added reliability. The CI-MIV32 is hard
ware- and software-compatible with any 
MicroVAX III and is available in configura
tions of 8, 16 and 32 MB. Word size is 32 
bits and access time measured from CAS is 
60 nanoseconds. Power requirements at +5V 
is 1.8A for the 32-MB option. The product 
comes with a lifetime parts and labor warranty 
and a 24-hour repair/replacement policy. 
For more information, contact Chrislin In
dustries Inc., 31352 Via Colinas, No. 101, 
Westlake Village, CA 91362; (818) 991-2254. 
Visit Booth No. 1657. 
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Racal-lnterlan Nl&51 O 
Increases Performance 
Racal-InterLan Inc. announced the NI6510, 
a 16-bit Ethernet network controller initially 
targeted at performance-sensitive networks 
using Novell NetWare workstations and serv
ers. An externally mounted switch lets you 
configure the controller to run PC AT -based 
NetWare systems on either thick or thin 
Ethernet. 

Through the use of bus-mastering tech
niques and advanced design features, the 
NI6510 offers performance increases. The 
bus-master controls the bus to transfer data 
efficiently to and from host memory, thereby 
improving overall performance of networked 
applications. The initial set of software driv
ers is workstation and server drivers for 

Novell NetWare 286 V2.15, a NetWare 
V2.15 client driver with TCP/IP, menu
driven diagnostics and a boot ROM driver 
for use with diskless PCs. In addition to a 
driver-development kit, drivers are forthcom
ing for such networking operating systems as 
LAN Manager and 3+ Open. 

The NI6510 is priced at $495. 
For more information, contact Mark Wil
liams, Racal-InterLan Inc., 155 Swanson Rd., 
Boxborough, MA 01719; (508) 263-9929. 
Visit Booth No. 236. 

Circle 519 on reader card 

SmartStar Supports 
New VAXNMS Features 
SmartStar Corporation announced the Smart
Star Applications Development Environment 
V5.3, a 4GL software product. 

The release supports new VAX/VM S fea
tures and offers connections to new relational 
databases. Database connections are provided 
for Oracle, lnterbase and the Sharebase 
Server/8000. Support for RMS and Rdb/ 
VMS file structures has been expanded. Or
acle users can take advantage of such Smart
Star features as SQL-based report writing with 
statistical aggregates and the capability to cre
ate cascaded scrolling region applications 
without resorting to syntax or programming. 
SmartStar supports a new pass-through fea
ture that enables the experienced Oracle user 
to use non-standard, Oracle-specific com
mands from within the SmartStar environ
ment. Support for RMS file structure has 
been enhanced to include aspects found in a 
database operating system, such as RMS jour
naling. This enables data consistency to be 
enforced for RMS files. 
For more information, contact David Baum, 
SmartStar Corp., 120 Cremona Dr., Goleta, 
CA 93116; (805) 685-8000. Visit Booth No. 
1260. 

Circle 54 7 on reader card 

Interlink Manages 
SNA And DECnet 
Interlink Computer Sciences Inc. will exhibit 
the ability to manage SNA and DECnet net
works from a single console at DEXPO W est 
89. lnterlink's SNS/NETconnect, used with 
Interlink's SNS/SNA Gateway, provides real
time accessibility to standard DECnet net
work management tools (NCP) for monitor
ing, controlling, testing and configuring 
DECnet networks from a single IB M 
NetView console. 

SNS/NETconnect uses NetView 
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(NPDA) to report DECnet events with IBM 
alert formats and screens. The network op
erator views events that occur in the DECnet 
network displayed in real-time on the con
sole and can respond to situations that require 
action. 
For more information, contact Peri 
Thompson, Interlink Computer Sciences 
Inc., 47370 Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 
94538; (415) 657-9800. Visit Booth No. 
1334. 

Circle 517 on reader card 

ECAP Enhances Outpost 
Printer Utility 
ECAP Systems Inc. announced a new ver
sion of Outpost, its PostScript printer utility. 

Outpost is now available in two flavors: 
the original VMS verb and a print symbiont 
implementation. It has an enhanced menu 
system and is network- and cluster-compat
ible. You can define and save multiple docu
ment profiles that set margins, default font, 
leading and other layout parameters. Special 
setup sequences required by particular print
ers can be specified through Outpost. 
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Outpost prices start at $400 for Micro
VAX II or 3100. 
For more information, contact Eric Coving
ton, ECAP Systems Inc. , 83 St. Euphemie, 
Casselman, ON KOA 1MO; (613) 764-3889. 
Visit Booth No. 616. 

Circle 530 on reader card 

Direct-To-1 Provides 
ALL-IN-1 Interface 
Walker Richer & Quinn Inc. announced 
Direct-To-1, an interface between PCs run
ning the company's Reflection and ALL-IN-
1. A complement to Reflection, Direct-To
t provides PC file- transfer capabilities to 
ALL-IN-1 office-automation facilities. 

With Direct-To-1 , ALL-IN-1 users can 
send files to and from the PC without leav
ing ALL-IN-1. Through Reflection, you can 
transfer ASCII, Binary or IMAGE files be
tween the VAX and the PC while remain
ing in the ALL-IN-1 environment. You can 
transfer WPS-Plus, WordPerfect and DECdx 
formatted files. File transfers can be sent over 
any asynchronous connection or to the more 
than 20 networks supported by Reflection. 

CIRCLE 358 ON READER CARD 

With Reflection's multitasking feature, 
Direct-To-1 allows file transfers to proceed 
to ALL-IN-1 on the VAX while you're 
working in foreground on the PC. Direct
To-1 requires Reflection 2, 2 Plus, 4 or 4 
Plus V3.4 or later; ALL-IN-1 V2.3 or later; 
and V AXLINK.EXE uploaded to the VAX. 

The product costs $2,500 -per VAX. 
For more information, contact Carolyn Baka
mis, Walker Richer & Quinn Inc., P.O. Box 
31876, Seattle, WA 98103; (206) 324-0350. 
Visit Booth No. 1211 . 

Circle 548 on reader card 

System Industries Debuts 
Performance Arrays 
System Industries will exhibit SI Performance 
Array data storage subsystems, which incor
porate solid-state disk technology in a stan
dard configuration, at DEXPO West 89. 

The Performance Arrays, which provide 
up to 665 1/0 per second throughput and 
capacities ranging from 2 GR to more than 
10 GB, are based on the concept of tiered 
storage. In a tiered storage architecture, files 
are arranged to match how frequently a file 
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BUILD YOUR 
COMPUTER LIBRARY 
DEC Professional 
Back Issue Sets 
Now Available! 
DEC users read our magazine 
from cover to cover, use it and 
reuse it to help solve daily 
problems, improve their 
professional skills, and widen 
their perspectives. 

Now you can build your 
computer library, receive 
issues you missed and 
replace well-worn copies. 

Order over 50 
back issues of 
DEC Professional, 
July 1983 to present, 
as a set and save. 

Order Now! Supplies Are Limited! 
(Offer limited to US and Canada Only.) 

TO tlllllBI CAU (216) IJ57-16111J with your crsdlt cart/ lntlll'tlllltlon. Or comp/BIB 
tnl l'tlllrn "" lll'llBr ,,,,.,,, waw. ,,,.,,,.,,_,, /11111 ,. tdJdBd wllll ,... lll'lllr. 

'Y Clip and Send 'Y 'Y Clip and Send 'Y 

BACK ISSUE ORDER FORM - DEC Professional 
D Please send set(s) of over 50 back issues of 

DEC Professional. $200 for each set ordered. Includes shipping by 
surface mail. Add $1 O for each set delivered to Canada. 
PLEASE MAKE PAYMENT IN U.S. DOLLARS AND DRAWN ON A U.S. BANK. 
Offer Limited to US and Canada only. 

D Check enclosed for$ _____ _ 

D Charge to: D VISA D MASTERCARD D American Express 

Account# Ex. Date 

Signature Date 

NAME 
PLEASE PRINT 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

COUNTRY TELEPHONE ( 

Mail completed form with payment to: 
PROFESSIONAL PRESS INC., P.O. Box 218, Horsham, PA 19044-0218 

is accessed to the II 0 performance of the 
device. 

Also being shown is the MegaRam-SDI 
solid-state disk that supports direct connec
tion to HSC40/50/70 and KDB50 control
lers. Other products on display will include 
System Industries' complete family of tape 
products, including models that support 
direct connection to the HSC. 
For more information, contact Brian Ed
wards, System Industries, 560 Cottonwood 
Dr., Milpitas, CA 95035; (408) 432-1212. 
Visit Booth No. 1312. 

Circle 521 on reader card 

Demax Software Releases 
Enhanced System Utilities 
Demax Software announced new releases of 
Securepak, the Dynamic Load Balancer, 
Pakmanager and Squeezpak. 

Securepak release 2.0, a security-manage
ment tool that enhances VAX/VMS security, 
has a password manager that reports, analyzes 
and identifies primary and secondary password 
exposures. Dynamic Load Balancer release 
2.0, a performance-tuning utility for VAX/ 
VMS systems, contains a systems-efficiency 
index that tracks values affecting performance 
and computes an efficiency coefficient at 
regular intervals. 

Squeezpak release 3.1 is an online disk
defragmentation utility that offers an im
proved user interface for better file handling 
and defragmentation capabilities. 

Pakmanager release 2.1, a disk-manage
ment system for automating the identification 
and recovery of wasted disk space, features re
porting capabilities, including space usage 
analysis. 

These releases support VMS V 4.2 or later. 
For more information, contact Susan Renner, 
Demax Software, 999 Baker Way, Ste. 500, 
San Mateo, CA 94404; (415) 341-9017. Visit 
Booth No. 419. 

Circle 528 on reader card 

Texas Instruments Expands 
Impact Printer Line 
Texas Instruments Inc. (TI) announced five 
impact printers that bring enhanced forms 
printing to the high and low ends of TI' s 
Omni 800 printer line. 

The 8900 Series Models 8930, 8920 and 
8920C are for use in shared-resource, forms
intensive environments. They can print six
to nine-part forms at up to 600 cps with an 
18-pin printhead. Models 8930 and 8920 are 
wide-carriage printers that combine forms 
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handling with printer and paper-handling 
characteristics. The Z-Axis Control printhead 
controller detects a form's thickness and ad
justs the printhead position. The Page Finder 
avoids misaligned pages by sensing right and 
left margins. The 8900 Series Models 830 and 
835 are workstation printers with paper-han
dling features for low-end forms and personal 
printing needs. These nine-pin printers can 
handle five-part forms at speeds up to 300 cps. 

The Model 8930 costs $2,545, the Model 
8920, $2,345, and the Model 8920C, $2,445. 
The Model 830 costs $579, the Model 835, 
$829. 
For more information, contact Texas Instru
ments Inc., Data Systems Group, P.O. Box 
202230, DSG-278, Austin, TX 78720; (800) 
527-3500. Visit Booth No. 227. 

Circle 502 on reader card 

Polestar Software Launches 
Windows Software For VTs 
Polestar Software announced Polestar Win
dows, which expands the capabilities ofVT 100/ 
2201320 terminals on VAX/VMS systems. It 
provides nine multitasking windows on one 
terminal. No hardware upgrades or software 
rewriting are necessary. 

Polestar Windows runs on V AXs from the 
MicroVAX 2000 to the VAX 9000. The 
development objective for Polestar Windows 
was to create a fluid and seamless environment 
for VT terminal users. It gives you control over 
the position and number of windows dis
played. Programs can be left running in the 
background and can be brought back on screen 
at any time, suspended and re-entered at the 
same point. Procedures for setting up pro
grams and windows can be automated. Switch
ing from one program to another is performed 
with two keystrokes. Windows can be relo
cated using arrow keys. 

A single-user license for Polestar Windows 
costs $495. 
For more information, contact David McGin
nis, Polestar Software, 1091/2 W. Broadway, 
Fairfield, IA 52556; (515) 472-2445. Visit 
Booth No. 3115. 

Circle 392 on reader card 

Excelan Supports SCO 
UNIX System V, Release 3.2 
Excelan Inc. announced a version of its LAN 
W orkPlace TCP /IP networking software 
ported to SCO UNIX System V, Release 3.2. 
As with Excelan's LAN WorkPlace products 
for DOS, OS/2, XENIX and Mac systems, 
this product gives PC users direct and simpli
fied access to a complex array of information 
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and applications typical oflarge-scale LANs. 
LAN W orkPface software lets you share 

network resources such as printers and disk 
drives and facilitates file transfer throughout an 
industry-standard LAN. The product will 
support popular distributed file systems as they 
become available for the SCO UNIX envi
ronment. LAN W orkPlace products are de
signed to run in conjunction with Excelan's 
high-performance EXOS series of intelligent 
Ethernet controllers, including the 205T for 
AT bus systems and 215 T for Micro Channel 
systems on standard or thin Ethernet and the 
205L for AT systems on standard Ethernet or 
LattisN et networks. 

LAN W orkPlace for SCO UNIX System 
V, Release 3.2 costs $695. 
For more information, contact Peter Troop, 
Excelan Inc., 2180 Fortune Dr., San Jose, CA 
95131; (408) 473-8361. VisitBoothNo. 2514. 

Circle 575 on reader card 

LSl·X.25 VAX/VMS Ethernet FEP 
Improves X.25 Communications 
Microtronix Datacom Ltd. announced the 
LSI-X.25 Ethernet front-end processor (FEP). 
Based on DEC's LSI series of Cabinetry and 
Boards along with Microtronix software, the 
FEP is connected to DEC's Ethernet LAN. 

To meet the requirements of VAX users, 
the LSI-X.25 accommodates up to 128 termi
nals. It also can facilitate DECnet DDCMP 
links over the X.25 network. The network 
interface can consist of up to five X.25 links 
capable of transmitting data at 19 .2 Kbps. The 
main feature of the LSI-X.25 is that it coexists 
with DECnet or any other Ethernet applica
tion and makes use of the VAX/VMS Eth
ernet driver. The FEP monitors all three layers 
of the X.25 protocol, so the burden of com
munications processing is removed from the 
host, resulting in significant performance gains. 
The FEP is transparent to the host, which 
treats any remotely connected terminal as if it 
were an ordinary dial-up modem connection 
on a standard asynchronous port. 
For more information, contact Karen Auzins, 
Microtronix Datacom Ltd., 125 Bessemer Rd., 
London, ONN6E 1P9; (519) 681-3430. Visit 
Booth No. 2036. 

Circle 390 on reader card 

Servio Logic Announces 
Gemstone For DEC Platforms 
Servio Logic Development Corporation an
nounced a version of its GemStone object
oriented DBMS for DEC workstations and 
systems. GemStone is now available for the 
RISC-based DECstation 2100/3100 and the 

DECsystem 3100/5400/5810/5820 running 
ULTRIX. 

GemStone offers the benefits of an object
oriented DBMS in a way that provides plat
form and configuration independence through 
its client/server architecture. The server soft
ware operates on the host - a DECstation 
2100/3100, DECsystem 3100/5400/5810/ 
5820, VAX, Sun-3/ 4 or an IBM RT worksta
tion - and includes a computationally com
plete object-oriented programming language, 
OPAL, for data definition and manipulation. 
You can reside on any of the computers 
operating as servers or clients or on an IBM PC 
or Mac II. Applications can be written in 
procedural languages such as C or FOR
TRAN or in object-oriented languages such 
as Smalltalk or Ada. 

Prices range from $22,000 for a one- to 
four-user license on a DECstation 2100 to 
$87,000 for a one- to 64-user license on a 
DECsystem 5820. 
For more information, contact J. Michael 
Connell, Servio Logic Development Corp., 
15220 N.W. Greenbrier Pkwy., Ste. 100, 
Beaverton, OR 97006; (503) 629-8383. Visit 
Booth No. 3118. 

Circle 434 on reader card 

Output Technology Exhibits 
DEC-Compatible Printers 
Output Technology Corporation will dem
onstrate its two newest DEC-compatible print
ers at DEXPO West 89. The 560DL offers 
DEC LA 210 and 120 emulation, and the 
model 2132 offers DEC 210 emulation. 

The 560DL is a 560-cps two-headed dot
matrix printer geared for companies with heavy 
printing requirements. Features include front
panel menu programming, built-in bar codes, 
data buffers up to 20 KB, convenient front and 
bottom paper feed, multipitch printing, full 
international character set, serial and parallel 
interfaces, plus Epson, DEC and IBM Pro
printer XL emulation. 

The model 2132 full-featured line printer 
offers speeds of 300 lpm in draft mode and 350 
lpm in high-speed draft. Features include built
in bar codes, dot-addressable graphics, serial 
and parallel interfaces, plus Epson FX 286e, 
IBM Pro printer XL, Printronix P6000 ·and 
DEC LA 210 emulation. 

The 560DL costs $1,995. The model 2132 
costs $3,995. 
For more information, contact Marie Hartis, 
Output Technology Corp., E. 9922 Montgom
ery, Spokane, WA 99206; (509) 926-3855. 
Visit Booth No. 216. 

Circle 391 on reader card 
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Precision Visuals Announces 
PicSure Plus Interface 
Precision Visuals Inc. will demonstrate PicSure 
Plus 3.0 at DEXPO West 89. PicSure Plus 3.0 
features a Lotus 1-2-3-style interface and other 
enhancements. 

The increased functionality offers users of 
DEC workstations, Micro V AXs and low-end 
minis sophisticated presentation graphics. 
PicSure Plus is a menu- or command-driven 
system for producing presentation-quality 
graphics. Features include a simplified Lotus 
1-2-3 menu interface, new presentation-graph
ics options, special data and data-analysis 
features, and new charting techniques. 

The company also will demonstrate a 
PicSure Plus/ ALL-IN-1 package. It lets 
ALL-IN-1 users produce sophisticated pres
entation graphics and charts within the ALL
IN -1 framework. The charts can be integrated 
into word processing documents for final 
publication to more than 100 output devices. 
For more information, contact Chris Logan, 
Precision Visuals Inc., 6260 Lookout Rd., 
Boulder, CO 80301; (303) 530-9000. Visit 
Booth No. 1712. 

Circle 393 on reader card 

Advanced CPU Upgrades 
For VAX 8600/8650 
Nemonix Inc. will show its advanced NX860 
Series of CPU upgrades for the VAX 8600/ 
8650 at DEXPO West 89. The upgrades 
boost performance of a VAX 8600 up to 78 
percent and a VAX 8650 up to 38 percent. 
The result is mip performance exceeding that 
of DEC's 6000 Model 210/310/410 single
processor CPU. 

The NX860-XLC consists of an accelera
tor ·module and a cache and translation buffer 
upgrade and is compatible with the VAX 
8600. The NX860-CTU is a cache and trans
lation buffer upgrade for the VAX 8600/ 
8650. The NX860-XL is an accelerator 
module for the VAX 8600. All upgrades are 
transparent to existing software and are fully 
hardware-compatible . 

In support of the VAX-to-Mac connec
tion, Nemonix will show its line of CPU ac
celerators, video cards and combined accel
erator/video cards for the Macintosh Plus and 
SE. Nemonix CPU accelerators improve the 
performance of a Mac SE up to four times. 
For more information, contact Peter Cho
lakis, Nemonix Inc ., 106 South St. , Hopkin
ton, MA 01748; (508) 435-9087 . Stop by 
Booth No. 2805 . 

Circle 394 on reader card 
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Peritek Announces VCL·Q 
For Q-Bus-Series Computers 
Peritek Corporation announced the VCL-Q 
for Micro V AXs and LSI-1 ls, a high-resolu
tion, high-speed graphics display controller 
combined with a 68030 CPU on a single 
Q-bus full-height board. 

VCL-Q display resolution is 1,024 x 1,024 
x 8 bits/pixels primary graphics with a 1,024 x 
1,024 x 4 bits/pixels graphic overlay. Display 
memories can be expanded to 2,048 x 1,024 
pixels. The VCL-Q contains an ACR TC and 
provides 23 on-board drawing functions . 
Display timing is flexible, supporting almost 
any screen resolution from 64 to 1,024 pixels 
at 30 Hz or 60 Hz vertical and 15. 7 KHz to 58 
KHz horizontal refresh rate. The board sup
ports hardware pan and zoom and smooth 
vertical scrolling. The VCL-Q has an ad
vanced color map controller that converts the 
primary and overlay graphics data into 24-bit 
analog output signals. The controller also sup
plies an independent 2-bit graphics cursor 
with crosshair and 64 x 64 bit map functions. 

Pricing begins at $4,870. 
For more information, contact Nancy Hurwitz, 
Peritek Corp., 5550 Redwood Rd., Oakland, 
CA 94619; (415) 531-6500. Visit Booth No. 
223. 

Circle 387 on reader card 

Giga Vault 650 Offers 
Drive Reliability 
See First Technology Inc. announced the Giga 
Vault 650 optical drive system for Q-bus and 
UNIBUS. The drive operates on the principle 
of thermomagnetic recording. It's reliable 
because nothing comes in contact with the 
media, which is read by a laser beam. 

The subsystem interfaces to the computer 
through a SCSI host adapter that provides total 
emulation and makes the optical system look 
like a DU device to the operating system. A 
different host adapter is used for Q-bus and 
UNIBUS systems. The drive provides 594 
MB of formatted memory in a 5 1I4-inch car
tridge. Average search time is about 60 ms. 
Data is accessed randomly. The media weighs 
six ounces, so it can be removed and stored in 
a remote location for security. The drive can 
be mounted into a 5 1/4-inch slot in the main 
chassis or purchased in a cabinet with a self
contained power supply. 

The product costs $7, 195 for Q-bus and 
$7 ,595 for UNIBUS. It comes with a one
year warranty. 
For more information, contact Karen Martin, 
See First Technology Inc. , 4655 Old Ironsides 

Dr. , Ste. 100, Santa Clara, CA 95054; (408) 
748-7717. Visit Booth No. 221. 

Circle 576 on reader card 

Asynchserver Lets Mac 
Users Dial Into V AXNMS 
Computer Methods Corporation announced 
the Asynchserver, a Mac-VAX/VMS connec
tivity product designed with the Portable 
Macintosh in mind. 

Asynchserver is VAX-based software that 
lets Mac users dial into a VAX/VMS system 
and use Mac-VAX connectivity products such 
as Alisa Talk, PacerShare and Helix VMX over 
ordinary asynchronous terminal lines. Because 
Asynchserver is based on Apple Talk for VMS, 
it lets a client Mac communicate with the Ap
ple Talk-based facilities in your organization 
through the VAX host. For users connected 
locally over dedicated, asynchronous lines, 
Asynchserver offers low-cost AppleTalk net
working using existing VAX terminal port 
hardware. Asynchserver also deliversAppleTalk 
services to Mac users over ordinary dial-up 
lines using existing modem equipment. 

Asynchserver is licensed for use on a single 
VAX CPU. A license costs from $595 for a 
MicroVAX II to $1,895 for a VAX 6xxx. 
For more information, contact Anthony V. 
Caraffa, Computer Methods Corp, 525 Rt. 73 
S., Ste. 300, Marlton, NJ 08053; (609) 596-
4360. Visit Booth No. 2306. 

Circle 4 7 5 on reader card 

Dataram Memory Boards 
Enhance 3100 Series 
Dataram Corporation announced four com
pletely compatible memory upgrades, includ
ing a 24-MB expansion board, for the V AXsta
tion, MicroVAX and VAXserver 3100. The 
design maximizes chassis space and allows 
room for the 24-MB expansion board. 

The DR-3100VS 8-, 12-, 16- and 24-MB 
memory-expansion boards offer the 3100-
series user many configuration options. They' re 
priced below comparable DEC products, so 
you can purchase 31 OOs with minimum 4- or 
8-MB memory, then cost-effectively upgrade 
your memory capacities. Dataram offers a 
lifetime warranty, a 30-day no-obligation trial 
period and an Express Spares Program. 

The DR-3100VS memory-expansion 
boards are priced at $5, 400 (8 MB), $7 ,200 ( 12 
MB), $9,600 (16 MB) and $13,800 (24 MB). 
For more information, contact Dataram Corp., 
P.O. Box 7528, Princeton, NJ 08543; (609) 
799-0071. Visit Booth No. 633. 

Circle 539 on reader card • 
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WHO'S ON DEC.?? 

WE ARE!!! 
BOSTON BOARDS & SYSTEMS, INC. 

55 Rear Main Street, Kingston, MA 02364 

5 Years/$5 Million+ in Annual Sales/ 10,000 Sq Ft/ Test Bays 
Full Tech Support/ Outstanding Sales Engineers!! 

( 617) 585-7777 
Our Guarantee is Our Reputation!! 

Boston Boards 
& 

Systems 

DRIVES!! 
RA60 
RA80 
RA81 
RA82 
SA/482 
RA/70 

CLUSTER!! 
HSC5XBA 
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HSC50AA/CA 
HSC70 
etc. 

ETHERNET!! 

Make One More Call: Ask for Sales!! 
Urgent: MVII Buyers: Any Custom Configuration 

Over$1,000,000 in MVII lnventory!! 

PRICE 
REDUCTION!!! 

Boston Boards 
& 

Systems '89 READY TO SHIP!! 
DEC SYSTEMS!! 

TU78 
TU80/81/+ 
TK50/70 
CONTROLLERS 
RD53 
RD54 

SC008AA/AC 
C1750 
C1780 
CIBCA 
KDB50 
KDA50 

COMMUNICATIONS!! 
DHUll 
DHVll 
DZQll 
DEST A 
DESVA 

DMZ32 
DELQA 
DEQUNA 
DEC SERVER 
DSRVA 

11/03 
11/23 
11/73 
11/24 
11/44 
11/70 
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11/84 

11/725 
11/730 
11/780 
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VAX8200 
VAX8300 
VAX8600 
VAX8700 
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FAX: 617-585-6211 
TELEX: #920-038BBS *Digital is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation 
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USED EQUIPMENT n' 

BUY, SELL, REiil 
DEC/VAX 

"Since 1966" 

Equipment Corporation 

DIGITAL 
DEALERS 
ASSOCIATION 

26319 I-45 North, The Woodlands, TX 77380 

TEL: 800-288-1846 
FAX: 713-292-1474 

We buy surplus DEC/VAX 

Get the Efficiency Advantage! 

KA630 
(M7606) 

Micro Vax II CPU 
Repair 

Includes pacts/labor 
and Fast turnaround I 

For immediate attention 
include your purchase 
order and ship to: 

MicroVAX II 

I 
See us at DEXPO West Booth #414 

EFFICIENT FIELD Or Call 
SERVICE CORP 800-257-4745 

508-251-7800 lnM 
11 School St. N. Chelmsford, Ma. 01863 508-251-4882 FAX. 

I - .._;~~~ 

WE BUY, SELL, LEASE & TRADE 

WE 
$$ 

WILL PAY 
CASH$$ 

for your surplus DEC and 
DEC compatible Hardware 

See us at DEXPO West - Booth Number 2604 
November 7-9, 1989 

MICRO VAX II and MICRO VAX Ill 
SYSTEMS IN STOCK 

MENTION THIS AD AND RECEIVE A 
"DEXPO SPECIAL" DISCOUNT! 

Call For A Free Catalogue 
(612) 884-6601 

FAX (612) 884-6652 

¥Minnecomputers, Inc. 
9555 James Avenue South • Minneapolis, MN 55431 

Your Single Source for DEC" 
Maintenance Requirements 

DEC Depot Re~ir, Service Training, S~re Parts, 
lechn1cal Support & Diagnostics 

• 1-Year Warranty on all Equipment Sales & Repairs 
• PDP 8 to VAX 8800, and Peripherals Coverage 
• 5 Day Standard Turnaround on Repairs 
• Optional 2 4 hr. Emergency Repair 
• Swap/Exchange Program 
• Kit Leasing or Rentals 
• Flat Rate Repair Prices/Volume Discounts 
• Upgrades and ECOs at No Additional Cost 
• Training, at Your Facility or ESS' s 
• An Inventory in Excess of 100,000 Items 
• Same Day Shipments on Purchases 
• Optional 24/7 Coverage 
• CDC* Depot Repair & Spares 
• VAX System Integrity Monitor Software 
• Media Conversions, Data Recovery, & Remote Diagnostics 

Call Us For Quotes 
PHONE: 414-255-4634 

FAX: 414-253-3262 
TELEX: 260183 ESS LTD MEFS ct::b=--

~Ifi ELECTRONIC SERVICE SPECIALISTS 
EINJ N92 Wl4612 Anthony Ave., Menomonee Falls, WI 53051 

• reg;stered trodemcrl of o;g;1ol Eq<>pment Corp. A -Allentlc· Compony ' regotered trodemcrl of Control Dalo Corp. 

ESS Is Your Answer For DEC Repairs & Spares 



PRODUCT SHOWCASE 

Permanent Cl'ld contract 
Politions are now available 
for experienced DEC 
Profealonals in the areas of 

DIC VAXICOaot e DIC Syslem lnlernols 

Sydema llonogemenl • Operollona 
Oolo Communloollona 

Offered exclusively through 
EMJAY Computer ea ...... 
3901 Wester1y Place. SUlte 102 
Newport Beach. CA 92660 
cau 7t~ut-1"t or 
Mail or FAX your r&Slme today! 

FAX: 7t~l6t.QOI 
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Sr. Programmer Analysts 
S35 to $60K 

We are the preferred vendor to a number of 
Fortune 500 companies whose ongoing 
needs continue to generate challenging con
sulting opportunities for DP professionals. 

Join one of our teams in state-of-the-art 
projects and expand your 2 + years ex
perience In one or more of the following 
disciplines: Rdb, ORACLE, INGRES, DBMS, 
CORVISION , SMARTSTAR, FORTRAN, 
DECNET, ALL-IN-1, UNIX. 

Benefit from one of the finest compensation 
programs in the Industry. (Relocation 
assrstance also avallable.) For more lnforma-

t Ion, call Carol English at 

• 

1 (800) 444--1918 or Sarah Terry 
at 1 (800) 444--1917. WESSON, 
TAYLOR, WB..LS, Dept. DP-11, 
P.O. Box 1587, Camden, SC 
29020. Equal Opportunity 
Employer. 
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Kill Idle 
Processes 
With HITMAN, you can free 
terminal lines and plug security 
leaks by logging inactive terminals 
off your VAX. HITMAN is safe 
and easy to use. And, it works 
under VMS 5.0! $695 
SAIGA Systems 
Suite 215, 801 - 6th Street S.W. 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P 3V8 

(403) 263-1151 
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NOVEMBER 1989 

DDDDD D DD D DDDDDDDDDDD D 
D D 
D IBMtap(es) D 
D 

* 
D 

D on D 
D VAX( es) D 
D D 
D Labeled or Unlabeled D 
D D 
D Read or Write D 
D Multi-volume, OS or DOS D 
D 

Multiple datasets per volume 
D 

D D 
D TA90's, VMS V4.x and V5.x D 
D D 
D $595 or cell for corporate l icense D 
D D 
D CRYSTAL SYSTEMS (919) 922-2287 D 
D 

3429 Mill Run Lene, Pfefftown, NC 27040 D 
D D 
DDDDDDDDDDD D DDDDDDDDD 
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LN03 Logos, 
Signatures & 
BARCODE fonts 

custom graphics font n1es for 

DECpage and WPS-Plus 
and moelVAX/VMS~ 

Signatures 1160 L os or 1 /2 Width Letterheads 280 
F~Wldth or Master Letterheads 450 
Dept Letterhead from Master 250 
Barcode 39 (standard sizes) 150 

Start producing results tailored to 
~corporate Image. 

cal: (800) 448-5688 
The Corporate IMAGE 
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Used DEC 
equipment 
is a bargain 

Most used equip
ment is maintained 
under contract with 
either Digital or a 
third party 
maintenance firm 
and will carry a 
warranty as to its 
working condition. 

(313) 475-8333 

DIGITAL 
DEALERS ASSOCIATION 

See us at DEXPO West Booth #135 

107 S. Main St. • Ste. 202 •Chelsea, Ml 48118 
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VAX k RENTALS 
MV3600 

MV3800/3900 
VAX 6000 SERIES 
VAX 8000 SERIES 

Systems & Peripherals 
• Fast Turnaround 
• Dependable Products 
• Upgrade/Add-On Flexibility 

BROOKVALE ASSOCIATES 
'8Lft <Xb 
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DEC 
BUY&SELL 

RENT & REPAIR 
EMERGENCY 
EXCHANGES 

TRAD/DONAL 
PRODUCIS 

INQUDING PDP-8 
SALES: 

408-270-1100 800-726-0726 
FAX: 

408-270-1183 
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DATA CONVERSION SERVICES 
OVER 1,500 FORMATS SUPPORTED 

Conversions from tape to disk, disk 
to disk, disk to tape, Mag-Tape 

8001160016250 BPI 

We can do all DEC formats: 
• RSXllM • RTll • TSX Plus• *VAXNMS 
• MASSll • WORD-II • WORDMARC • 
DECDX •ALL-IN-I • TK50 • PCBASE • 
WORD PROCESSORS • CP/M • MS/DOS. 

Call 1·703-330-6478 
1-800-326-9129 

FAX 1·703-330· 7904 
*Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corportation. 
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Create Special 
Characters for Your 

VT200/300 Series 
1t4 The Character Set Editor 

CSE allows you to create 

''
, .. '.: .. '.'." .• '.'.", pointersf. logos, ord . p

1
ic-

. tures or screen 1sp ay 
... or printing on an LN03. 

~ 
" .""'~ i)'I - ·11

""
1:·::X> $795 .. ,., ... ,,., ... ,('' Q. / 

~1 ·• · ,,·1· \ - """ Any VAX 

.. ~1ia 
Pamet Systems, Inc. ~~ 
989 Main St. \ :" .. \ 
Acton, MA 01720 .4i~ 

(508) 263-2060 ,rf:,' '":'I"~~ 
Demo (508) 263-3978 FAX (508) 263-4158 
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•Q;u111;1m1QnQa;f 't 
Use our 118" Hard Acrylic Covers to Protect Your 

VAX Systems From Accidental Shutdown 

RA-60 .............. .. .... .. .. $13 RM--05 ....................... $13 
RA-81 ...................... .. $13 11750 ........................ $18 
RA-82 ........................ $13 11780 ........................ $18 
RA-90(New!) ............. $13 MICRO-VAX ............... $13 
TU-81 ........................ $13 MICRO-VAX(Full) ....... $15 

1-800-445-8296 
FAX 313-335-5337 nn I\ OATACOVER INC 

~ 675 South Saginaw, Sutte 200 

tN't Po~~;:3~'. 7:~~53 
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INFORMATION 
Rates: 1 time: $650 

3 times: $600 
6 times: $550 

12 times: $500 

Size: 1/s page - 23/15"X2%" 
Camera ready mechanical 

required. 
Typesetting and composition 

available. 
For more information call 

Mary Browarek at 
(215) 957-1500. 

HOWCAS - -------
* We sell complete systems. peripherals, and modules at 

better prices and with immediate availability . 

* We are currently looking for Bl systems, cluster gear, and 
peripherals. We buy for cash and will pay YOU the best 
price in the country. 

* We rent/lease systems and peripherals for 1 week to live 
years, including VAX, MicroVAX, terminals, and Bl sys
tems. Call us for a quote (" If you don't lease from us, you 
are paying too much!") 

MEADOWLARK ENTERPRISES 

37 High Street ~ 
Danvers . MA 01923 , 

(508)777-4666 . 
FAX (S08J 777-8 433 800-0EC DUR · 
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SUCCESSFUL MANAGERS SELECT 
116 DISK DRIVES 

FOR THEIR ~omoomn· COMPUTERS ... 

... HERE'S WHY: 
• 100% DEC'Compatiblc • Higbcll Performance 
• LowestPrice pcr MB •Highcst Capacity-
• Lowest Maintcnpce Cost upro2 .2GBperDrive 
• On·site Maintenance • Highest Reliability .Jl,l//;;j• Government aod Educational Discounts 

~ML~~~.:.~~}2-~:~~ 
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sun 
memory 

3/60 3/80 386i 4/110 
SPARCstation! 

Memory upgrades with 
lifetime warranty available 

and on sale now. 

--~ ~ PINNACLE 
TECHNOLOGIES 
INCORPORATED 

Sacramento, CA. 

1.800.825. 7 466 
In CA (916) 641-6220 

•sun,3/60,3/80,386i,4/ l l 0 and SPARCstation 
1 arc reg. trademarks of Sun Microsystems Inc. 
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Highest tech crt at lowest price 

The Link MC5 a 
• Two serial ports and a PC compatible 

parallel printer port 

• 78 Hz refresh 

• External bright ness and cont ract cont rols 

• Flat screen 

• Green, amber, Qr white screen with full overscan 

• 24, 25, or 50 line display • 80 or 132 columns 

Call Stu to place your order or for more info 
602 997-0997 fax 602 997-1688 

Isl Solutions, 11460 :'II . Cave Creek Rd. #12 Pho•ni" AZ 85020 
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VAX CAREERS 
Winning combinations of these skills can propel 
Y.o.U. into some of the best companies on the 
East Coast!!!! 

DATA PROCESSING I ENGINEERING 
- FORTRAN,COBOL, C, MACRO 
- RDB, ORACLE, INGRES 
- VMS, UL TRIX , NETWORKING 
- FACTORY AUTOMATION, PROCESS CONTROL, PLC'S 
- MANUFACTURING, CIM, MRP 
- PHARMACEUTICALS 

BRENDA CAREY, C.P.C. 
Digital Recruiter 

Amos& 
--Z Associates 

633·8 Chapel Hill Road 
Burlington , NC Z7Z1S 

(919) 222-0231 
FAX (919) 222·1214 
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c1m 
Training and Implementation 

..._ Manufacturing Applications 
,,.. Assistance 

..._ Information Systems 
,,.. Implementation & Assistance 

~ On-Site Training 

111i.. Site Management 
,,.. Assistance 

111i.. Performance And Capacity 
,,.. Management 

For More Information Call: 
(206) 485-HELP (4357) 
(800) 999-4VAX (4829) 

L CONTINUUMM 
A• W A S H I N G T 0 N C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 
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LOCKWOOD GRBBNB 
Planners/Engineers/Architects/Managers Codnv MODEMS 

~MUXES 
SAVINGS DIRECT FROM THE DISTRIBUTOR 

PROGRAMMER/ANALYST 
THROUGH 

SYSTEM ARCHITECT 
Meet the challenge of tomorrow with one of the most respected plan
ning, engineering, architectural and construction management firms 
in the world today-Lockwood Greene. With a staff of over 1500 and 
a history of achievement that spans over 150 years, Lockwood 
Greene offers rewarding assignments, excellent opportunities for ad
vancement, and comprehensive benefits. Experienced profes
sionals are currently being sought for the following positions : 

DIAL-UP 
2205 208A/B . 
2221 201 BIG 
2234 V.22+MNP 
2238 V.22 Card 
2260 V.32 

2264 
New V.32 
With MNP 

LEASED LINE MUXES 
2340 9600 BPS 6003-4 4Ports 
2341 9600Multi Pt. 6003-8 8 Ports 
2362 14,400 BPS 6015 4-16 Ports 
2382 19,200 BPS 62·16 Oigltal Mux 
2500 Network 6228 Digital Mox 

& Diagnostic 6740 All Models 
2600 Modems 6745 

Several computer systems positions are available for professionals 
with experience in manufacturing, process control and real time sys
tems. Experience in 'C' required. The qualified applicant will be able 
to work both as an individual contributor and as part of a team and 
should be comfortable with multiple assignments. Experience 
should include all project life cycle activities from functional specifi
cation through start up. 

= ::. ==- Advanced 
::. = E =-= Network 

= == -== Products, Inc. Call Us 
Toll Free 

1-800-572-DATA Please submit a resume and salary requirements in confidence for 
immediate consideration . 

•Great Pricing 

• l Yr. Warranty 
•Large Inventory 
•Technical Support 
•Fast Delivery 

•Free Codex 

LOCKWOOD GREENE ENGINEERS, INC. 
P.O. Box491 

Spartanburg, SC 29304 

Lockwood Greene Recruiting number: 
(800) 752-5630, ext. 1218 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F/HIV 

FAX 215-885-9933 

Authorized Distributor 

Catalogue 

33 East Glenside Ave. 

Glenside, PA 19038 

Support 215•572•01 l l 

POWER PROBLEMS? 
POWER LINES TALK -

WE TRANSLATE! 
• WORLDWIDE DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES 
•DATA COMMUNICATIONS• TELECOMMUNl

CA TIONS • LANS 
•DATA PROCESSING• MAINFRAMES• ENVIRON

MENT • EMl/RFl/TEMP 
• INFRARED SCANNING • PRE-SITE PLANNING • 

COMPUTERIZED REMOTE MONITORING 
• GROUNDING • EMERGENCY SYSTEMS • UPS • 

LIGHTNING PROTECTION 

SPOON & ASSOCIATES 
INDEPENDENT COMPUTER POWER 

CONSULTANTS 
301 ALICE COURT. VERNON HILLS. IL. 60061 
PH 708-680-4410 FAX 708-680-8510 

•PRO 350/380 MEMORY BOARDS 

•DISK DRIVES - BIG & FAST FOR PRO 

• RAM-DISK Software for 
Micro/RSx,*11 M (+) & P1os* 

Call 415-420-9579 
Proto Systems 

1238 Josephine St, Berkeley, CA 94703 

C LANGUAGE CONSULTING AND EDUCATION by 
noted DEC PROFESSIONAL columnist. Also other 
languages and packages on RSX, VMS, RSTS and 
MS-DOS, including DBMS and DECnet. Applica
tions experience includes real-time, process con
trol, engineering, scientific and commercial sys
tems. Rex Jaeschke. (703) 860-0091. 

LSI* 
DP* 

VAX* 
SYSTEMS & PERIPHERALS 

• CPUs • MEMORIES 
• DISC & TAPE DRIVES 
• CRTs • TERMINALS • PRINTERS 
• INTERFACES Etc. 

~DIGITM 
COMPUTER 
EXCH~NGE INC 
2487 Industrial Pa!Xway West, Hayward, CA 94545 

CALL-(415) 887-3100 
ck:::k)~':._ FAX (415) 887·5590 TLX 709536 

·Registered trademark al Dig11a1 Equ1pmentCorporat1on 

VAX INSTRUCTION SET (SPl/BETA). Asking 
$5200. z Tech, (813) 823-9081 . 
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CIM 
POSITIONS 

FACTORY/PROCESS AUTOMATION 
Positions utilizing DEC and olher computers, networking, program
mable logic controllers, dislributed control systems, etc. US based 
positions, all fee paid. Use a headhunter who specializes' 

KEN COVA, COVA AUTOMATION SERVICES 
5371 Shannon Park Drive, Dublin, Ohio 43017 

FAX: 614/792-3525 PHONE: 614/792-6662 

XCC from 7 Tech 
Makes DCL More Funtional & Flexible 

XCONV: EBCDIC/ASCII, VFC/Stream 
XMATH: Decimal Arithmetic (+,-,x,+/') 
XFUNC: 1/0, Symbols, pseudo/CONT 
XINFO: JPI, DVI, SYI, PMS, and UAI 

(813) 823 - 9081 
ZTech,3856 Neptune Dr, St. Petersburg, Fl 33705 

REMTEC FUJITSU 2294K. 336MB, $1,295. 
(415) 463-3511 . 

TOSHIBA MK186FB-168MB $695. Fully 
Guaranteed . (415) 463-3511 
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Looking at color video printers? Be sure you see 
Tuyo. Yes, other leading video printers offer the same big B-size 
output, the same 300 dpi resolution, and the same wide range of 

beautiful colors. But when most people compare, 
they choose Toyo. 

Our free comparison kit will 
show you why. It will also give you some 

ideas on what to look for in a video printer. 
We think you'll see some important 

differences in output quality, features, 
specs, and support. 

For example, compare special printing effects. 
Without going back to the computer, the Toyo video printer can 
print any one color pass, reverse black and white, adjust tones, 
make extra copies, and enlarge, center or designate print location. 

Compare installation. While other printers can 
be difficult to install, the Tuyo printer simply plugs in. Answer a few 
menu questions, and you can print beautiful color copies from 
©!988 Toyo Corporation 

any popular graphics display or image processing system (up to 
1280x1024 resolution). And you can pre-set eight different displays 
(different brands, different resolutions) to share one Tuyo printer. 

Compare support. Tuyo gives you a toll-free hotline, 
comprehensive documentation, and a full one-year warranty. 

For your free comparison kit, circle our readers' 
service number. For a kit or a product 
demo, call toll-free 1-(800) 338-1981. 
In California, call ( 408) 739-7913. 
Toyo Spectrum Corporation, 
2934 Corvin Drive, Santa 
Clara, CA 95051, Fax: 
( 408) 720-9643. 
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TOYO (j) SPECTRUM 
See the dtff erence. 

Now ETHERNET Compatible 

• 



BACK END 
John C. Dvorak 

Where's Your Laptop? 
The market for 
laptops is tak
ing off. More 
and more busi-

ness travellers are using them. Eventually 
anyone who goes anyplace will need one 
to communicate with the office. This 
will become increasingly clear as reliance 
on electronic mail and fax becomes a 
permanent part of the modern office 
milieu. 

Among my favorite laptops are the 
Zenith SupersPort 286 machines, the 
Zenith MinisPort, the NEC Ultralite, and 
the Toshiba 1000 and 1600. I intend to 
look more closely at the Compaq SL T 

and the Elographics DynaBook. I don't 
include in this category any machine that 
looks like a laptop but requires full AC 
power to operate. A laptop should be 
able to run on batteries and be used on 
an airplane. These machines are great on 
coast-to-coast flights. 

There are five primary considerations 
when buying a laptop: appearance, 
weight, power, display readability and 
battery life. 
1. Appearance - Appearance and 
overall design are indications of the care 
the company has for the machine. They 
also affect your relationship with it. If 
people laugh at you for using the world's 
ugliest computer, you'll probably be re
luctant to use it on an airplane. If, on the 
other hand, you have a sleek modern 
machine that you're proud of, you'll use 
it just to show it off, put in those extra 
hours of work and be a big shot at your 
company. Companies that buy their 
employees laptops should recognize the 
status aspect of certain machines. 
2. Weight - You have two choices: 
light and heavy. A new category of ma-
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chine called the notebook computer 
should weigh in at four pounds or less. 
This category was invented by NEC with 
it's nifty 4.4-pound Ultralite and followed 
by Zenith with it's MiniSport. Both 

A laptop should 
be able to run on 

batteries and be used 
on an airplane. 

machines are in the $2,000 and higher 
range. 

The all-time lightweight classic is the 
Toshiba 1000. Weighing about 6 1/2 
pounds, it includes a 3 1/2-inch floppy, 
unlike the notebook computers. The 
NEC uses plug-in storage modules and 
the Zenith uses a new two-inch disk. 
The Toshiba sells for less than $1,000 but 
suffers from a hard-to-read display. 

A possible third category may emerge. 
A company called Poqet introduced a 
vest-pocket-sized, full MS-DOS machine. 
This diminutive machine will be the 
perfect emergency computer. Unfortu
nately, it costs nearly $2,000. Atari has a 
similar little machine for under $1,000. I 
expect to see more notebook and 
pocket-style machines in 1990. The note
book computer will be the more impor
tant category. 
3. Power -The more power you have, 
the more weight you have to carry. This 
may not be the case by this time next 
year when more laptops incorporate the 
new 2 1/2-inch hard drive. 

This drive can pack 40 MB of storage 
into the size of a cigarette pack. Newer 
chips and fancier circuits also mean us
ing the more powerful 286 and 386 chips 
in a lightweight laptop. 

But for now, figure on having to lug 
11 or more pounds if you want a high
speed hard-disk-based laptop. The lead
ers are the Zenith SuperSport and the 
Toshiba 1600. They can do almost any
thing a full desktop machine can do, 
except color graphics. 
4. Display readability - Flat-screen 
technology has been improving slowly, 
and the back-lit active matrix LCD is now 
very usable, even in dark surroundings. 
Unfortunately, there's a tradeoff. Go to 
Hawaii, sit on the beach and try to read 
the back-lit Zenith display. It gets washed 
out by the sun. Meanwhile, the normally 
hard-to-read Toshiba 1000 looks great 
with this lighting. 

Zenith has developed a combo screen 
for its new MiniSport that supposedly 
corrects this problem, but it will take a 
trip to Hawaii to test it. To use any of 
these machines in a dimly lit airplane you 
absolutely must have a back-lit screen. 
5. Battery life - Unless you fly trans
Pacific, you shouldn' t need more than 
two hours of battery power for airplane 
use. There are plenty of sockets in air
ports and elsewhere that can be used for 
emergency charging. 

When buying your laptop, spend as 
much time as possible with each machine 
you're considering. With desktop PCs, 
one 25-Mhz 386 VGA machine is about 
the same as another. But that's hardly the 
case with laptops. Each is different in 
every way. So take your time before you 
select one. And to be on the safe side, 
check to see how easily your selection 

can be resold. • 
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If your data storage vendor 
catit do this for you, call us. 

At Summus Computer Systems, 
we do it every day. For clients 
like Lockheed, NASA, Chevron, 
GE, and others. Clients who 
demand exceptional service 
with their high-capacity data 
storage products. Why do they 
choose Summus? Because we 
offer more. 

MORE STORAGE SOLUTIONS 
UNATTENDEDBACKUP- The GigaTape,™ 
our 8mm helical-scan tape 
drive, gives you 2,000 mega
bytes of 
capacity. 
A single 
compact 
8mmdata 
cartridge 
can replace fifteen 150-
megabyte tapes for less than 
two cents per megabyte. 

REAL UNATTENDED BACKUP AND ARCHIVING
N o matter how large your sys
tem or network, our JukeBox
LibraryrM provides the most 
cost-effective solution available 

e SUMMUS COMPUTER SYSTEMS, 1989 

today. Using the same 8mm 
helical-scan technology as our 
GigaTapeand our own ad
vanced autoloading carousel, 
you can have on-line access to 
125 to 1,000 gigabytes of data 
in a compact 19" rack-mount. 

ERASABLEDPTICAL- The LightDis/(l'M 
magneto-optical drive delivers 
600mega
bytes in 
a rugged, 
remov
able car
tridge. It 
also features ISO standard data 
formatting for easy media inter
changeability between similar 
magneto-optical drives. 

HIGH-CAPACITY HARD DISKS- In our 
GigaBoxrM series you can have 
from 170 to 2,000+ 
megabytes of 
fast disk 
storage. 

GigaBoxsubsystems are also 
available with integrated tape 
or optical drives for backup. 

GigaTape , GigaBox, GigaSafe. LightOisk, and JukeBoxlibrary are trademarks of Summus Computer Systems. 
DEC. Macintosh , Sun, Novell, NetWare, and AppleShare are trademarks of their respective companies 

MORE CONNECTIONS 
Summus is your single source 
of compatible data storage sub
systems for DEC, Macintosh, 
PC, and Sun computers. Our 
GigaSafe™ backup software for 
PCs is compatible with Novell 
Netware; the Mac version 
works with AppleShare. Both 
feature optional ANSI standard 
data formatting, allowing you 
to read and write data between 
all of these systems. 

MORE SUPPORT 
You want answers. Now, not 
later. That's why we provide 
toll-free technical support. And 
our award-winning National 
Support Group offers on-site 
service for our products, or en
tire computer systems, in most 
U.S. metropolitan areas. 

MORE RELIABILITY 
Our well-tested drives are 
backed by a 30-day money
back guarantee and a one
year warranty. Extended warr-

anties, 24-hour replacements, 
and our exclusive upgrade pro
grams are also available to 
protect your investment. 

MORE OPTIONS 
With our ten years of experi
ence in systems integration, we 
can custom integrate just about 
any data storage system you 
can imagine. 

MORE VALUE 
Even with all of these services , 
our prices are very competitive. 
Both purchase and lease op
tions are available. Need the 
right solutions to your data 
storage needs? Just ask us to 
perform. Call us today. 

1-800-255-9638. 

~ 11a•a•11 II~® .....__ - -
~-- --- - -
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
YOUR STORAGE SOLUTIONS COMPANY 
17171 PARK ROW• HOUSTON, TX 77084 • 713/492-6611 •FAX: 713/492-0092 
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In business, sharing is crucial to winning. Sharing 
means efficiency. Higher productivity. Better 
decision making. 
And our VISTA terminal server's unique technology 

gives you a clear competitive advantage. 

Digital News calls VISTA "Tops in the field." 
Central to VISTA technology is the VCP-1000. Its 
modular, open architecture provides easy network 
expansion, protocol independence and great 
performance. 

With five open slots on the chassis, you can con
figure your network for more ports and more functions 
whenever and however you need to. 

Start with our 100% l.AT compatible NIC and an 
8-port line card, for instance. You'll get DECserver 
functionality PLUS open architecture for expandability. 
Then add a 32-port card when you want to expand. 
Or an X.25 card. Or a modem line card with eight 
fully functional modems. 

Or switch your VISTA NIC to TCP/ IP, or even a dual 
protocol card featuring l.AT and TCP/ IP. Since VISTA 
is truly protocol independent, you get automatic 
compatibility with other cards you add. Here is the 
sharing you 've been waiting for. 

VISTA shares better than a DECserver. 
Talk about performance! VISTA's high-end speed is 
38.4k bps, with a character throughput of 100,000 cps. 
Compare that with DEC products! 

And consider this: if you want to expand your net
work to 128 ports, you'd need eight DECserver 300s. 
Or just one VISTA. Our expansion cards come with 8, 
16 or 32 ports. 

You'll like the price. And the service. 
Whether you are configuring for 8 ports, 128 ports, or 
any number in between, you'll be glad to find that 
VISTA's cost per port is as low as $118. That is among 
the lowest in the industry. 

Since networking is Datability's only business, our 
technical staff is trained in problem-solving, and can 
handle your service needs quickly. 

If you have a question, we'll get you the answer. 
And if you need a part, card or unit, our 24-hour "hot 
swap" program will get one there overnight. 

Share to win with Datability. 
Linking your users and resources together is the first 
step to sharing. Helping you ~apt, maintain and im
prove the link is the next step. At Datability, we're work
ing for you and with you. Teaching computers to share. 

Copyright 1989, Datability Software Systems Inc. "Teaching computers to share" is: a trademark of Oatability Software Systems Inc. OECserver and LAT are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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Call us toll-free: 1-800-DIAL-DSS. In New York call 
( 212) 807-7800. FAX ( 212) 463-0459. Or mail this 
coupon today. 

D Yes, send me more about VISTA and 
Datability's 100% customer satisfaction program. 
Name ________________ ~ 

Title _________________ _ 

Company----------------
Address ________________ _ 

City _______ State ____ Zip __ _ 

Telephone ( 

DATAB/l/TY 
'leaching computers to share.™ 

322 Eighth Avenue, New York, NY 10001 
Boston • San Francisco • Chicago • London 
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